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Abstract 

Meeting the Requirements of a New Localism: 
Local Government in Sub-Saharan Africa, The Case of Uganda and Zimbabwe 

Ph.D., 1999, Carol L. Dauds, Graduate Department of Political Science, University of Toronto 

The globalization of the economy and its accompanying restructuring has not only called into 

question the role of national governments but also has spawned a greater interest and focus on 

urban local governments as they grapple with the local consequences of these processes. In 

both developed and developing countries the focus is on new strategies and new policy 

arrangements that include non-governmental actors in ' the new localism'. While structural 

adjustment has reduced the role of the central government in sub-Saharan Africa, one might 

ask what relevance the new localism has in a part of the world where urban local 

governments have little autonomy, fewer resources and a poor record of delivery. However, 

this thesis argues that there is a case for a historically specific new localism in sub-Saharan 

Africa. Historically, co1onia.l powers in sub-Saharan Africa created a bifurcated state in which 

they used local government as the linchpin for controlling the Ahican population in what 

Mahmood Mamdani has termed a decentralized despotism. Mamdani argues that one of the 

political challenges for African governments is to create democratic openings at the local 

level in order to re-engage society and break the constellation of power, characterized by 

patronage politics, which stems from the bifurcated state form. Using historical material from 

Uganda and Zimbabwe, this thesis develops some historically specific requirements for a new 

localism. Empirical evidence, obtained from fieldwork conducted in two municipalities in 

Uganda and Zimbabwe, provides a comparison of decentralization programmes and their 

impact at the local level, in theory and practice, and an analysis of the possibilities of meeting 



the political challenges of developing a new localism. This thesis argues that, put to the test 

of meeting the requirements of a new localism, a comparison between Jinja and Mutare 

reveals that Uganda has gone some way to meet those requirements while Zimbabwe has not. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

The Case for a New Localism in Sub-Saharan Africa 

Introduction 

Global economic restructuring has caused a renewed political interest in local 

government around the world. In the developed countries it has spawned the idea of a new 

localism with far-reaching implications for the way individuals see themselves and the way 

they are governed, especially with regard to the publiclprivate, state/civil society relationship. 

In developing countries, and especially in sub-Saharan Africa, restructuring under IMF 

structural adjustment programmes has led to prescriptive calls for decentralization, transparent 

and accountable government and the participation of civil society under the rubric of 

governance. While much of this prescription centres on economic development, the 

introduction of the concept of governance has added a much-needed political dimension to the 

debate on Afican development. 

This thesis argues that the concept of a new localism is relevant to sub-Saharan Africa 

not only because sub-Saharan Africa is caught up in global restructuring but also because of 

the historically specific circumstances of the African state. Local government is at the heart of 

sub-Saharan Africa's political challenge and accountability, or lack of it, lies at the heart of 

the statelcivil society relationship. Thus the thesis question: how and with what existing links 

is the governance relationship of state and civil society being forged? This chapter attempts to 

establish the theoretical framework for investigating local government in su b-Saharan Africa 

within the context of a new localism, 



I Globalization and "the new localism" 

Currently there are compelling rwons for studying local government. It is apparent 

that worldwide ~tmchlrd adjustment, sometimes characterized by the term globalizarion, has 

precipitated increased interest in activity at the local government level (Clarke and Gaile 

1997; Goetz and Clarke 1993; Brown and Fry 1993; Pickvance and Pretecielle 199 1; Cohn, 

Memfield and Smith 1989; Fry 1986). Edward G. Goetz and Susan E. Clarke have termed 

this new focus on local government "the new localism": 

Recent evidence of insmifird economic and political demands on localities and increased local 
development initiatives hints at a new local terrain with unexpected commonalities. Local officials the 
world over operate under heightened cooditiors of economic and political uncertainty. They now have 
social and economic roles and responsibilities chat are often new and unanticipated. In each instance. 
global restructuring pressures compel local officials to reconstruct relations between the public md 
private sectors at the local level as well as to reconsider the most basic governance issues (Goea and 
Clarke 1993, 2). 

AS Goetz and Clarke use it, the term "the new localism" refers to an externally driven 

process. It means that the consequences of restructuring in a globalizing economy, often 

beyond the control of national governments, inevitably are felt in local places. Indeed, in their 

comparative analysis of six Western democracies' Chris Pickvance and Edmond Preteceille 

(199 1) conclude that "economic restructuring and the rise of neo-liberalism have formed the 

key context for changes in the territorial organization and financing of government'' (2 18). 

They report that there has been an increased focus on, and expanding political activity at the 

local level of politics. Thus, the new localism is externally driven by the need to create, 

through foreign trade and investment at the local level, a market share within the globalizing 

economy. 

1 The volumt: contains case studies of Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom, 
France, the United States and Canada. 
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Susan Clarke and Gary Gaile (1 997) suggest that there are two faces to this new, 

externally driven localism. Clarke and Gaile argue that the new localism "does not mply the 

withering away of the national state but it underscores the increased salience of other scales 

where globalization materializes" (31). Taken from this point of view, communities see a 

tremendous opportunity to raise their status by finding a niche in the global economy. Local 

government is characterized as having an advantage because "with its greater salience local 

government acts as a catalyst of processes of innovation and cooperation" (Clarke and Gaile 

1997, 3 1). However, the authors note that there is another, bleaker side to the new localism in 

the undermining of local community. Ln this scenario urban populations are divided between 

those who are purported to have weak community ties, since their interests lie with the global 

economy, and those who, while affected by the global economy, are limited by a lack of 

mobility and economic opportunities. The increased competition for jobs at the local level 

also heightens social tensions within the latter group. Thus, civic responsibility is eroded in 

both groups (Clarke and Gaile 1997, 32). Another dimension to this bleaker side is the loss of 

local autonomy in cities that are less able to take advantage of the new global context. In one 

of the case studies in Pretecielle and Pickvance, Hartmut HauDenann (1991) notes that this 

is defdtely the case in the Federal Republic of Germany where old cities cope with the 

legacies of the industrial economy and high unemployment while new cities bask in new- 

found wealtk2 Thus, it is evident that globalization is having a tremendous and varied impact 

in this case, HhDumann -N that, wen when there is a transfer of hmds from the national 
government, local power of decision making is eroded: 

grotesquely enough, the blame for the present differences in the economic situation of the towns, 
resulting from national and international developments, is being hid on the towns themselves. Given the 
concept of regional crises, which the geographical distn'bution of unemployment and growth rates 



at the local level. 

Whatever the effects of this externally driven new localism, they require a great 

capacity for implementing change at the local level. As Robert Putnam (1993) assens, social 

capital is an important component of effective local government3; and the new externally 

driven localism depends on a great deal of internal social capital. Clarke and Gaile note that 

the most revolutionary change is the "emergence of a third sector of nonprofit organizations, 

and the reconstruction of the local institutional infrastructure to accommodate different 

bargaining and negotiating practices" (3 3). h e a d  of being the primary provider of services, 

more and more local government becomes the enabler, bringing together a wide variety of 

actors and, therefore, "moderating difference and negotiating cooperation is a new local 

government responsibility" (33): Consequently, there is a greater need for political skill and 

supports so well, respunsibility for sohtions is shifted particularly to local policy. The towns that accept 
this concept are compellrd to receive special grants for restructuring to promote growth (1  16). 

Using tus urensive knowledge of regional reform in Italy, P u m a  notes tbat it is in a civic 
community when citizens "though not selfless saints, regard the public domain as more than a battlqrormd for 
pursuing personal interests", that affective political and economic developmmmt take place (88). Ha argues that 
associationd life creates social capital, that is, "features of social organization, such as trust, norms and 
network, that can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating co-ordinatrd actions" (167). It is the 
horizontal ties of 3ssociational life rather than the vertical tits of more formal institutions which mould the civic 
community and, according m Pumam, it is in civic communities tbat government effectiveness and accountability 
is strongest 

'' Gerry Stoker (1995) n o t s  that this enabling function of local government is emphasized in academic 
analyses in the UK (Cochrant: 1993) and is viewed as a catalytic role in acarlemic analyses in the US (Osbome 
and Gaebler 1992). Stoker argues rhat regime theory, as developed in the work of Clarence Stone, unpbasks 
this evolving form of political action at the l d  level: 

Because of its emphasis on the way governmental and nongovernmental actors work amass bound~s, 
regime theory is especially relevant, given the shifting role of urban government ... Regime theory 
provides a m w  perspective on the issue of power. It directs attention away from a narrow focus on 
power as an issue of social control towards an unkrstanding of power expressed through social 
production. [n a complex. fragmented urban world the paradigmatic form of power is that which enables 
certain interests to blend their capacitis to achieve common purpmes. Regime analysis directs attention 
to the conditions under which such affective long-term coalitiors emerge in order to accomplish public 
purprnt=s ( 1995,5439 
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the part of local government in its provider fimction. How successful this 

is depends not only on the local institutional infrastructure, public, non- 

profit and private but also their ability to interact.' Clearly, what is required for the new 

localism to succeed is not only a rich and varied institutional infrastructure, both public and 

private, but also, and maybe most importantly, a creative politics. 

Although the structural influences and their consequences might push towards the new 

localism across the world, the political response is located within the specific historical 

context of national and local politics. In their study of northern countries noted earlier, 

Pickvance and Preteceille observe that there were variations in trends and their explanations 

for these variations "concerned the strength of neo-liberalism, the nature of state structures 

(e.g. the strength or weakness of centralffederal government), the distribution of political 

forces between levels of government and the extent of politicization of central-local 

government relations" (222). Thus they observe both centralization and decentralization 

trends, depending on the particular context: 

Cenaalimion of control was a response to local op@ tion to nediberalism in countries with strong 
centrd stats seeking to promote nediberalisn. Dacenmlization of control was a means of pramoang 
nediberalism by appealing to local support, in countries with a weak central state. Decsnnalization of 
functions and control could also be a means of promoting expansion of collective consumption (222). 

Even if there is a rich and varied public private and non-profit pool to call upon, the coordination of 
efforts to create a new institutional mix may bring local politid srmgghs to the fore. Clarke and Gailc poiot out 
that problems arise because "noneconomic groups may be plentiful and interactive but fragmented, imderfunded, 
and d i k e  ly to share a collective understanding of an agenda that does not Nppon their constituencies" ( 1997. 
35). A good example of the complexity of the problem is presented by Warren Magnuson (1996) m his case 
study of women's transition houses in Vancouver. Faced with cutbacb, feminists found themselves 
outman0~:uvered by politicians which wished to retain the service but without what they considered to be a kfdst 
feminkt philosophy (1996, 241-259). What Magnuson points out is hat,  in the new conftguration of public. 
nonprofit and private institutions, flexibility and permeability are the a tmires  needed to obtain a favourable 
outcome but specific constituencies may lose political ground. Nevertheless it is at the local level and within this 
context of the new localism that these constituencies find political space to grow. 



While the increased political significance of the local level is a common trend, the authors 

assert that it does not necessarily lead to open and more democratic government; nor are 

alliances necessarily forged between divergent, especially class, actors whose struggles are 

conducted From their own point of view (Pickvance and Preteceille 1992, 223). Clarke and 

Gaile also note that local officials choose between differing opinions on the new localism and 

"adapt these interpretations to fit the political and economic context in which they work" 

(1997, 43). Certainly, as Warren Magnusson reminds us, local government, at least in North 

America, has a strong legacy of boosterism which is narrowly concerned with the promotion 

of local business interests above dl (1996, 143). In short, while globalization has uniformly 

drawn new attention to the local level through the need for structural change, how that is 

played out in political struggles depends on historically specific factors both at the national 

and at the local level. 

The new focus on local government is not wholly confined to developing effective 

measures to face the challenge of economic restructuring. It is the view of some writers that 

political adaptation at the local level, within the context of the new externally driven localism. 

is providing an important new way to approach politics in general and often challenges the 

practices of the national state (Magnusson 1996; Kirby 1993; Nossal 1993; Schuman 1992; 

1986; Feldman and Feldrnan 1990). Some initiatives at the local level include issues of social 

justice and the environment as community groups have demanded changes in national and 

international policy, instituting what Michael Schuman has referred to as a "local foreign 

policy". In a more radical analysis, Andrew Kirby (1993) asserts that local governments, as 

hybrid institutions, are part of the state but more permeable to local initiatives and better able 



to provide initial responses to societal change. He argues that real change takes place at the 

local level and the survival of the state depends on this function even as a compromise is 

struck with notions of national sovereignty? 

Addressing the same issues, Magnusson (1996) goes even farther and suggests that 

local government may provide a model for the national state so that it may better function 

within the context of globalization. He argues that the ambiguous and lirninal nature of local 

government may be the characteristics nation states need to chart a course in a globalizing 

world. Magnusson proposes that, in this time of globalizing trends we not devalue but revalue 

the sovereign state by decentring it. He notes that the state has never lived up to its ideology 

of sovereignty but that with global economics, global culture and global movements it is no 

longer feasible even to keep up the pretense. He suggests that, instead, we conceptualize the 

state as a municipality writ large in order to give it the flexibility needed in the midst of 

globalization. He recognizes that there is the triple constraint on local political action of 

capitalism, statism and new disciplinary regimes, which "privileged the knowledge of 

professionals and determined priorities not already given as requirements of the state and the 

market", but also notes that movements such as feminism and environmentalism have started 

locally and pushed through the liminal local state to national and international venues (163). 

Borrowing a phrase lrom Benedict A n d e m  Kirby describes the national state as an "imagined 
community'' that has raid itself above its localities as a single monolith when in reality it "consists of many 
disparate pans" (118. 139). This creates an always conflicting relationship in which the disparate parts are a 
cham that must bt: confined by state force; but, Kirby asserts, the growing complexity of civil society confounds 
these attemprs, revealing a chaotic state. Citing examples of the resistance of women and gays and the actions of 
communities on the bor&r between Mexico and the United States, Kirby notes that "the networks of everyday 
life are more powerful than h e  tendrils that go to make up the ' imagined cornmunit y"'....[ and thusl bigher order 
governments can be induced to lower defensive postures and initiate formal agreemeno [internationally]" (132, 
133). Accordingly. change comes From the multitude of complex srmggles at the local level and "the survival of 
the state is an eternal compromise' between real change chat is taking pface and the posturing of the monolith 
state (Kirby 1993, 137). 



Magnusson asserts that a municipality is ambiguous and liminal: ambiguous, because it is 

seen as the seat of democratic self-government located in everyday life in a localized space 

but also is not recognized to be in itself effective politically; and, l h h d  because political 

action often starts locally but quickly moves beyond to national and international dimensions. 

He suggests that the municipality's ambiguity and liminality may the characteristics the nation 

state needs in a globalized world: 

it is the municipality - archetypically limited in its authority and its command over popular loyalties, 
weak in relation to rha global processes chat form people's identities and shape their behaviour, and 
ambiguous in its position at the boundaries of human existence - that presents he most realistic political 
model (302). 

Magnusson reconfigures the world order as the global city in which the states are glorified 

municipalities and where statism and capitalism are seen as the most powerful movements but 

interacting with other movements. Here we see that local politics not only provides a space 

for political action but also a model for rethinking the role of the state in a globalizing world. 

Thus, the externally driven new localism has brought local government to unprecedented 

prominence. 

The preceding discussion leaves no doubt that the externally driven new localism is an 

important topic, at least in the so-called developed world. However, experts also are looking 

to local initiatives as a key to successful economic and political development in the 

developing world, especially in sub-Saharan Africa where, unlike Asia, centralized authority 

has not enjoyed success (Goetz and Clarke 1993; Hyden 1990; Wunsch and Olowu 1990). 

Certainly subSaharan AFrica has felt the consequences of global restructuring with the effect 

that most countries were under strictly controlled IMF structural adjustment programmes by 

the late 1980s. The bleak side of the new localism, so aptly described above by Clarke and 
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Gaile, has not been lost on sub-Saharan Africa. Nevertheless, if responding to restructuring 

through a new localism presents a difficult challenge to national and local governments in 

developed countries, where a strong internal institutional infrastructure (public, private and 

non-profit) with a comparatively rich resource base exists, what sort of solution is it for sub- 

Saharan Africa? This discussion begs the question: what significance does a new localism 

have for Afi-ica? 

I1 Localism in sub-Saharan Africa: the decentralization debate 

Localism under colonialism 

Localism, loosely used here to describe an externally driven emphasis on the local 

level, is not new in sub-Saharan Africa. Since colonial times, decentralization has been a key 

concept in the modem history of subSaharan Africa which has come in and out of fashion, 

creating, as Mawhood describes it, a pendulum effect (1983, 8). The term itself becomes 

confusing as it often conflates at least three different meanings. (Laleye & Olowu 1990; 

Mawhood 1983; Olowu 1987; Cheerna and Rondinelli 1983). It has been used to describe 

bureaucratic, or administrative, deconcentration from a central administration to a more 

localized field of administration whose officials still report to the central headquarters. 

Secondly, it may mean delegation, which means the shifting of a responsibility from the 

central government to a sub-national level. This may be done for various reasons, such as 

better delivery of service, and usually involves some restructuring of revenue sharing to 

provide for the means of administration. Finally, the same term has been used to describe a 

broader and more political concept of devolution of authority. Unlike the fmt two, this 

concept involves power sharing between levels of government, giving the local government 
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autonomy of decision-making in certain designated areas and fiscal independence from the 

centre in order to carry out its specific responsibilities. At the pdicy level this sort of 

decentralization involves specific power sharing in fiscal and adrniristrative arrangements 

which will facilitate the effectiveness of each level. It is only in this third meaning that 

decentralization can be properly referred to as local government (Mawhood 1983, 3-4). 

Francophone Africa inherited structures notably based on the deconcentration model, while 

local government structures inherited by Anglophone Africa were modelled after the British 

decentralized system which involves a degree of devolution. Nevertheless, 0. M. Laleye and 

Barnidele Ayo (1987) point out that it is a mistake to thmk that Anglophone Africa has 

experienced devolution at the local level. In fact, African local authorities have rarely 

achieved the autonomy that would fit the devolution definition of decentralization and warrant 

the local government label. 

During the colonial period, local authorities may have been variously viewed by the 

colonial authorities as instruments of economic development but they never strayed far from 

their primary function of political control through administration. Even under indirect rule, a 

policy attributed particularly to the British and which incorporated indigenous leaders at the 

local level, native authorities were kept f d y  under the control of the central colonial 

administration through the appointment of District Officers (DOs) and depended on that 

authority for their very existence. Native authorities were run by indigenous leaders who held 

autocratic control over the local people and were concerned with local customary land 

allocation and dispute settlement as well as tax collecting for the colonial authority. The 



native authorities were often manipulated or reinvented by the colonial power7 and the chiefs 

who made up the native authority were gradually professionalized for administrative duties 

(Fallers 1965). Laleye and Dele Olowu comment that, "during the colonial period, corAicts 

were rampant between the central government officials and their field representatives (DOs) 

on the one hand, and local authorities, or native authorities, on the other, culminating in their 

dissolution by the central authority". (1990, 80). Later, decentralization became a key policy 

to contain African political movements which proliferated during and after the depression of 

the 1930s. In the case of Kenya, for instance, the containment of political power bases in 

local government institutions was seen to be the key in the bid to "formalize and localize the 

arena of political agitation" (Oyuji 1983, 112; also for Sudan see Noms 1983, 53). 

In the pre-independence period of the 1950s, the degree of local autonomy was at a 

relatively high point, although still tightly controlled from the colonial centre. R. E. Robinson 

elaborates on the rationale behind the British move to establish autonomous government in 

1947, commenting that there were two main arguments: 

One was administrative. They would be much more effective agencies for development h n  the 
uaditiod native authorities before them; and the other was pditical. Africa's national leaders demanded 
English style local government and would have no other, whik their overlords could think of no better 
school for mass education in democracy. Through the 1-1 authorities on their doorstep, p a n t  and 
herdman, schoolmaster and trader were to Im the arts of democratic initiative and control which 
would soon apply to par~amentary govemment at the centre. And when independence came. the local 
authorities would stand guardians of local and individual liberty against the hand of absolutism at the 
top (1961.5). 

These late colonial structures, heralded as the school for democracy, were a move towards the 

model of English local government structures and away from the existing native authorities. 

Lndeed, the development of the colonial state had depended greatly on the this backbone of 

In Kenya, for instance, the British created their own Hadman system since the iudigenous institutions were not 
appropriate for their p u p x s  (Oyugi 1983, 110; also see Rosberg and Notringbarn 1966, 8G96). 
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colonial rule. Yet, suddenly, it seems, they were regarded as too traditional and parochial to 

serve as vehicles for good government and too limited in their knowledge of administration to 

manage development (Sununer Conference 196 1, 17- 19). Thus, local government institutions 

which had never performed except under political and bureaucratic control from the central 

colonial power were, nevertheless, suddenly to be transformed into a panacea for self- 

government as well as the vehicles for more effective economic development. In actual fact, 

colonial authorities were the most enthusiastic about autonomous local government when 

independence became inevitable and the need for a transition to independent politics was 

considered a priority. Their tolerance increased as their political interest waned. 

Localism after independence 

The fact is that after independence indigenous central authorities have been no more 

tolerant of autonomous local government than their colonial predecessors. Post-independence 

politics have centred on capturing, and keeping, national power for two important reasons. 

First, Philip Mawhood notes that post-independence governments needed to emphasize 

national unity and legitimacy amongst diverse populations and local autonomous political 

authority was considered to be inimical to this process (1983, 8). Commenting on the trend in 

Francophone and Anglophone West Africa, Laleye and Ayo assert that, "all governments have 

consistently attempted to influence the representatives of the population, so as to avoid local 

governments becoming some kind of counter-powers to the central authority" (1987, 61; aLs 

see Gboyega 1983; 1978; Harris 1983; Mawhood 1983a; Noms 1983; Oyuji 1983). A second 

phenomenon which has affected the character of local government in Africa is the fact that 

aid funding, international loans and joint ventures with private multinationals have all created 
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circumstances where access to government decision-making on development projects has 

meant access to opportunities for gaining wedth, prestige and political power; the power is 

derived mainly from the ability to let others in on these opportunities. While Nigeria, 

especially during the oil boom years in the 1 WOs, may be a prime example (Graf 1988; Jibrin 

1994; Koehn 1990; Panter-Brick 1978), this phenomenon is present all over sub-Saharan 

Africa (Bayart 1993; Oyuji 1983, 136-8; Reilly 1983, 144-46). Herein lies another rationale 

for decentralization: national political elites give in to pressures for creating sub-national 

units; pressures fuelled not by the need for local political expression but by the political trade- 

off in which local elites trade political support in exchange for a piece of the national pie 

(Bayart 1993, xvii; Graf 1988, 180-89; Oyuji 1983, 127-28). At the same time, in order to 

hold onto their power and prestige, national elites at the top must keep a highly centralized 

decision-making mechanism for dispensing opportunities (Koehn 1990). This phenomenon 

makes administrative decision-making highly suspect, whether the decisions are coerced by 

the politicians or are the result of the dubious activities of administrative personnel. Thus, for 

national political elites with precarious legitimacy there exist strong pressures for creating 

local structures without political substance. 

Localism and the influence of international development ideology 

International development ideology and its changing nature has contributed to the 

pendulum effect described by Mawhood. Shifts in development thinking have resulted in the 

call for varying degrees of attention on the local level and local participation depending on 

the prevailing development ideology. Although, scholars at a conference on local government 

in Africa in 1961 commented that "(1)t is our view that a strong system of local government 



can act as a unifying force in times of rapid social and political change", R. E. Robinson 

concluded that "the question now is whether Africa can afford the luxury of Liberty at the 

price of squandering its meagre resources in administmiive waste" (Summer Conference 196 1, 

6; Robinson 1961,5). The conference concluded that local government in Africa was unequal 

to the task of economic development and participants called for "stricter control and increased 

central aid" (Robinson 196 1, 7). The 1960s saw a move towards consolidating central power 

but a decade later when basic needs became a goal of many international development 

initiatives, the methodology moved to incorporate local participation with appropriate 

technology and away from centrally controlled and capital intensive projects (Olowu 1987, 

50).* The move to a basic needs strategy corresponded with the development of a mixed 

authority at the local level. Decentralization in this context became a methodology for the 

prevailing development theory without any real reference to local conditions beyond the 

perceived stage of national development. An important document of that time, Employment 

Growth and Basic Nee& (1976), which evolved from the Tripartite World Conference on 

Employment, Income and Social Progress and the International Division of Labour and was 

published by the International Labour Office in Geneva, involved a collaboration with the 

World Bank and the University of Sussex in which, 

the skeletal framework of a "typical" developing country at the present time was established. It d m  not 
reflect the structure of any particular country, but the figures used do take into account empirical data 
on different types of country, especially Latin American countries (ILO 1976, 36). 

8 This approach was inaugurated by the World Bank in 1972 in light of the new evidence that the 
modernization m&I had not worked. Despite growth in he Gross National Product (GNP) in ACricm countries 
here were vast numbers of people who remained in poverty. In or&r to take this into account, growth with 
equity became the dual approach to development planning. The thrust of this approach was to target poor groups 
with poverty alleviation programmes that had a particular emphasis on the household, local participation and 
decentralized s e ~ c e s .  For an explanation of the basic needs approach and practices see Liepziger and Streeten 
( 198 1). For a critical analysis of this approach see Sandbroo k (1982). 



Perhaps the most startling evidence for this phenomenon in Africa is the fact that such 

policies show up on national development agendas regardless of national ideology or local 

political willO9 Philip Mawhood notes that decentralization efforts in Tanzania differed little 

from those in Sudan or Ghana. He comments that, "(T)here is a certain shared climate of 

opinion internationally, so that changes made in one country are replicated in another at the 

same time, or after a few yearsf delay" (Mawhood l983,7; 1987). By 1983 the World Bank 

noted that deconcentration and delegation were the chosen forms of decentralization in most 

countries and that devolution was not favoured because "Africa's political leaders tended to 

see local government as incompetent, profligate and politically divisive".1° Nevertheless, the 

World Bank recommended devolution (autonomous local government) for two reasons: "First 

the growing desire to find new ways of mobilizing resources; and, second, the recognition 

that local government employees could be used more efficiently than they have been"". Thus, 

administration, not political development, was the prime concern and a "shortage of technical 

and administrative skills" was the problem.12 By 1984, the World Bank's attention had already 

been shifted from basic needs to the debt problem and decentralization and privatization of 

services with user fees crept onto the agenda.13 if post-independence political imperatives 

9 The LO document sees decentralization as the key to employing a basic needs strategy but d m  add 
that redistribution of land must take place in the mi areas. In the urban areas a basic needs approach d k  for 
an "effective, decentralized and democratic adnrinistrafive srmcture" (my emphasis. ILO 1976. 66; 47-70) Paul 
Streeton, a main spokesman of the World Bank on basic needs, recognized the political barriers but also pointed 
out the need to 'deliver' basic needs in a short period of time (Streeten GL d. 1981. 148,149). 

lo World Development Report 1983, 120. 

Ibid, 121. 

I2 Ibid. 

l3 Toward Slcsurined Development in Sub-Saharan Afria, World Bank Repon 1984, 30-3 1. 



brought about local authorities with no political substance, it is equally true that those local 

authorities also remained subordinate to the more important task of development which was 

strongly influenced by ideological trends. 

Characteristically, the literature up until the mid-1 980s centred on decentralization as a 

vehicle for development and focused on administrative problems rather than local political 

development. Olowu, who has provided a detailed review of the literature on African local 

government ( l987), comments that, 

Two cenmal thrms have dominated the study of African local government. The first is how to reconcile 
the drive towards rapid soci~economic &velopment with decentralization strategies. The other theme 
has been what type of &centralization strategy is most appropriate - devolution of power to local elf- 
governing institutions or dzconcentntion through field units of the central government (1987. 48). 

Thus, local self-governing is only considered as a strategy for the more important task of 

development. Olowu points out that while early publications, just before and after 

independence (Cowan 19%; Hicks 196 1; Maddick 1963; Alderfer 1964; Wraith 1964; 

Campbell, Brierly and Blitz 1965; Smith 1967; Hurnes and Martin 1969), referred to local 

'government' and contained a mixed concern for both administrative efficiency and 

development of political institutions, by the 1970s administrative concerns took precedence. " 

He notes that the reactivated interest in the 1970s spawned new material (Cheema and 

Rondinelli 1983; Mawhood 1983; Rondinelli 1983) that maintained a strong emphasis on 

managerial concerns, leading to the general conclusion that "decentralization policies suffer 

from implementation problems" (1987, 5 1). Thus, this later round of decentralization, seen as 

'" OIowu comments that. 

The mood of this clrift was captured by Ronald Wraith when he revised his 1966 book The new tide 
was Local Administration in West Africa, a change [from government to administration] he made, 
according to him, because of h e  changing t i c k  (1987. 50). 



a useful policy instrument for the administration of development, seemed to distance itself 

From ' politics'. 

By the late 1980s, criticism of the decentralization thrust of development planning 

maintained that it was not necessarily inimical to centralizing political imperatives nor was it 

as apolitical as planners might think. Richard Stren (1989) points out that the Tanzanian effort 

to decentralize was purported to bring Tanzanians closer to local democracy by bringing more 

efticient development but remarks that, 

Ironically, the pursuit of his  "local democracy" involved be abolition of all local government councils 
in both nvd ;md urban Tanzania and their replacement by regional and dismct committees dominated 
by central government officials (1989,23). 

Going further, David Slater (1989) argues that, in the case of Tanzania, decentralization 

provided "a cloak for increasing state control, combined with reliance on foreign aid, 

including World Bank funding for export-oriented agricultural projects" (Slater 1989, 5 14). 

Furthermore, in his debate with Dennis Rondinelli, he points out that technical approaches to 

decentralization tend to use a depoliticized discourse, through arguments of preferences, 

efficiencies and choice, while at the same time espousing the promotion of equitable 

economic development without any serious consideration of the politics of peripheral 

capitalism (Slater 1989; 1990; Rondinelli, McCullough & Johnson 1989; Rondinelli 1990). 

Slater asserts that the combination of rational choice and traditional political-economy 

approach used by RondineUi is part of a neo-liberal agenda that is now entering the 

decentralization debate and comments that, "a rather arresting association is emerging between 

the watchword of decentralization and the privatization of provision" (1989, 521). In this case, 

decentralization can be a mask for the very political issues of privatization, deregulation and 



the dismantling of the social function of the state (Slater 1990, 5 16). 

If decentralization serves varied political interests it still tends to leave out local 

politics. Joel Sarnoff points out that local politics "remains a secondary concern" noting that 

"success is to be measured by improved implementation of development schemes, not 

increased political mobilization" (1 990, 5 16). He also observes that the decentralization 

proponents, although purporting to be objective, have, 

an intensely political initiative on two fronts. In the academic arena the assertion that a disinfected 
discourse. one protected From the germs of politics and ideology, is both possible and essential functions 
to delimit the scope of the debate by specifying the acceptable terms and analytic constructs. In diverse 
Third World polities a similarly sanitized perspective privileges techniques and technicians a d  is 
thereby more likely to reinforce authoritarian rule than to extend democratic participation (1990, 527). 

Slater contends that if decentralization can be used for these purposes "alternatively it can be 

linked into a discourse that combines ideas of collective empowerment, democracy and 

socialism. Hence the need for, and importance of, an alternative vision of decentralization.. . 

the combination of representative political forms with direct participatory forms is of primary 

significance" (1 989, 523). However, Slater concludes that popular democracy must reach all 

levels of government, not just local, in order to "breathe real life into decentralization ... But 

without a break from the political logic of peripheral capitalist development, the necessary, 

although certainly not sufficient, conditions for an articulation of decentralization and 

substantive democracy cannot materialize" (1989, 523). Thus, if, from the technical discourse, 

we have a depoliticized theoretical discourse on decentralization which is lacking in 

substantive political content, from the political economy perspective we have a content-heavy 

analysis which precludes political development until necessary conditions are met. While 

Slatefs criticism brings political concerns into the decentralization debate it does not provide 

much hope for local government in sub-Saharan Africa. 



The renewed call for localism in sub-Saharan Africa 

As in the developed world, the immense structural change since the mid-1980s has 

resulted also in a renewed interest in local government in Africa. Over-burdening debt, fiscal 

collapse and the resulting economic restructuring has brought about several important social 

consequences. The most serious collapse of faith in centralized government since 

independence has resulted in widespread demonstrations calling for democratic reform in the 

early 1990s. There has been a tremendous growth of informal social and economic activities 

spawned by wide-spread unemployment, the inability on the part of governments to pay 

adequate wages and the reduction of government services. The urgent need for governments 

to establish a tax base, as a result of the requirements of the IMF in restructuring 

programmes, has resulted in demands for more accountability. These changes are having a 

particular impact in the cities where much of the informal activity takes place and where 

growing informal settlements increase the demands for local govemrnent action (Stren and 

White 1989). Rodney White comments that "Although the region is not highly urbanized by 

global standards, the trend in that direction has been extremely rapid" (1989, 2). Indeed, The 

Global Report on Human Settlements 1996 repons that in some cases the urban population 

has grown sevenfold spawning "spontaneous, popular housing areas " while, at the same time, 

there has been a deterioration of services and a serious erosion of the employment base 

(1996, 86)? Thus, the stress on cities increases at the same time as government's ability to 

renew old inFrastmcture and provide services declines. In relation to his crisis, Richard Stren 

15 The Report on Humm Sedcments aclmowledgs that ckcriiing urban population changes in Afria is 
"panicularly problematic befause of large gap in basic drmographic data" ;m4 thus. "one becomes more reliant 
on studies for particular settlements or city neighburhoods or sectors that give an insight into the scale and 
nature of change" (1996, 84). 



comments that solutions to problems "must 

basis of local experience and information ... 
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be formulated locally, by local people, on the 

Their solutions will require both imagination and 

enormous dedication" (1989a, 66). Ln this context decentralization of responsibility and 

strengthening local government is once again being viewed as an antidote to state-centred 

development; however, positioned as it is, closer to local demands and struggles, it is now 

also seen as potentially more accountable and, therefore, a pathway to more democratic 

practices (Hyden and Bratton 1992; Stren 1989a; 1990). 

Localism and the governance debate 

A key concept within this recent emphasis on the local level of government is that of 

governance. The recent debate over governance does bring a much broader focus to the study 

of local government and development (McCarney, Halfani and Rodriguez 1995; Hyden and 

Bratton 1992; Leftwich 1994; World Bank 1990; Wunsch and Alowo 1990; Wunsch 1991). 

The concept of governance, at least, has brought politics and political development back into 

view as far as it is viewed as a relationship between citizens and political leaders. Hyden 

defines the concept of governance as: 

the Me of political authority to promote and enhance societal values - economic as well as non- 
economic - that are sought by individuals and groups. It  refers to the processes whereby values in 
society, at different levels, are king reahzed. The concept is broader thyl "government" in tbat it 
p r m p p a x s  that values are king allocated and defended by smcrures other cbao the government or the 

state (1990, 246). 

The concept of governance brings forward political culture as "an independent variable in the 

analysis of development" (Hyden 1992, 8). Inherent in the concept of governance is the need 

to look at the dynamic interaction between community and government as governance is an 

"interactive process by which state and social actors reciprocally probe for a consensus on the 

rules of the political game" (Bratton and Van de Walle 1992, 30). In the 1990s this debate on 



governance has challenged theorists to move beyond the technical problems of administration 

at the local level. Diana Lee and Richard Stren lay the groundwork for this movement by 

pointing out that 

an alternative approach.. should pay more attendon to how the society and the indigenous economy 
organizes itself. and I t s  attention to the organizational dynamics of the institutions of the state. While 
neither a n  be studied in isolation from the other, the balance between the two elements of the 
relations hip needs to be altered A new approach to the study of African urban management needs to 
start with the state of society, rather than with the society of tht: state (Lee-Smith and Stren 1991 as 
quoted in McCaruey, Halfani and Rodriguez 1995, 99). 

McCamey, Halfani and Rodriguez note that the concept of governance goes some way in 

fashioning such an approach, asserting, in agreement with Michael F. Lofchie (1989), that 

la apparance in the development literature throws new light on the configuration of forces whose 
interactions determine the direction of change in society. By precluding a pre-determination of the locus 
o f  power. the notion of governance permits an incorporation of forces and factors which previously were 
considered to be only marginally involved in formulation, implementation, outcome and impact 
(McCarney, Hdfani and Rodriguez 1995. 99). 

The authors assert that, in reference to these new research needs, a definition of governance 

"refers to the relationship between civil society and the state, between rulers and the ruled, 

the government and the governed" (1995, 95). They suggest that studies of governance must 

focus on both administrative and political structures in the govemment, on the structures of 

civil society and on the interaction between the two since solutions to urban management 

problems need a multi-factored approach. Likewise, the concept of decentralization must be 

understood and approached in this broader aspect (98- 108). Elsewhere, McCamey concludes 

Urban governance thus allows u s  to reconsider local government as more than just a technical or 
administrative arm of central government in the developing world. In the context of decentrdization, 
governance pennits an undt:rsm3ing of local government as more than just a bureaucratic structure with 
new autonomous powers and functions. a n  urban governance is introduced as the relation between 
actors in civil society engaging with local structures, new temtory is opened up for reviving local 
government, Recognition of the importance of the local level in &cussions of democratization focuses 
new attention on this tier of government in the &velopmmt dialogue (1996, 6). 
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The governance debate brings both economic and political realities to the forefront of the 

discussions of local institutions. 

While research and opinion in the governance debate reflect the recognition of a wider 

field of actors, it is argued that a great deal of emphasis on the state and administration Oocd 

or central) remains (McCarney, Halfani and Rodriguez 1995). For example, papers coming 

out of the World Bank Annual Conference on Development Economics in 199 1 remain f d y  

oriented towards institutional and administrative policy-making (Boeninger 199 1; Landel Mills 

& Serageldin 199 1 ; Martin 199 1). However, some writers have analysed how the informal 

political and economic activities of community-based associational life do, or might, interact 

with formal local government institutions (Mabogunje 1992; 1994; Lee Smith, 1989; Goetz 

1993; Onibokun 1996; Attahi 1996). Edward G. Goetz, in a cross-national study, analyses 

both the vertical (centre-local) and horizontal relations (redefinition of publiclprivate, 

reconstitution of local government roles vis-a-vis the market) and concludes that vertical 

restructuring of political and administrative activities between centre and local levels is 

effective only when there is "the formation of effective institutions and political mechanisms 

at the local level" (Goetz and Clarke 1993, 203). His solution is the creation of strong local 

institutions through the process of devolution, initiated by centml government, to provide the 

environment for renegotiation between community and government at the local level (Goetz 

and Clarke 1993, 14). Akin L. Mabogunje, in his useful analysis of the informal political and 

economic activity of community-based associational life proposes that the only way to create 

effective local government is to encompass those activities and bring them into a more formal 

context (1 992; 1994; 1995). Noting that informal institutions can rise to considerable status, 



Mabogunje sees the need to formalize and legalize such entities. He also sees "institutional 

radicalization" as an answer, whereby traditional institutions are maintained in form but with 

new content reflecting societal change (1995, 24). The implication of Mabogunje's analysis is 

to put emphasis on the state's role to better encapsulate vibrant informal activities, how "to 

formalize the informality of large sections of urban life" (1995,40). Koffi Attahi (1996) notes 

that in Francophone Africa, between 1993 and 1995, a new wave of decentralization (Benin, 

Mali, Guinea and Burkina Faso) has stressed good local governance and "differs from the 

preceding wave of decentralization in its participatory approach, and its constant search for 

consensus on its goals, processes and means of attaining decentralization" (175). He also 

notes that some modification of political institutions at the local level has begun in order to 

permit more participation. Thus there is some emphasis on internal political efficacy which 

might constitute a local government rather than just an administration. 

There are several limiting factors in these arguments for a new, more internally driven 

local government in Africa. Research shows that, so far, there are scant ties between formal 

government, especially local government, and community-based associational activity in sub- 

Saharan Afiica (Mabogunge 1992; 1995; Ngau 1993; Olowu 1993; Stren, Motabar and Attahi 

1993; Attahi 1996; Onibokun 1996). In a study of four communes in Cdte D'lvoire the 

authors observe that local government officials have few mechanisms for bringing together 

community groups, if they exist, and, indeed, cooperation was not forthcoming because it was 

seen by some groups as a vote of confidence for those in power (Stren, Motobar and Attahi 

1993). Commenting on Anglophone West Africa, A. G. Onibokun states that, 

Simply stated, axrent pncdcs ournot l ad  to sustainable development. The requisite vision and 
commitment are lacking, the required popular confi&nce does not k t ,  and partnership between 



government and civil society is a mirage (1996, 168). 

Speaking of Francophone Africa, Attahi observes that participation of civil society is 

undermined by "a lack of awareness of urban authorities with respect to their potential role in 

economic developent. Second, local authorities do not trust many economic and 

associationd groups. Finally, there are so few organizations on the ground which are capable 

of responding to social demands, developing and managing projects competently and 

transparently" (Attahi 1996, 180- 1). Researchers, such as Mabogunje, suggest that, at the local 

level community associations are able to raise revenue, provide service and remain 

accountable and, thus, enjoy more legitimacy than formal political structures. However, when 

they do connect with formal institutions, they often bypass local government and forge ties 

with the centre where the real power lies. Limited indeed are the existing organic links with 

which to support governance at the local level. 

The lack of ties to formal institutions is compounded when gender is considered in the 

analysis. Women's struggles in development, caught up in the complexity of gender relations, 

remain a concern for theorists and policy-makers alike (McCamey 1993; Moser 1993; 1995; 

Sen and Grown 1987; Shiva 1989; Stamp 1989). Maxine Molyneux divides women's interests 

into strategic and practical gender interests, the former including broad issues (eg. sexual 

division of labour, political equality, freedom of choice of childbearing), and the latter 

including interests which "arise from the concrete conditions of women's positioning by virtue 

of their gender within the division of labour" (1986, 284). Although women of different 

classes have different practical interests and also may differ on strategic interests, in practice, 

Women in Development (WID) and Gender and Development (GAD) initiatives have shown 



that, given the complexity of gender relations, practical needs cannot be separated from 

strategic ones (Moser 1993, 37-54). Moreover, as Caroline Moser points out, women are 

extremely important actors in their local communities, performing as they do the triple role of 

production, reproduction and community managing (1993, 27-36). In addition, women's 

associational life, which has burgeoned during the structural adjustment period, has been an 

important avenue towards empowerment for women (Moser 1993; Sen and Grown 1987). 

However, the link to formal institutions becomes more tenuous, given that the combination of 

Western patriarchal attitudes and institutions and indigenous gender bias makes access to 

formal structures, both From within informal cornmunit y-based structures that are not gender 

specific and through women's groups, much more difficult (Stamp 1989).16 Thus it would 

seem to be harder for women than for men to make links to formal institutions. 

Although restructuring has brought about a focus on the new localism worldwide and 

the new round of the decentralization debate in Africa calls for a more inclusive and dynamic 

local politics, what still seems to be missing is a theoretical framework to help fit local 

" As Carol Pateman (1988) argues, the Western patriarchal attitude toward women remained unchanged 
even as consciousness of liberal individualism took hold. Thus, she assem. patriarchy had two elements. h e  
paternal d e  of the father over son and the masculine rule of husband over wife; the liberal contract of 
individuals overcame the fmt but subsumed th: second by &g the relationship between rhe sexs natural 
and, thus unchangabh. Guaranteeing access to women (something rhat had been previouly controlkd by the 
patriarchal paternal right) aod the material and psychological benefit that that entailed and , moreover, the right 
over progeny so as to "generate new political life and political right", this modern ascriptive rule of men over 
women "created a political bonding for the brotherhood (Pateman 1988. 115. 113). Thus, in tbeory, women could 
never move into civil society. Liberal theory, Pateman argus, has never moved beyond the ahstract individual 
and. while women have been able to move in to civil society, they can only do so if they disavow their bodies 
and act as men because the "civil individual has been constructed in opposition to women" (Paternan 1988. 122). 
The concrete reality is hat if women wish to enter civil society as women, they must enkr into the mpk role to 
which Caroline Maser refers. Thus, says Pateman, "The mast profound and complex problem for political theory 
and practice is how the two bodies of human kind and feminine and masculine individuality can be fully 
incorporated into political life" (1988, 122). A pn&r analysis compounds the complexity of the concept of civil 
society. 
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government, an internally driven localism, into an African political analysis. To borrow Atul 

Kohli's comment (made in another context about rational choice concepts), speculation about 

localism in Africa "tends to snuff the specific African context out o f  the discussion (1987, 

243). Mawhood points out that, "Paradoxically the existence of an unchallenged central 

authority ...g ives the best hope that solid local government can be constructed" (1983a, 103). 

William Graf (1995) argues that not only does the implementation of restructuring entail a 

strong central government but also the state "remains the major, and perhaps only, framework 

within which important social and political issues can be dealt with in the context of a world 

system permanently stacked against peripheral societies and economies" (159). Graf concludes 

that "(W)ithout a real state and a real state theory, then, the South would appear to have no 

way forward, out, or back. The question that needs to be posed, therefore is not: state or 

market? but: what kind of state and whose state?"(1995, 159). What might be added is: where 

would localism come in? There is a need to locate localism in Africa in a more complete 

political analysis of African politics. 

111 Locating localism in an analysis of African politics 

Getting to the bottom of responsibility and accountability 

The current debate over governance makes the location of local politics in an analysis 

of African politics even more urgent because governance is a complex idea that aims at the 

heart of political power. This is because it involves the notion of accountability and 

responsibility which, far from being a remedy available for application, is the product of a 

complex political process. Patrick Chabal ( 1992) argues that political accountability cannot be 

removed from the context of political power. He asserts that the analysis of political 
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accountability is "the analysis of the constantly changing determinants of the theory and 

practice of political obligation between those who hold power and those who do not" (Chabal 

1992, 54). Regarding post-independence African governments, Chabal argues, there were 

"more important, deeper, prior and more historically significant political processes for which 

the liberal notion for representation did not provide an adequate framework (1992, 57). It is 

this configuration of power relations which determines accountability and responsibility and 

only when there is a change in the relations of political power can changes in accountability 

emerge. Likewise, John Lonsdale states that the meanings and practices of political 

accountability change as rulers and people "have striven to define and redefine what 

accountability would most usefully mean to them in their own situation" (1 986, 128). 

Lonsdale notes that the pursuance of 'development' appeared to solve the crisis of 

accountability for newly independent countries but argues that "(T)here is room to doubt, 

now, how far the appearance was also reality" (Lonsdale 1986, 153). For many international 

development actors, as well as African national political elites, development, and the 

accompanying argument for governance, remains the surface answer to accountability without 

their delving into the deeper historically specific political reality." 

Relations of power between state and civil society 

Gramsci 's ideas on poIitica2 society 

If the issue of accountability involves the deep relationships of political power 

17 Peter P. Ekeh terms these ideologies of legitimation and argues that they carried on fiom colonial 
ideologies of legitimation and result fiom the recognition, at some level, of the lack of legitimacy. The ideologies 
may range from "an unconscious ideological misrepresentation of the truth" (such as African elites' belief that 
Western education m d y  elevated them and entitled them to benefits) or a deliberate lie (especially 
coIoaialist claims that colonialism was a great c a t  to Europeans (Ekeh 1975, 99). 



encompassing state and civil society, the concept of civil society cannot be divorced from 

these deeper, historically specific relations of power in African politics. Some of Antonio 

Gramsci's insights from early 20th century Italian politics, as discussed by Joseph A. 

Buttigieg, highlight this fact. Buttigieg points out that, for Gramsci, the distinction between 

political society and civil society was "purely methodological and not organic; in concrete 

historical life, political arid civil society are a single entity" (Gramsci, Notebook 4, 38, as 

quoted in Buttigieg 1995, 28). He asserts that, 

G r m c i  regarded civil society as an integral part of the state; in his view, civil society. far from king  
himica1 to the state, is, in fact, its mast resilient constitutive element, even though the most immediate 
visible aspect of the state is political society, with which it is all too often mistakenly identified. He was 
also convinced h t  the intricate. organic rehtionships between civil society and political society emblc 
certain strata of society not only to gain dominance within the state but also, and more importantly. to 
maintain it, perpetuating the subaltemity of other strata (1995, 4). 

Thus, for Gramsci, civil society was not free and benign but was dominated by hegemonic 

groups which set the rules of the game and the rules were often organized to exclude 

subaltern groups. Thus the political power manifest in political society fmds its roots in civil 

society. 

Buttigieg maintains that Gramsci, in understanding this organic connection between 

civil society and the state, realized that those who wished to change the state, and, thus, 

change the rules, would have to do so in civil society. He articulates Gmmsci's insight: 

... it is through their activities and autonomous organizations in civil society that the subaltern masses 
must f i t  acquire their freedom or independence from the ruling classes and died intellectuals, that 
they must 1- to become themselves a lading force (1995, 20). 

Buttigieg points out another of Gramsci's important insights: Gramsci observed that it was 

only in welldeveloped, hegemonic civil societies that subaltern groups had a chance to fmd 

the space in civil society to develop a counterhegemonic socio-cultural presence. Thus if the 



bourgeois civil society has not developed a universal approach and addressed the needs of 

other classes (as in Southern Italy at the time) then there is an impoverishment of civil 

society. In such cases there is a general ineptitude of the population. Intellectuals and political 

parties are unable to articulate ideas clearly, "newspapers become dernogogic platforms, the 

forums of sterile polemics ... [and] opposition to the government amounts to little more than 

mere rebelliousness" (Buttigieg 1995, 17). Here we can sense the enormous importance to 

civil society as it provides the ground in which reside not only the roots of political power 

but also the roots of political change. 

State/civil society relationship in Afica 

There has been no consensus among theorists on what relations of power encompass 

the statelcivil society rule-making, or governing, relationship in sub-Saharan Africa. However, 

most theorists work on the premise of a mismatch between a Western state and an African 

civil society. Jean-Fran~ois Bayart (1993) has used the image of "the politics of the belly" to 

describe the relationship between state and society based on several ' AFrican' meanings of 

eating. He serves up ample evidence that this is a fitting metaphor for relations of 

accountability in African politics. 

This 'African way of politics' furthermore suggests an ethic which is more complicated than that of 
lucre. A man of power who is able to amass and redistribute wealth becomes a 'man of hono ld... In 
this context, material prosperity in one of the chief political virtues rather than being an object of 
disapproval (Bayart 1993, 242). 

For Bayart, it is this way of doing politics which lies at the heart of the understanding of the 

African state. The practice of politics "rests upon autochthonous foundations and a process of 

reappropriation of institutions of colonial origin which give it its own historicity" (Bayart 

1993, 260). Thus, for Bayart, it is this particularly 'African' way of doing politics which 
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reconfigures received institutions. James Ferguson, too, argues that in ' African' discourse the 

chief can be both "feeder of the people and eater of the people" (1995, 132). Within this 

discourse, there is moral judgement which sets the limits of accountability (cat some but not 

too much). He argues that national states tied to IMF conditionality are delegitirnized because 

they must act on rational measures of 'scientific capitalism' rather than the 'African' moral 

economy of relationships between people. 

Goran Hyden (1990) also rests his analysis on the peculiarly 'African' character of 

society. He asserts that the African state is a Western model, fashioned on the colonial state, 

which is a mismatch for African civil society. Hyden asserts that Africa is "bottom-heavy" 

with a society that is steeped in the community-oriented ethic of reciprocity. He argues that 

reciprocity is the organizing principle in local communities which assists in patroniclient 

relations." Although Hyden admits that reciprocity is vulnerable to corruption, he asserts that 

local governments should be based on this principle but are not because of the alien central 

state which is based on the Western notion of the maximization of gains. Chabal (1992) also 

asserts that the Westem-based colonial state caused a rupture between state and civil society 

which, after independence, led to the hegemonic project by the state to capture civil society; 

at the same time civil society sought to penetrate the state. He argues that the state won the 

battle but that the state is no longer able to absorb civil society and so is losing ground since 

Reciprocity is chatacterized as the system of accountability growing out of a peasant suhsistencc: 
culture. While the system demands accountability it is not on a quid pro quo or simultaneous basis as in Western 
culture. It is a covenant rather than a contract where individuk, m i h r  utilitarian nor altruistic, are happy to 
gain but not at the cost of another (1990, 245-69). For a discussion of the problem of chcterizing 
'community', given the complexity of relations in rural communities, see Stan Burkey (1993), especially pp-W 
68. 
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"unprovided clients become disenfranchised citizens and swell the ranks of civil society" in a 

counterhegemonic movement (1992, 142). Chabal asserts that political events in Africa are 

part of a world trend which rejects the "centralizing, homogenizing, coercive and politically 

supreme state, which is the legacy of nineteenthcentury nation-building" and moves towards 

decentralization; thus, civil society in Afiica is now more active in resisting the totalizing 

state (1992, 135). Nevertheless, he concludes that the "politics of civil society are aimed not 

at undermining the state qua state but at devising ways of penetrating it" (1992, 229). Despite 

the fact that all of these authors would agree that the colonial state was exploitative, in their 

analyses they still assume that the colonial state was somehow a 'Western' state and so did 

not differ in its power relations From other Western states. Thus, the poor product of 

accountability and responsibility, if we may call it that, rests on the fact that African society 

works on different principles of power relations from those of the state. 

The seeming resurgence of civil society in the early 1990s has again sparked the 

debate over what constitutes civil society in sub-Saharan Africa and whether this resurgence 

will affect the rules of the game. The question often asked is whether civil society is 

theoretically relevant but empirically meaningless in the African context (Harbeson 1994). 

Thomas M. Callaghy argues that most literature about Africa "has merely mistaken resurgent 

societies for 'civil societies'" and argues that much associational life has little to do with 

creating norms in a functioning public sphere (1994, 238).19 Dwayne Woods (1992) and 

l9 CaUaghy maintains that, 

older political logics, however, do not disappear just because authoritarian regimes are being challenged 
by resurgent societies; they might, in fact, be reinforced by such challenges (Callaghy 1994, 240). 

Moreover, he argues that in African countries there are no "effective agencies of restraint" which are needed in 



Michael Bratton (1989; 1994) are also guarded in their opinions about how much change this 

resurgence may bring." These authors take the view that the movement in African societies is 

yet to form the sort of base in civil society, in the Gramscian sense, from which the rules 

may be changed and a reconfiguration of political power relations may take place. 

it is in Peter E. Ekeh's analysis (1975; 1992) of the peculiar character of civil society 

in sub-Saharan Africa and of the complex relationship between civil society and the state that 

we may locate the tools for integrating the above analyses and making some sense of them. 

Ekeh emphasizes the enormous impact that the imposition of the colonial state had on African 

civil society ("it is to the colonial experience that any valid conceptualization of the unique 

nature of African politics must look" [1975, 931) but in a much more nuanced and historically 

specific analysis of these relationships; an analysis that sharpens the focus by avoiding the 

~iv i l  society in order for political decisions by the state to be susnimd a d ,  thus. there is no svppon for the 
development of accuunta bIe institutions ( 1994, 246). 

20 They agree that the revival of civil society is evident in the calls for drrnoaatization but see it as a 
middle class phenomenon since it is highly represented by lawyers and other professionals. Bratton argues. 

One would also therefore expect the expansion of civil society to be led by, and accrue to the advaatage 
of social classes well positioned to exploit economic opportunities in a capitalist economy ( 1989, 427). 

However. h is circumspect about whether resurgence will bring about a change in the power structure signified 
by a change in the d e s ,  maintaining that, 

Although actors in civil society learn the public acts of associating and expressing collective interests. 
they always seek autonomy from the state. The expression of civic interests does not =turd to efforts to 
gain md exercise control over the state (Bratton L994, 57). 

Bratton conclu&s that. although here has been a rsurgence, the "ascendancy of civil society m y  prove to be 
short lived" (1994, 77). Woods asserts b t  "there arc: indicatious that an organizing principle is emerging in 
several African counms based on the idea of political accountability and a sharper separation between public 
and private i n s r s t s "  and that this impetus comes from middle class elements: intellectuals, professionals md 
organized religion (1992, 91). However, he argues chat ethnic inter-, the economy of a f f d o n  and vertical 
patronage ties all undermine such an emergence. Thr: 'economy of affection' "reinforces prsonalizted and 
paternalistic relations" md wiU undermine attempts to change the d e s ,  tspeciall y in countries where the 
informal sector "is Iarge and outside of both formal asociational and state control" (Woods 1992, 92). Thus. 
Woods is less sanguine than Hyden about the relations of 'reciprocity'. 
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statelAfrican society dichotomy which acts as a smokescreen. Therefore, his analysis 

considering at length. 

Ekeh asserts that the imposition of indirect rule produced two publics, one a 

primordial public based on kinship, the other a civic one based in the colonial state 

structure." Both publics are presided over by the elevated African administrative elite created 

by the colonial state. Thus, although Ekeh does not argue this, in Gramscian terms, each 

public contains both elements of state and civil society. The civil society portion of the 

primordial public (eg. ethnic voluntary associations) is based on ethnic kinship ties and moral 

sentiments, providing security for Africans who were subject to the whims of the colonial 

masters. The civil society portion of civic public (eg. unions, political parties, student unions) 

arises from the colonial, and later independent, state structures. Ekeh characterizes civil 

society in the primordial public as a kind of sleeping giant with latent power based on very 

strong moral sentiments and the psychological security it provides. The civil society in the 

civic public, is active and interacts with the state but it is the necessarily weaker one because 

it is amoral and easily banned or absorbed by, colonial and later independent, state power. An 

important point that Ekeh makes is that independence brought no change to this structure of 

two publics because administrative elites merely presided over the colonial structures they 

inherited. 

*' E h h  argues that this was made a b o d ~ d e  public with ideas of citizenship because. 

Taking advantage of in kinship sau~zurt=s as public institutions, colonial rule canonized kinship, 
making them even bolder in the colonial period For colonialism's most daring policy on this 
score, indirect rule was by and large a celebration of kinship innitutions to which the colonial 
state delegated important state Funaioas of providing s d t y  and welfare needs of the ordinary 
colonized African. In other words ... colonialism compelled the individual to rely on kinship 
institutions in decisive ways, even in politid matters (Ekeh 1992, 192). 



Ekeh argues that, for both the elite and the ordinary African, "citizenship has acquired 

a variety of meanings, which depend on whether it is conceived in terms of the primordial 

public or the civil public" (Ekeh 1975, 106). The two elements of rights and duties, usually 

combined in Western ideas of citizenship, are divided in African politics, Ekeh argues; they 

are split between the two publics through corresponding meanings of citizenship. He explains: 

The individual sees his duties as  moral obligations to benefit and sustain a primordial public of which 
he is a member. While for the mast part informal sanctions may exist that compl such obligations From 
individuals, duties to the primordial public have a moral side to them ... Informal taxation in the form of 
'voluntary' contributions to erhnic associations ... are a prominent feature of modem Africa. Although 
the African gives nraterially as part of his duties to the primordial public, what he gains back is not 
material ... [but] intangible, immaterial benefits in the form of identity or psychologica1 securi ty.... The 
citizenship structure of the civic public is different. &cause it is moral, there is a great deal of 
emphasis on its economic value. While many Africans bend over backwards to benefit and sustain their 
primordial publics, they seek to gain from t h ~  civic public. Moreover, the individual's relationship with 
the civic public is measured in material tt!ms - but with a bias. WhiIe the individual seeks to gain from 
the civic public. there is no moral urge on him to give back to the civic public in r e m  for his benefits. 
Duties. that is, arc: de-emphasized while rights are squeezed out of the civic public with the amorality of 
an artful dodger (Ekeh 1975, 107). 

Ekeh maintains that the "ideologies of legitimation" of both colonial and nationalist rulers 

have reinforced these two ideas of citizenship and "have given credence to the myth among 

the ordinary African that the civic public can never be impoverished. On the other hand, the 

primordial public is pictured as needful of care - in fact from the civic public" (Ekeh 1975, 

108).= 

In the "dialectics of the two publics" we see the complexity of political relationships 

in African political society (Ekeh 1975, 108). Educated Africans, many of them part of the 

state administration, are part of both publics and their behaviour, Ekeh argues, also parallels 

Among these ' ideologiest are the ideas that Africans were backward and bad a backward past; h a t  
the colonial administration brought untold benefit to Afiurs  and outweighed any benefit that the colonizes 
might r a p ;  and, that Western education automatically brings material benefit 



the ideas of citizenship: 

A good citizen of the primordial public gives out and asks for nothing in return; a l ~ @  citizen of the 
civic pub1 ic gains from the civic pub1 ic but enjoys escaping giving anything in r e m  whenever he can. 
But such P lucky man would not be a good man were he to channel all his lucky gains to his private 
p m .  He will only be a good bran if he channels part of the largesse from the civic public to the 
primordial public (Ekeh 1975, 108). 

Here we may see the complexity of the product of accountability produced in such a dialectic; 

moral disapproval remains in the primordial public and split from the civic public where the 

transgressions occur. Moreover, the primordial public actually sanctions transgressions in the 

civic public. Thus, Ekeh argues, voluntary associations which are the civil society pan of the 

primordial public "do not complement the civic public; they subtract from it" (Ekeh 1975, 

110). Ekeh argues that 'tribalism' and corruption are the result of this dialectic as elites 

belonging to different primordial publics compete for the resources in the civic public? It is 

in Ekeh's dialectics of the two publics that we gain a more dynamic analysis of African civil 

society and understand better the role that it plays in African politics. 

We might suppose from Ekeh's analysis that a move to democratic governance is no 

simple matter in African politics. The relationship between the two publics and the dynamics 

involved would have to undergo a fundamental shift in any satisfactory transition to 

democracy. The very character of primordial associations and their dynamics keep them from 

direct interaction with the civil state. The civil associations in the civic public, Ekeh argues, 

may hold some sway and "(A) reconciliation of the primordial public and the civic public 

realms through the values that they yield would be a fair approach in African circumstances, 

but there appears to be little attempt in that direction" (1992, 208). The likelihood of reaching 

23 Ekh proposes that 'tribalism' originated in the citis as ttu: col-1 government policy forced thost: 
who migrated to urban areas to seek out protection and security horn their kin in ethnic associations- 



some sense of universality in civil society in Gramscian terms seems remote. However, the 

analysis does give a much more specific focus for research. 

Using Ekeh's analysis, we may observe from the work of empirically based researchers 

subtle changes to the composition of African civil society as well as to the rules of the game. 

Both Aili Tripp and Janet MacGafTey argue that the resurgence of associational life, 

especially in the informal sector, affects the deeper structures of power and is in the process 

of changing the rules of the game (Tripp 1997; 1992; 1994; 1994a; MacGaffey 1994, 1992). 

MacGaffey asserts that, in the face of an almost totally absent state in Zaire and a completely 

personalized formal economy, the 'second economy' provides the government-sanctioned 

public space in which classes struggle over the rules of the game? While one might question 

whether there has been any fundamental change of the rules of the game, MacGaffey 

maintains that the relationships formed in the second economy are more reliable than those in 

the so-called formal economy. Her evidence does point to an upheaval of the two publics, 

even the disintegration of the civic public, and, therefore, we must assume that there is an 

opportunity for new relationships to form. Tripp presents a more positive sense of change in 

the rule-rnaking relationship between state and civil society and of the ability of emerging 

goups, informal women's associations and the informal sector in general, to affect it? She 

MacGaffey maintains that it was "Resident Mobutu's specific incitement to people in he past to 
' fend for themselvesf (&brouillez-vous) and to 'steal a Little in a nice way which amounted to official license 
for he  activities of the second economy" (1994. 182). She maintains that it is within this second economy that 
classes struggle and "the subordinated clases not only challenge the state by evading ia exploitation but also 
undermine the power of the dominant class by contributing to state decline" (1994, 172). This struggle within the 
second economy takes place within "relations of personal &p&ncy", a phrase Maffiaffey prefers to 'patron- 
client relations' because it "laves open to investigation the exploitative nature of these relationships" (1994. 
179). 

Tripp argues that women's scxht ions  in both Uganda and Tanzania crate a public space for women 
in which they may be able to r & f w  their role and the d e s  of the game xnay be changed (Tripp 199% 1994)- 



argues that both local and central government officials have had to pay attention to the 

demands of the informal sector and relax their rules. Moreover, Tripp (1997) argues that in 

this role civil society actually helps the state maintain legitimacy in the eyes of its citizens. 

Thus, of the two, Tripp presents the more positive evidence that a public space exists in 

which the rules can be changed, resulting in the enhanced legitimacy of both state and civil 

society. Here we may observe some hybrid civic associations, particularly in the urban 

informal sector, which are not necessarily either civic, in the formal sense of unions or 

professional associations, but neither are they primordial. More importantly, they seem to be 

interacting with the civic state in a different way from the dialectics of the two publics 

described by Ekeh. The important work of these writers emphasizes the movement that is 

taking place in African political society and underscores all the more the need for a 

theoretical Framework in which local political space may be located. 

Locating a new, democratic localism within complex relations of African political society 

Mahmood Marndani's argument, recently put forward in his attempt to broaden the 

thinking on "Africa's impasse" (1996), illuminates further the historical split in African 

political society observed by Ekeh (although Mamdani does not use Ekeh's analysis). Unlike 

those whose analyses that assume the African state's 'Western' character, Marndani examines 

the form of the Afican state as it was forged during colonialism and finds it to be of a very 

historically specific nature. The African state, fashioned through the policy of indirect rule, 

Of the infonnal sector in Tanzania, Tripp asserts: 

The persistence of various forms of informal economic activities and the transformation of asociatiooal 
Life in Tanzania provided pressure points that formally and informally, openly and through 
noncompliance, forced the state to change or reconsider its d e s  (1997, 195). 



"was Janus-faced, bifurcated ... [and] contained two forms of power under a 

authority" (Marndani 1996, 18). While the urban areas had a civil authority 
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single hegemonic 

based on the rule 

of law and protecting rights based on race (the exclusion of ' natives'), the rural areas had a 

despotic native authority, with a "fused" power over judicial, legislative, executive and 

administrative functions, which was tribal in nature and based on customary law. This 

bifurcated state, based on "decentralized despotism", shaped power relationships which in 

turn, shaped African politics. 

Mamdani argues that this form, highly developed through half a century of 

colonialism, continued to shape African politics after independence. The nationalist struggle 

was a struggle by "embryonic middle and working classes" to enter civil society. At 

independence, the nationalist state, through policies of indigenization, deracialized the state 

but, Mamdani contends, was unable to deracialize civil society in that "historic accumulated 

privilege (usually based on race) was embedded and defended in civil society" and remained 

the prerequisite for entry (1996, 20). Thus, after independence, the institutions of the 

embryonic civil society (such as unions) were collapsed into the state and politics and became 

one with the state. Since the population was divided along ethnic, regional or religious Lines 

(sometimes all three coinciding), which was the form of customary power in the bifurcated 

state, it was in this form that political power was forged. Marndani argues that in such a state 

form, power was so shaped that patrimonidism was the only non-violent form of politics 

available to politicians to unite the rural and the urban, the local and the centre, and gain 

political power. He asserts that the "tribal logic of Native Authorities easily overwhelmed the 

democratic logic of civil society" (196, 289). Thus, rural politics shaped the form of urban- 
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based politics of the centre as it necessarily became tribalized and that very tribalization of 

politics by urban inhabitants reinforced decentralized despotism. 

Mamdani argues that African societies after independence remained split between 

those that were able to enter civil society (citizens mostly connected to and absorbed by the 

state) and those that remained under customary rule (subjects in the local state). The majority 

of the people in the urban areas reflect this bifurcation of which their position in civil society 

is a product: they live "within the confines of modern civic power ... put] formal access to 

legal institutions [is] rendered fictional in most cases by the absence of resources with which 

to reach these institutions" (Mamdani, 1996, 137). On the other hand, for those under 

customary rule it is not "access to the law or reach, but the actual law (customary law) and its 

implementing machinery (Native Authority) that confront them" (Mamdani 1996, 137). Thus, 

Marndani argues that it is the form of the African state which presents the problem and that 

"the most important institutional legacy of colonial rule ... may lie in the[se] inherited 

impediments to democratization" (1996, 25)? It is in the context of this historicized state that 

we can see how inherently inadequate, simplistic, and potentially "explosive" are solutions 

that do not look beyond 'free and fair' elections at the centre and the simple demand for 

accountability; democratic change is an extraordinarily complex political challenge (Marndani 

1996, 300). 

*' Mamdani argues that radical sates, such as Tamania, &at attempted to deaibalize at th: local level 
only npkud the structures but not the form and so the state remained despotic but under centralized despotism: 

The ideological text may change from rh: customary to the revolutionary - and so may political practice 
- but in spite of real differences, there remaim a continuity m administrative power and tecchnique: 
radical experiences have not only reproduced, but also reinforced haed power, adminisative justice and 
extra-t:conomic coercion, all in the name of development (1996, 291). 
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However, Mamdani puts the ball f d y  back in the political court and therein lies the 

particular relevance of his argument to a new, historically specific, and internally driven, 

localism in Africa. Mamdani asserts that, given the form of the bifurcated state. there were 

three political challenges at independence: "deracializing civil society, detribalizing the Native 

Authority and developing the economy in the context of unequal international relations" 

(1996, 287). He argues that only a limited success in deracialization was achieved, through 

indigenization, and that the failure to detribalize the local authority and, thus, democratize at 

the local level, "explains why deracialization was not sustainable and why development 

ultimately failed" (1996, 288)." Mamdanirs insights make it clear that the political challenge 

entails a political transformation both in the centre and at the local level; and, the challenge is 

necessarily a complex one which requires not only a fundamental change in centre-local 

relations but also an elemental change in relations between government and community at the 

local level, urban and rural. Intrinsic to the task is the challenge to overcome the opposites 

which bring about the paradox pointed out by Mawhood ("Paradoxically the existence of an 

unchallenged central authority ...g ives the best hope that solid local government can be 

constructed" [1983a, 1031). Marndani asserts that rather than opposing centre to local, and 

preferring one over the other, the challenge for Africans is to reconcile local autonomy with 

alliance at the centre and local participation with representation at the centre. Likewise, 

instead of opposing customary to civil, rather, the challenge is to "disentangle authoritarian 

and emancipatory practices in both" (Mamdani 1996, 299). From Mamdani's argument, we 

may conclude that a new localism is an important political challenge for African countries 

27 Mamdaai now that there are more expatriates in Uganda than ever. 
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and that a democratic opening at the local level would be a beginning to dismantling the 

bifurcated state and reconciling Ekeh's two publics. 

Mamdani's insights make a compelling argument for a new, internally driven and 

democratic localism in Africa but, along with Ekeh's analysis of Ahican civil society, they 

also give us a way to peer into the political complexity of the relationship between the state 

and civil society in Africa and the shape of accountability and responsibility issuing from it. 

Rather than shaping our analysis from mere descriptions of the 'poor product' of 

responsibility and accountability, we might start with the historically specific form of power 

that produces that product. Using this framework, we might expect that political behaviour, 

both of government and of people, has been shaped by this historically specific form of 

power. In fact, Ekeh's analysis, although he does not use the term, demonstrates the 

bifurcation of political society into two publics with their own version of civil society and 

citizenship. The relationship between the state and civil society in their governing capacity, 

which is the locus of responsibility and accountability, has been powerfully influenced not 

only by the lack of a strong indigenous capitalist economy but also by the historical political 

impediments inherited from the bifurcated state and its particular form of political power. We 

might also expect that the political action of women, complicated by the layering of Western 

patriarchal control over customary practices, has been powerfully affected by the power 

relations of the bifurcated state. We are led to question analyses which privilege an 'African' 

way of doing politics and prefer an analysis which takes into consideration the circumstances 

within which this way of doing politics has been forged. In short, the consideration of the 

power relations of the bifurcated state and their political remedy lies at the heart of the 



question of governance: how and with what existing links is the governing relationship 

between state and civil society currently being forged? 

The critical juncture and a new localism for sub-Saharan ~ f r i c a ~  

If developing a new internally driven and democratic local politics, a new localism if 

you will, is part of the challenge of breaking the pattern of the bifurcated state, I would argue 

that the time is auspicious for that pattern to be broken. There is no doubt that a critical 

juncture has occurred globally and the notion of the new localism is part of - and 

Magnusson's work attests to it - a complete rethinking of the role of the state and civil society 

in the face of immense structural change. Structural change necessarily brings into question 

not only the relationship of state to civil society but also the identity of the individual 

(Burchell 199 1; Gordon 199 While there is great potential for change in consciousness as 

well as political practice we cannot say how the new confiigurations of power and the 

resulting terms of accountability will align politically. 

What is the effect of this global critical juncture on African states? Phillip A. Huxtable 

28 Lromrdo Villalon (1998), who adopts the term From Ruth &rim Collier and David Collier (199 1) 
and uses the d y t i d  framework provided by the Colliers, Stephen Knsnrr (1984) and Merilee Grindle (1996). 
explains that a 'critical juncture' provides for political openings in the following way: it is a period in which 
e l i t s  have to makr choices and take action in response to a crisis; these choices shape new arrangements but are 
also constrained by past choice; and, these choices shape the nature of state and state-society relations for some 
time to come (Villalon 1998, 4.7). 

29 Graham Bwchrll argues chat in the West it is not surprising that, in this dma of great structurd 
change, we witness a return to themes such as civil society, 

since we seem to be witnessing a significant mutation of Liberal government rationality which aims to 
malify the relation of individuals to political power by seeking, in pan, to get them to economize on 
their expectations and &mands on government (1991, 145-6). 

h other words, the rules are changing. It follows, says Burchell, that m changing our relationship to government 
we will have to change our relation to ourselves. This cbange is quite evident in neu-liberal thinking, says Colin 
Gordon, w b r e  "the individual producer-cotaumcr is in a novel sense not just an enterprise, but the entrepreneur 
of himself or herself''' (1991, 44). 



(1998) argues that the post-colonial African state, modelled as it is on the idea of the Western 

nation state, has survived because it has been supported by the global belief that this is the 

only legitimate form of political organization. We also might argue that if reconfiguration is 

taking place within Western states then it will be acceptable in African states.30 We can agree 

that economic restructuring is global and that the process of reconfiguration within states is 

global; but we must also acknowledge a current and hegemonic neo-liberal discourse, based 

on market solutions, which tends to limit the variety of options. However, the global critical 

juncture has created a fluid time when the accepted norm is political reconfiguration. 

Although we may lament the heavy-handedness of IFIs such as the World Bank and the IMF, 

perhaps there has never been such an auspicious time for the acceptance of a broad range of 

political possibilities. 

This critical juncture has brought African political society to a turning point. The crisis 

has been well documented (Villalon and Huxtable 1998; Ellis 1996; Harbeson, Rothchild and 

Chazan 1994; Wunsch and Olowu 1990; Chabal 1992). At this time there is evidence that 

some of the barriers to effective local government may be weakening. While autonomous 

local authorities have been seen as threats to post-independence governments centralizing 

strategies, strategies that were used either for the purpose of unifying and keeping power over 

disparate groups or for the purpose of appropriating state wealth, Leonardo A. Villalon (1998) 

30 Hutable actually argues that, 

If this norm were to collapse in the rest of the world, so too would the state in Africa. The African state 
may disintegrate, not because of the failure of Aficans to adapt to the world system, but because the 
state itself has become ina&quate for the realities of the current world system (1998, 292). 

But we have seen from the literature presented in the fm part of this chapter that, rather than disintegration, 
there is a reconfiguration taking place within Western nation states. 



argues that a combination of internal (ethnic and generational struggles, predatory elites) and 

external (end of cold war, global markets, structural adjustment) factors rendered these 

strategies bankrupt by the early 1990s creating a critical juncture. He asselts that while 

political change has been slow in response to the demands for change in the early 1990s, this 

critical juncture marks the end of a phase and sets in motion forces of change. The 

bankruptcy of these strategies may bring about conditions favourable to local political 

change." However, as Pickvance and Preteceille (1991) point out, how that reconfiguration 

plays out politically depends upon a country's specific historical experience. This critical 

juncture presents opportunities both in the state and civil society which may lead to a 

reconfiguration of the bifurcated state that includes a new local politics and a new relationship 

between state and civil society. It is important to observe the political openings and 

opportunities that arise and to watch for signs of change. Therefore, a comparative study of 

local government is especially important at this time. 

IV A comparative analysis as if a new localism mattered 

The inquiry 

While the externally driven new focus on local government is quite evident in the 

literature, case studies of a new, internally driven and democratic localism are not. This study 

of local government in Uganda and Zimbabwe explores the possibilities of a new, internally 

driven and democratic localism developing at this critical juncture. Although one must 

" Nevertheless, the authors in this dtd volume who consider reconftguration within the state at this 
critical McM~, give little currency to a new local politics (Villal6n and Huxtable 1998). James S. W d  and 
Dele Olowu (1990a), concentrate on the failures of the centralized state and decentralization as a strategy for 
development but, although they entertain the idea of "the iastitutioaal empowerment of the people" n some local 
level in a normative sense, do not really perceive the openings as pregnant with possibility for a new politics 
(Wunsch and Olowu, 1990a, 294)- 
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acknowledge that external pressures remain a reality, a new localism that is internally driven 

and democratic matters because it is one of the historically specific challenges posed by the 

bifurcated state. Therefore an analysis at the local level as if a new localism mattered shculd 

give insight into political society in general as it is currently evolving in these two countries. 

Accordingly, the prerequisites for a new, internally driven and democratic localism 

are: the creation of democratic openings at the local level and a reconfiguration of power 

between levels of government that leads towards a more autonomous local government. In 

order to derive some more specific requirements from these prerequisites the study starts with 

a historical review of what I have called the old localism, that is, the organic political 

societies that existed in Uganda and Zimbabwe before the institution of the colonial state, and 

the impact of colonialism on it. The relationship between ruler and ruled which produced 

accountability and responsibility is examined as are the ruptures in it that took place with the 

imposition of colonial rule. This is the change from the old localism to the decentralized 

despotism practised under colonial rule that Marndani describes so well. From this study I 

derive three requirements for a new localism: first, the consciousness on the part of political 

authorities of the fundamental political challenge posed by the bifurcated state and the 

political will, both at the centre and locally, to dismantle the structures of bifurcation, most 

notably decentralized despotism; second, the restructuring of the relationship between the 

centre and local government with the goal of creating an autonomous and direct relationship 

between the local government and the local population that makes policy makers directly 

accountable to the majority of the population, including democratic openings and a greater 

reliance on the local population for revenue; third, the development of institutions that involve 
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enough public participation to allow for the development of new public political behaviour 

from which some common conventions of accountability and responsibility might emerge, 

both in the interaction between local government and the local population and between local 

government and local civil society. An important component of all of these requirements is 

the full participation of women. Thus, several variables are under consideration here: the 

historical role of local government; the particular purpose of current decentralization 

programmes and their implementation from the point of view of central government and it's 

leadership, including the political relationship between central and local governments; the 

institutions of local government in form and practice; and, the participation of the population 

in general and of the institutions of local civil society, including political parties. 

The concept of bifurcation is important in this analysis. The bifurcated colonial state, 

as described by Marndani, consisted of two branches: a central colonial authority that offered, 

to a very limited degree, a modem civil government; and a decentralized customary authority 

that was despotic and usually based on ethnic primordial ties. This form of state shaped 

political power so that control at the centre depended on centrally controlled, despotic 

authority at the local level, even after independence. During the colonial period Ahican 

political behaviour was moulded by paternalistic relations with colonial officials and 

patron/client relations with customary authorities. After independence patronage politics, 

based on ethnicity, thrived. These political relationships I term the political relations of 

bifurcation. There are other ways that bifurcation has manifested itself. In the urban areas, 

especially, is the bifurcation of space where Africans are confiied to certain areas of the town 

or city. The current legacy of this bifurcation of space can be seen in the degree to which the 
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formal Western city is separated from the poor, more informal one. In those areas also is 

found the bifurcation of administration. In colonial times European areas were under a 

Westem-type civil authority while African areas were under both unrepresentative, 

paternalistic colonial authority in charge of policy and unrepresentative, despotic customary 

authority in charge of enforcement. Thus Africans were under two authorities neither of 

which were responsible to them. I call this a bifurcation of authority that produced no direct 

accountability or responsibility. There are variations and remnants of this bifurcation. Africans 

can also come under one urban authority which still practices bifurcation of authority, serving 

the formal, Western city in a civil fashion and the poor, more informal city in a paternalistic 

or clientelistic, and often despotic, fashion. Bifurcation is also manifested in separate budgets 

and policies. For women, bifurcation meant being under the double authority of African 

customary rules and Western notions of the domestic role of women. Not only were women 

deprived of direct representation, as were men, but also they had access to paternal or 

patronage relations only indirectly, through a man. A legitimate, independent existence in the 

city was, and is, elusive for women. These are the political relations of bifurcation for 

women. All of these aspects of bifurcation are explored in this study. 

Methodology 

The empirical data on which this enquiry is based was gathered in two municipalities, h j a  in 

Uganda and Mutare in Zimbabwe, from January to August, 1995. Both are secondary urban 

centres with colonial origins. The choice of secondary centres fulfills the requirement of 

classifying their governments as 'local'. The choice of urban local government is two-fold: 

first, as argued above, in urban centres the effects of restructuring are evident in the provision 
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of service and other acute problems such as housing shortage; second, an urban area is the 

locus of the boundary of civil/custornary society in the bifurcated state so we may see 

concretely the spatial and political legacies of bifurcation. These two countries make an 

interesting comparison since both have current national governing policies built on 

decentralization programmes and the development of local government. Furthermore, their 

institutional structure at the local level bears comparison. The National Resistance Movement 

(NRM) government in Uganda has established a Resistance Council (RC) (changed to Local 

Council (LC) in the 1996 constitution) system of decentralization, elaborated from RCs set up 

in occupied territory during the war waged from 1980 to 1986. On the other hand, Zimbabwe 

is building its local government on the inherited local government structures that were a 

function of, and well rooted in, the white settler community. Another point of interest in the 

comparison is that in Uganda a 'no-party' system of government has been espoused, under 

the leadership of Yoweri Museveni, while in Zimbabwe, effectively, a one-party system has 

evolved under the leadership of Roben Mugabe who heads the Zimbabwe African National 

Union (Patriotic Front), ZANU(PF), government. These two countries present the possibility 

of an interesting comparative analysis of local politics. 

I gathered the information for this study in several ways. I conducted interviews with 

national ministry officials and politicians involved with the decentralization programmes and 

with local government officials and politicians. 1 had full access to budgets, reports and 

minutes of the local governments involved. In the case of Zimbabwe, I was able to interview 

ZANU(PF) local and national officials, attend polling stations during the ZANU(PF) local 

primaries in July 1995 and accompany a candidate on foot canvases during the primaries. I 
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also interviewed executives and members of local, community-based associations. In addition, 

I gathered information through attending various committee and council meetings at the local 

government level as well as meetings of comunity-based associations. Finally, I interviewed 

local media reporters and made extensive use of local and national newspapers and their 

archives. 

Contents of chapters 

The chapters in this study follow closely the guidelines of the enquiry discussed 

above. Chapter 2 examines the pre-colonial, colonial and post-independence periods of both 

countries until the beginning of the current decentralization thrust with the specific intent of 

illuminating the governing relationship between ruler and ruled and the tension of 

responsibility and accountability which is a product of that relationship. By means of this 

analysis I identify the inherited impediments at the local level from which I derive the above 

mentioned requirements for a new, internally driven and democratic localism. Chapter 3 

examines and compares the decentralization programmes, their origins and foci, and their 

institutional makeup, with a particular focus on overcoming these inherited impediments in  

order to meet the fmt two requirements of a new localism. Chapters 4 and 5 examine, 

respectively, the municipal governments of Jinja and Mutare with respect to the third 

requirement, with a particular focus on political participation in practice. Chapter 6 examines 

community-based associations (including women's associations, friendship associations, 

tenants', ratepayers' and parentlteachers associations WAS]) in light of the third requirement 

and considers how these associations, both in their internal relationships and their relationship 

to local government, may, or may not, contribute to a new internally driven and democratic 
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localism. Also included is an analysis of the partnership between the R A s  and the municipal 

governments under consideration, a partnership which was being forged in 1995 in order to 

provide primary education. In this way I attempt to make a preliminary assessment of the 

effects of the externally driven new localism (that has put more emphasis on the local level 

globally) on the development of a new, internally driven and democratic localism in sub- 

Saharan Africa. Finally, in the concluding chapter I summarize the findings and demonstrate 

how the study of local government 'as if a new localism mattered' enriches the analysis of 

African politics in general. 



Chapter Two 

Cutting the Ties that Bind: Colonialism and the Old 
Localism 

Every nation having colonits or wrternal dependencies acquires and holds them for the sake of benefits 
to its own citizens, whether as settlers, traders or investors of capital in thaw territories, and in so far as 
the sovereign nation orders the government of its  colonis and &pendencies, the dominant guiding 
factor in irs policy will be the promotion of those ends. The policy of the Government in regard to 
native races is secondary and sukidiary. The exceptions to this rule are extremely few and such a s  mmt 
be considered to have been in the nature of accidents in the history of colonization 

Sir Sidney Oliver, K.C.M.G., Governor of J d c a ,  Universal R a c s  Congress, London, 191 I .  

Tracing the governing relationship 

This chapter explores the complexity involved in thinking about accountability at the 

local level in Uganda and Zimbabwe. Here accountability is defmed as the product of political 

relations. By looking at the tension of responsibility and accountability (the political relations 

that produce accountability between ruler and ruled) in a historical perspective, we shall 

attempt to explore some of the "inherited impediments" referred to by Mamdani. TO the 

extent that these relations bring interests together, benefiting both ruler and ruled, there will 

be shared expectations for public accountability and responsibility. We wish to understand the 

ties that bound society together under a ruler in precolonial Uganda and Zimbabwe and how 

these ties were affected by the imposition of colonial rule. The argument is that when the 

imperialists conquered and then administered these African territories the existing organic 

political relations that produced accountability within political society which I refer to as the 

'old localism', were severed. What was instituted in their place was a form of split rule, 

what Mamdani has termed the bifurcated state, which not only could not redeem that 

relationship but also was unable to supplant it with a comparable one. Furthermore, neither in 



the nationalist struggle in Zimbabwe nor in the independence period followed by political 

upheaval in Uganda, was there a transformation of this relationship. 

I The old localism 

The agricultuml domestic community, through its organid capacity for production and reproduction. 
represents an integrated form of social organization which has existed shce the neolithic perid 
(Meillassow I98 1, 3). 

Ln the latter half of the 19th century various sized kingdoms existed in the areas that 

are now Uganda and Zimbabwe', based on a more or less feudal (more in the case of 

Buganda) clan system with an agrarian material base (Cohen 1972; 1986; Fallers 1965; Bhila 

1982; Ranger 1970; Kuper 1954; Jeater 1993). Politics involved alliance, both internal and 

external, out of which evolved a form of accountability and responsibility. While both intra- 

and inter-kingdom wars occurred, stable political relations existed and it is within this 

integrated, organic form that we may locate several checks and balances that produced 

responsibility and accountability in what I have referred to as the old localism. 

The internal alliances of these kingdoms were based on marriage this provided the 

elders with their political power and material wealth. In such societies women were very 

important as they not only produced children but also contributed their own labour to the 

clan. Marriage was exogamous which meant that women married into a clan different from 

that of their fathers. The clan was compensated for loss of a woman's productive and 

' La this thesis Zimbabwe is used w b n  referring to the country alter independence and Rhodesia is before 
African independence aelmowledging that there were periods within &at time rhat it was &led Southern 
Rhodsia, that it was. for a short time (1953-1963), pan of a fdration with Northern Rhodesia (Zambia) and 
Nyasaland ~ l d a w i )  and hat, after the Unilateral Deckation of h&pendence (1965) it was simply called 
Rhodesia. 



reproductive labour by lobolo, or brideprice, of cattle and goods, which was paid to her 

father. Often the brideprice would be paid over a long term after the woman had reproduced 

for her husband's clan and it represented an ongoing alliance between clans. In the case of the 

Shona in Zimbabwe an alternative arrangement could be struck wherein a new husband would 

offer his services to his bride's family in lieu of lobola in which case the lobolu of his own 

daughters would often go back to the father-in-law. Inheritance was filial, passing on to 

brothers until the generation was exhausted and only then passing down to the next generation 

of males. Each clan was ruled by a hierarchy of male elders who made decisions through a 

council of elders and controlled the material resources through their customary control of 

marriage. Thus, the paramount political control involved maintaining control over the mobility 

of people through the institution of marriage (Meillassowc 198 L ). 

To understand the meaning of accountability in this civil power structure, based on the 

control over the mobility of people, it is important to understand the relationship of elder men 

to younger men. From his study of agrarian societies in West Africa, Claude Meillassom 

(198 1)  argues that this cannot be a relationship of exploitation since the elders were all once 

junior men and the juniors will ultimately become elders. In addition, once they have attained 

a wife, the juniors already have the ability to produce and reproduce even though hey have 

not yet attained the status of elder. Thus, he argues that it is a relationship where; 

Conflicts between elders and juniors reflect an opposition which remains within the system, that the 
junior members strive to reproduce to their advantage as urly as possible by having a wife. But such an 
opposition is not radical and d m  not aim at questioning the institution but at benefiting From it, and so 
always, by alienating a woman (Meillassoux 198 1, 80). 

Here we can see that it is the political power over people, specifically women and their 

children, which guarantees the elders the power to deliver wives to junior men. This 
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assumnce plus the fact that they will, in time, assume the status of elder which socially binds 

junior men to the clan. Thus, it is through women, specifically the subordination of women, 

that men derive social cohesion and political power in the old localism. 

Within this transaction women were excluded from political power.* Women upon 

marriage entered the territory of their husband's clan and had to prove themselves through 

hard work and child bearing before they were fully accepted. Because a woman still belonged 

to her fathets clan she carried the spirits of alien ancestors and so could be accused of 

witchcraft if she did not get along with her in-laws. In a formal sense women were chattel 

since the executor of a deceased man's property was responsible "for the fair and legitimate 

passage of property, wives and children of the deceased" (Cohen, 1972, 7). Widows became 

the property of the husband's male relatives and were expected to marry a brother. However, 

there was a hierarchy of women as well (Schmidt 1992, 14-42). Because a woman's 

brideprice purchased her brother's wife she had some authority over her sister-in-law and, 

likewise, her female in-laws had some authority over her. Older women who had proved 

themselves by producing children also had more authority over younger ones. 

' Gayla Rubin argues that although the woman brings the bride price she does wt &rive actual political power. 
It is the political relationship between men that makes marriage the pivotal institution: 

If women u e  the gifts. then it is men who iue the exchange partners. And it is the partners, not the 
presents, upon whom reciprocal exchange confers its quasi- mystical power of social linkage ... women 
are in no position to realize the benefits of their own circulation (Rubin 1975, 174). 

Diana Jater also points out h t  it is the clan hat bas the political investment in marriage. She suggst~ that the 
best illustration of the public invisibility of women is in the fact tbat, in the case of rape or adultery, the offence 
was one against the clan. In the case of adultery, the perpemtor could only be a male becalsc: it was ~ b o ~ g h  the 
woman that the clan w s  violntd Thus, the penalty for adultery was compensation paid to the husbands clan by 
the perpetrator or his relatives (Jester 1993, 35-7). Thus, sexual relations were not considered an individual act 
but political obligation between men. This 'male deal' as I have termed it elsewhere (Dauda 1992). is an integral 
part of political relations. 



If women were excluded from direct political power, the exogamous character of 

marriage gave women's power to reproduce an overtly political character since it was also 

pivotal to the relationships of alliance between commoner and royal clans on which broader 

internal alliances and political accountability was based. David Cohen asserts that in Uganda, 

Marriage appears to have been an important factor linking ruler and commoner. Because in each state 
there was only one royal clan. the ruler, in respecting (he hits of exogamy which prohibited him fmcn 
marrying women from his own royal chn, was obliged to marry women from clans of commoner status. 
The alliances established out of thest! marriages set the d e r  and his allied in-laws in a certain balance 
against the proliferating group of princes (1972, 14). 

Thus, apart from her productive and reproductive power, to a royal clan, a wife also brought 

the support of her kinsmen. Ln return she brought prestige and advantage to her own clan. 

The relationships that women forged between clans were pivotal for the success of this 

broader internal alliance. Cohen points out that, in Uganda, commoner clans were often 

"inciters of royal succession wars in Busoga. A commoner clan gained tremendous status and 

wealth and power by being the 'mothers' or in-laws of a ruler" (Cohen 1972, 14). According 

to Cohen, 

The possibility of a wife anti her kinsmen king mother to a s u c c ~ o r  ruler was of paramount 
importance to peasant groups in Busoga as in Buganda. where it was at the same dms the mison d'eue 
and p s i b l t :  apex of a clan's organizing efforts within the politid context (1972. 10). 

This chance at status and wealth was in no small part due to appointments as village or sub- 

village chiefs with control over customary land allocati~n.~ A wife kept strong ties with her 

own clan and was a pivotal figure in maintaining the support of her kinsmen in the alliance. 

In particular, her brother took a special interest in her sons and the mothel's brother/sistefs 

son relationship could determine the succession, as it was often commoner chiefs who were 

3 
It is important to note how far the system reached and how much mobility was made possible. Fallers notes 

that many young boys of commoner clans were sent to act as pages or household servants and some were even 
warriors. In this way they had access to favour and fortune, 



instrumental in deciding on a successor (Fallers 1965, 135-6). In Zimbabwe women were also 

integral to maintaining internal alliances. In Ndebele society in southern Zimbabwe, daughters 

and female relatives of the king were used as intelligence gatherers even though their 

husbands had the formal designation of chief (Kuper 1954, 68). In Shona society rulers often 

gave sisters and daughters a more public role in order to prevent usurpers (Bhila 1982). 

Rulers brought sons-in-law into their domains so they could be watched and often kept royal 

sons at a distance. Titles were bestowed on their sisters and daughters, who could never 

directly contest succession. Thus, women were often made wardheads (local political divsions 

of clans) so that no rival would have any base of power. H. H. K. Bhila asserts that, 

Thr: advantage of female governorships was obvious in that in no casr: was secession attempted and the 
hercrlitxy principle did not arise. People of the provinces would hesitate to follow a woman into 
rebellion against the king. It seems that in Manyika women governors were probably introduced as a 
counter-force to the royal sons, to assist the king in maintaining a centralised power structure ( 1982, 
23) .4 

Here we see a particular emphasis on making women the guardians of male political power 

they serve in political roles but entirely for the political ends of the male elders. Elizabeth 

Schmidt argues that the flexible nature of Shona society gave women the opportunity to use 

strategies to gain influence privately even though they had no public power and this resulted 

in significant informal influence (1992, 20). While their role always was in support of a male 

dominated system, it is clear that women's political role in these societies, both as potential 

mothers of rulers and as wardheads, offered the potential for some political maneuverability. 

The production of accountability 

4 Bhila describes a cast: where a Mmyika king r t f M  to let his daughters formally marry and W a d  allowed 
consom, In this case the children then belonged to him and he bad no threats of usurpation from sons-in-law 
(1982, 23). 
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The particularly historical sense of accountability that arose in these societies was 

produced from the political relationships of alliance through marriage discussed above. While 

the purposes of commoner clans may have differed from those of royal clans - commoner 

interests focused upon the peasant's holding, the guardianship of widows and orphans, and 

lineage inheritance while royal lineages singularly focused on succession - the commoner 

client chiefs, who reached right down to the village level, brought those interests together 

(Fallers 1965, 141). The material base for rule was the tribute paid in labour and agricultud 

goods by commoners to the ruler who, by keeping territorial integrity, guaranteed the 

customary use of land which in every area was controlled through the hierarchy of the clan 

structure presided over by commoner chiefs. Thus, there was a direct social relationship 

between commoners and rulers with regard to the means of administration which provided 

opportunities for demanding acc~untability.~ Rulers had to suike a fme balance between 

necessary tribute and excess because a very despotic ruler invited attempts by another alliance 

to unseat him6 Although the hierarchy of power, through alliance, monopolized military, 

judicial and tribute gathering functions, entirely despotic rule was easily challenged. Brothers 

and sons and sons-in-law all had alliances with which they might unseat a despotic or 

incompetent ruler. Lloyd Fallers points out that in Uganda "Qhe type of absolutism which 

has been possible in other, more technologically advanced, parts of the world was scarcely 

This is referred to by Max W e k r  w b a  atlalysing politics of the early 20th century. lust as for Man the 
capitalist must own the means of praluction, W&r asserts that in order to maintain control the political 
authority must have the means of administration (1994, 3 15). 

1 am not suggesting h a t  alliance was necrsllrily used in the name of some disembodied and ahistorical social 
justice. Cohen quotes Ycsiya Kasagala, rnwise Mugwere of Namooto, Busicka: "The war I have spoken about. 
We fought with this Lyada. The cause was power" (1986, 247). Nevertheless the effect was a check on excess. 



possible for the Soga ruler" (1965, 143).It is significant that this type of 'balancing act' also 

had to be practiced by local village sub-chiefs who had power over land allocations. In 

Uganda, for instance, a sub-chief had to balance his administrative duties with duties to his 

own particular kinsmen and he could do this by bringing non-kinsmen into the village (Cohen 

1972, 16,17). This kept the allocations more open and flexible and suggests a fluidity of 

movement of people within the established parameters of control.' Thus, the organic nature of 

clan-based kingship gave the system its integrity and accountability. 

External alliance 

External alliances were also important for rulers. Seen in a positive light, the ability to 

form alliances and unseat rulers or conquer new territory fostered characteristics of fluidity 

and adaptability rather than rigidity. Rivalries checked tyrannical behaviour and prevented 

combined action on the part of the ruling class. Sometimes these rivalries were ended if the 

claimants were able to move into new territory and establish a new political entity. However, 

despite the organic unity of the mutually supporting political and economic system, quarrels 

over succession and outright bids for power resulted in many civil wars. Ln both Uganda and 

Zimbabwe internecine fighting resulted in periodic upheavals which smaller kingdoms sought 

to prevent by paying tribute to larger ones in order to gain allies against potential enemies. 

The forging of external alliances also expanded relations of trade between kingdoms and 

guaranteed safe passage outside of the home territory. Thus, considerable tribute relations had 

7 Again, it is important to note the flexibility of the system. Apart from the opportunity to send young commoner 
m m  for careers in a royal household, and thus give them mobility, the whole system itself could adapt and 
change. With dislocations and movements of people, clans often were recomtrucad and reconstituted. or wen 
reinvented, by groups of men in another place. Thus thm 'Iegai fictions' allowed people to adapt to their 
circumsmncr=s (Fallers 1965, 123,135). 
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evolved in Uganda between Buganda and other smaller kingdoms and similarly in Zimbabwe 

between the Mashona kingdom and other smaller kingdoms. However, this system of external 

alliance provided an avenue of influence for colollial powers and they were able to  use it to 

their own advantage in the late 19th century. In both cases, it was largely through alliances 

offered, and sought by indigenous leaders, that the British were able to penetrate and 

eventually control their territories (Low, 1965; Fallers 1965; Bhila 1982). 

In conclusion, the old localism was an economically and politically integrated system 

in which were produced conventions of responsibility and accountability. The central 

institution for obtaining both wealth and political power was marriage and the institution of 

brideprice. Through this institution evolved a form of political power which controlled people 

in order to control resources. While elders had direct control over women, their control over 

younger generations of men was indirect, through the power to control their access to women 

through marriage. Once in command of a woman and benefited by her productive and 

reproductive power, a young man was in a fmer economic position and also in the position 

to eventually become an elder. Thus, the political power of men, both young and old, 

depended directly on the control and subordination of women and their productive and 

reproductive power. Women, on the other hand had no formal political power and, thus, no 

formal positions in public life. Nevertheless, their position in representing potential prestige 

and bridewealth for their clan at least gave them a political identity and maneuverability, even 

political office, albeit indirectly and through manipulation of the system. The broader system 

of internal alliance between royal and commoner clans also meant that most men had at least 

the prospect of obtaining a more powerful political position within the hierarchy so, in that 



sense, there was a social mobility for men. Thus, the interests of commoner clans were 

directly related to the interests of royal clans through beneficial client relationships and 

produced the grounds on which accountability was recognized. Political alliance also made it 

possible to unseat a ruler but it is not evident that there was any attempt to change the system 

itself (Fallers 1965, l43).' Although there may be some reservations in terming this a civil 

society, in the modem sense, nevertheless, there seems to have been a governing relationship 

which extended to the local level and permitted enough flexibility so as to produce 

accountability in the broader society. However, since the whole power structure depended on 

subordinating women, at least half of the population had no direct political claims. 

I1 Colonial despotism and the bifurcation of responsibility and 
accountability 

The Transition to colonialism 

British authorities gained the upper hand in both Uganda and Zimbabwe through 

alliances with kingdoms. In Uganda the early introduction of missions (Anglican in 1877, 

Catholic in 1879) served to add religious differences to the rival factions, putting the kingdom 

of Buganda in an exceedingly vulnerable position that made alliance with the English even 

more tempting. Fallers comments that there were, 

serious sourcw of strain and instability, centring upon succession within the royal group. To these 
wditional potentialities for faction were added the divisive influence of the new religions. and Buganda 
entered upon a p e r i d  of intermittent conflict (1965, 40). 

8 i argue h i t  the durability and usefulness of this system of deciding on rights and responsibility was the reason 
for its success. As mentioned above, the fact that when disfocations happened, a "legal fiction of a 'clan' formed, 
not on the basis of patrihml kinship, but by association of men in the community without regard to kinship 
ties" and which then took over burial and succession responsibilities is proof of its versatility (Fallers 1965, 123). 
Thus, the s u c c ~  of the form in accommodating mobility and fluidity of rehaonships may have precluded 
structurd change, at l e s t  at the time. 



Thus, through an initial period of alliance and war in the late 1890s, the British were able to 

gain an upper hand and establish the Protectorate (Low 1965; Fallers 1965; Cohen ~ 9 8 6 ) . ~  In 

Zimbabwe, foreign companies (mainly Portuguese and British) which were competing for 

trading concessions exacerbated the rivalry and competition between kingdoms. The eagerness 

to make alliances made these kingdoms vulnerable. By striking alliances with certain 

indigenous leaders, the British South Africa Company was able to defeat the attempts of the 

Portuguese and another British company to get a foothold. By the late 1890s, the Company 

was in a position to demand that the indigenous rulers provide them with labour. The 

rebellion of some Shona and Ndebele leaders in 1896 proved too little too late and by the 

turn of the century the Company was administering all territories (Bhila 1982, 2 16-49). 

11e  most abrupt and concrete discontinuity was the loss of the ability to replace a 

leader. Once established, the Protectorate brought an end to war but it also brought an end to 

the definitive political action of unseating a leader. In both Uganda and Zimbabwe the power 

to settle disputes between rival alliances by war was removed, as was the possibility of 

establishing rule in new territory. Thus the clan-based societies no longer had the means to 

depose rulers or to expand. In a very real sense their own politics and political skill suffered 

from stagnation as their interests were subordinated to the imperialist project. Thus, the 

political relations of indirect rule, although the policy was not yet formally instituted, were an 

9 Imperialist agenrs played one kingdom against tht: other making political betrayal a lasting historical legacy 
once these matters were settled through British domin.?nce and rigidity had set in. For example, the h e  of 'the 
lost counties' of Bunyoro. a rival kingdom which was handed over to Buganda in 1894, remained a political 
legacy after independence. A referendm which went against Buganda on the question of taxation of the last 
counties broke up the UPC/KP alliance in the first post-independence government lading to eventual conflict 
(see Mam& 1976. 242-46). The mailo land that the British authorities set asi& in other territories for 
Bugandan chiefs also remains a d e c i d d y  difficult poliacal problem as Ugandans try to introduce land reform in 
the 1990s (see Fallers, L965). 



early concrete reality, furnishing impediments to the development of African politics. 

Early attempts for one civil power? 

In the early years of colonialism, there may have been an attempt to establish a single 

civil power. Mamdani argues that, at the turn of the century and until the end of the 19 10s, 

the chiefs' power was waning while British legal authority began to take precedence (1996). 

tn both Uganda and Rhodesia, the authority of chiefs was ostensibly replaced by British legal 

authority in an attempt to 'civilize' indigenous people. British adrninistmtors, District 

Commissioners (DCs) in Uganda and Native Commissioners (NCs) in Rhodesia, were the sole 

legal authority."' Fallers comments that in Uganda these DCs saw themselves as 

"administrators-tutors with the task of preparing the indigenous population for economic and 

political self-determination in the modern world" (1965, 43). In Zimbabwe, too, Diana Jeater 

argues, "the Administlation and the NAD mative Affairs Department] were of the opinion 

that Africans needed a programme of moral improvement comparable to that recently seen 

applied to the working classes in Britain in order to open the path to civilization" (1993, 54). 

This initial period also offered more opportunities to indigenous people outside the 

control of the chefs. This was quite pronounced in Rhodesia. Although the chiefs or 'big 

men' had an advantage in accumulation, the changing relations of production and markets 

gave their clients different opportunities. As white f m s  gradually started producing and 

narrowing the markets, as well as usurping the land base, more men accepted the employment 

option. By 19 12 sporadic employment during the slack agricultural season had turned to 

10 In Rhodesia in 1897. after h e  rebellion of 1896, 'native' ahinisaation came under imperial control even as 
the BSA Company carrid on the ahinhation of the colony and this did not change until the settler's voted for 
and got reqonsiblt: government in 1923. 



increased dependence on wage work so that "proportionally more local men were taking up 

waged labour ... [and] they were more likely to work continually for anything from six to 

twelve ulonths" (Jeater 1993, 11  1). White farmers replaced chiefs as patrons as "black 

agricultural workers were not just employees, but frequently were dependent tenants and 

subservient clients as well" (Phimister 1988, 84). In addition, the growing European 

population provided alternative markets for peasants' crops, reducing the traditional network 

of power that chief's held over people. Referring to Gwelo, Jeater comments that, 

The chiefly monopoly over long-distance made, partin~larly important to hunters such as Chief 
Chiwundura. was shaken by the presence of nearer markets, which many traders could reach, while the 
chancc to raise bridewealth through waged work offered unprecedented independence to junior men, 
who no longer needed to work for lineage heads (1993, 110). 

In Uganda, on the other hand, there were fewer opportunities for peasants to break away from 

the chiefs' influence since the emphasis was on encouraging peasants to grow cash crops on 

their (the chiefs') customary holdings." Trading and secondary operations, such as cotton 

ginning, went to Indians who fast became the middlemen between the British and the Africa 

peasants, leaving Africans fewer opportunities for branching out (Ehrlich 1965; Marndani 

1976). Nevertheless, the implementation of two levels of administration in the early years - 

the British DCs and the indigenous administrator chiefs from Buganda who were employed to 

organize the other districts in Uganda - loosened the authority of chiefs outside of Buganda. 

The change in women's behaviour and the anxiety it created among chiefs was an 

indicator of how significant the change in relations was in these early years. This is because 

any change in women's behaviour necessarily affected the institution central to political power 

l1 Early attempts to establish a plaotaaon economy failed and by 1916 the British relied entirely on a policy of 
encourrtging a s h  crops from peasant hoI&gs. 



in the old localim - marriage. Because control over women was pivotal to control over 

people in general, the changing options of women highlighted the weakening of chiefly rule. 

In Rhodesia the new economic conditions combined with indigenous patriarchal 

control over women's labour created the conditions which encouraged women to seek 

alternatives to customary marriage. In marriage the husband became the owner of his wife's 

productive and reproductive labour. Most of the labour - planting, hoeing, weeding and 

harvesting - was provided by wives and, with increased markets, the woman's work increased. 

If the husband sought waged labour outside the homestead she would end up with all of the 

work and, in addition, became responsible for staying on the land and working it in order to 

keep the customary rights. Women were further distressed by male absences as they were 

often subject to abuse by the husband's family if he was not there to defend them. Jeater 

argues that these conditions, combined with the problem of forced marriage, "provided them 

with incentives to reject lineage control and to seek out other options for themselves" (1993, 

1 19). 

Women sought various opportunities, all of which decreased lineage control. They 

sought employment on the white farms where they were paid less than men but where the 

responsibility for the workload was considerably less. Some women lived with their husbands 

whom they accompanied to the urban areas and mining compounds. More often women 

entered into a series of temporary liaisons with men which could be ended if there was abuse. 

At the mines and in urban areas where there were large concentrations of migrant labourers, 

beer brewing was a rewarding occupation since "a woman needed to sell only ten pints of 

beer per month in order to hire one man to work her fields for the same period of time" 
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(Schmidt 1992, 60).12 Prostitution also was an option for living a more independent life? The 

most significant political consequence was that these relationships, especially prostitution, 

made sex an individual affair. Jeater argues that, 

In a profound social upheaval. sex was divorced from other social mktionships Ywl transformed into a 
gender specific commodity to be purchased by men of all races (1993, 118). 

Moreover, with the importation of labour for the mines and settler farms women entered into 

arrangements with foreign men over whom the chiefs had no lineage control (Jeater 1993, 95- 

1 18). It was very difficult to get compensation for adultery from men who were accountable 

to lineages. The Native Marriage Ordinance of 1903, in which the British sought to end 

forced mamage by making the bride's consent necessary, also increased the possibility of 

escaping lineage controls (Jeater 1993). Another alternative for women was provided by the 

missions as, "God as well as the Devil offered means of independent survival" (Jeater 1993, 

251). Women provided cheap labour for the missions but also were allowed to attend classes. 

They used the money they earned to pay the brideprice themselves to their own male relatives 

so that they gained freedom from lineage. Complaints from elders were loud, especially 

around Umtali, about the fact that the missions, in employing women, were stealing daughters 

12 Women in dl pans of Zimbabwe mdi tional ly brewed beer in ceremonies to honour (in the case of her own) 
or propit l t t :  (in he w e  of her husband's) ancestors (Kruper 1954, 33, 103; Schmidt 1992, 25). Mhe operators 
encouraged women to come. They aamcted male labourers who were then more Likely to stay and their cooking 
and k r  brewing made for a healthier workforce. In 1902. the h i s  nutritional qualities were recommended by 
the Pasteur Institute of Rhodesia as an antidote to scurvy in the mining compounds (Jater 1993, 120). 

l3  It is evident that women were able to sutvive and even prosper under such circumstances. L W. Paselt ,  NC 
for Marandellas noted tbat prostitutes used their momy to educate their children and, therefore, were much more 
productive mothers than those still un&r the conditions of brickprice (Jeater 1993, 246). 
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(Jeater 1993, 250).14 Thus, chiefs were losing control over the very institution that was the 

centre of political power in the old localism. 

In Uganda, women had more limited options but their behaviour still warranted a 

political response from colonial administrators and the chiefs. As already mentioned, the 

failure to establish a plantation-based economy and the decision to encourage cash crops on 

peasant holdings presented fewer opportunities to break away from the influence of the chiefs. 

A reliance on peasant-grown expon crops meant there was not a marked absence of husbands. 

However, the increase of cultivation certainly affected peasant wives who also did a great 

deal of the farm work, including growing expon crops (Obbo, 1988). Although the colonial 

administration set up administrative centres which eventually became urban centres, there was 

not much rurallurban migration of women until after the 1920s (Obbo 1980). Nevertheless, 

women did come under the scrutiny of both colonial and indigenous male authorities during 

the syphilis scare as women's behaviour was seen as somehow responsible for the situation. In 

this case, the situation seems to have reinforced the power of the chief through whose 

authority the colonial government forced the administration of treatment. On the other hand, 

the introduction of training for widwifery at the same time gave some indigenous women 

opportunities (Summers 199 1). Thus, we can say that ofien social change brought the 

behaviour of women under the microscope of both British and traditional authorities, even if 

the scale of the threat in Uganda was much smaller than that in Rhodesia. 

Viewing this evidence we can say that, especially in the case of Rhodesia, there was a 

great fluidity in the early years which might have resulted in the establishment of a modem 

14 Urntali was the former name of Mutare. It was changed in the early 1990s when the Mugabe government 
instituted a number of changes to replace colonial names. 



government inclusive of Africans. There were indications that old indigenous political 

relations were breaking down and new social relationships were taking form. On a trip to 

Uganda in 1925, C. G. Jung discovered how dramatic the effect of early British rule had been 

in replacing indigenous authority. In an interview with a clan leader Jung reports, 

The nlzrlicint:  an then c o n f w d  to me that he no longer had any dreams, for they had the District 
Commissioner now instead. "Since the English are in the country we have no dreams anymore." be said. 
"The Disrrict Comniissioncr knows everything about war and diseases, about where we have got to live" 
(1938, 20-1). 

Thus, the effect of early British 'civilizing' rule seems to have reached the heart of 

indigenous beliefs and institutions, emptying them of empowering political content. However, 

there were factors which precluded the possibility of these new social and political 

relationships developing into a modem form of government inclusive of Africans. 

The use of indigellous political power 

British administrators may have intended to prepare Africans for economic and 

political self determination but, in reality, they relied heavily on the exploitation of the 

traditional forms of power characteristic of the pre-colonial indigenous civil political power. 

The need for revenue was paramount as the BSA Company administration in Zimbabwe and 

the direct British administration in Uganda were characterized by undercapitalization and 

underinvestment. The official British policy was that a colony should '%begin to pay its own 

way" (Low 1965;). The economic endeavours, of the BSA Company, small miners and the 

settlers in Rhodesia and British commercial interests in Uganda, were characterized by the 

same deficiencies (Low 1965; de Kiewiet Hemphill 1963; Ehrlich 1965; Phimister 1988). 

Both conditions demanded ready cash and cheap, if not 'free', labour. 

It is quite clear that the early administrators were intent on using the chiefs' traditional 



power over people for procuring both labour and tax. Particularly virulent were early efforts 

to collect tax both for purposes of revenue and to force Africans onto the labour market. In 

both Uganda and Rhodesia a hut tax was instituted in the late 1890s. Elizabeth Schmidt 

comments on the BSA Company in Rhodesia: 

Imposed unofficially in Mashonalmd in 1893 and officially sanctioned in 1894. company tax needs were 
met thorough the arbitrary seizure of crops and livestock, the latter consatuting the people's primacy 
source of wealth (1992, 38). 

Before the rebellion of 1896, the company employed native police to collect tax. These 

individuals proved to be so belligerent that people did not "mind the tax so much as the 

brutal way of collecting it" (Schmidt 1992, 38). Successive rises in the hut tax in Rhodesia 

eventually forced indigenous men to seek paid labour no matter how abysmal the conditions 

(see Bhila 1982, 23 1-249; Phimister 1988, 4-44; Schmidt 1992, 4 1-70).'' When the cash hut 

tax failed to produce workers, the British authorities demanded forced labour, via the chiefs, 

which they used in the mines and for 'development' work such as roads.'' The hut tax was 

also essential for the colonial administration in Uganda and collecting it was a primary 

l5 During the period 1904-1922 when restructuring was taking phce in the mines (specially in the small mines) 
a combination of hut tax (doubled in 1904) and a plummeting of agricultural prices had forced many men onto 
the labour market. The perid saw an ionease in working hours and a decline in wages and in money for 
provisions in order to beat the competition. Phimister comments on the conditions: 

Pneumonia. 3s the mining industry well knew, could be prevented by 'clothing, housing and feeding the 
native suitably', but as it was precisely these rayuirements which ware subordinated to accumulation, the 
&ease was left to cut a wide swathe through the ranks of black workers. Although far fewer people 
died of scurvy. its widespread incidence in Southern Rhodesian mine compounds epitomized the price 
paid by bhck labour for the indusay's profitability (1988, 52). 

Little provision was d e  for health facilities and if workers were ill "they were either told that they were 
shamming and ma& to work or they were simply d i s k d  on the spot" (Phimister 1988, 54). 

' w e  British were so adamant in their campaign for African labour tbat in Mashomland in the late 18% they 
kihd the king's son-in-law when the kings daughter, who was the ward head, refused to send labourers to the 
mines (Bhila 1982). 
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concern of the authorities.'' However, the institution of a cash hut tax was not enough to 

coerce people into growing larger quantities of cash crops in Uganda so the chiefs were 

employed as overseers. "Such was the authority of the chiefs that their 'bare orders' were 

sufficient to ensure the effective execution of these drastic demands" (Ehrlich 1965, 405). 

'Free' labour in the form of tribute (labour traditionally owed to the chief) was also used to 

build roads in Uganda and when the British were trying to get a plantation economy off the 

ground ( 1  9 1 1 - 1920) the chiefs were used again to coerce ' free' labour for these British 

projects (Ehrlich 1965). The purported interest in civilizing indigenous people was always 

subordinated to the economic interests of the colonizers and in a decidedly 'uncivil' fashion. 

The use of indigenous political power, through the chiefs, in an exploitative manner severed 

the grounds on which pre-colonial accountability had been established and established the 

precedent for the despotic decentralization of formal indirect rule which was instituted later. 

17 Even purported efforts to bring modem hygiene and medicine to colonial populations were thinly disguised 
attempts to assure adequate labour and tan Carol Summers argues that thr: British concern about &ease in 
Uganda, and especially in Buganda, which peaked between 1907 and 1924 and resulted in a concerted effort to 
eliminate syphi Iis in particular, was really a concern for their own interests: 

A declining population meant a labour shortage capable of threatening th: prosperity and viability of the 
protectorate. It might halt the drvelopment of labour intensive export crop such as cotton, which were 
necessary to rationalize the expenses of the Uganda railroad and the new colonial adminhation.(l991, 
788). 

Besides the epidemic of trypanosomiasis to which Ebrlich refers above, syphilis was seen as the prime cause of 
infant mortality and by 1906 was seen as a crisis. It is interesting to note, for our purposes, that the measures 
taken for the former involved forced removal of people from tsetse fly areas while legislation for the latter, 
which was "recogni;tably coercive", called for forced ~ i n a a u a s  and treaunent, all to be brought about by h e  
power of the chiefs (Summers 199 1, 793). Even the concern for epidemics of sickness seemed to be viewed from 
the point of view of revenue gathering: 

A severe sleeping sickness in Busoga in 1908 ;mcl the appalling sleeping s i c k  epidemic which 
resulted in the death of tens of thousan& of taxpayers, were also great setback; to the collection of 
revenue [my emphasis] mhlich 1965, 402). 



Elite set apart 

Despite their loss of formal political power, the chiefs' position enabled them to make 

economic gains during this period, creating another disjuncture in the former relationship with 

their people and paving the way for the, as yet informal, despotic power of indirect rule. 

Previously, the payment in tribute and goods did not qualitatively set the leader apart From his 

subjects and cause him to live differently from them; rather, the chiefs household was larger 

and catered to many more people and their functions (Fallers 1965). During these early 

transition years a marked change in the differentiation in wealth between ruler and ruled was 

evident. In Uganda, chiefs were able to take advantage of tribute labour in order to grow 

export crops and raise cash. In addition they were given a percentage of tax that they raised 

for the British. As Fallers remarks, "It was the golden age of chieftainship in Busoga when, 

from their point of view, all the advantages of the traditional and modem political systems 

were combined" (1965, 149). In Buganda, in particular, lesser chiefs were appeased by the 

British with large tracts of land from which they could demand traditional tribute.'' Thus, the 

chiefs became "a totally parasitical semifeudal landed class, living off rent and chiefly 

salaries" (Marndani 1976, 34). Ln Rhodesia the early years were a boon for indigenous 

agriculture, since settlers had not yet established viable f m s  and there was a great demand 

for local foodstuffs. During this time the chiefs who had more women under their control 

could produce more agricultural goods which brought in cash payments. In addition, there 

was a marked increase in the custom of accepting the husband's labour in lieu of lobolo as 

more labour was demanded in order to increase output. Cattle 

tracts of land were termed nlailo because the Land was measured 
in order to placate them and get their cooperation 

prices were also high and so 

in quare miles, were given to chiefs 



those with large herds, as  a result of lobolo, became wealthy. Jeater comments that, 

It kcan~e  difficult to distinguish bridewealth-rehrrd paymetAh from other market exchanges. For those 
household head?; who were swift to benefit from the new markets, their position could be consolidated 
by using this transformed bridewealth system to accumulate capital (1993, 107). 

In both countries chiefs were not only able to take advantage of mission education but also 

were first in line as administritors for the colonial power. They could afford to purchase new 

consumer items imported from Europe and to send their children to mission schools. In these 

ways the chiefly class became more and more dependent on the British administration for 

their wealth and influence and lost the organic roots connecting them to their own people. 

Mamdani comments that in Uganda, 

What had k e n  a potentially dynamic precolonial ruling class, increasingly deriving its surplus from 
trade, was at one suok converted into a parasitic collaborating class, divorced from trade and 
production, central only to the process of consumption (1972, 42). 

Thus the identification of interests between ruler and ruled was severely reduced as was the 

need for the accountability that had been produced in the old localism; the new political 

relations both created and supported this split. 

In conclusion, the early years of colonialism in Uganda and Zimbabwe presented a 

fluid situation. The colonial administrations in their early days held out the promise of a 

single civil authority and the clan-based political power of the chiefs over people was 

considerably weakened. The means to avoid, if not escape, the power of the lineages 

presented themselves to both men and women, especially in Rhodesia. As Phimister 

comments, it was a time when "modernizing farmers and migrants, Christians and animists, as 

well as rich and poor, young and old, all contested place and position in the space vacated by 

the ebbing class power of precolonial rulers" (1988, 148). The former indigenous basis for 

accountability was breaking down. Politically, the interplay of interests which had previously 
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given rise to a sense of responsibility and accountability between ruler and ruled was being 

eroded. Chiefs could no longer be removed by warfare and rivals could not move on to new 

territory. Their economic interests and means of administrat ion became more dependent on 

European markets and military might than on the alliance among clans and their own 

indigenous economy. At the same time, the chiefly class were in a position to accrue 

economic and educational advantages that funher set them apart from their people. However, 

there was also ominous evidence that the social upheaval would result in something different 

from a single civil authority. The colonial authorities were anxious to employ the remnants of 

the old indigenous political authority over people in order to further their own interests; thus, 

they never totally abandoned the idea of control through the chiefs. 

I11 Localism under colonialism: indirect rule and the bifurcation of power 

Reasons for establishing indirect rule 

What is evident, in both Rhodesia and Uganda, is that the change to indirect rule wai 

a reaction to the complexity of circumstances and relationships that developed during those 

early years of great fluidity. As Terence Ranger asserts, "Everyone sought to tidy up and 

make more comprehensible the infinitely complex situation which they held to be a nsult of 

the 'untraditional' chaos of the nineteenth century" (1983, 249). Mamdani argues that by the 

early 1920s the institution of chiefly authority under indirect rule was, in fact, widespread in 

colonial Africa, led by the previous colonial experience of the British in Asia, as well as a 

fear of economic competition from Africans with racial undertones (1996, 50-1). This was 

certainly me in Uganda and Rhodesia. The fear of competition from modemizing Africans 

and the fear of losing public order, combined with racist attitudes, contributed to the British 



authorities' abandoning the 'civilizing' mission and creating a divided authority. 

Economic competition 

It was not the failure of Africans to adapt to new ways but the opposite that troubled 

early administrations. Jeater asserts that in Rhodesia the settlers' dilemma, 

was expressed with disarming candour by the Colonial Office Journal in its mviaw of Maurice Evan's 
prosegregationist text Bhck and White in South-Eust Africa. 'The trouble is, in fact, not that it is 
difficult a) educate natives. or hat  it t n e c t s q  ro manufacture any distinguishing method for hem, 
but that as fast as they are educated they compete with the whits; in other words, it is not that 
European education fails, but that it succerdS. Civilization, clearly, was a double-edged sword (1993, 
62). 

Moreover, the economic success of Africans under early colonial rule coincided with the 

disassusly undercapitalized, and often failed, attempts by whites to establish viable 

enterprises. In Rhodesia there was "a large and expanding constituency of white farmers who 

lived From hand to mouth" and a combination of poor farming methods, foolish spending on 

luxuries and the "sundowner habit" exacerbated the situation (Phirnister 1988, 128). Small 

miners also were undercapitalized, often without skills and they faced fierce competition 

(Phirnister 1988; Ranger 1983). In Uganda, early economic endeavours were also very 

vulnerable. As mentioned above, the attempt to develop plantations was a bitter failure. Even 

though the administration pursued a policy of peasant-based production as a result of this 

failure, the colonial authorities reversed early decisions to let Africans gin their own cotton 

and Ehrlich remarks that "British officials were rarely disposed to favour enterprising 

Africans", encouraging Asian and British interests instead (1965, 4 18). As detailed above, in 

both countries colonial economic pursuits relied on forced labour or ridiculously low wages in 

order to survive at all. Marndani notes that the colonial administrators had once seen tribalism 

as a threat but they "came to see the culturally civilized native as a growing political threat ... 



[and] to check that threat, the state would try to shore up customary law and tribal chiefs - 

precisely when changing conditions were fast eroding their role and status" (1996, 92).19 

The need for order 

Order was essential to the projects of the colonists and always closely associated with 

chiefly rule. In both countries, early colonial administrators, with little administrative and 

armed support, had little grasp, and plenty of fear, of indigenous culture and power so that, 

whereas they seemed to have the upper hand, they were heavily dependent on the chiefs 'to 

take care of things'. Ln Uganda, Ehrlich argues, the British administration was eager to keep 

the chiefs onside so that order was kept and tax collecting went smoothly: 

Inherent in government policy was the conflict between rtw: need to encourage native enterprise and the 
natural desire for a quiet life and tidy administration (Ehrlich 1965, 418). 

As argued above, they were heavily dependent on tax collection in order to build 

infrastructure to support the European economy. Cranford Pratt argues that one of the primary 

reasons peculiar to Uganda for pursuing indirect rule was the effectiveness of the Bugandan 

bureaucracy under the Kabaka which impressed the British with and the order and loyalty it 

obtained from the people; the Bugandan indigenous system provided one of the most 

successful examples of indirect rule (Low and Pratt 1960, 178). In Rhodesia the chiefs' 

interest in reinstating their old political power over people coincided with the desire on the 

part of the Company and, after 1923, the settler administration, to keep order on the African 

reserves. The issue of control over women appealed to most African men as they were 

19 Cmnford h t t  argues that economic rwons were not primary in the &cision to use indirect rule in UganQ, 
especially after the plantations failed (Low and h t t  1960, 304-7). Certainly the relations with Buganda, upon 
which British policy rested, come into play and, once started. indirect dt: was difficult to abandon. Nevertheless. 
indirect rule served British economic interests. 



dependent on the productive capacity of their wives (Jeater 1993). Jeater explains that a 

"cuckolded returning migrant, especially if childless, was back at square one, with no more 

status than an unmarried man" and thus it was in the interests of both juniors and elders to 

reinstate lineage control over women (Jeater 1993, 13 l).*"Jeater argues that the pieces of 

legislation concerning marriage and adultery, the Natives Adultery Punishment Ordinance 

(NAPO) of 1 9 16 and the Native Marriages Ordinance (NMO) of 1 9 17, were the beginning of 

a new thrust in 'native policy' in Rhodesia as they were the first ordinances about customary 

law and constituted the fist separate legislation for Africans (1993, 197-226). In particular, 

the NMO called for the approval of the local headman in order to register a marriage. "Even 

urban migrant men with no lineage connections in an area had to seek out and petition local 

chiefs to witness their marriages if they were to be registered" (Jeater 1993, 2 14). The 

numbers of headmen were multiplied as they were appointed to fulfill this function and Jeater 

concludes that, "(T)he 19 17 NMO was suited to the Reserves policy, not to a policy of 

integration" (1993, 2 13). Chiefly rule was the convenient vehicle for restoring order. 

The effect of racism 

Lf economic competition and the need for order pressed the colonial authorities into 

action, it was their attitudes towards race which facilitated the process that led to divided rule. 

The issue of race is highlighted by the Universal Races Congress held in 19 1 1, the sole 

" Rhodsian authorities were h r d  by what they saw as disorder in the mining compounds and in h e  
locations in the urban areas and particularly blamed the women who brewed beer for what they saw as  a 
dangerous level of drunhnns. To correct the disorder, the ' Kaffu' beer hws of 1908, 19 1 1 and 19 15 outlawed 
beer brewing in the mines and the urban locations, thus making illegal indigenous profits From k r  and seriously 
damaging the economic viability of the women (Schmidt 1992, 87). This point of view seems to have changed 
dnmatically when ttu: mtmicipalities later tstablishul a monopoly on brewing indigenous beer and built huge 
beer halls in the African townships. 



purpose of which was to provide a counterpoint to the widely held view that races should not 

mix (see Spiller 19 1 1). The views of even those observers, who were sympathetic to Africans 

at the time, reveal the deep racism of the time. It was the view of one participant that 

'nativest were not ready for a capitalist economy and if they were given Free access to land 

they would not take advantage of modem work methods; rather, they needed compulsion 

(Oliver 19 1 1). Nor were Africans "suited by temperament or talent for that kind of industrial 

position as wage-workers under capital into which the proletariats of industrial European 

countries have come" (Oliver 19 1 1, 30 1). Concerning the ' black peril', that is, the moral 

danger black men posed to white women, a participant sympathetic to Africans observed that 

colonial regimes gave Africua too much freedom from moral constraint: 

Fear is the only restraining influence under this new rigime; p u t  J fear, tempered by reverence for the 
chief, was the restraining influence at home in the tribe (Hoggan 191 1,365). 

The "feeling that one man is as good as another, if not kept within due bounds" lead to this 

perversion in black men (Hoggan 19 1 1, 366). However, the participant did observe that, "one 

wonders that so little feeling comparatively is shown when the white man is the aggressor and 

the victim has a coloured skin" (Hoggan 19 1 1, 364). 

Indeed, the 'black peril' was a paramount issue at the time (see Hoggan 191 1; 

Kirkwood 1984; Gartrell 1984; Jeater 1993). The fact that AFrican men worked as domestic 

servants and were in contact with white women in their intimate lives was seen as the catalyst 

for this perversity.'' Black women were also seen as perverted. This was certainly one of the 

arguments during the syphilis 'crisis' in Uganda and became the opinion in Rhodesia as more 

" In Urnali  there were seven1 ass of rape against bhck men all of which were "very unlikely cases" and by 
1912 the problem had become so aggravating to the administrators that they insisted on choosing j ~ o s  for cases 
involving blacks and whites, a measure that was "deeply r e n t e d  by the settlers" (Jeater 1993, 186, 187). 



and more women came to the towns (Summers 199 1 ; Jeater 1993).*' The Rhodesian 

administration was concerned with legislating against white prostitution in order to prevent 

white women from having sex with black men but there was no legislation against white men 

having sex with or raping either black or white women (Jeater 1993, 79). Since the African 

was of an inferior race he/she became perverse and most efforts to 'civilize' Africans were 

"seen as attempts to force the 'race' into a position to which it was evolutionarily unsuited" 

(Jeater 1 993, 58). Thus, the generally racist public opinion, whether sympathetic to Africans 

or not, pointed to the separation of 'natives' from colonizers and a return to the moral 

authority provided by chiefly rule. 

Fomal indirect rule and the bifurcation of accountability and responsibility 

In the years leading up to the 1920s the policy of the colonizers changed dramatically 

from the earlier one of bringing European civilization to Aficans. In Rhodesia, a series of 

economic measures, which limited markets for African produce as it opened up markets for 

white farmers and which saw Ahicans gradually driven from white-held land onto reserve 

lands ruled by the chiefs, paved the way for a separate development (Phimister 1988; Ranger 

1970). In 19 19 the Privy Council made a decision on land in Rhodesia taking away one 

million acres of good land from Africans and exchanging it for inferior land more suited for 

native occupation; the rest of the unalienated land was put under the Crown. By these 

ordinances the local chiefs had a legal basis upon which to issue their own administrative 

orders and to punish. in the same year, 1919, in Uganda, the British "indirect style of indirect 

" Jrater argus thar wrly  patrraalistic attitudes of colonists towards black women quickly turned to racist oms 
in Rhodesia.. Early legislation (Native Marriage Odmnce, 1903) was patemahtic and geared to protecting 
African women against forced mamiage while later legislation (Native Adultery Punishmat Ordinance. 19 16) 
saw black women as adulterers to be punished 
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rule" through administrators from Buganda, was formalized in the Native Authority Ordinance 

(Burke 1964, 34). The initial fluid period yielded to a more rigid structure of split authority. 

African temtory was divided into districts. In Uganda these were roughly modelled on 

Buganda which was already a large kingdom with an indigenous administration. Other smaller 

kingdoms were adapted quite easily but the administration was imposed on districts in the 

north and east, which had no such indigenous organization. In Rhodesia the division of land 

between white settlers and Africans relegated the Africans to Tribal Trust Lands which then 

were administered by the local ethnic chiefs who were deemed acceptable by British 

aut hont ies. 

Under indirect rule, chiefs and, at the village level, headmen, and their traditional 

council of elders were allowed to rule by customary law, combining executive, legislative and 

judicial functions. Since Europeans were ignorant of customary law the interpretation was left 

to the indigenous chiefs and their elders and yet "these particular constructs of customary law 

became codified and rigid and unable so readily to reflect change in the future" (Ranger L 983, 

251). In addition, some very 'uncustomary' items such as taxes and school fees crept in and 

were enforced under customary laws which were never concerned with limiting state power, 

only enforcing it (Marndani 1996, 123). This rule, backed by colonial authority, was more 

rigid than the freer flow between commoner and ruling clans in pre-colonial politics. This 

resulted in more rigid and more powerful clientelistic relationships, with higher stakes, 

between ruler and ruled as the "black elite compensated for their lack of political and 

economic leverage by helping to build regional bases of patronage and power" (Phimister 

1988, 152). This, in turn, reinforced ethnic differentiation between administrative units which 



were based on much more rigid, and sometimes reconstituted, ethnic groupings? An 

important element of customary powers was the retention of control over the allocation of 

customary use of land which prevented any change to legal private individual ownership and 

left peasants open to exploitation by greedy headmen in an informal land market. Women lost 

their leverage in marriage and were dominated by an inflexible system which gave the males 

of the husband's family complete power over the marriage home and the children on the 

occasion of the husband's death. Ranger concludes that, 

where the competiavc dynamic of b e  nineteenth century had given many opponunitits for young men 
to atzlblish indepndcnt bass of economic, social and political influence, colonialism saw an 
tstablishnlcnt of control by elders of lyld allocation, marriage transactions and political office. S d l -  
scale gerontocracks were a defining feature of the rwzntizth rather than the nineteenth century (1983, 
249). 

If the form was retained, the substance was something very different from pretolonial times. 

From the point of view of developing a relationship between ruler and ruled that 

produced responsibility and accountability, the bifurcation of power through indirect rule 

sounded the death knell for any rekindling of that relationship. The effect of formal indirect 

rule, was to formalize the removal of a direct social relationship with regard to the means of 

administration. In Uganda tribute was phased out and chiefs became salaried officials paid by 

the British out of tax revenue. Gradually, also, the hereditary rule lost out to those chiefs who 

had more education and could function as modem administrators. Commenting on the Lukiiko 

(governing council) of Buganda, Mamdani asserts that instead of a class of landlords with a 

tn the case of Busoga, for exmple, a reading of pr-colonial history that bas survived is striking for its 
description of varieties of groupings, thr: reinventing of lineages an<i the fluidity dowed by alliances (see Cohen 
1972; 1986) What is so striking in contrast is the rigidity of groupings under colonial designations, a process 
FdIers describes, concludiag that by Ugandan independence a Soga identity had been forged (Fallers 1965: 248- 
50).As Mamdani points out. it is not a question of the inventing of ethnic groupings but the making of them 
( 1996: t 845). Ranger condudes that "the gat invent ion of tribal traditions.. . w3s going on everywhere in the 
1920s and 1930s'' (1983, 232). 
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political base "they were an intermediary state bureaucracy, a collaborating class that was 

dependent on, and identified with, the colonial state" (1976, 127). By the 1950s in Busoga the 

last of the hereditary chiefs had been dismissed or retired and the British freely appointed and 

transferred chiefs in what, on the surface, looked like a bureaucracy but which still gave 

extraordinary power to administrative chiefs locally (Fallers 1965). At the time of 

independence Burke observed that "Today a chief receives a monthly pay envelope and is 

concemed with fulfilling his obligations to the bureaucracy rather than to his subjects" (1964, 

24). However, in the former kingdoms a tension was created between those who considered 

themselves ' authentic' hereditary clan rulers and those who had risen through the British 

administrative hierarchy and, hence, were ' not authentic', although sometimes they were one 

and the same (Cohen 1972). n s  tension seemed to create a brake on the degree of despotism 

that was tolerated in those parts of Uganda, whereas the same was not true in non-kingdom 

districts in the north. There, even the colonial authorities "were concemed about the autocratic 

nature and excesses of the Buganda system as it had evolved" (Burke 1964, 37). Yet, even in 

Buganda, where the British had developed the mailo system of land ownership to placate 

smaller chiefs, the peasants, despite the fact that they had been given security of tenure in 

1932, still had to deal with landlords who continued to demand some tribute (Mamdani 

1976).24 In Uganda the headmen refused to become civil servants and still continued to collect 

allotment fees from peasants seeking available land. Once chiefs became transferrable, the 

headmen were the only people who knew local inhabitants and this gave them a great deal of 

" The 1932 legislation seems to be a case wbrm the colonial administration acted on behalf of the pasant but 
Mamdani argues that the British took the side of the peasantry only because the demands of the Iandlords were a 
counter-incentive to growing cash crops and thus affected European business (1976, 123-5). 



power when it came to collecting taxes, apprehending criminals and spreading government 

inf~rmation.~~ 

In Rhodesia, too, chiefs became, as Phimister puts it, ranked as constables. and "the 

tribal system under construction during the 1920s was designed to channel popular hopes and 

grievances into outlets very largely controlled by the state itself" (1988, 15 1). Chiefs' salaries 

were paid out of taxes that they collected for the colonial administration. Their loyalty was to 

the administration and their duty was to keep order on the increasingly crowded Tribal Trust 

Lands. An expanding group of salaried administrators were directed by colonial Native 

Commissioners (NCs). These administrators, messengers, who mahtained communication 

between the NCs and chiefs, and agricultural demonstrators, had strong ties to the chiefly 

administration. Phimister explains that, "As most demonstrators were sons of chiefs and 

headmen, or of messengers and mission educated 'advanced natives', alliances of this nature 

were frequently self-contained and self sustaining" (1988, 143). Thus, there emerged a 

localism that was an ubiquitous administration, characterized by a proliferating set of rules 

and a plethora of officials to administer them. Except for the ability to use their position for 

patronage purposes, their ties of responsibility and accountability accrued to the colonial 

administration. Not only were they detached from responsibility to their own people but their 

demand of tribute had now become outright exploitation made possible by their despotic 

posit ion. 

" Officially, allotment f a s  were not recognized by customary law but the headmen resented this intrusion on 
heir rights md as a result the peasant could not avoid them. Fallus notes that when the town of Iinja needed to 
expand i~ boundaries it paid compensation to the peasants but refised to pay allotment f- to the headmen who 
complained that the government was trying to s t 4  their land (Fallers 1965, 176-7). The reality for those living 
under local ~ p o a s m  was not the same as that purported by the colonial authorities. 



The bifurcation of power between the colonial government and the customary 

administration of chiefs created a vacuum for producing responsibility and accountability 

when it came to policy for Africans. The governing relationship was between the European 

administration and those whose efforts were directed towards developing the European 

economy; and the "policy of Government in regard to native races" was indeed secondary as 

implied by Oliver in the opening quote of this chapter (Oliver 19 1 1, 293). Jn Uganda the 

colonial government supported European and Asian interests and Africans were subordinated 

as peasants and labourers. While Asian interests, too, were subordinated to European interests, 

Asians were dependent on British international capital, mostly through the Bank of India and 

"its interests were in harmony with, and subservient to, those of the metropolitan bourgeoisie 

which dominated the entire colonial system and was the prime beneficiary of the export- 

import economy" (Mamdani 1976, 108). Only in the 1950s, just before independence, did the 

colonial government encourage African enterprise in the form of cooperatives, especially in 

ginning (Mamdani 1976). While the labour and taxes of Africans went to infrastructure to 

support those interests, very little was spent on local infrastructure or social development. 

Although there was some money for dispensaries and an attempt to "help support" the 

mission schools, essentially there was little tax money to care for or educate the population 

(Fallers 1965, 154).2b This deplorable state is evident in the summary of the Report of the 

Royal Commission on East Africa which was published in 1955 (Woodruff 1955). According 

to the report, by the mid-1950s, after half a century of rule, the territories were highly 

*' Cranlord Ran argues tbat in the period between the w u s  British anminktrators became much more 
concerned for the wzKare of indigenous people. Nevertheless it was not until Sir Andrew Cohen became 
governor in 1952 rhat substantial fun& were appropriated for this pupxe (Low and Pratt 1960, 3033 17). 



undercapitalized with an underdeveloped system of communication, few roads and little 

development of water supply or industry. There was no provision for a living wage as "the 

minimum wage enforceable by law hzs been based on the bare needs of a single man" and 

the provision of health care was so inadequate the commissioners "were constantly made 

aware of the contribution made by ill-health to other difficulties" (Woodruff 195521). Yet. 

the report noted, "(l)ncome tax and surtax are higher than anywhere else in the world except 

the United Kingdom and India" (Woodruff 1955, 16). Here, then, is demonstrated in concrete 

terms the limits of accountability and responsibility under the colonial regime. 

The Rhodesian government also shared interests with the colonizers and, from the 

institution of self-government in 1923, was directly concerned with the settler economy. 

Government policy, in turns, promoted mining interests, settler farmer interests (whether 

tobacco. food or cattle) and secondary industry (Phirnister 1988). In dl cases, "African rural 

development was specifically subordinated to the needs and fears of white agriculture" 

(Phimister 1988, 235). Infrastructure was geared to the white markets and Africans were 

pushed back onto reserve land far from access to that infrastructure and those markets. Any 

agricultural support was, in reality, support for the reserve policy whereby all Africans who 

had not acquired farms were to return to the reserves by 1937.~' For example, policies, such 

as contour ploughing, were implemented through the African administrators because the 

overcrowding made it impossible to leave land fallow for periods of time. Provisions for 

health and schools were mainly left to the missions although the wives of white farmers often 

- - 

'' As th reserve policy was put into effect, force was d to get pople onto the Tribal Trust Lands. Phimister 
reports that, "some 50,000 people expelled from ' white' farmland were shoe-homed into the reserves by these 
means between 193 1 and 194 1 [an4 twice as many again remained to be accommodated in those areas under the 
terms of the Laad Appomoument Act" (Phimister 1988, 236). 
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ran rudimentary clinics and white farmers provided the land and building for a school while 

the government would appoint and pay a teacher; the provisions were inadequate and inferior 

to those enjoyed by whites (Kirkwood 1984; Kriger 1992, 5 1-81). Provisiom in the towns 

were even scantier and even when they were improved in the 1940s and 1950s it was always 

in relation to keeping order among the subject population which provided labour for the white 

urban population (see below). Thus 'native' policy was always for the purpose of keeping 

African interests at bay so that the government was free to pursue the interests of, and remain 

accountable to, the settler economy; and those who imposed that policy, local 'native' 

administrations, held no responsibility for making it. 

Eflects of neo-tradition 

One must take very seriously the legacy of racism and elitism under colonialism and 

how it fed the political power relations of bifurcation (Ranger 1983; Gamell 1984). An 

extreme cult of elitism, cultivated and maintained by the use of neo-tradition, developed in 

the colonies for a number of reasons." Terence Ranger argues that the graduates of the newly 

traditional public schools in England in the nineteenth century were frequently forced to look 

to the colonies in order to establish careers and they "often found themselves engaged in tasks 

which by definition would have been menial in Britain and which only the glamour of empire 

building made acceptable" (1 983, 2 15). Thus, part of the mystique was to cany on the 

a In Thc Invention of T d t i o n  Eric Hobsbawm argues that in the nineaenrh century certain r i d s  were 
invented in Europe, and spcia l ly  Britain, md seen as tradition even though they were newly invented 
(Hobsbawm 1983). For 
example, the rituals devised in the British public school in the nineteenth century were imm&tely adopted as 
traditions even though of recent invenaoa Terence Ranger argues that, having had practice in Europe and in 
India, "African empires came so late in the day that they demonstrate the effects rather tban the causes of 
European invented tradition" (Ranger 1983, 21 1). 



'tradition ' of Beverley Gartrell argues that the style of ruling officials was a 

"tool of domination ... [and the] maintenance of a mystique of European superiority was 

believed to be essential to the maintenance of domination" (1984, 168). Gaining power was 

one thing but retaining the mystique of empire and supreme administrator was hard work for 

colonial officials; tradition had to become a way of life. Thus, wives of British administrators 

were essential to the administration, no matter what the cost, as they were the "representatives 

of home, culture and its moral standards" (Gartrell 1984, 169). Wives assisted in the 

maintenance of dignity by preventing liaisons between administrators and African women and 

creating a social milieu in which gentlemanly behaviour was required. Gartrell points out that 

in this role women were much more restricted than they would have been in Britain and that 

rhe colonial conception of women was unaffected by great changes taking place in the home 

country. The designation of gentleman reached other classes of whites in Rhodesia as white 

labour established itself above black. White farmers always saw themselves as gentlemen 

farmers rather than peasants, even those who smggled for sub~istence.'~ Ceremony was the 

hallmark of prestige and since there was no history of British ceremony in Africa all 

traditions had to be invented. Every occasion demanded ceremony, protocol and invoking the 

king's name as father and protector of his subjects in order to impress upon those subjects 

29 Ranger comments h t .  considering the fact that elementary school education bad only become more general in 
Britain after the 1870s, the British were walking on pretty thin ground which needed to br: shored up by the nm- 
tradition of the public schools (1983, 220-222). 

'' The existence of different classes of whites proved to be troubling indeed to the British administrators. The 
Sofen note that in linja. with the building of the Owen Falls dam in the 195Os, whites skilled in the trades were 
evident For the fmt time in Uganda. British administrators were very a r e M  to keep their distance and when it 
came to the new workers joining the European club it was ag~twd that they were "unclubbable". On the other 
hand, the Sofers argue, Ugandans k c m e  more aware that skilled labour was valued when they observed white 
tra~srnen. 



how fortunate they were. Ranger notes that when there were royal visits the colonial officials 

were insistent on full regalia to impress the population and comments that "over-emphasis on 

the forms had already been created by colonial whites themselves, most of whom were 

beneficiaries rather than the creators of wealth and power" (1983, 237). Gartrell rightly 

emphasizes that part of the tradition was for the state to bare the cost of gentlemanly life and, 

therefore, the administration "was itself a major appropriator of peasant surplus. The life-style 

of the officials and their families was directly underwritten by this appropriation" (1 984, 167). 

This precedent encouraged the idea that the colonial state was resource rich and there to be 

exploited (Ekeh 1975). 

This insistence on tradition carried over into the making of a ruling class of Africans. 

Elite schools such as King's College Budo, which was built on top of Coronation Hill in 

Buganda, prepared the sons of chiefs to be administrators. Administration was treated as a 

hgh prestige employment for Africans; even African clerks had great influence, and thus 

great power, compared to ordinary Africans (Ranger 1983, 228). British neo-tradition served 

well to elevate the chiefs under indirect rule. Ranger asserts that, 

E u r o ~ ~  belonging to one or other of the neo-traditions believed themselves to have respect for tht: 
customary. They l ihd the idea of age-01d prescriptive rights and they liked to compare the sort of tide 
which an African chief m e s s e d  with the title to gentlemanliness which they laid claim to themmlves 
(1983, 247). 

Like those of the British gentlemen, the traditions of customary rule were often invented and 

inflexible. Thus, 

the mength of European invented traditions of governance in colonial A fica helped to produce soldiers 
and adrninisuators and settlers dedicated to the 'feudal-patriarchal' ethic rather than to the 'capitalist- 
transformative' one (Range r 198 3, 220). 

What is clear is that the politics of bifurcation, characterized by elitism, hierarchy, 



inflexibility and form without substance (eg. without the means to produce responsibility and 

accountability), were strongly reinforced by the use of neo-tradition and provided "ideologies" 

for legitimation of elite ru!e (Ekeh 1975). 

Neo-tradition also had its effect on the political position of African women. [n 

addition to their reduced political leverage, formal indirect rule placed women under the rigid 

rules of customary law as interpreted by African males; but there was another side to the 

coin. It would seem to be of some significance, and maybe no coincidence, that in Uganda at 

the same time as her husband was getting King's College Budo, "a school for training the 

sons of chiefs", under way, Mrs. Weatherhead founded, in 19 14, the Mothers Union, under 

the auspices of the Anglican church, in order to teach their wives "mothercraft" (Brown 1988, 

5). From the time of the syphilis 'epidemic' the missions had been involved in improving 

African women as mothers but they also were intent on elevating marriage in the minds of 

Africans. While ostensibly it was aimed at promoting monogamous Christian marriage, it 

added to the hierarchy among women, as those with a church wedding and a wedding ring 

"tended to regard all other women, their husbands' other ' wives', and even unmarried 

professional women as outsiders. They described them in English as ' prostitutes"' (Brown 

1988, 6). The Mothers' Union reinforced this role of elevated wife and motherhood: 

Every member bad f i t  to sand one or two years on probation, after which she was d o w e d  to fur un 
her wedding ring a special blue enamel Mothers' Union badge (Brown 1988, 5). 

Booklets were given out to explain the meaning of wedding rings. The wedding ring was an 

invented tradition which symbolized the marginalization of women's political and economic 

interests by promoting the domestic sphere. The Mothers' Union and offshoots such as 

Namirembe, the Widows League and the Uganda Council of Women were part of the efforts 



made by colonial wives, as "representatives of throne, culture, and its moral standards", to 

civilize Africans through their wives. Thus, Ugandan women, who were producers and 

reproducers were identified with purely domestic roles even if that was not the reality. hl 

Rhodesia, too, part of the reserve policy was to shape African women into Western roles of 

wife and mother (Kirkwood 1984; Schmidt 1992). This policy was carried out by the wives of 

the officials of the Native Affairs Department who started homecraft clubs and eventually, in 

the 1940s, started Womens' Institutes which were dedicated to helping African women 

through the teaching of homecraft. One Zimbabwean woman speaks of her experience; 

in 1960 1 joined the Federation of AFricm Women's Clubs: it is an organization which tries to help 
wonla. At the time we d i s c w e d  drvelopment. ways of improving our horns, women's respo~~~ib i l i t i s  
as wives and mothers, and so on. We were not allowed to discuss politics (Staunton 1990, 175). 

The missions were also active in teaching women domesticity. Schmidt asserts that. 

Ln uchangc: for their privileged social md economic srans mission women a d  girls were forced to 
accept European values and bebavioural codes that c i rcumscr i~~  their options outside the domestic 
sphere (1992, 123). 

Both the clubs and the missions upheld the ideal that good mothers stayed at home with their 

children and this "corresponded neatly to the needs of the colonial state" (Schmidt 1992, 129). 

h both cases, the domestication of wives was another aspect of a concerted effort to handle 

the ' native question' and control Africans in order to conduct the business of the empire or, 

in the case of Rhodesia, the settler economy. Thus were European political and economic 

ambitions wedded to colonial neo-traditional culture to shore up the despotism of indirect rule 

by limiting women's role to a dependent domestic one. 

The limits of accountability and responsibility 

The bifurcation of power under indirect rule set the limits of accountability and 

responsibility in both Uganda and Rhodesia. African leaders, as such, were only paid 



administrators who carried out the policies of the colonial administration. Through the neo- 

traditional cult of elitism these administrators were elevated above the population. Neo- 

tradition relegated African women to domesticity and precluded them from political life while 

it elevated male leaders and administrators. The result was the preference for form over 

substance. The local chiefs were not directly accountable to their populations through their 

livelihood nor were they accountable for the policies they carried out. On the other hand, 

British administrators who controlled policy, showed, through the very policies they devised, 

that they were responsible for, and accountable to, the European population only. Leaving all 

the responsibility for local affairs to the chiefs, they were removed from the front lines and 

from the responsibilty of coercion practised at the local level. 

IV Urban despotism under 'civic' power 

The towns of East Africa iue the creation of the immigrants, particularly of the Europeans, who at f i t  

found East Africa unhealthy and concentrated on laying out areas in which they could obtain their own 
standards of comfort and sanitation. The African came to the towns as a domestic servant or as a 
1aboiur.r; he was an afterthought, an appendage to the European world. virtually wtcludd horn the life 
of the town (W& ff 1955, 23). 

We have s lot of taxes; we pay nnt at the location, and dso go to the &r Hall; md we will do that 
until we die. This is a trap ma& by the Government. If you brew today, and are found in possssion of 
it, you are arrested It is the same her as the Government makes in the beer halls.... When I heard the 
Police ware stopping beer outside, I thought the Government were going to do something good instead 
of giving us a Beer Hall. 

James Mhaso, one of the organizers of the fmt congress of the Industrial and Commercial 
Workers Union, in Bulawayo, 193 1, as quoted in Ranger 1970, 154. 

Urban areas in colonial Rhodesia and Uganda were European centres and thus not 

administered by indirect rule as such. ln Uganda they were communication centres for the 

British administrative officers and administered directly by the District Officer and appointed 

authorities. Thus, in Uganda they were never civic in the democratic sense of elected local 

authorities. Urban areas in Rhodesia grew up around settler activities and the services they 



required and were more or less autonomous civic authorities for Europeans with elected 

councils and their own sources of revenue. In both countries Africans were considered to be 

only temporary urban dwellers with their true roots in the rural areas. Therefore, the policy of 

colonial administrators was always divided between the need for cheap labour in the urban 

centres and the need to keep Africans under customary tribal control. It is in this population 

that the two forms of power, civic and native authority, meet; living under the civil authority, 

but accorded the status of native subjects only, political behaviour was channelled into a 

paternalistic relationship with the former and a clientelistic one with the latter. For this 

population political relationships that forged productive responsibility and accountability 

remained absent. 

African townships in Rhodesia 

The Ahcans living in urban areas in Rhodesia may have lived close to a civil 

authority but had little access to it (Phimister 1988; Passmore 1966; 1972; Gargett 1977). In 

the early years of colonial occupation, Africans had to locate themselves on the periphery of 

the European areas and these areas became known as 'locations'. As detailed above, there 

was little control over these urban locations in the early years and Africans could even 

purchase land and build dwellings. On the whole, though, these locations lacked sanitation 

and the amenities of the European town. As indirect rule came formally into practice, 

bifurcation of space in the urban areas was employed to control the urban population. At first 

this was in the form of special regulations with the aim of discouraging migration to the 

urban areas. By the Native Registration Act of 1936, Afficans wanting to come to town had 

ro carry a registration certificate as well as either a pass certificate signed by the Native 
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Conunissioner or a letter from their employer stating that they had permission to be in town. 

Phimister argues that by this act "the state not only intensified its humiliating surveillance of 

urban blacks, but also considerably improved its capacity to direct the flow of black lab~ur" 

from urban areas to farms where wages were low (1988, 202). Nevertheless, by 1945 there 

was a large urban population brought about by a combination of factors: crowding in the 

Tribal Trust Lands, the new opportunities provided by secondary industries that wanted cheap 

labour, and the natural growth of the urban population. The bifurcation of space and authority 

could no longer be contained in the Tribal Trust Lands and appeared in the towns in formal 

terms with the passing of the Land Apportionment Act of 1941 which required municipal 

authorities to set up African townships." 

By the late 1940s responsibility for urban Africans fell on paternalistic urban 

authorities. The African (Urban Areas) Accommodation and Registration Act of 1946 

(consolidated in 1951) followed and heralded a new series of regulations that extended the 

despotic side of bifurcation by separating out ' natives' as special cases for control. African 

traders, artisans and workers who had located themselves outside of the locations and closer 

to town were removed and professional Africans, such as journalists or teachers who had also 

lived in 'grey' areas, were forced to seek accommodation within the crowded township along 

with labourers. While leasehold and freehold accommodation were gradually expanded within 

" Municipal authorities were still hesitant to get involved and as late as 1945, municipalities were still reluctant 
to introduce balth clinics. Even appeals to settler self-interest and the s;mad of disease fell on draf ears in 
Bdawayo w b r e  the city council would only offer health mrvics that Africans codd pay for (Phimister 1988, 
26 1). This would not amount to much since for most Africanr living in the locations, wages were below the 
poverty Line and Lt: "margin of nwival rumd on loam. or theft, or beer brewing and other quasi legal 
activities" (Phimister, 262). No measures were taken to encourage an urban population that was not wanted, 
though apparently needed, by the settler government 



the township, the majority of Africans in the urban areas were heavily dependent upon their 

employee or the municipality for their legal status and for their accomrn~dation.'~ The act 

requued municipalities and employers to provide accommodation, and especially married 

accommodation, but this accommodation came at the price of sweillance. Married couples 

were raided at night to make sure that they were legally entitled to accommodation and, under 

the act, municipalities carried out "compulsory identification, vaccinations, medical 

examination and treatment of Africans falling within their jurisdiction" (Passmore, 1966, 1). 

Gradually, in the towns, Africans came to live under the despotic rule of the civil authority. 

There was a 'civil limit', it seems, which stopped at the borders of the African township. 

Bifurcation of authority was manifested in the bifurcation of administration. The 

African Accommodation and Registration Act called for a separate African revenue account 

"for the receipt of all revenue accruing from African townships ... [which] may only be 

utilized for financing services rendered by the local authority in African townships" 

(Passmore 1966, 1 ). The African Beer Act of 1953 consolidated municipalities' monopoly on 

the brewing of African beer and virtually all services and community development, including 

housing loans, came from the sale of beer in municipally operated beerhalls which had 

dominated the township landscape since the 1 Between 196 1 and 1975 a special 

32 The Land Husbandry Act (1951) which established fued arable plots in Tribal Trust Lands (now only 
gnzing w3s cotllmml) cut out mimy urban Afiic3ns so chat they became doubly dependent on the municipality. 

33 The prece&nt for this policy was set in Durban, South Afriu, which was the f i t  municipality to ban 
Africans from brewing beer in 1908 (La Hawse 1996). A municipal monolpoly on beer brewing, ostensibly for 
finding Af i cv l  s e ~ c e s .  was created md this policy gndually became a topic of interest to colonial 
a ~ t r a t o t s  as far away as Uganda. Paul La Hausse comments that  urban authorities were more Likely to 
spend rhr: money on improving the enterprise rhan on African services. Likewise, in Bulawayo in 1963,Im than 
one third of the profit was used for community sevics .  including housing loans, while the other two thirds went 
into the production and expansion of brewing (Pasmore 1972). The ubiquitous beerballs still dominate the d d  
scene in African townships in Zimbabwe; when a new area is opened up the first thing to be developed is a 
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services levy was also charged to employees for every employee in order to meet the costs of 

developing African housing but the levy was fmally dropped after employer protest. While a 

municipality might use general funds for shortfalls, the usual policy was to increase rents and 

charges (Gargett 1 977, 1 1 ). By the 1960s the townships were administered by a community 

development officer who worked closely with the white authority but was part of the National 

Community Development Trust that was centrally organized in Internal Affairs in the 

Ministry for Local Government and Housing." Bifurcation in the urban areas was practiced 

concretely through the bifurcation of space, as characterised in the creation of African 

townships, and the bifurcation of administration and provision, as characterised by the African 

revenue account which took on the characteristics of welfare measures administered by the 

municipal authority. 

Politically, the same municipal government that practised civil authority in the 

European town exercised despotic rule in the African townships. The issue of African 

participation in urban areas of Rhodesia "met with shifts and evasions on the part of 

herhall. According to one municipal official in Mutam, the beerhalls were a political tool to keep the Ahicans 
Jnmk and less k l y  to rise up (Interview. Community Services Official, Mutare. 22/5/95). h k d ,  two studies 
completed in the township of Highfield in Salisbury (now Harare) in the late 1960s and early 197b would lend 
cr&nce to this conclusion (May 1973; R u d e r  and May 1971). While May, using the requisite "customrrry" 
srminology of indirect rule, hypothesizes that it is a peculiarly African custom to induce "controlled 
drunkt:mlss... designed to produce moderate dmnkemess. in which one becomes tranquil and thus sfapes 
problems". her study concludes that "though it may not appear pathological or deviant in the light of AWcan 
urban values [it1 is none the lsss excessive by western standards, with ensuing socM costs and considerable 
exposure of a large number of people to dcohol ic risk, or at least to problem M n g  through addiction" M y  
1973. 81). Thus. we see the drinking in beer halls attributed to ''African values" with no thought of the impact of 
exploindve. not to mention paradoxical, revenue for ' commlmit y &ve1opment1 by local government- 

I n tdaw,  Pemvlent Secretary, Ministry of Transport d Energy, fomwly of Ministry of Local Government 
and R m l  Development. 3/6/95. This was pan of a reorganization around the national policy of community 
development, which was devised in the 1960s to improve the management of African reserves d more actively 
pursued in the nnal areas. 



successive governments over many years" (Gargett 1977, 83). African advisory boards. 

pioneered in Bulawayo since the 1920s, were required by the African Accommodation Act. 

While the African component of the boards could not be "less than three persons who are 

African residents", the council was chaired by a European councillor and the secretary was 

From the municipal administration; the composition mirrored the boundaries of civil power 

and the barriers to it (Passmore 1966, 19). During the 1950s and 1960s there were several 

attempts through the Municipal Association, government commissions and existing African 

boards to broaden the scope of the boards and even bring them into the municipal council but 

Bulawayo was the only urban area that gave boards legitimacy by accepting most of their 

recommendations. Passmore reports that there were only 13 statutory advisory boards and 

"only two or three were said to be operating effectively" (Passmore 1966, 20). h 1964 

members of the Bulawayo boards resigned and the boards ceased functioning. The resigning 

board members articulated several grievances at that time: they were expected to rubber stamp 

council decisions; they had to defend these policies to their constituents making them seem 

ineffectual; they were bitterly criticized by members of the African community who were well 

educated and better off (and already poised to test the boundaries of civil society); and, they 

were unable to discuss issues on merit because the priority of members was to break down a 

system of consultation which they considered to be unsatisfactory (Gargett 1977, 83- 104). 

Passmore concludes that "African townships were units of administration rather than African 

local government" (1966, 8). But apart from that they were also islands of despotic rule under 

the guise of a paternal civic authority. The civil authority was only responsible to the 

European community, for whose benefit it was, in its purpose to keep urban Africans under 



control and available for work. 

Ugandan urban centres 

Except for Kampala, located near Mengo, the seat of the Gandan king, Ugandan 

urban centres evolved exclusively as the result of European administrative activity. Jinja, 

located in Busoga which was a smaller kingdom next to Buganda, was such a centre (Sofer 

1955; Brandt, Schuben & Gerken 1972). The colonial policy of relegating African peasants to 

farming for export crops and encouraging Asians to carry on commercial activities resulted in 

the settling of Asian families and businesses in Jinja and it became a predominantly Asian 

town. The commercial activities were so divorced from the local African countryside that 

even most of the produce in the market was imported from Kenya. The addition of an early 

Indian wood processing industry and the British American Tobacco Company (BAT) brought 

more African workers but they had to find accommodation outside the town entirely or build 

cheap bsctures on the periphery that were removed when there were "land clearances" for 

the expansion of the town (Sofer 1955, 17). Building specifications assured that Africans were 

unable to start commercial activity except on the periphery where they were subject to the 

periodic removals for expansion. Thus, few African families settled in Jinja and most wives 

and children remained in the rural areas where housing was available and where the wife 

could carry on fanning on customary land. 

The boom of the late 1940s and early 1950s, which included the building of the Owen 

Falls Dam and the addition of new industries, increased the African population but did not 

change the attitude of colonial administrators. While the construction boom increased the 

number of jobs it did not present opportunities of advancement for Africans in the hierarchy 
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of labo~r. '~ Africans performed "the most arduous, worst rewarded and least respected tasks 

in the economy" (Sofer 1955, 55). Both Europeans and Asians assumed that "customary" 

habits made the African different and tended "to draw the conclusion that the Afican is an 

inferior person, unfit for training or advancement, and disparage him as a primitive of limited 

intelligence" (Sofer 1955, 55). During this time only 12% of the Africans in Jinja were 

women. As in Rhodesian townships, women took advantage of temporary liaisons with local 

men to establish a base in town and, thus, were considered "a class of prostitutes, semi- 

prostitutes and temporary wives" even though two thirds of the women had waged 

employment as factory workers, domestics, nurses and hotel workers and some carried on 

more informal activities such as growing food, selling food and drink or selling crafts (Sofer 

1955, 86). Africans had little legitimacy in urban areas. 

Although the bifurcation of space was never legislated, as in Rhodesia, it was more 

formalized in Jinja during this period of expansion. While there was a hierarchy of race and 

Europeans saw themselves superior to Asians, for the most part both Europeans and Asians 

lived in the preferred areas of the town in westem-style housing. During this period the 

Walukuba housing estates were built by industrialists providing rental accommodation for 

African municipal and factory workers in a separate area, creating a dependency pattern that 

also invited surveillance and control. The police were also accommodated in aluminum 

35 Here are the observations of the Sofers at that time: 

The new economic institutions have been established by a skilled European and Asian nucleus who have 
built a mlativrly unskilled indigenous labour force around themselves ... there has arisen an occupational 
hierarchy in which individuak of each race are limited to narrow ranges of jobs and rauks. Europeans, 
Africans and Askus have each ended to enter the occupational structure at a given level and to perform 
functions distinct from those of other races (Sofer 1955, 37). 



'biscuit box' structures. These were an alternative to a mud and thatch structure on the 

periphery of town but were always overcrowded. Located at a distance from the town, they 

also made transport an extra expense for the African labourer. The small number of Africans 

with higher education and better salaries were able to locate in better areas. Thus, bifurcation 

of space was not quite as stark as in Rhodesia but still highly visible and the amenities for 

Africans were based very much on the same welfare basis, in this case concentrated in the 

industrial housing estate. 

The African was subject to both the 'native' and the municipal administrations but 

was marginalized by both. The municipal council could hardly be called a civic structure as it 

was directed by the District Commissioner who was advised by a 20 member council 

composed of the DC, 5 European officials, the African chief of the sub-county (part of the 

decentralized district administration) and appointed members of the public - 7 Asians, 5 

Europeans and 1 African. The committee was only concerned "with the built-up sector of 

Jinja, i.e. with the sector that contains the administrative and commercial areas an European 

and Asian housing" (Sofer 1955, 28). However, the British District Commissioner 

"controlled ... through the township superintendent of African Housing, an increasing number 

of Africans residing in the African housing estate" (Sofer 1955, 29). Although the African 

population in Jinja township was considered to be under the authority of the 'native' 

administration, that administration had no jurisdiction in the township. Moreover, only those 

males who could claim residency outside of the township (in the case of non-local Africans, 

resident there for three years) could vote for 'native' councils. "As a result only about half of 

the male African population of the township is entitled to participate in the election of 
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councillors who represent them" (Sofer 1955, 33). Nevertheless, they were not out of the 

reach of customary authorities. Cases involving Africans living in Jinja inevitably ended up in 

'native' courts as it was up to the Protectorate police as to which court was involved and 

"there was a tendency for the Protectorate police to hand to the native coun cases involving 

charges unlikely to be sustained, on the weight of evidence, in a Protectorate court" (Sofer 

1955, 34). It is evident also that the tentacles of customary power attempted to stretch into the 

urban areas to exert power over women. As Jinja boomed in the 1950s and more women took 

up employment the 'native' District Council debated whether women should even be allowed 

into urban areas and sent appeals to the DC three years in a row arguing that "urban life 

meant immorality and hence barrenness or the birth of half-caste children" (Obbo 1980, 10). 

It is on such precarious footing that women lived in the urban areas with no political 

representation at all. The bifurcation of authority in urban areas put Africans under the control 

of two authorities without the possibility of producing accountability from either. 

Thus, the plight of Africans in the urban areas of both Uganda and Zimbabwe brought 

into stark relief the realities of the bifurcated state. Bifurcation was evident in the physical 

location of Africans iri towns in both countries. It was also evident in the administration of 

their lives. Despite Living in an urban area, Africans were subject to customary authority in 

Rhodesia until 1946. After 1946 bifurcation was visible in the subjection of Africans to 

despotic rule under the same authority which provided civic and responsible govement for 

the white population. One could not say that there was ever a 'tradition' of civic government 

in Uganda since there was only an administration, albeit on behalf of the European and Asian 

populations. While Africans in Uganda lived under two authorities, ' native' and civil, both 
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used despotic power. Women had a particularly precarious position in the urban areas since 

they were judged by the customary requirements of women and, thus, any behaviour contrary 

to that role branded them as prostitutes even when they pursued legitimate economic 

activities. For Africans in urban settings it was a decidedly uncivil experience. 

V Democracy Under Local Despotism 

In both Uganda and Rhodesia, before independence, there were attempts to 

'democratize' local administrations with directly elected councils (Burke 1964; Fallers 1965; 

Passmore 1963; 1972; Gargett 1977). However, in Rhodesia there was never the political will 

to hndarnentally change the structure of local despotic rule. The political relationships of 

bifurcation remained intact since the settler administration retained ultimate control. Ln 

Uganda the change was a direct result of the change in the British attitude and policy as 

independence became a less remote possibility. The system of indirect rule was "out of 

harmony with" the vision of the modem state that an independent Uganda needed to be (Low 

and Pratt 1960, 770). Nevertheless, the changes effected in Uganda were a hurried affair and 

quite limited; nor could they counter the effect of years of indirect rule on political relations. 

Community development councils in Rhodesia 

In Rhodesia, From the 1950s until the end of the guerrilla war, the settler government 

had two contradictory policies at the local level (Passmore 1966; 1972). The African Councils 

Act of 1957 was the beginning of a complete change in direction by the government linking 

development with what seemed to be a move towards autonomous African local governments. 

It called for autonomous local councils which would promote active participation in the 

development of their communities (as mentioned above, the urban version of this policy was 



African advisory councils). By 1962 a national community development plan had been 

devised with the assistance of the United States Agency for [nternational Development 

(USAID). Based on self-help and the use of 'local resources', the policy required a 

reorientation of all ministry activities under the direction of Internal Affairs at the Ministry of 

Local Government and Housing. On the one hand, it encouraged the formation of grassroots 

village development boards for self-help projects at the community level. In a development 

partnership the people would use their own labour and resources while the central government 

provided guidance in the form of indigenous community development officers and expert 

advice from ministries. The idea was that these community boards might, in time, form some 

sort of organic government structure out of community action that would eventually replace 

traditional authority. At the same time, a contradictory emphasis was put on shoring up the 

chiefs' administrations by giving them more responsibility for local matters - for example, 

making budget decisions. Thus, the settler government attempted to "combine the benefits of 

representative local government with stabilizing elements of the tribal system" (Passmore 

1972, 184). 

Rukudzo Murapa asserts that there was never serious intent on the part of officials to 

deviate from the 'tribal system': 

The fact is the Native Affairs Depamnent was not fond of Native Councils. They prefemd to control 
the Africans directly through the Native Commissiomrs and the Chiefs. They only pursued the policy of 
Native Councils in order to give the Colonial Office the impression that the AErican was given a 
structural framework through which to express his interest (1985, 5). 

While the change in emphasis released some local energy and produced development of 

infrasaucture, the community boards were highly controlled by chiefs and headmen who 

approved the composition of the board, the project and the use of land. Although the exercise 
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did present an opening for some organic political development at the grassroots level, it was 

very much diminished by the fact that more energy was put into the 'native' councils run by 

the chiefs. Moreover, it is clear that the programme served another purpose as both 

government and missions were feeling a strain on their resources and were anxious to lighten 

their burden. The burden was now shifted to "depend largely on local initiatives, a resource 

still largely undeveloped" (Passmore 1972, 240). Later developments support the argument 

that the Rhodesian government never intended to abandon the chiefs. The 1969 Constitution 

made provision for the Council of Chiefs to nominate the candidates for the ten African 

positions on the newly created Senate and half of the African representatives in parliament. 

At any rate, there is no reason to believe that the community development policy was not a 

new look for an old purpose: to keep the reserves viable so that Africans would stay there. 

Thus, the attempt at introducing democracy at the local level was an extension of indirect rule 

with a positive spin on it. 

District councils in Uganda 

Attempts to introduce democracy in Uganda, especially leading up to independence in 

1962, also failed to change the character of bifurcation. After a great deal of political activity 

and strikes in the late 1940s, the colonial administration introduced several policies to 

expedite African economic and political participation, none of which could Fundamentally 

change the political relations of bifurcation (Mamdani 1983). Ginneries and coffee factories 

were bought by the government and transferred to cooperatives and loans were given to 

traders. However, the cooperatives were highly controlled by British advisors who controlled 

the books and groomed the leadership as businessmen. At the same time, the 1952 Trade 
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Union Ordinance weakened workersf ability to make more universal demands by making 

general unions illegal and, thus, isolating union activity. However, the role of administrative 

chiefs was strengthened as civil servant jobs were upgraded and Ugandans promoted in an 

Afkicanization programme. These measures gave more power to petit bourgeois Ugandans 

who also took advantage of political reforms to promote themselves as candidates for the 

district councils which were also introduced. 

The institution of these elected councils did not alter the political relations of 

bifurcation. Although it was the intention of the British administration to foster a more 

modem and democratic local government, the councils, elected by male adult suffrage at the 

village, parish, sub-county and district level to 'advise' the district administration, had only 

very limited powers that were "subject in minute detail to the approval of the central 

government" (Burke 1964, 40). Mamdani argues that the measures were an intentional policy 

to depoliticize those who might have been more militant if not for the measures and to keep 

order and there is some evidence for this (1983, 17-32). There was a short period when 

councils were given the power to hue and fire administrative chiefs but this was short lived 

when rivalry between political parties on the councils threatened order. It was the decision of 

the British administrators that "so long as chiefs were held responsible to the central 

government for law and order it would be necessary to insulate them as far as possible from 

local factionalism and party politics" (Burke 1964, 4 1). Burke comments that "good 

government was preferable to self-government, (and) local democracy was largely a fiction" 

(1964, 52). As a result, the councils were dominated by the bureaucratic chiefs who had 

administrative howledge and "(I)t took a brave peasant indeed to rise to his feet in such a 



council meeting and disagree about the actions of a chief (Burke 1964, 49). The lower 

councils lacked resources and authority but found themselves having to defend and explain 

the actions of the colonial administration, a job that was handed down to them by the District 

Council which was unwilling to take unpopular stands. Thus, the councils were seen as a tool 

of both the colonial and the African administration. Fallers notes that neither the councils nor 

the administrators were happy with the limited degree of autonomy and the lack of public 

support (Fallers 1965, 186-7). Here we may see that there was not a complete lack of 

sensitivity on the part of indigenous administrative officials. D. A. Low suggests that the 

limited powers of African councils even before these reforms shaped the political struggle 

into one for position and power rather than for substantive issues (Low 197 1, 1 75).j6 

Decentralized despotism did not mean that there were not contests and struggles within local 

administrations but it did mean, as demonstrated in the Rhodesian case too, that institutionally 

I f .  
it was a game ... in which the dice were loaded" (Marndani 1996, 22). The experiences of 

these local councils also reflected the fundamental flaws of bifurcation: political relationships 

were shaped into clientelistic rival factions based on religion or ethnicity; and there was no 

basis for producing more universal responsibility and accountability. 

VI Nationalism and Local Despotism 

Neither in the nationalist period leading From pre-independence to civil war in the 

1980s in Uganda, nor in the years leading up to and during the liberation war in Rhodesia 

36 It should be noted that the 1953 reforms brought in by Sir Andrew Cohen were particularly aimed a 
democratizing the Lukiiko which, in turn, prcipitaad the Kabaka's demand for a much more independent 
Buganda. Tbe Kabaka was &ported to Britain by Cohen and a crisis ensued. Although Cohen was successful in 
warding off threats of separate Bugandm independraw the rsult was tbe agreement at Namiremk which 
ensured the continued existence of the uaditional kingdom (Low 197 1, 101-38). 
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were politicians able to address the form of power fashioned by the bifurcated state. Colonial 

authorities were unwilling to change their form of rule and indigenous efforts to organize 

politically could not escape the parameters of the political relations of bifurcation. 

Nationalism in Uganda 

h Uganda, the legacy of the inherited impediments of bihcation were obvious 

leading up to independence. Composed of one large kingdom, Buganda, several smaller 

kingdoms and severdl districts (the labour reserves that suffered the harshest regimes of 

indirect rule) Uganda was fragmented and only held together by the British Protectorate 

administrat ion. The rush by colonial authorities to create a constitution and quasi- federation 

could hardly undo the political relations that 60 years of colonial rule had forged. 

Organizations from civil society, such as trade unions, the Uganda Farmer's Union and the 

Hellenic church that led political action which culminated in strikes in the late 1940s, were 

put down by the colonial government by a combination of force and the Africanization 

policies mentioned above. Political parties emerging during indirect rule in Uganda addressed 

and miculated real issues but within the prescribed 'voices' of power and structures that were 

the parameters of indirect rule (Mamdani 1976; 1983; Fallers 1965; Low 197 1). Thus, the 

United National Congress (UNC), formed in 1952, and wlich was strong on local district 

councils and strongly supported by farmers was deserted by better off Bugandan farmers 

when they saw their interests better served by forming the Kabaka Yekka (YK) in support of 

the Kabaka and Bugandan independence. The United People's Congress (UPC), supported by 

Ugandan petty traders and gradually supported by civil servants, was based on aspirations that 

coincided with the existing bifurcated state. The traders organized politically to take the place 



of the Asian commercial monopoly and the civil servants to end discriminatory salaries that 

differentiated them from the Europeans. It was these constituencies which benefited from the 

late reforms in the early 1950s. Competition for power also took on religious overtones as the 

Democratic Party (DP), organized primarily through mission teachers and some traders, 

sought to gain prominence through the organizing principle of the Catholic church. Anglican 

mission education continued to be the rallying point for political solidarity among the 

Bugandan hierarchy, as it had been in the first alliances with the British in the late 1800s. As 

Catholics tended to be the minority in the power structure constellated around Bugandan 

secession, religion was a divisive issue in the quest for nationalist political power. At 

independence Fallers remarked: 

If, however, something resembling the Western Liberal democratic state for Uganda as a whole is the 
aim, then we may say that the prerequisite institutions do not yet exist or are as yet only pardally 
iastitutiodised (1965, 250). 

The weapons of the struggle were race, ethnicity and religion and any accountability was a 

fractured product made up of personal patronlclient relations which no promise of 

independence and development could universalise. 

The inherited impediments of the bifurcated state were clearly visible after 

independence (Burke 1 964; Marndani 1 976; 1983; Obbo 1 980). The alliance between the UPC 

and the KY in order to secure national power at independence kept religion and ethnicity at 

the forefront as Catholics were further marginalized by the this Bugandan bid for power-" 

The bureaucracy was the most strongly developed institution under indirect rule and "served 

to place in the hands of chiefs, clerks and officials a powerful weapon" (Burke 1964, 56). 

37 This alliance brought the Bugandan hierarchy into national politics and effectively shut out the DP and, 
consequently, Catholics (see Mamdani 1976, 242-246). 
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Administrators became the most powerful class for patronage relationships and confounded 

any political will to the contrary. The nascent organizations of civil society remained under 

state scrutiny and control. The need to exert control over the population meant leaving the 

despotism at the local level intact, under the strict control of the central government. Burke 

points out that, after independence, local government did not change except that "Religious 

associations and conflict today have greater overall impact on the selection of local officials 

and councillors than does even kinship [my emphasis]" (Burke 1964, 56). In the towns the 

paternalistic authority of the colonial administration was replaced by clientelistic favouritism 

and allocations in housing or for positions of responsibility depended on those relationships. 

Paternalism, however, did not disappear. During this time schools for Africans in Jinja were 

built and administrated by Asian commercial and industrial interests. Thus, political relations 

of power remained within the parameters of the bifurcated state and patron/client relations 

prevailed. The UPC government's growing dependence on force eventually led to the military 

coup and Mamdani comments that, "the "common man" in whose name the (ruling) class had 

claimed to rule, long accustomed to watching from the grandstands, applauded the change of 

the guard" (1976, 294). 

The period of military rule in the 1970s compounded the mistrust of leaders and the 

need for clientelistic solutions. Decentralized districts were run by military governors and 

their clients. The bureaucracy expanded and its power penetrated both formal and black 

markets. Civil servants acted out of fear or greed as " the civil service performed only under 

two conditions: either when it was commanded at gun point, or when it was 'given tea' (i.e., 

bribed)" (Mamdani 1983,45). While the expulsion of the Asians may have been seen as a 
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blow to one of the structures of bifurcation and encouraged the "belief that everyone would 

become richtt, instead, it narrowed economic opportunities, especially in the towns (Mamdani 

1983, 39). In Iinja and other urban centres Asian businesses were given to Amin's associates 

as patronage favours and soon became unproductive, closing out employment opportunities. 

Asian properties were also taken over by Amin's clients who became slum landlords, dividing 

up and renting out to urban Ugandans at exorbitant rents. As a result, the urban population 

multiplied but, more than ever, people were dependent on clientelistic relationships in order to 

maintain residence in the town. Mismanagement of the economy brought black market 

activities to unprecedented heights, and depths, as big operators, the top military bosses and 

civil servants, used the working poor and unemployed, especially in the urban areas as 

outlets for activities and "(P)eople came to accept a way of life where any means of making 

money was acceptable provided it was successful" (1983, 54). While Amin championed the 

urban unemployed and recruited them into the army in large numbers he also turned on the 

urban informal sector, violently removing hawkers from the streets and blaming them for 

black market activities originating with his own advisors. One hawker arrested at the time 

asked, "What was the point of independence?" (Obbo 1980, 26). Political opposition could 

only take "the form of silent sabotage" as organized political activity was impossible 

(Mamdani 1983, 1 05). 

The regime brought levels of violence and duplicity to unprecedented heights within 

civil society. While Idi Amin's rhetoric may have been about 'the people' his methods 

heightened or, perhaps, caricatured the power constellated by bifurcation. Surveillance 

increased as the euphemistically named State Research Bureau (SRB) and Public Safety Unit 



(PSU) penetrated every aspect of the country's life (Marndani 1983, 42-58). Arnin encouraged 

all people to be informers and thus any agent could and did use "this power to settle old 

private scores and to silence, or eliminate, rivals in personal relations, business or 

governrnent" (Mamdani 1983, 44). In this way decentralized violence closed down any 

political debate and destroyed any remaining trust within society. 

The legacy of indirect rule was also visible in gender politics after independence. NO 

clearer could bifurcation (customary/civil) be than in the attitudes towards women's status in 

the 1960s and 1970s (Akello 1990; Obbo 1980; Brown 1988; Marndani 1983). Ugandan 

women received the vote in 1962 and the three women who won in the Lukiiko also were 

appointed to parliament.38 Leading up to the first election, the Uganda Council of Women had 

pushed for women to vote by publishing booklets in conjunction with the colonial Ministry of 

Momation, outlining the inequalities that existed and pointing out what women should look 

for in a candidate. Yet, once in office, the independent government never entertained issues 

that women put forward. When women lobbied hard for change in marriage laws, the all-male 

Commission on Marriage, Divorce and the Status of Women in 1965 came down f m l y  on 

the side of customary practice.39 There were no women in cabinet to defend women's rights 

38 The elections for parliament were indirect in Buganda. which refused to accept a power higher rhan the 
Lukiiko, rhe traditional council of elders which advised the Kabah or king. Therefore, their representatives in the 
aat iod parliament were appointed by the Lukziko. 

'' The position of the Colmci 1 of Women and of the Anglican church had been to fashion a law which 
guaranteed women the right to divorce (women needed many more reasons than men under customary law) aod 
the right to inherit (non-existent in customary law) and which would bind people to the sort of marriage they 
chose (sg. polygamous or monogamous). This k t  recommendation was in reaction to men who lavried in the 
church but took other wives by native Iaw and custom. While there was some headway on inheritance (the wife 
was to get onc third until she remarrit-d or share one third with co-wives), it was recommen&d that while a man 
could register only one marriage, he could have as many wives as he Wed and the children of all marriages had 
equal inherirance rights. Winnified Brown comments that the chairman of the commission was Ghanaian and that 
the law, regardless of the opinion of Ugaodan women, was heavily influenced by recent Ghanaian legislation 



and those women who sat in parliament soon became apologetic, assuring the members that 

there was no rebellion against men. Male politicians and their wives often spoke to women's 

groups telling them that they should modernize and stop being docile and uncritical but they 

never spoke to men about it (Akello 1990, 1 1 ; Obbo 1990, 13). Thus, Grace Akello remarks 

that, 

Women were still sufficiently removed from the power structure not to be taken seriously. They had not 
moved from 'feudal power' at the tinit: of gaining independence, or since, and the Obote government 
had certainly not encouraged them to do so (1990, 1 1). 

Nor did women 's prospects change under Amin who seemed to honour and denounce 

women at d ~ e  same time, especially urban women. Thus he appointed one woman to cabinet 

and then fired her after accusing her of promiscuity. He banned mini skirts and other 

'western excess' in dress, such as long trousers, and ordered all unmarried women out of all 

towns, branding them all as prostitutes.1° Despite the penchant for forcing women into 

customary 'respectability', Amin's allies more than any other men "treated women as sexual 

objects, as sexual prey and sexual display" (Mamdani 1983, 54). Moreover, at a time when 

most political activity was proscribed, exercising control over women gave men a feeling of 

(1988.42). On the question of women having qd access to divorce the commissioners stated: 

When is she able to disentangle what is what and to be able to marshal available evi&nce to obtain a 
dissolution of marriage? ... We are told that in some parts of the world, the insistence of a husband on 
reading a newspaper at breakfast is enough grounds for a petition for divorce ... We strongly f e l  that 
there should not be specific grounds for divorce. but that the men of wisdom and experience into whose 
hands we place the decision as to whether the marriage should end or not, should in our view, be in the 
position to grant dissolution of the marriage having h a d  all the available evi&nu and considered a l l  
h e  factors attendant thereon (Report 1965, 56). 

Onre of those 'men of wisdom', the Minister of Justice, bqxaking p u b l i d y  in defence of polygamy, asserted 
that, "Wt: don't want to encourage barlotry here. We don't want our women to roam around the towns. All of 
them must be manit=&' (Brown 1988, 38). 

'O This was rescinded immediately but the sentiment was there. 
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power. Obbo notes that at that time Luo men tried to regain authority by exerting control over 

women. Thus, any Luo woman found to be a 'disgrace' in the urban area should be "ordered 

to return home wearing a jute sack with holes in the lower section of the back and front" 

(Obbo 1980, 1 10). Adherents to several churches and especially the Legio Mana, a break- 

away from the Catholic church, extracted public confessions from women every week and 

especially zeroed in on confessions about independent income or holding back housekeeping 

money (Obbo 1980, 1 1 1). The effect of the Amin years was a complete degradation of 

women as, "Even unemployed male vagrants in the capital would hurl insults at any woman 

with impunity, for they were blessed by the law and public sentiment" (Obbo 1980, 11). The 

complete subordination of women is an intricate part of the relations of political power 

shaped by the civil/customary split in the bifurcated state. 

With no collective political response women were forced to respond within the 

parameters of those power relations. Women in the urban areas used their position with men 

in order to survive or to create careers or businesses for themselves (Obbo 1980). The big 

men in positions of power were interested in single urban women and the women, in turn, 

saw "children as the trump cards" since a child was proof of the relationship and gave the 

women bargaining power (Obbo 1980, 103). Thus, by "manipulating motherhood" in the post- 

independence atmosphere of patronage and privilege, women were able to secure 

employment, obtain houses and get education for their children through these liaisons (Obbo 

1980, 106). Women also played up to men's assumption of power over women: 

Deference was the most effective tool women used in manipulating men, and those women seen 
heeling in offices and on sidewalks talking to men in low voics were manipulating symbols of the 
'obedient woman' (Obbo 1980, 120). 



Since urban women were often involved in illegal informal activities such as brewing, 

distilling or cooking food, they also needed to bribe chiefs who could protect them from the 

authorities. Another long-practised solution was to find husbands so that they could carry out 

their activities with less harassment. Women would put up with, even support, an abusive 

husband just to get protection and the right to live in an urban area (Obbo 1980, 101-21)y 

Thus the lives of women in urban areas were always confined by the customary and their 

solutions were found in those political responses offered by the bifurcated state rather than by 

direct demands for responsibility and accountability. 

Given such relations within civil society and the impossibility of articulating 

opposition, the return to 'democracy' after the expulsion of Amin in 1979 could not, in itself, 

address the political impediments of bifurcation. The period of ongoing civil war, 

concentrated in the "Luwero Triangle" north and west of Kampala, gave little credence to a 

government whose m y  harassed, killed and raped civilians in the countryside, especially 

where guerrillas were active (Twaddle 1988). Here were the legacies of indirect rule taken to 

their extremes. However, the leadership of the NRA showed some consciousness of these 

extremes and set up resistance committees within their controlled areas which provided for 

some sort of security against abuse by their own axmy. In this way they set themselves apart 

and they were eventually able to win a military victory. Nevertheless, the period was marked 

by extreme violence resulting in the complete disintegration of political society. 

'' In particular, women liked to k o m r  attached to the Nubian community since the Nubi was an urban one and 
demanded respect of woman Thus 'Nubinizatioo' was often the goal of urban women of all ethnic groups (Obbo 
1980, 108-9). 



Nationalism in Rhodesia 

In Rhodesia, nationalism was also not able to address the specific political challenges 

of the bifurcated state and its particular form of power. Early political groups (the Rhodesian 

Bantu Voters Association (RBVA), Matabele Home Society (MHS), Rhodesian Native 

Association (RNA), Gwelo Native Welfare Association (GNWA) came out of urban civil 

society and were often influenced by organizations from South Africa as well as the churches 

(Ranger 1970). These groups were particularly concerned with the land issue and with the 

issue of responsible govtnunent or union with South Africa all of which were of concern in 

the 1920s. However progressive the voices might be, most sought solutions within the 

parameters of colonial authority. Thus the RBVA and RNA which was dominated by 

progressive farmers and educated urban blacks who "were thinking in terms of the Native 

Department" and worked within those parameters (Ranger 1970, 106).42 The political debate 

over the Carter Commission hearings on land allocation leading up to the Land 

Apportionment Act in 1930 demonstrates the impediments of the bifurcation of power. While 

progressive organizations such as the RBVA and the nascient Industrial Commercial Workers 

Union (ICU) pushed for Africans to be allowed to buy land anywhere, more conservative 

organizations such as the MHS were more interested in getting land for the Ndebele and 

restoring the monarchy. Shona chiefs were also interested in having customary lands to 

" Although these organizations wen considered elitist, Martha Ngano, an organizer in the RBVA in the 192Q. 
was intent on bringing together rural and urban issues and fonased on fair dipping fees for cattle in the d 
areas as well as unfair ncatment in the African locations. The GNWA also had some rural tits and also lid& 
with the B V A .  



restore their power.'" Perhaps the biggest impediment to the emerging civil movement leading 

up to land apportionment in the 1930s was the fact that the majority of Africans, already 

impoverished by the administration's policies, could not afford the land even if it were 

available. At any rate, African civil society had little impact on the settler government's 

decision which served settlers interests and its own 'native' policy. John White, a radical 

missionary intent on promoting African interests commented during the Carter Commission 

hearings on the land issue that, "It is called responsible government but it represents only one 

section of the community. The voice of the native people will never be heard" (Ranger 1970, 

African civil society was expressed in union organization but these organizations also 

met with the impediments of bifurcation. Until 1956 all African labour was controlled under 

the Masters and Servants Act of 189 1 but did not stop workers from organizing.* The 

organization of workers, under the Industrial Commercial Workers Union (ICU) gathered 

momentum in the 1930s and crossed ethnic lines, but by 1936 had collapsed, unable to unite 

workers as a viable force. The ICU was opposed by the chiefs who saw their leadership 

" Millemrim movements tended to be rhe response among the Shona in the north who bad lost their markets to 
Europeans and were crowded on reserves (Ranger 1970, 194222). The Watch Tower, Zionist and V a p t o r i  
movemeno; all had thousands of followers. A 1  three rejected tribal life and the more conservative AFrican 
Chrisam clergy and espolsrd milhnarian beliefs that thr people would take over the power of the whites. 
Ranger asserts that these movements &scribed quite accurately, in their own way, a situation in "which only 
cataclysmic change could bring about African ability to control their own destiny" and h d p d  to crate a 
"climate of nationalism" which would reemerge in h e  liberation movement (1970, 214. 222). However, they also 
emphasized the inability of north and south to unite politically because the S h m  were suspicious of the more 
modern political w a . k i t i o ~ ~ ~  which originated from the Matabehland while the Ndekle saw the Shona as 
'backward' in their beliefs. 

Commenting on this legislation which still governed farm workers. domestic servants and many government 
employees in 1972, P.F. Sithok asserts that, "the basic fezltures of this legislation were originally i n~oducd  in 
the Cape Province of South Africa in 1856, were adopted for Rhodesian use in 1891 and were probabIy 
somewhat antiquated even then" (as quoted in Windrich 1975, 1567). 
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challenged and by the churches which took a more conservative stance."' However, African 

labour, was the "main opposition to white rule in the urban areas" in the 1940s when 

municipal employees led local strikes that led to a general strike in 1948. Nevertheless, 

strikers were hampered by their leaders who feared repression and were conciliatory towards 

the government, often providing an indirect rule of their own (Astrow 1983, 2O)? The 

Industrial Conciliation Act of 1959 finally gave African trade unions official status but 

limited strikes and curtailed union political activities (Astrow 1983, 20-39; Windrich 1975):~ 

While Akican civil society attempted to address real issues, those issues were shaped by the 

politics of bifurcation which Africans were unable to surmount politically. 

The Rhodesian government considered any African political activity that interfered 

with indirect rule to be, at the least, vexatious, in most cases, seditious and always 

illegitimate. Before self-government in 1923, most African organizations had preferred self- 

government over union with South Africa (because they wanted to become part of that self- 

''' An earlier labour movement in the mines, the millenarian Watch Tower movement originating in Nyasaland. 
was active and by the 1920s bad mernkrs in the thousands. It was brought to Rhodesia from Nyasaland by 
Elliot Kenan K m w m  who imported the teachings of the American Watch Tower and Tract Society based in 
Cape Town Run by better educated clerks, mostly from Nyasaland, it encouraged members to learn skills for 
white jobs and challenged white control. However, sa ih  were w i l y  broken up by authorities in the late 192b 
and the Iea&rs were &poned.(Ranger 1970, 138- 150). 

AndrC Astrow asserts that the tnde union bureaucracy "policed the working class instead of defending it" 
(Astrow 1983, 22). By 1965. when Africans were demanding inclusion in democracy, union leaders argued 
against one man one vote kccluse it would break the trust of the property owuers. 

47 Previous versions of this act (1934,37) had not even included black w o r h n  who were al l  under the Masters 
and Sewants A n  which "effmively prevented blacks from competing with whites for skilled jobs" (Phimister 
1988, 192). This act allowed separate AFrican unions but prohibited horizontal membership or assistance from 
the international trade union movement It also provided for strict surveillance of union Iaders (could be 
detained for not answering a question). A subsequent amendment (No. 79 of 1971) prohibited anyone who h d  
ken jailed for political or union activities from seeking leadership for ten years. The Emergency Power 
(Mainte~ll~nce of Law a .  Order) Regulations, 1968, designated virtually all African jobs as essential s e ~ c e s  
and thus, prohibited Africans from striking (Windrich 1975, 1670). 



govemment) but they were sorely disappointed. Once in power in 1923, the settler 

govemment had little motivation for hearing African political voices since there were few 

voters (vote was dependent on annual income of f 100 and writing 50 words in English) and it 

was already intent on reserve policies. The government reacted with hostility to African 

political organizations and claimed that the Native Affairs Department represented ' natives' 

and they "shouldn't trust themselves to political agitators" but instead come to government 

officials (Ranger 1970, 103). That African politics was a nuisance was made clear in 1934 as 

Ranger notes: 

[the1 Chief Native Commissioner put up a schema to Prime Minister Huggins for sending all educated 
Africans for whom there were no oppurmnities in an increasingly segregated Rhodesia up to Northern 
Rhoricsia so hat  the government 'would be frwd of the embarrassing necessity to consider native 
interests' ( 1970, 185-6). 

African publications with diverse political opinions were curtailed by the Sedition act of 1936 

which sought to stop the spread of subversive material (Phimister 1988, 199). The 

govemment, having the upper hand, was never serious about dismantling indirect rule, and, 

having tamed the labour movement, successively banned parties in the nationalist movement 

of the 1950s and 1960s, driving the movement outside the country and into the liberation war 

(Astrow 1983). 

The tactics used by the settler government aimed to divide Africans along the lines of 

bifurcation and the weapon of choice was compromise. Thus, in 1960, the National 

Democratic Party, a moderate attempt to organize within the parameters of the Rhodesian 

government's paranoia, was given representation at the constitutional conference but received 

only a compromise of 15 African seats, the acceptance of which split the leadership and led 

to its banning. The reorganization into Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) and 



Zimbabwe African People's Union (ZAPU) was touted as an ethnic split by the settler 

government even though both parties had Shona and Ndebele adherents. The split between 

leaders was more to do with the suspicion of compromise with the settler government and the 

pitfalls of trying to keep political control of the African National Council (ANC) which was 

organized to deal with compromise proposals in 197 1. The ANC had to be very conciliatory 

to Rhodesian authorities, in order to remain viable within the country, at the same time as  it 

had to satisfy the leaders of the external organizations and their guemlla armies (Astrow 

1983, 30 -56). Throughout the war the carrot of compromise was always held out as Ian 

Smith's 'not in a 1000 years' led to constitutional negotiations in 1971 which suggested 

delaying majority rule for ' up to 100 years'. Likewise the 1978 agreement, accepted by the 

ANC, headed by the discredited Bishop Muzorewa, was one where "The token changes in 

restrictions on land ownership, health and education merely replaced racial discrimination 

with the criterion of ability to pay" (Astrow 1983, 113)." Thus, political expression from 

African civil society was constantly repressed and finally crushed to a core of urban elite who 

had the choice of being jailed or leaving, or discrediting themselves through compromise. 

The political relations of bifurcation were often reinforced during the guemlla war. 

Local authorities became the battleground upon which insurgency and counterinsurgency 

activities were played out during the liberation war in Rhodesia but the target was not the 

despotic local administrations (Kriger 1992; Ranger 1995; Astrow 1983; Staunton 1990). 

There is no doubt that the institutions of local despotism, council offices, beerhalls and 

4a Tht: political struggle and mistrust between African politicians and soldiers within the nationalist movement 
was exacerbated by the espionage practised by the Rhodesian government, the most notoriolls instances of which 
were the Moyo and Chetipo assassinations (see Martin and Johnson 1985, Ellen 1995). 
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schools, were the targets of the guerrillas and they counselled the population against paying 

levies to the local authorities. In turn, Native Commissioners moved in to take over the 

administration of native councils, raising levies in ar. efrrvrt to expand development activities, 

as a counterinsurgency measure (Murapa 1986, 10- 18). The guerrillas were never able to gain 

enough control over an area to implement improvements and could only offer promises that 

after the war Africans would enjoy the same amenities as whites. Furthermore, they charged 

their own levy on the local people in order to finance the war and set up local committees 

whose purpose was to extract resources from the people. Although many people sympathized, 

helping in the struggle was very dangerous work and often they were coerced by local youth 

who were used as messengers by the guemllas and who might turn them in as sellouts 

(Kriger 1992, 82- 1 15). Despite the socialist rhetoric, the struggles of the local people, 

revealed in these events, were more radical (and more aimed at local despotic rule) than the 

guerrillas' struggle for 'African cultural nationalism' against the white government. The 

situation presented the opportunity for grievances against local chiefs, as well as generational 

and class grievances, to be played out as 'legitimate' (in the eyes of the settler government) 

AErican authorities were caught in between (Kriger 1992, 170-2 1 Kriger argues that, 

despite their own youth and their employment of youth, the guerrillas never challenged the 

institution of hereditary offices. In fact, the political struggle within the guemlla movement 

was won by more conservative elements led by Robert Mugabe (Astrow 1984; Moore 1995). 

Thus, local despotism was reinforced rather than challenged by the guerrillas. 

49 Kriger notes that these 'struggles in the smgg le' reveal the differences between individual customary chiefs 
since some still  command^ the loyalty of their people while others faced the wrath of thm who felt they had 
been wronged (1992, 200). 



Another indication that there was no fundamental change in political relations of 

power was the political domination of women by men during the liberation movement (Kriger 

1992; Staunton 1990). It is clear that the struggle would not have been successful without 

local women. However the guemllas never saw women outside the customary and 

domesticated role of wife and mother. They constantly reminded women that they were their 

mothers (in the absence of their own mothers) and many women related to this as their 

children had 'disappeared' to join the liberation movement. Thus, women organized, cooked 

and carried food for the guemllas throughout the war at considerable danger to themselves? 

Young marr ied  women were exposed to exploitation by the guemllas for sexual purposes.51 

Some young women hurriedly married to avoid this fate and parents who could afford it sent 

their daughters to town. The young women who had babies as a result of these unions usually 

could not identify the family of the father because he went by a guerrilla name. Thus, no 

compensation could be paid and family support might also be removed. Sometimes the 

guerrillas did side with women against abusive husbands and some women found that they 

could avoid beatings by threatening to turn their husbands in as sellouts." However, the 

50 Men stayed in he towns if hey had employment or commercial activities but also to avoid the danger in the 
1 4  vihges. Woulen were left to look after fields and, thus, had to deal with the guerrillas. la any w, few 
men got involved. One woman asserts, 

No men got directly involved in the problems of how to get this and do that things like carrying food 
on our bac ks... If our affairs were now tr, be decided on how each of us had fought, I can tell you that 
all the homes wodd now belong to women. Men just went away to live in town and left their wives to 
svffer alone (Staunton 1990, 81). 

" To prevent th: parents from being sellouts (reporting on guerrilla activities), the guerrillas insisted that 
children over LZ stay overnight in the camp where they h i d  meetings. However. one parent testifies that "the 
commander didn't want parents to know that they were having sex wirh the girls but, of course, they did: there 
was really nothing that they could do" (Staunton 1990, 49). 

52 Th war ciid raise consciorsn~ss in some women but this seems to have come after the fact, as illustrated by 
one woman's comment: 



guerrillas never opposed the customary practice of paying lobola nor did they suggest that 

women should play a broader political role. No matter how important they were to the 

success of the war women could never escape the domestic and 'customary' roles that were 

an intricate part of the relations of power in the bifurcated state. 

Moreover, during this period of guerrilla war, despotic authority grew in severity as it 

was practised by both sides of the conflict. The urban areas were less affected by guerrilla 

activity and urban populations of the towns grew with the influx of people trying to escape 

the violence of the countryside. Civic authorities employed paternalistic solutions such as 

building new African housing during the 1970s but surveillance was also increased in African 

townships where all political activity was banned. In the countryside the Rhodesian 

government carried on a programme of forced removals to fortified 'keeps' where residents 

were kept under surveillance and whole communities were punished for collusion, usually by 

the burning of villages (Staunton 1990). Parents were duped into offering their children for 

recruitment into government forces: 

Parents were told that their children would be able to do courses. We would hen register our children in 
the hope that they would bt: given work or sent for further training. Only afterwards we would discover 
that our children had been called up (Smunton 1990, 68). 

Parents of children who left to join the liberation struggle were beaten by government 

soldiers. For their part, the guerrillas allowed their youthful messengers to act belligerently 

towards the population. The guerrillas also killed those they deemed 'sellouts'in order to 

intimidate the population into cooperation. As a result there was considerable breakdown of 

Now women have to liberate themxlva. We should not accept our husbands as our superiors. We art: 
equal and we should be s e n  as equal because we did a great job during the struggle (Staunton 1990, 
66). 
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society as no one could trust anyone and no one could afford to speak their mind: "There 

were so many lies told during the war - so many that it was as if lies had feet and could run, 

or wings and couid fly" (Staunton 1990, 190). While the liberation movement called for great 

sacrifice and loyalty, it also took despotism to new levels in society . 

Bifurcation uaresolved 

In both Uganda and Zimbabwe, then, the problem of decentralized despotism and the 

bifurcation of power was not resolved by nationalism or the political struggles leading up to 

independence in 1980 in Zimbabwe and the end of the civil war in 1986 in Uganda. In both 

cases political expression was always moulded to the form of power shaped by the bifurcated 

state. In both cases there was a significant breakdown of African society. 

However, there were differences. In the case of Uganda, race, at least for the time 

being, had been eliminated and the battle was between African political groups. There was a 

period of disintegration of political society which finally ended with the NRM's military 

victory. In the case of Zimbabwe, the nationalist struggle against the white government 

overshadowed other struggles. Although there was a significant breakdown of African civil 

society, decentralized Afiican authorities and the settler economy and society remained intact, 

if under duress. Significant also, was the fact that the victory was not a military one but a 

peace agreement which left political institutions intact. However, in both cases, the legacy of 

despotic rule at the local level, including the dominance of men over women, remained. 

VII Conclusion: analysing the legacy of inherited impediments and the 
requirements for a new localism 

The consteilation of power imposed by indirect rule has posed many problems for the 

issues of responsibility and accountability. I have argued in this chapter that in the old 



localism, based on clans, there was an organic connection between rulers and ruled, a 

relationship from which emerged responsibility and accountability. An internal alliance 

system, based on marriage, which linked cornmmer and royal clans provided for common 

interests and a direct relationship between ruler and ruled in acquiring the means of 

administration. However, political power was based on control over people, especially women 

and their productive and reproductive power, in order to control resources. Clientelism 

worked positively within this system because it permitted a fluidity which gave greater 

mobility within society, mostly for men but also partially for women. Imbedded as it was in 

the system of alliances, clientelism also supported the organic links from which emerged 

responsibility and accountability. The rivalry of alliances among members of the ruling class 

made it possible to remove leaders who were not in favour and encouraged external alliances 

which often furthered political and economic opportunities. 

In the late 1890s this organic tension was severed with the imposition of colonial rule. 

The alliance with the British brought an end to the choosing of leaders through the clan 

hierarchy and to deposing an unsatisfactory one. This rigidity also closed down the possibility 

of developing further political relationships autonomously. The system of taxation replaced 

the direct economic relationship in acquiring the means of administration and the paying of 

chiefs through colonial taxation shifted the relationship of responsibility and accountability 

from clan alliance to the British administration. These measures considerably weakened the 

power of the indigenous rulers and in this early period there is much evidence that the clan 

hierarchy was giving way to new social relations. 

The imposition of formal indirect rule resurrected the political power over people and 
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bestowed it on the chiefs but without the substance of the old localism. The local customary 

administration that evolved could not be called a government and had none of the flexibility 

of the old localism. Customary law, reinterpreted, codified and filled with new colonial 

content, lost its fluidity and gave local leaders despotic control over local populations. Indirect 

rule benefited only a small class of people related to the administrative chiefs and this class 

was elevated by colonial authorities through access to education and prestigious careers and 

jobs in the administration. Women were effectively left out of this class, except as wives and 

mothers, and their productive role was subsumed by the neo-tradition of Western domesticity 

which emphasized homemaking and motherhood. Moreover, British neo-traditions fostered an 

elitism within this ruling administrative class and created an over-emphasis on forms through 

the invented traditions of state occasions, the revering of monarchy and the use of state 

resources to suppon an official life-style. On the other hand the substance, with regard to 

responsibility and accountability, was missing. Local chiefs had no control over policies and 

therefore, could not be held accountable. Colonial administrators created policies to support 

their own objectives which were related to the European economy. Concrete evidence in this 

lack of substance is evident in the deplorable lack of infrastructure, economic opportunities 

and social benefits. Clientelism, in this case, worked negatively in that it worked within a 

severely restricted framework and, thus, only reinforced the rigid power of elite groups and 

maintained despotic rule. Local administration under the decentralization of indirect rule 

precluded the emergence of a relationship of responsibility and accountability. 

The urban centres present a particularly good picture of bifurcation since the boundary 

between the civil and the customary was starkly evident in the struggle for African space. In 
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Rhodesia there was what could be called a civic municipal government in that it was directly 

elected by the white population. In Uganda the local urban authority still remained purely an 

administration, albeit with some public input, mostly fiom the European population. Africans 

were physically and politically disconnected fiom the municipal administrations through the 

bifurcation of space and authority. In both cases, while many urban residents had physical ties 

to customary land, many had no ties and yet they were under 'native' administrations. On the 

other hand, most Afiicans in Uganda and all Afiicans in Rhodesia were subject to 

surveillance and control by the municipal administration through the restriction of location 

within the urban area and through tire regulation of housing and economic activities. In other 

words, the civil authority had despotic authority over Africans. Women, who looked to urban 

areas for a less burdensome life, were judged doubly by 'customary' rules and Western 

standards of domesticity which branded all noncompliant behaviour as prostitution. Thus, 

their struggle for legitimate space in the urban areas involved reliance on their relationship to 

males who they could manipulate within the male-dominated clientel networks. Since 

Africans had no direct representation in municipal government there was no direct relation, 

for men or women, with which to produce responsibility and accountability. 

Neither in the nationalist struggle in Zimbabwe nor in the politics of independence and 

the ensuing amed conflict in Uganda were the inherited impediments of indirect rule 

addressed. Repression of political organizations in African civil society in favour of 

'legitimate' customary rule not only provided a legacy of repressive behaviour towards 

political opposition but also forced political expression to adhere to the contours of 

bifurcation. In Zimbabwe leaders struggled for control over the settler state rather than for the 
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dismantling of its structure. While there was tremendous destabilising of society through 

violence and treachery, the politics of male domination and despotic rule by force remained 

intact along with native authorities and the economic and political institutions of the settler 

population. tn Uganda, there was little change in the relationship between ruler and ruled as 

political parties vied for exclusive control of the state through patronage networks. The 

imposition of military rule, though ostensibly aimed at the some of the structures of 

bifurcation (removal of Asian dominance in business), only perpetuated, on a more violent 

scale, despotic political behaviour and negative clientelism. Political expression was often 

reduced to power over women and this fact was reflected in the tendency to curtail women's 

activities especially in the urban areas. Ugandan society, too, was destabilized and brutalized 

but lost none of the power structures of male dominance and rule by force although there 

clearly was some consciousness of this situation on behalf of NRM leaders. One of the main 

differences from the Zimbabwean case, however, was the fact that race was not a factor in the 

struggle for power in Uganda so that the struggle for political power was laid bare and there 

was a complete political and economic breakdown. In Zimbabwe, although power struggles 

among the elite were evident, they were overshadowed by the struggle against white rule and 

the peace agreement assured that political and economic institutions remained intact. 

The inherited impediments 

The inherited impediments are both structural and behavioural. It is important to 

understand that the inherited impediments have evolved and endured over a century and so 

must be taken seriously in any attempt to analyse the current practices of decentralization in 

Uganda and Zimbabwe. With this understanding we may posit that the structures and 



relationships involved are complex and will take a long time to change. The structural 

impediments include: the total corruption of traditional customary authority; the lack of a 

direct relationship between the local administration and the public with regard to the means of 

administration at the local level; the lack of direct accountability of the local administration to 

the local community through direct election of councillors; and, the lack of autonomy, on the 

part of local government, to make, and be accountable for, policy. Also included in the 

structural impediments is the great gap between the majority of Africans and their leaders. 

Ostensibly this gap includes education, opportunity and material wealth and power. However, 

as I argue in this chapter it also includes a lack of interests in common except for the purpose 

of getting and maintaining political power. Those interests have developed along ethnic or 

religious lines and are served only through personalized clientelistic means. This precludes 

universality and is generally unproductive since it is so vulnerable to cormption. 

Critical to the problem of responsibility and accountability at the local level is the 

understanding that the political behaviour and expectations of both the rulers and the ruled, of 

what constitutes political society, has been shaped by these inherited impediments. Generally, 

the form of power in the bifurcated state demands dependent and patron-seeking behaviour on 

the part of most people dong the lines of clan or religious groupings, especially at the local 

level. Lntegral also to maintaining political dominance is the perpetuation of male dominance 

over women. Thus, the political behaviour of women has been forced into manipulating 

customary practices as well as using political patronage networks. Administrators are both 

revered by the public, through the cult of elitism, and mistrusted, since there is little 

accountability beyond individual clientelistic relationships. Thus, Ekeh's 'two publics', in 



concrete terms, have split expectations, revering the big man who may bring resources 

derived From a position of power but disdaining the official who demands a bribe or provides 

no service. Political demand or behaviour outside of these relations is regarded with suspicion 

by rulers and needs not be tolerated. Thus, surveillance and force are more readily used than 

public consultation, cooperation and negotiation. These are the inherited impediments in 

which to locate some specific challenges that might put some content to a new localism. 

Requirements of a new localism 

In general t e n s  a new localism requires political change in order to address these 

inherited impediments - both structural and behavioural. The prerequisites for a new localism 

are: democratic openings at the local level and a reconfiguration of power between levels of 

government that eliminates bifurcation. From these prerequisites, and based on the fmdings in 

this chapter come three more specific requirements. The first requirement is the recognition of 

the political problem by leaders at the centre and locally and some political will for 

dismantling the structures of bifurcation, most notably decentralized despotism. Thus, 

decentralization programmes must be examined for their particular intent and methods for 

acting on that intent to see if they at least aim for some dismantling of decentralized 

despotism. The second requirement is a restructuring of the relationship between the centre 

and local government with the goal of creating an autonomous and direct relationship between 

the local government and its local population with relation to the means of administration. 

This includes a breaking down of decentralized despotism through democratic openings in 

institutions at the local level that makes policy-makers directly accountable to the majority of 

the local population. One important indicator for democratic opening at the local level is the 
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inclusion of women in political institutions since the subordination of women has been SO 

important for maintaining decentralized despotism. The third requirement is that local 

institutions provide enough public participation to develop new public political behaviour 

from which some common conventions of responsibility and accountability might emerge. 

This includes public interaction by local government with the population in general and also 

with local civil associations to create a local public space. An important component of this 

change is the public participation of women in the development of new political relationships. 

On the one hand, a new localism requires a fundamental change in the institutional structure 

to make politicians accountable; on the other hand, it requires a new interface, an interactive 

process in which there is at least some potential for different political behaviours and 

relationships to develop within political society. The following chapters present an analysis of 

the current decentralization practices at the municipal level in light of these requirements. 



Chapter 3 

Meeting the Requirements of a New Localism: 
Decentralization in Uganda and Zimbabwe in the 1990s 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter I drew on historical material in order to better understand the 

inherited impediments to responsibility and accountability at the local level under the colonial 

rule of decentralized despotism. in turn, the historical impediments to a relationship between 

government and governed from which resporlsibility and accountability might emerge suggest 

some prerequisites for a new localism; and, therefore put some specific content into the 

concept of a new localism. The prerequisites are: democratic openings at the local level and a 

reconfiguration of power between levels of government that leads towards a more autonomous 

local government and eliminates bifurcation. These prerequisites lead to some more specific 

requirements. The first requirement is some consciousness of the political problem and the 

need for democratic openings at the local level and some political will, at the centre and 

locally, for political change. The second requirement is a restructuring of the relationship 

between centre and local governments with the goal of moving towards an autonomous and 

direct relationship between the local government and the local population. Inherent in this 

measure is the creation of democratic openings at the local level and the breaking down of 

physical and administrative bifurcation. The third requirement is that local institutions provide 

an interactive process in which there is at least some potential for different political behaviour 

and relationships to develop between the population and the local government. This chapter 

examines the current decentralization policies in Uganda and Zimbabwe within the context of 
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structural adjustment and in light of the first two requirements. The chapter also examines the 

specific institutional structures in the municipalities of Jinja, Uganda and Mutare, Zimbabwe 

in light of the second requirement. 

I Comparing Uganda and Zimbabwe in the 1990s 

At first glance, the economies of Uganda and Zimbabwe are very different. Although 

somewhat larger than Uganda in area (39 1,000 sq. km. to Uganda's 236,000 sq. h), 

Zimbabwe's population is 10.7 million compared to Uganda's which is 18 million.' 

Zimbabwe's settler economy provides a much larger formal market base than exists in Uganda 

resulting in a per capita GNP (US$ 520) almost three times that of Uganda (US$ 180).2 

Zimbabwe has more of manufacturing and industry (301 and 36% of GDP respectively as 

compared to 5% and 12% in Uganda), while Uganda is much more dependent on agriculture 

(53 % of GDP as compared to 15% in Zimbabwe).) Uganda is also much more dependent on 

aid. In 1993 development assistance was 19% of the GDP in Uganda, and 8.1 % in 

Zimbabwe:' Thus, Zimbabwe has a much more developed formal economy. 

Despite this, the legacy of bifurcation has resulted in both countries having large 

majorities of low-income earners. Moreover, income distribution, highly unequal in both 

countries, is much more uneven in Zimbabwe (highest 20% = 62.3% of income; highest 10% 

= 46.92 of income) than in Uganda (highest 20% = 41.9% of income; highest 10% = 27.296 

World Development Report 1995, World Bank. p. 162. 

* Ibid 

World Development Report 1995, World Bank, p. 166. 

'' World Development Report 1995, World Bank p. 198. 



of in~ome).~ Labourers in the private sector e m  fairly similar wages: a construction worker 

earns USH 53,040/= (US$53.00)per month6 in Uganda, as compared to 2$576.90 (US$82.00) 

per month' in Zimbabwe; a miner earns US$62.00 per month in Uganda as compared to 

US$80.00 in Zimbabwe; and, in manufacturing a sewing machine operator earns USS16.00 

per month in Uganda as compared to US$26.00 per month in Zimbabwe. Thus, by 

international standards, working people are poorly paid in both countries. 

However, professionals are paid much better wages in Zimbabwe than in Uganda.' For 

example, a certified nurse earns US$209.0O9 per month in Zimbabwe compared to US$13.00 

per month in Uganda and an elementary teacher eams US$73,0910 per month in Zimbabwe as 

compared to US$33.60 per month in Uganda." Local government employees are also paid 

what is considered a living wage in Zimbabwe whereas they are not in Uganda. 

Although salaries were raised twice in 1993194 financial year in Jinja, Uganda, the top 

administrator earns US61728.00 per amurn while a head of department eams US$1,042. In 

the education department in Jinja an accounts clerk earns USS630.00 per year and a 

S Q ~ ~ S ~ ~ C S  on Occupational Wages and Hours of Work and on Food Prices, 1995, International Laban Office, 
Geneva. In 199415 USHi000/- were equal to USS1.00, approximately. 

' 1994 Year Book Of Labour Statistics, International Labour Office, Geneva. In 1994/95 2$7.00 was qd to 

US$ 1 .OO, approximately. 

Uganda, 1993 statistics: Statistics on Occupational Wages and Hours of Work and on Food Prices 1995. 
International Labour Office, Geneva, p.33.; Zimbabwe, 1987 statistics: Bulletin of Labour Statistics 1989, p. 50. 

9 Records, Mutare City Counci I, 1995. 

'O Bulletin of Labour Statistics 1989, International Labour Office, Geneva, p. 52. This is a 1987 statistic. 

'' Ugandan statistics hm: Statistics on Occupatioml Wages and Hours of Work and on Food Rics,  October 
1993 and 1994, International Labour Office, Geneva. 
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messenger US$309.00 per Only the senior positions are provided with a car, good 

housing and the prestige such a position brings. Therefore, all other positions are required to 

seek additional economic activities (also see Amis 1992, 23). 

In Zimbabwe, on the other hand, government employees are much better paid. For 

example, in Mutare, an accounts clerk earns US$1540.00 per annum. A junior manager earns 

US66610.00 per annum. A labourer for Mutare City Council starts at US$927.00 per annum. 

In Zimbabwe local government senior managers are paid less than comparable positions in 

parastatals or the private sector, though they are given car loans and allowances as perks 

(Pasteur 1992, 4 1,42). Unlike Uganda, these higher salaries for professionals and civil 

servants provide the opportunity to live a middle class life in Zimbabwe. 

Structural adjustment 

As is generally the case in sub-Saharan Africa, neither country has been able to 

maintain government viability without the assistance of IMF and World Bank loans provided 

under structural adjustment plans. Uganda, in economic collapse after the civil strife and the 

dominance of the black market, magendo, economy throughout the late 1970s and most of the 

1980s, adopted structural adjustment (SAP) soon after the NRM came to power in 1986. The 

new government of Zimbabwe, intent on development catch-up for the African population, 

spent a great deal of money on education, land redistribution and health reform in the early 

1980s. Defence policy, partly because of South Africa's attempts to destabilize the new 

government, also raised spending. This meant deficit financing for much of the 1980s. At the 

same time there was a decline in domestic investment and the economy stagnated (Stoneman 

IZ JMC Estimates for 1994/95. 
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and Cliffe 1989, 129-34, 168-75; Stoneman 1992; Chisvo and Munro 1994, 1). Thus, in 1990 

Zimbabwe too embarked on a structural adjustment programme (ESAP). 

Structural adjustment has had mixed reviews in both countries. The m a h  elements of 

structural adjustment in Uganda include devaluation of currency, removal of tariffs on 

imports, an emphasis on production for export, privatization of parastatals, a reduction in 

government employees, establishing a better tax base and reducing public expenditure. While 

structural adjustment and liberalization has served to undermine the magendo economy in 

Uganda, Mahmood Mamdani (1990) argues that those who made so much profit on the black 

market are now in a position to profit fIom the liberalization. On the other hand, he pints 

out that although the Ugandan economy has grown, it is still dependent on one export crop, 

coffee, and uses foreign instead of domestic inputs in the manufacturing that has been 

revived." [n Zimbabwe, a country with a much more subsidized and protected formal 

economy, liberalization has forced local industries to face the competition of imports and 

many have shut down in what has been referred to as the de-industrializing of Zimbabwe. 

Two droughts, one in 1992 and another in 1995, have aggravated the effect of the removal of 

subsidies on agricultural products, especially maize, and caused a food crisis. On the other 

hand bigger manufacturers, resource industries and large-scale agriculture have benefitted 

either from the adjustment itself or because the government has stepped in to keep them on- 

side (Stoneman 1992; Saunders 1996, 1996a). Finally, both countries have become 

increasingly indebted after the introduction of stmctuml adjustment. Zimbabwe's total external 

For example the Ugandan Dairy Corporation uses European powdered milk iustead of local milk to make its 
dairy products (Mamdani 1990, 447). 
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debt has almost doubled since 198914 and has grown from 4 1.4% of GNP in 1990 to 64.6% in 

1993." Uganda's debt has more than doubled since 198716 and has grown from 37.2 % of the 

GNP in 1990 to 55.78 in 1993." The resulting burden of interest payments is much greater 

for the Ugandan economy with interest alone amounting to one quarter of exports in 1993- 

The total value of the external debt was 844.5% of exports in the same year. In Zimbabwe 

interest payments were 10.5% of exports in 1993 while the total value of the external debt 

amounted to 172.6% of expons.18 Thus, while structural adjustment has resulted in a 

multiplication of debt it has not as yet restructured the economies in that those who were 

already in a better position before adjustment have benefitted. 

It is also clear that the low income majority of both populations has been put at 

greater risk. In Uganda the magendo economy had made the official currency inviable and 

when the new Uganda shilling was introduced in 1987 the exchange rate was sixty shillings 

to the dollar (Ochieng 199 1, 53-6). By 1995 the shilling was devalued to one thousand 

shillings per dollar and the impact is clear in the familiar Ugandan saying that Ugandans ' lost 

three zeros' in the value of their money. Zimbabweans also have seen a devaluation in 

currency of at least 25% since 1991. At the same time consumer prices have risen (Stoneman, 

World Debt Tables 1994-95, Volume I, World Bank, Washington D. C.. p. 546. The debt in 1989 
was US$2,791 million and in 1993 US$4,168 millioa 

IS World Development Report 1995, World Bank Oxford University Rm, p. 206. 

l6 World Debt Tables 199495, Volume I, World Bank, Washington D. C., p. 498. Th: debt was 
US$1.941 million in 1987 and US$3,056 million in 1993. 

" World Development Report 1995, World Bank Oxford University h, p. 206. 

Is World Development Report 1995, World Bank Oxford University Press, p. 162. 
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1992). The consumer price index for Uganda in 1994 for all items was 228 (1 990= 100) and 

for Zimbabwe 273.4. For food items alone the index in 1994 in Uganda was 227.7 and in 

Zimbabwe 336.8." Moreover, adjustment has resulted in retrenchment of both government 

and private sector workers, adding to the already precarious unemployment picture and 

sending more people into informal subsistence acti~ities.~' Government spending cutbacks 

have also entailed the institution of user fees for education and health care adding a htrther 

burden to low-income earners. Thus, the burden of adjustment has fallen heavily on those 

with low incomes. 

Local governments, and especially urban local governments, have also borne a heavy 

burden of adjustment. This has happened for several reasons: fust, because they are in the 

position of trying to service a concentrated and poorer population; secondly, because they 

have had to take on greater responsibilities; and, thirdly, because central government financial 

support has dwindled. In Zimbabwe health and education expenditure has declined by 39% 

and 20% respectively from 1990 to 1995 (Chisvo and Munro 1994). The provision of new 

primary schools was downloaded to local government in 1987. Subsequently, user fees were 

introduced in both primary health clinics (1991) and primary schools (1992) to further reduce 

the central government responsibility. These user fees do not cover costs and thus burden 

municipalities where larger populations demand more services (see below). The Ugandan 

government, with a larger population and fewer resources, does not have the ability to give 

I9 Yearbook of Labour Statistics 1995, pp. 789. 804. 

7500 workers were retrenched m mining and engineering industries in 1992 and that 7000, 6000 and 
MOO jobs were last in sugar, clotbg/textile and leather indunria. respectively, by November 1992 (Mlambo 
1993, 72). By 1995, the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions estimated that 55,000 jobs had been last and that 
about 22,000 jobs had been lozit in the public sector (Saun&rs 1996a. 12). 
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block grants to all of the decentralized local governments and, therefore, concentrates on 

those with the most need. While, ostensibly, no new responsibilities have been added, Jinja 

has been excluded from grants because it has a relatively better resource base. By 1995 even 

the government funding for primary schools had dwindled to US$1000.00 for 14 primary 

schools. Municipalities in both Zimbabwe and Uganda face more responsibilities in the 1990s 

but there is also a possibiliry that this 'forced autonomy' may present an opportunity for a 

more direct accountability between the local government and the population 

Two urban centres in the 1990s 

The physical comparison of Mutare, formerly Umtali, and Jinja is a study in contrasts 

that reveals some interesting variations on the inherited bifurcation of space. The largest 

urban centre outside of Kampala, Jinja has a population of 65,l 6921. The town centre has an 

informal atmosphere, with one- or two-story buildings in varying degrees of deterioration and 

multi-storied buildings emerging here and there. Fronting multi-roomed dwellings are small 

services, retailers, wholesalers and cmft manufacturers which hover on one side or the other 

of the formal/informal divide. The most formal section of town is Main Street which leads 

south to the patch of larger businesses, government buildings, the municipal council among 

them, and several banks. To the east of the central town and its suburbs is an industrial area 

and the Walukuba housing estates for low income workers and beyond that Masese where 

there is a second industrial area and a large fish market on the shore of Lake Victoria. Large 

scale industries include the current rehabilitation of the Owen Falls dam, a brewery, British 

'' 1991 Population and Housing Census (Jinja District), Uganda Statistics Department, Minisny of Fmce,  
Entebbe, Uganda, p. 9. 



American Tobacco, a textile factory, grain milling and a steel mill that is being regenerated in 

Masese. Medium sized businesses include fisheries, a leather and tanning factory and a 

s a ~ m i i l . ~  To the west and south an low density residential areas adjacent to the Victoria 

Nile and the shores of Lake Victoria. To the north-west is another high density area, 

Mpumudde, where a second housing estate is located. Thus, there is a mixture of formal and 

informal activities but the informal tends to predominate. 

This is reflected in a blurring of high- and lowdensity areas. Since the departure of 

Asians in the 1970s, Jinja has become an AFrican town and the population has grown by 

20,000 since 1980.= Most people in Jinja are renters." The bulk of the population tends to be 

densely concentrated in the central town and adjacent residential areas (29,622) while the two 

flanks of Mpurnudde/Nalufenya (1 7,089) and Walukuba/Masese (1 8,458), although containing 

high density areas, are less populated.* This overcrowding is a result of the renting out of 

departed Asian property to multiple renters by the Departed Asians Property Custodian Board 

(DAPCB). Although some sections of the lowdensity areas near Lake Victoria and the Nile 

River remain single family dwellings, some large houses in the residential area have been 

rented out room by room as have some buildings originally used for office space. With the 

22 Jhja Urban Study, Phase One, John van Nosmd Associates Limited, 1992, p. 57. 

hckground to the Budget 1994-1995, Ministry of Frnance, Economic Planning Kampala, Uganda, p. A54. 

The 199 1 Population and Housing Census shows that of 78539 urban residents in l i j a  District only 6,0 13 are 
owners of the dwelling unit Other urban centres (Bugembe, 6,939; Buwenge, 4,946; Kakira, 3,839) have very 
small populations compared to Jinja so these rental figure gives a good indication of the ratio of renters to 
owners in h j a  although they are for the whole district (The 1991 Population and Homing Census (Jinja 
District), Statistics Depamnent, Minimy of Fmce and Economic Planning, htebbe. Uganda, pp. 8,24). 

The 199 1 Population and Housing Ceans, h j a  District, Statistics Department, Ministry of Finance and 
Economic Planning, Entebbe, Uganda, p.9. 
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decline of infrastructure, there is now a smaller contrast between the roads in the city centre 

and lowdensity suburbs and those in the old African areas. Although the roads in the central 

district are paved they are in a state of decay, as are the paved sections of roads in the low- 

density suburbs which, in some places, are almost impassable.26 While overall meetlighting is 

better in the city centre and lowdensity suburbs it is not always reliable. Overcrowding is 

prevalent also in both Walukuba and Mpurnudde housing estates since JMC is slow to service 

new land and building restrictions prevent the erecting of informal housing, although there are 

some mud and wattle structures in Mpumudde." Many people who work in Jinja commute 

either from Njeru, the town on the west bank of the Victoria Nile river, or Bugembe, just to 

the north and east, where it is easier to obtain housing. The roads in the high density areas 

are not paved but the main roads are good. The side roads are navigable but very uneven. In 

1995 the DAPCB was winding down since many properties had been reclaimed and the rest 

were in the process of being sold. While it is not clear what effect this will have on living 

patterns, for the time being there is a blurring of the bifurcation of space which, although not 

formally designated as in colonial Rhodesia, separated AFricans from other races in colonid 

Jinja. 

Although there is some revival of industries in Jinja, much of the population is 

involved in small-scale economic activities. The 1991 census of the working population of 

Jinja district reveals only a fewskilled labourers. The majority of working people perform 

26 Hence the oftea-ma& comment that batonly mdmen and chmkards drive in a straight line in Uganda! 

" See h j a  Urban Study, Phase h e ,  John Van Nastrand Associates, 1992 



unskilled labour or are engaged in small-scale craft operations or retail and wholesale trade? 

Informal activities are highly visible on the streets of Jinja town (bicycle taxis, shoe cleaners, 

corn roasters, hawkers) and in several informal markets. It is not easy to gauge income levels. 

But many indicators suggest that the large majority of the population of Jinja is of 

low-income. The average urban household size in Jinja District is 4.1 and the majority of 

households (64.8%) live in one room while only 19.5% live in more than two rooms.2g Three 

quarters (74.5%) of urban households use charcoal, and another 15.7% firewood, for cooking. 

Although much of Jinja has been equipped with running water and waterborne sewerage, only 

19% of urban households have water piped into the house while the majority of households 

buys water by the jerrycan from standpipes. Some 53% of the population use pit latrines for a 

toilet, the majority of which are shared." These indicators tend to suggest that most people in 

the municipality are not well off and have trouble meeting the expense of modem amenities 

when they are available. 

In contrast, the city centre of Mutare, Zimbabwe's fourth largest city, is a modem 

western one with modern infrastructure and amenities. The city of 13 1 ,3673L is the capital of 

Manicaland province and serves as the commercial and industrial centre for its mostly rural 

population. Formal business predominates and there are many large department stores, 

" The 1991 Population and Housing Census, Jinja District, Statistics Department, pp. 18,19. Although these 
statistics art: for the whole of Jinja district, the ptkm is so slewed towards these occupations that it is 
applicable to lhja specially since h j a  aCCOUnb for 80% of the urban popdadon in lhja district (65.169 of a 
total of 80,893) and many of these occupations tend to be mostly urban activities. 

" The 1991 Population and Housing Census, Jinja District, p. 5. 

30 The 1991 Population and Housing Cerms, Jinja District, p. 22. 

" 1992 Population Cuuus. Manicaknd Provincial Protile, Central Statistical Office. Harare. 1994. 
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supermarkets, and service industries. The exception is the gradual proliferation of traders and 

vegetable sellers on the streets of Mutare that has taken place during the 1990s. The formal 

business sections still represent pre-independence pmems of white, Asian and Coloured areas 

leading, in succession, south-west out of the main city in the direction of the old African 

township of Sakubva. As in Jinja, the industrial area lies adjacent to the housing estates of 

this former African township. Industries focus on locally produced materials and include 

paper and timber mills and furniture making. Nearby plantations provide tea and coffee for 

processing plants and there are also food processing and canning factories. Other industries 

include automobile assembly and safety glass production as well as textile, tanning and shoe 

factories and construction c~mpanies.'~ Hugging the north-east and west of the city centre are 

low density suburbs. Farther to the west is a new highdensity area of Chikanga and past 

Sakubva, to the south and the west, is another new high-density suburb, Dangamvura. Most 

African businesses are located either in Sakubva or Dangamvura, although the new shopping 

centre in Dangarnvura is also dominated by a chain supermarket. 

There remains a stark difference between high- and lowdensity areas in Mutare. The 

city centre and low density suburbs have wide paved roads, good street lighting and are fully 

serviced with water and electricity. In the low density suburbs there are spacious lots on 

which stand large houses surrounded by high walls and locked gates. Residential 

accommodation is sparse in the city centre and tends to be apartment complexes on the higher 

end of the scale. There are also some apartments above commercial enterprises in the Asian 

and Coloured business districts. At the end of the working day there are streams of vehicular 

32 See Encyclopedia Zimbabwe, Harare: Quest Publishing, 1989, p. 269. 
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and pedestrian traffic out of the city centre into the suburbs and, unlike Jinja, the city centre 

is deserted after dark. While Mutare city centre may no longer be exclusively white it 

certainly is almost exclusively formal. 

The highdensity areas have small lots with various types of houses from large rnulti- 

roomed bungalows to one and two-room concrete blocks. There are also recently constructed 

four-plex apartment blocks. There is some formal rental accommodation built in the new 

highdensity suburbs but the majority of new housing is home ownership with many people 

putting up temporary shacks on the foundations while they endeavour to build permanent 

houses. In Sakubva are the dilapidated buildings of the old housing estate, built in the 1950s, 

as well as one multi-storied hostel, originally built for accommodating singles. The new high 

density areas are fully serviced with water and sewerage and electricity as is Sakubva. 

However, streetlighting is absent in most of the three highdensity suburbs and there are few 

paved roads. The extreme is in the old areas of Sakubva where the road in some places is 

h o s t  impasssable for vehicles. In the old housing estates of Sakubva stand pipes and toilet 

facilities serve multiple users and electricity is available only 12 hours a day on a bulk supply 

system which the local government purchases from Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Agency 

(ZESA). Here also is an abundance of informal traders and vegetable sellers who set up stalls, 

ranging from temporary to semi-permanent constructions, along the crowded roadways. 

Proliferating here, as well, are the informal shacks of lodgers who pay rent to the tenants of 

the old housing estate in order to erect these shelters nearby. Here, also, are informal 

suppliers of materials and expertise for building shacks. Thus the bifurcation of space, fmt 

established during the colonial period, is still quite noticeable in Mutare. 



While one may see Mutare as a vastly different urban centre from Jinja, there are 

many similarities. Mutare has doubled in population since 1982.33 It also has high rates of 

poverty. The official unemployment rate was 24.04% in 1992 but there are indications that 

unemployment is much higher. While formal jobs grew in the 1980s by about 10,000, they 

have been falling by about 1000 a year since 1992. More importantly the average wage bill 

for those jobs has declined dramatically since its peak in 1992." In the urban areas of 

Manicaland the highest percentage of workers are in service industries (24.13 %), 

manufacturing (15.60%) and mining or construction (10.18%). Only 16.4% of the urban 

employed are in the professional or managerial categories." The proliferation of hawkers, 

traders and vegetable sellers in the central business district suggests a growth in informal, low 

income activities. 

Other indicators also suggest a large majority of low-income earners. Although the 

new high-density suburbs of Dangarnvura and Chikanga have provided some opportunities for 

housing, almost 40% (39.17%) of the population of Mutare consists of lodgers who are 

tenants of  tenant^.^' These lodgers either share formal accommodation or inhabit shacks in the 

highdensity suburbs. A city council report estimated that some 12,000 people inhabited 

33 The 1982 figure is 62,621 (Encyclopedia Zimbabwe, Harare: Quest Publishing, 1989, p. 269. 

FTOm B387.4 million to Zf107.2 d i o o .  This includes benefits such as pemions. health plurs, 
bonuses and commissions. The last figure is listed as 'provisional' (Quarterly Digest of Statistics. Central 
Statistical Office, Harare, March 1995, p. 8). 

35 1992 Population Cenns, The Manicaland Profde, Central Statistical OFfice, 1994, p. 71. Mutare, as 
hja,  is by far the largest urban centre constituting three quarters (74.64%) of the urban population of 
Manicaland Rovince (Ibib, p.25). Therefore, the figures are relevant for Mutare alone. 

36 1992 Population Census, Manicalaad Provincial Rome, Cennal Statistical Office, Harare, 1994, p. 
95. 
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whom low rental accommodation was not 
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the majority of them were low-income earners for 

available and who could not afford to buy a stand 

(plot) and build a house." While the vast majority of residents have access to running water, 

including flush toilets (98.13%), almost two thirds (61.37%) of the residents of Mutare must 

use outside piped water. A majority (85.5246) of Mutare residents also have electricity but 

less than one third (30.94 46) use it for cooking. Thus, like Jinja, these indicators suggest that 

much of the population is not able to afford amenities even if they are available. 

In conclusion, on the surface the contrasts between Iinja and Mutare hide a number of 

similarities. Physically Mutare is a much more developed and modem urban centre with a 

predominantly formal economy. Jinja, on the other hand, has an infrastructure which has been 

deteriorating for twenty years and, although there is formal employment, informal economic 

activities overwhelmingly predominate. The proliferation of rental accommodation throughout 

the town has blurred the bifurcation of space while the city centre and low density areas of 

Mutare show a great deal of contrast with the high density areas where the bifurcation of 

space remains apparent. Nevertheless, the populations of the two urban areas are 

predominantly low-income earners and unemployment is high. Neither Mutare nor Jinja has 

been able to accommodate with affordable housing the large influx of population since the 

early 1980s. Both municipalities continue to administer deteriorating housing estates which 

are the legacy of the colonial and settler states. Finally, although Mutare definitely has a 

higher standard of amenities, the majority of the population in both centres is unable to afford 

37 Survey of Temporary Stmctures in Sakubva, Housing and Community S e ~ c e s ,  Mutare City Comd, 
1992. 



the services of modem municipalities. Thus, both municipalities are challenged with the 

political and administrative problem of providing services to largely underserviced and poor 

populations. 

It is clear that structural adjustment has not greatly altered the economic inequalities 

characteristic of the bifurcated state in Uganda and Zimbabwe. In many ways these 

inequalities have been exacerbated. While local governments have had to take on increased 

responsibilities and financial commitments, they are dealing with a more impoverished 

population from which they need to secure resources. However, the question remains as to 

whether the new round of decentralization which started in the 1980s in both countries is 

adequate enough to overcome the inherited impediments of the bifurcated state and construct 

a political relationship at the local level which produces accountability. 

I1 Decentralization: How new is the localism in the 1990s? 

The legacy of the military struggle 

Both the NRA in Uganda and the guerrilla forces of ZANU and ZAPU in Zimbabwe 

set up committees of civilians during their respective military struggles, in the 1970s for 

Zimbabwe and the early 1980s for Uganda. In both cases the committees were composed of 

local inhabitants in each area and, thus, could be called grassroot committees. However, there 

does seem to be some difference between the two cases and those differences give some 

insight into later policy. 

In the case of Uganda there seems to have been an emphasis on the emancipatory 

capacity of local committees for a number of reasons (Twaddle 1988, Dodge and Raundalen 

1991). First, the NRA was able to gain some control over some areas, most notably in the 
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Luwero triangle, and some areas were even given the status of a local authority by the UN in 

its humanitarian efforts during the war (Dodge and Raundalen 199 1). Second, the intent of the 

Obote forces, which had "within a few months deteriorated into a mdia of marauding gangs 

looting and killing the wider population", presented a precarious security situation for the 

local population (Twaddle 1988, 3 15). The youth became committed to the NRA, m g  

errands, cooking and cleaning and carrying weapons, much as in Zimbabwe. However, they 

were the survivors of the atrocities perpetrated by the Obote forces and were reacting against 

the ruthless use of force (Dodge 1991,s 1-58). Lastly, one might argue that the issue of race 

had been removed, although not necessarily the issue of ethnicity, and that there was a 

mistrust of any army. There is evidence that the NRA leaders were conscious of this fact and 

were intent on preventing their own army from taking advantage of defenseless villagers 

within the temtory they controlled. While it is clear that the NRA needed the cooperation of 

the population in order to proceed with the war, there seems to have been an overriding issue: 

the creation of a forum through which the local people might criticize the behaviour of the 

army in their midst. Therefore, they set up popularly chosen resistance committees ostensibly 

to resist the indiscipline of their own army. This later carried over to the NRM 10-point 

programme of 1986 and the setting up of local resistance committees all over Uganda which, 

ostensibly, would "above all be political forums to discuss relevant issues concerning the 

whole country and act as forums against corruption and misuse of ofice by the chief 

government officials" (Twaddle 1988, 3 17). Michael Twaddle further notes that, although 

parliamentary democracy and economic opportunities were also part of the 10-point 

programme, it was local grassroots democracy that remained a priority for the NRM in 1986, 
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"of the sort that NRA guemllas themselves established in the Luwero triangle and other areas 

of core support" (1 988, 3 16). 

The committees set up by the guerrillas in Zimbabwe had a different focus for a 

number of reasons. First, the guemllas were never able to establish control over any one area 

because the government forces maintained a controlling presence. Second, because of the 

pervading authority of the white government, guemllas were never sure whether they could 

trust people. Guerrillas or headmen, as the case may be, often appointed people whom they 

mistrusted to local committees where they were vulnerable, always in danger and less likely 

to betray the cause (Kriger L992, 1 16-69; Staunton 1990, 13 1). Third, in Zimbabwe it was not 

a case of questioning any authority but of supporting a new authority. Unlike Uganda, race 

was the overriding issue and this convinced the guerrillas of their high moral ground. It is 

clear by the evidence presented in the previous chapter that the guerrillas set up committees 

in order to get support from the population, whether by force or persuasion, and their primary 

purpose was to obtain provisions rather than establish popular organs of local control. Thus, 

Colin Stoneman and Lionel Cliffe argue that although the committees "often threw up an 

alternative leadership to that of local chiefs and local headmen", once the guerrilla presence 

was removed they broke down (1989, 110). But, more importantly, for the purpose of this 

argument, even if there was a measure of popular control in the committees, efforts to 

establish new local government after the war "were topdown initiatives which did not in their 

terms of reference take the preexisting popular organs into account" (Stonernan and Cliffe 

1989, 1 1 1). 

There is also a difference in the rhetoric of the two leaders, Robert Mugabe and 



Yoweri Museveni. While one must be careful not to take the rhetoric of the struggle at 

complete face value it is still instructive. For Museveni the emphasis is on the misconduct of 

leaders and the need to question them. Thus speaking about the committees in the guerrilla 

held territory, Museveni asserts that, 

they will tell me whether the mul J a  chiefs are thieves, or the hospital persoonel are selling drugs, or 
whether there are soldirrs in the a~ea who are misbehaving. They are thus able to act as watch-dogs for 
the population and guard against the misuse of power (Mwveni 1989, 2). 

In a 1986 address Museveni focused on the brutal leadership that Ugandans endured 

commenting that "Ugandans had become so dehumanized that when we took over Kampala, 

the firrt thing people did was to thank us that they were no longer being killed, as if being 

killed was the normal thing" (Museveni 1989,9). In the swearing in address of January 1986 

the emphasis was on creating institutions to check leaders and Museveni reiterated his stand 

that, "right now I want to emphasize that the f ~ s t  point on our political programme is 

democracy for the people of Uganda. It is a birthright to which all people of Uganda are 

entitled" (Museveni 1989, 2). 

Jn contrast, Robert Mugabe's emphasis was on bringing the population under a 

vanguard leadership. There is no mention of democratic openings in his speeches but an 

emphasis on the importance of people following the leadership of the vanguard party. Thus, 

on New Year's 1978 he asserted, 

But the organization of the masses must conform to Party directives. The Party line is the only 
corrective line for the mobilization and organization of the masses. 7%: people must be rallied behind 
h e  Party and the amad struggle ... [to] lraasform our struggle in both theory and practice into the 
People's Struggle (Mugabe 1983, 1). 

Speaking of the local committees, he commented that the "people are organized to administer 

themselves under the political guidance of the party" (Mugabe 1983, 21). Addressing the 



Indian Council for Cultural Relations in the mid-1980s on war, peace and development 

Mugabe maintains that the "successful war of liberation sets the stage for the releasing 

hitherto oppressed people's boundless energy and creativity for national development", but 

never once mentions democratic openings (Mugabe 1987, 16). 

The view from the centre 

The differences described above carry over into the decentralization policies of the 

central governments in Uganda and Zimbabwe. The following argument suggests that the 

particular thrusts of the decentralization programmes tend to reflect these earlier actions and 

pronouncements. Thus, at least on the face of it, decentralization in Uganda carries through 

the theme of democratization at the local level while in Zimbabwe decentralization is more of 

a technical exercise under the control of the party. 

For Uganda, the intent of decentralization seems to aim at the most central elements of 

decentralized despotism. First the primary focus has been on a democratic opening at the 

local level in what Mahmood Mamdani has called "the most serious attempt yet to dismantle 

the regime of indirect rule in the local state" (1996, 87). When they assumed office in 1986, 

the NRM saw their initiative as "a process of power decentralization in local governance by 

promoting and sustaining popular democratic participation" (Museveni 1 992, 2). 

Democratization at the local level was seen as the f~ objective, economic development and 

administrative competence as the second and third. Second, decentralization was intended to 

reconnect the broken link between taxpayer and government. This was to be done by creating 

autonomous local governments which could: mise their own revenue and take responsibility 

for the services they must provide; employ and make accountable their own personnel; and, 
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subordinate field-based ministries to their administration (Museveni 1992). In 1992, Jaberi 

Bidanda Ssali, Minister of Local Government urged local authorities to "review your methods 

of work. You will have to shed elitist, dictatorial tendencies. Work by consultation, open 

discussion, and democratic dissent where consensus is not forthcoming, should guide y o u  

conduct of public affairs" (Ssali 1992, 19). This suggests that the intent of putting the 

administration under the scrutiny and authority of the population carried through into the 

decentralization initiative. 

The Local Government Resistance Council Statute, 1993, reflects the emphasis on 

democratic openings.'' It provides for a tiered system of councils with universal suffrage ("all 

persons of or above the age of eighteen years, residing in a   ill age"'^) at the village level and 

indirect elections through the tiers. Each tier has an executive committee and the council at 

each tier has the right to recall any member of the executive with a two thirds majority. It 

sets out the parameters for local autonomy in districts and municipalities, providing for 

financial autonomy, hiring powers through a District Service Committeea, control over 

38 
It should be noted here tbat the previous Statute of 1987 gave the central govunment more control 

and Ingvild Burkey (1991) argues that in 1987 this was affecting the effectiveness of the RCs. There seems to 
have k e n  a period, while the NRM was still gaining full control over rh country. wbre there was bachcutking. 
However, the evidence since (including the 1993 Statute) is that there is a new thrust towards local autonomy. 
This has been reinforced by the new 1995 consitution which Qvotes a chapter to local government and reaffm 
autonomy both for district and for urban authorities (Constitution of the Republic of Uganda 1995. Chapter 11). 

39 LGRC Statute, Pan II, 8(1). 

40 Local Governmane (Resistance Councils) Status, Sections 28 and 29. Although the Public Savicr 
Commission is sdl rsponsible for chief executive offcars (Section 29(2)), the Resistane Council may demand 
removal by twethirds majority but only for reasons specified: abuse of office; misuse of public hmds and 
property; insubordination; drunkardness; hcompe~ce;  or, inability to pdom the fimction of his office arising 
from physical or mental capacity (Section 29 [3])- 
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planning and direct control over line staff from central minisuie~.~' There has been a phasing 

in of financial autonomy, depending on the viability of the local government but by the end 

of 1995 all were autonomous although there were varying degrees of financial viability4*. 

Thus, the legislation reflects the primary focus on democratic openings at the local level 

where responsibility and accountability might develop. 

There is a flexibility in policy-making at the centre in Uganda, which reinforces local 

autonomy. The central government, through the Decentralization Secretariat has provided 

trainers and training manuals which concentrate on: a) maintaining democratic procedures; 

and b) maintaining autonomy of decision-making at the local level." Nevertheless, the key to 

developing policy has been to encourage and monitor. In the words of the Director of the 

Decentmlization Secretariat of the Ministry of Local Government, the monitoring is to see 

"what home grown practices are being developed so that I can popularize them ... we don't 

'' There are some points of coot ention here. In his original address in 1992 Museveni stressed the need for 
urban authoritis to br subordinate to district authorities especially when it came to planning. Nevertheless. the 
1993 statute clearly gives municipalities authority over planning (wt so towns) and states that the block grants 
may go directly to h e  urban authorities. In another policy document self-accounting urban councils are declared 
to be ''autonomous and independent of the D R C  ("Decenaalization in Uganda, The Policy and Ik [mpkations". 
Decentralization Secretariat, Kampah, 1994, p. 13). However, often block grants go through the district as in the 
caw of primary education in h j a .  There is a problem over how the money is released and how much. In 
particular, officials in h j a  feel that the municipality lases because the district officials have more commitment 
to rural schools while authorities in Jinja must contend with a burgeoning school population without proper 
resources. 

42 In 1995 mast districts were receiving well over 50% of heir budgets in block grants. These grants were 
provided by sector (eg. education. primary health). (Analysis of District Budges 1994195, Decentralization 
Secretariat, Ministry of Local Government, Interview, Assistant Director, Decentralization Secretariat 4/95). 

" See Handbook for Facilitators of Duxntralization Sensitization Training, Dsuntralization Secretariat. 
Ministry of Local Government, Kampala, 1994; Guidelines to Dismct and Urban Councils for the Management 
of a Separate Persoone 1 System, Decenaalization Secretariat, Ministry of Local Government, Kampala, 1994. The 
sensitization mining incIucks role playing activities in order to promote more meaningful exchanges between 
participants and better democratic practices in generai. 
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have a tradition yet so they are pathfinders"." There is an intent, at least, to allow fluidity so 

that a set of conventions may develop over time. There is no ministry interference, as such, 

built into the legislation although, as mentioned above, there was a phasing-in period. h 

financial matters the approach seems to be to let the districts learn the budgeting process as 

they proceed. Despite the fact that many districts receive more than 50% of their budgets in 

block grants, the budgets are approved by the District Resistance Council and are in varying 

forms. Instead of insisting on centralized approval through rigid standards, the 

Decentralization Secretariat monitors and encourages better budgetary practices as the RCs 

proceed? Although there is a Central Government Representative (CGR) in each local 

authority who "shall take precedence over all officials in the District", the role of the CGR is 

to monitor and advise, and there is no statutory power to veto RC decisions? T'his policy 

focus emphasizes two matters of importance to a new localism: fust, it allows fluidity so that 

there is space to develop new political practices and relationships; secondly, it puts faith in 

the local government to develop local solutions and thus take responsibility for their actions. 

The government of Zimbabwe, on the other hand, offers a different emphasis and a 

different policy outlook. There have been two main thrusts to decentralization policy, 

democratic openings coming in, at most, as a weak third. The first thrust has been a 

development catch-up for the indigenous African population aimed towards a standard of 

living similar to that of the white population. A good part of this thrust involves a policy of 

"' Analysis of District Budgets 1994/95, Decentralization Secretariat, Ministry of Local Government; Interview. 
Assistant to Director, Decenuatization Secretariat, Ministry of Local Government 

" L o g 1  Governmrnts (Resistance Councils) Statute, Section 23. 



holding onto the political and economic structures and the developed infrastructure of the 

former settler government. In a report by Swedish experts, evaluating their government's 

contribution to the development of local government, the authors note that the "fabric of the 

local government system is maintained, resulting in the minimization of the disruption to 

service provision [and] ... in most cases local government has been justified as an important 

developmental and implementationid a m  of Public Sector Programmes" (Gustafsson, 

Redmond and Rambanapasi 1990, 1 1 - 12). Cde. Chiwewe, Senior Secretary of the Ministry of 

Local Government, Rural and Urban Development (MLGRUD) has described the policy: 

When change is so fast we are sometimes forced to mend our wheel while the car is moving ... We don't 
relinquish our responsibility to what happens at local level (sic!), but we promote the exercise of that 
power by the people by capacity building programmes. So, we mend our wheel while the car is moving 
(Hlatshwayo 1995, 23). 

Thus, local government is primarily seen as the vehicle for bringing about a catch-up in 

development. 

The second thrust has been to put control of development firmly under the control of 

the ruling party, ZANU(PF). One of the central keys to party control is the role of Provincial 

Governor, who is appointed by the central government and is both coordinator of 

development planning and the representative of ZANU(PF). Lennen Gustafsson, Anthony 

Redrnond and Christopher Rambanapasi describe the office: 

The logic of the office was tbat it would enhance development effom, because the rank of the Governor 
is that of Deputy Cabinet Minister. Governors would be accountable to Central Government through the 
Ministry of Local Government for the ceordination of development at provincial level- All sector 
Ministries would repon to the Governofs Office, particularly through the Provincial Development 
Committees ( 1990. 12). 

The fact that ZANU(PF) monopolizes politics makes the appointment a highly panisan one. 

However, the position of Governor is not a formal party position and the Governor serves 



only in an advisory capacity to the central government. Therefore, the Governor is in a 

vulnerable position and this strengthens the ability of the party to exert control from the 

centre. K. H. Wekwete and A. Mlalazi comment that, 

The powers of the governor at provincial level are suprsecled by those of the party and members of 
parliament who have direct access to the centre. The existence of more powerful forces operating at 
provincial level mwns that the effectiveness of the Governor will depend on his ability to steer a 
delicate course to avoid collisions (1990, 8 1). 

Therefore, while development planning has been highly controlled through this office with 

little regard for input from below, it also is vulnerable to considerable central party and 

government control (Gasper 1989, 33)? Cde. Chiwewe confirms the prominence of the party: 

There is a matter of policy here to begin with: the  part^ leads the government. It leads the government 
by laying certain policies and programmes hat  it would like the government to follow. Therefore. at the 
national level, we have party power or authority enabling government to take a certain direction 
(Hlatshwayo 1995, 22). 

If development is the first priority, it is development controlled from the top by the party. 

This priority is reflected in the slow pace of change in institutions at the local level. 

To be sure, the task to integrate what was a highly segregated system is enormous. To 

recapitulate, at independence in 1980 the Zimbabwean local govemment system consisted of: 

autonomous urban local authorities which were strictly segregated by race and provided no 

democratic representation for indigenous Africans; Rural Councils elected by European 

farmers and representing European interests despite the large population of Africans working 

on farms; and, African Councils on Tribal Trust Lands which had no democratic basis and 

47 While village and ward development cornmines (VIDCOs and WARDCOs) have been insdtuted in the rural 
areas for the purposes of development pknning, the process is so centralized through the province that local 
concerns have little impact on autcome. Gasper remark that if "the main criteria were simply attendance and 
non-disent then one could conclu& that there is participatory &centralization; but not if one thinks that it 
involves something more" ( 1989, 19). 



were highly controlled from the centre? The Urban Councils Act was amended in 1980, 

striking out sections referring to native areas and creating a uniform system of wards for 

elections. However, the act reserves the right of the Minister (MLGRUD) to intervene in local 

government areas, the new term for the former townships, and also gives the Minister the 

power to inquire into council practices and take over functions which are not satisfactorily 

performed 49 (also see Gasper 1989, 32). These powers have been used as  the Minister has 

interfered and dissolved councils (Gasper 1989, 3 1). 50 Furthermore, lodgers (tenants of 

tenants) in townships and domestic servants occupying quarters in the formerly European 

suburbs, were not allowed to vote in local elections until 1995, a full fifteen years after 

independence. The Rural District Councils (RDC) Act to amalgamate the rural councils came 

only in 1988 and was still being implemented in 1995. The RDC contains provisions for 

extensive ministerial control and one quarter of the seats are reserved for government 

appointment of special interest groups (Manyurureni 1995; Hlatshwayo 1995a). Mine workers 

and farm workers, who have no vote, are to be represented as  these special interests but many 

of the appointments have gone to the chiefs. The proposed appointments for 1995 favoured 

the chiefs three to one.s1 Cde. Chiwewe points out the difficulties of the amalgamation when 

" The Land Husbandry Act of 1951 freed up some of the African land for African freehold farmers in Afican 
Purchase arras. These farmers, About 2% of African producers, were not under rhr authority of tht: chiefs but 
administered directly by the Native Commissioner and Land Development Officer (Kriger 1992. 51-8 1). 

" The Urban Councils Act 1980, Section 5E 24U3A, 259, 261, 262. 

This was being slightly revised for cities in 1995 when the government was drafting irgishtion for an 
executive mayor. It is proposed that in hose local governments with executive mayors the senior officials would 
be hired and fud by the local government without interference. However, this affects a small percentage of local 
gove mmentj. 

Lists proposing proportions of special interest seats in the R m i  DMct Councils, MLGRUD. 1995. 



it comes to democratic openings, asserting that, "these workers are on the farm by virtue of 

the land the farmer owns. They go to an election. They vote the farmer out and become 

representatives of the farmer's interest. Does that make sense to you?" (Hlatshwayo 1995, 22). 

Even more directly Cde. Chiwewe makes clear the priority of development over democratic 

openings: 

If dmocracy. no matter how well practiced does not bring about a masrial change in the well-being of 
the peopIr: then to hell with it... What can it do in a &vdoping counq to foster development? How 
will it transform ha people's lives if we decmtralise with no regard to the cdtunl ,  litmcy. 
management, equipment levels of the people? (Hlatshwayo 1995,23). 

Prominent in Zimbabwe's decentralization policies is a reliance on the bureaucracy and the 

party that, at least in intent, allows little room for local democracy. The procedures are 

prescribed and systematized so that there is little room for the development of new 

conventions of political behaviour at the local level. Nor is there much trust in the political 

efficacy of the population. Therefore, there are fewer opportunities for the development of a 

new localism, at least at the policy level. 

The view from the municipalities: local government institutions 

The Resistance Council5z (RC) system in Jinja, in its structure, demonstrates a high 

degree of representation and potential for participation. The RCl consists of "all persons of or 

above the age of eighteen years, residing in a village" who elect an RCI cornmittee." These 

RCl committees come together to as the RC2 (parish council) and elect a committee of nine 

52 The councils are renamd Local Councils (LCs) by the 1996 constitution. Resistance Council (RO d be 
d since that was the term in 1995. 

" All committees have 9 members with the following designations: Chairman; Vice-chairman/ Secretary for 
Children's Welfare; Gemd Secretary; Secretary for Youth; Secretary for Women; Secretary for Information and 
Mass Mobilization; Secretary for Social Services and Education; Secretary for Security; ad ,  Secretary for 
Finance (Local Governments (Resistance Councils) Statute, Section 17[1]). 



for their respective parish. The RC2 committees form the RC3 (sub-county council) and elect 

a nine-member committee. The RC3 committees come together to form Jinja Municipal 

Council (RC4) and IMC elects an executive, the chairman of which becomes mayor? The 

executive committee of nines coordinates each level and members who are elected to 

committees in the next tier are replaced so that "No person shall be a member of more than 

one Resistance Committee"." The mandate for the executive committee is for three years, the 

same as the councils. The method of election in 1995 at all levels was queuing which 

involves open voting by standing behind the candidate of choice. Usually the candidates take 

turns speaking after which they stand at the front of the meeting while voters line up behind 

them. 

In sheer numbers the representation penetrates deeply into the population. Jinja is 

divided into 55 villages which means that there are 495 potentially active councillors at the 

RCL level. There are 10 parishes and 3 sub-counties in Jinja. On the Jinja municipal council, 

there are 36 councillors, a committee elected from each of the three subcounties and an 

executive committee. Thus, at least in structure, responsibility and accountability is spread 

over a large number of people, as is the experience of officeholding. 

il Local Governments (Resistance Councils) Statute, Sections 8, 9, 17. It is the same for tht: district elections in 
the rural ateas up to the subcounty . The District Resistance Council has one representative from each sub 
county, one representative from each Urban Resistance Council and one representative for women From each 
County and each Municipal Council (Local Governments mesistance Councils) Statute, Section 8 [ f l ) .  In 1995 
councillors from the RC3 level up formed an electoral college to elected members to the National Resistance 
Council. However, the 1996 national election was direct secret ballot election under the new constitution. 

55 The executive positions are: Chairman, vice-chairman, general secretary, secretary for youth, secretary for 
women, secretary for information and mass mobilization, secretary for social s e ~ c e s  and education, secretary 
for d t y  and secretary for ftnance (LmA Government (Resistance Councils) Statute, Section 17(1). 

56 Local Government (Resistance Councils) Statute, Section 17(2). 



Moreover, for the first time in Uganda the RC system has provided an genuine 

opportunity for women participants at the local level.57 The mandatory position of secretary 

for women in each council means that at least 55 women must be elected at the RCI level. 

With 10 parishes, 3 sub-counties and the JMC there u e  69 women working at all levels of 

the local government system. The fact that the position is mandatory also creates a climate in 

which people get accustomed to voting for women, albeit for a special position. Rarely is a 

woman voted into other positions but it still leaves a critical mass of women  representative^.^' 

Moreover, there are women at each level, 4 at the level of the IMC, and, since a woman is 

required on the executive committee of the JMC, there is also one woman representative on 

the executive. Thus, in Jinja, there is a broad base of women representatives in the lower tiers 

and core representation for women at the higher levels." 

However, there are factors which must be considered when considering responsibility 

and accountability. First, no tiers above the RCI are directly elected; this may be seen to be a 

lack of direct accountability. With an electoral college (formed by the higher tiers of 

councillors) there is a smaller number of voters and, thus, the potential for vote buying is 

greater. Since candidates at the national level do not have to be elected through the tiers they 

do represent this smaller number of voters only (see footnote 54). However, the system also 

57 Women were active members of the Constituent ~ s e m b l y  (CA) in 1995 and made sure that The 
Constitution of Uganda, 1996 guaranteed quality for women The March 1994 CA elections to a 
considerable change in attitude towards women in politics in Uganda Apart horn the mandatory positions for 
women (39 to represent the, tbm, 39 districts) several other women won in hard-fought contests with men One 
of the candidates won despite the fact that she was single - a considerable triumph (Katorobo 1995. 122). 

One vilhge in Jinja has three women on the executive. 

59 Each sub-county sends a representative m the Jinja District Council and one woman from the 
municipality is also required to be on the District Cound. The new constitution calls for one third of every local 
government council to be women (Section 180). 



presents a break in the line of patronage. The national members may indeed use patronage but 

their clients must face the voters at the local level. Holger Bernt Hansen and Michael 

Twaddle assert that there is a marked improvement. About the 1989 election they remark: 

At village level, however, there can be little doubt that Ugandans in general considered the Fe- 
1989 elections to have constituted a revolutionary change in polities. All observers spak of great 
enthusiasm amongst voters and a high turn-out. The electoral h e w o r k  may not have encouraged 
major discussion of political alematives, but for once Ugandans had a real chance to decide in whax 
hands future decisions would be placed, at least at constituen~y level. Compared with what they had 
ken  used to, it was no small change that 14 ministers and deputy ministers were not re-elected and that 
dternadw candidates were ac td ly  voted onto the National Resistance Council in their places (1991, 4). 

There is a much more direct relationship between the voters and JMC than between the voters 

and the national representative since one cannot become a municipal councillor without being 

elected at the RCl level and must face the same voters in the next election. In my 1995 

interviews with councillors, they remarked that in the elections of 1989 and 1992 councillors 

who had not been active were voted out. Moreover, there was a sense that if you did not win 

in one election there was always another oppormnity next time. The fact that there are so 

many positions throughout the tiers also gives more opportunity to more people. Executive 

members who are not performing can be recalled6' and this has happened in the lower tiers 

but is not frequent at the sub-county level. However, in 1993 three RC3 councillors were 

replaced after allegations of bribes for land all~cation.~' It appears, despite indirect elections, 

60 Local Governments (Resistance Councils) Statute, Third Schedule, Part II, (5). 

" Minutes, Executive Committee Meeting, JMC* 9/3/93. In her research in the late 198Qs Burkey found 
also that this was used quite often at the fmt level but that it became increasingly difficult to use at s u c u h g  
levels. Often lower councillors were unwilhg to remove the higher councillors they had elected and the RC1 
council could only recall their own councillors. Since it is the higher councillors (the RC3s on IMC) which 
control budgets this can create a block in accountability and Burkey argues that it is a gnat drawback and 
sspecial!y at the naaonal level (1991, 34-40}. The new constitution (1995) provides for universal suffrage for 
members of the national parliament and at the district level and for chairmen of district councils (Sectioos 180. 
183) and for the right of recall by the electorate (Section 182). Municipalities (Kampala excepted) are comidered 
lower local government units and do not fall under this provision (Section 276). Thus, there is some movement 
away From electoral colleges at the highest levels. 
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that not only is there a direct line of accountability at the local level but also the existence of 

tiers seems to lessen the need to win at all costs. In addition there is a break in the links 

between central members and their local clients who must go back to the village level on 

every election. 

Second, the voting method of queuing might be seen as providing an insufficient 

guarantee of preventing coercion of voters. However, Nelson Kasfu (1 99 1) points out that, in 

a country noted for its compt elections it has eliminated several problems. At the village 

level everyone knows who is a resident and so voting registers, highly corruptible election 

tools (as can be seen in the Zimbabwean case below), are not necessary and the next tiers are 

confined to those already elected at the village level (Kasfir 199 1, 262-3). Although the 

potential for intimidation exists, it would seem that, in a very direct way, visible queuing at 

least brings the issue of clientelism out into the open. Moreover, it surmounts the equally 

thorny problem of rigging since the number of voters is clearly visible and no one can be in 

two places at once! Perhaps visible queuing is also a way to keep the elected councillors in 

the lower RCs accountable for their choice in the upper tiers. It certainly cuts down on voting 

costs and perhaps provides affordable democratic openings at the local level. Queuing would 

seem to have some advantages for promoting accountability. 

Also criticized has been the prohibition of party affiliation and organization during 

elections. However, party organizations in Uganda have not escaped the power relations 

shaped by decentralized despotism and the bifurcated state; in fact, they have reinforced them. 

Therefore, one might ask the question: How would reintroducing parties so soon enhance the 

effort to create democratic openings at the local level? Both councillors and administrators in 



Jinja report that local politics is much less divisive since the introduction of the RCs and that 

people are now much more interested in issues that affected them locally rather than the issue 

of party affiliation. This was confirmed by random questioning of members of the public who 

unanimously agreed that politics was much less divisive at the local level. Neither indirect 

elections, queuing or the ban on parties, appears to be preventing the emergence of 

democratic openings at the municipal level. 

The local government in Mutare presents a different picture. In its formal institutions 

there is less penetration into the population when it comes to representation and potential 

participation. One councillor is elected in each of the city's 15 wards, I 1 of which are in the 

high density areas, to form Mutare City Council (MCC). In pure majority terms on council, 

then, the population of the high density areas, where most African inhabitants live, is well 

represented. There is no provision for women to be elected specifically as in the Ugandan 

case. All 15 councillors are directly elected by secret ballot by persons of twenty-one years 

and over who own or rent premises.(j2 On the surface this seems like universal suffrage. 

However, as specified in the act, domestic workers in low density suburbs and a fairly 

substantial population63 of illegal lodgersM were unable to vote in local elections until 1995-65 

Urban Councils Act 1980, Section 21. 

63 All population statistics from Manicaland Census. Cenrral Statistical Office, Harare. 1994. 

" Approximately 40% of the populatioo are lodgers who either rent rooms From renus or. as in Saicubva, build 
a shack beside the rental accommodation and pay the renter rent These shacks are m d y  built on the premises 
of the old rental stock that was built in the 19- and 195Ck. Sometimts people who have purchased a stand in 
new high &nsity area of Dangamvura or Chikanga build a foundation for a h o w  and then allow a renter to 
build a sback and in this way get an instant income (Interview, Superintendent of Housing, 6/6/95. 

65 'Municipal franchise wrten&d to all", The Herald, 19/7/95. p. 1. The new Iegislation inaoductxl in 1995 
brought local elections in line with parliamentary elections and. thus. stipulated that dl residents. including 
Iodgers and domestic senants, could vote. 



Furthemore, owners of formal businesses get a vote, based on the commercial property they 

own, and, therefore, are able to vote twice? The 15 councillors elect a mayor and deputy 

mayor from among themselves annually. Thus, i.n Mutare there are fewer councillors than in 

Jinja and there are no institutional provisions for representation or participation below the 

ward level nor any special provisions for women councillors. Limitations to universal suffrage 

have been evident until 1995. 

Ostensibly there are two ways for extending participation deeper into the population in 

Mutare: advisory ward committees (WARDCOs) and membership in ZANU(PF). In Mutare 

there are no existing ward committees6' Therefore, only membership in ZANU(PF) provides 

the possibility for citizen involvement. On the surface, the structure of ZANU(PF) resembles 

the RC structure. In ZANU(PF) a cell of 100  members forms at the most local level and the 

members elect an executive of seven people. Five cells (500 members) are grouped to form a 

branch which has 24 office bearers elected from and by the cell executive members. Ten 

branches (500 members) make a district and 26 office bearen are elected from among and by 

the branch level executives. Within the municipal council jurisdiction in Mutare there are 

seven districts. The district executives come together to form the provincial organization 

which elects 26 executive office holders who, in tsun, join executives of other provinces to 

form the central committee which advises the politburo (the President and top advisors). Thus 

The Urban Councils An 1980, Section 21(2). 

67 I n t e ~ e w .  Provincial Administrator. Manicaland Province, 27/6/95; h t e ~ e w .  Acting Town Clerk City of 
Mutare. 10/8/95; Interview. Branch Chairman R(ehda), ZANU(PF), Mutare, 7/8/95; Interview, Cotmcillor. 
Ward 2, Mutare, 15/6/95; Councillor, Ward 5, Mutare. In the fmt years the administration had offered premises 
for meetings and Community Services personnel took xninutes. However, this practice stopped and there have not 
been ward meetings in the last few years. Although the mayor and one councillor talked about ward meetings I 
could not locate anyo nc: who knew of one that was held in 19%. 



this pyramid structure stands along side that of the formal government structure at all levels 

of government. 

There is evidence that this structure diminishes, rather than enhances democratic 

openings as well as responsibility and accountability in the municipality. First, ZA NU(PF)'s 

selection procedure for candidates limits choices for voters. Those who wish to run are fmt 

vetted by the party executives in each ward before they can compete for candidacy within the 

party through the party primary elections. Until 1995 voting in the primaries was reserved for 

an electoral college of branch and district executives. District executives sit at the provincial 

level and on the central committee so there is the distinct possibility of a direct line of 

patronage from the local party executives to the centre. In Mutare there is tight control over 

the selection procedure by a small number of party stalwarts who have strong patronage ties 

to the centre. There is very little opposition to ZANU(PF) candidates in the actual municipal 

elections and, if there is, they are unlikely to succeed as most people vote ZANU(PF)." 

Moreover, those who carry out the selection do not represent a grassroots base. When 

the rules were suddenly changed unilaterally by the politbun, in June 1995 to allow all card 

carrying members to vote in the primaries, the weakness of the grassroots structures was 

exposed.69 Suddenly membership registers became the battleground on which the primaries 

b8 There is some evidence that this is because of intimidation carried out by the youth wing and also by the 
women's league members of which have been reported to go to opposition candidates' houses to threaten their 
families and supponers (Interview, Assistant to Provincial Administrator, Manigknd Province, 8/8/95; I r u e ~ e w .  
Assistant to Provincial Administrator, 9/8/95). 1. N. Moyo argues h i t  a culture of fear. brought about by 
ZANU(PF) violence both in guerrilla camps and in ' liberated areas', has pervaded civil society in Zimbabwe 
"particularly during elections: the campaign tactics of the ruling party are based on intimidation and death- 
threats. Democracy cannot exist in an environment where violence and fear dominate the political proca" 
(1993, 13; also see Moyo 1992, 69-70, 153). 

69 This change was attriiuted to Mugah's talks with the World Bank in June 1995 where he was encouraged to 
make the government in Zimbabwe more democratic. 
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had to be fought. It was clear that branch and district executives existed without the requisite 

grassroots cells. A prospective candidate related the experience of attending a ZANU(PF) 

meeting in Mutare where anyone who showed up was hurriedly offered an executive position 

so that there would be an existing organi~ation.'~ Prospective candidates who wanted to make 

sure that their supporters had membership cards soon found that the party stalwarts, backed 

up by provincial and central committee members, were not going to give up registration 

books or allow anyone else to sell memberships. Moreover, the stalwarts kept the names of 

people who had been signed up hidden from the candidates to prevent them from 

campaigning7' When candidates did sign up members, the party stalwarts arbitrarily 

disallowed blocks of rnernber~hip.'~ The opportunity to accompany a candidate on several foot 

canvasses in the primaries also revealed that: people did not know how to get a card; people 

could not afford or were not willing to pay for party membership; and, the party favourites 

were buying memberships for those who said they would be their supporters. New candidates 

had little chance against party favourites as the results of the primaries showed. Despite a 

great deal of public disapproval of the city council, the old councillors were voted back in by 

a small voter turn-o~t.~ The primaries were eventually cancelled across the country when 

70 Interview. Candidate ZANUVF) primaries for municipal elections. Ward 9. Mutare. 27/7/95. 

71 The author wimssrd a literal tug-of-war over a membership register between a candidate wanting to sell new 
memberships and a party sralwan 'RE party stalwarts retained control and the candidate was forced to walk 
away empty handed. 

'' Inte~ew, Candidate for ZANU(PF) local dection primaries, Ward 9. 27/7/95; Interview. Candidate for 
ZANU(PF) local election primaries. Ward 4, 29/6/95. 

TJ In Ward 6, for instance, t h e  were 433 ballots cast. Since Mutare bas seven districts ZANUPF) disrricts 
there should be 35,000 party members distributed over the 15 wards or an average of 2333 voters per ward 
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candidates and voters complained of irregularities in vetting and party membership registers, 

as well as intimidati~n.~~ Even President Robert Mugabe commented that, the "primary 

elections revealed how confused and, in some cases, unorganized, if not utterly disorganized 

some of our district organs are"." Thus, it is clear that the process of selecting candidates is a 

very closed affair and that the grassroots participation upon which it is based is nonexistent. 

The relations of power within the ZANU(PF) organization are reliant on this closed 

practice and reinforce it, preventing democratic openings. During the 1995 local government 

primaries, officials admitted that, "provincial leaders who had been involved in the vetting of 

candidates had used the exercise to settle personal  vendetta^".'^ The political activity of party 

stalwarts was heightened in 1995 by the impending legislation (still in the drafting stage at 

that time) to provide for an executive mayor in the major cities. This exercise brought to light 

once again the suspicion amongst party leaders of democratic openings and the fear of losing 

political control. The ZANU(PF) position, which was also the government position, was 

explained by the Senior Secretary MLGRUD." The Senior Secretary explained that the new 

legislation, which gave the mayor executive power over the councillors, 

to inferior councillors who were unable to deal with bureaucratic details 

would be the answer 

and were only 

74 "Allegations ntu primay elections", The Herald 3/7/95. p. 1; "Municipal primary elections nullified". The 
Herald, 14/7/95, p.1. 

" "Resident not hppy with smcturing of the party" Ibe Sunday Mail, 25/6/95, p.1.. I. N. Moyo points out that 
ZANU(PF) does not permit a challenge to the leadership and that du: leaden associate this tradition with 
traditional African leadership. When ZANU(PF) and PFZAPU united in 1989 no elections were allowed for the 
top posts and "my challenger would have keen &nouncsd and amacized as k ing  impolite to elders in the w y  
and. therefore, a disgrace to Ahican tradition" (Moyo 1993, 1 1). Thus, we may see the hierarchy of ZANU(PF) 
reinforcing the 'tradition' of &centralized despotism. 

76 YMlllljcipd primary elections oullifed" The Herald, 14/7/95, p. l. 

I n t e ~ e w .  Senior Secretary, MLGRUD, 15/8/95). 
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concerned with their own ward instead of the entire city. The executive mayor was to be 

elected by the entire city and, thus, would have a global outlook. The party would see to it 

that well qualified candidates were chosen to run in the primaries for executive mayor. Thus, 

there would be checks and balances between the mayor (who was working for the whole city) 

and the councillors (who are working for their wards). As for vetting, he remarked that "if 

you want good councillors, then you must have vetting. If you allow democracy and free 

choice then you will not get good people"." Another ZANU(PF) official held the view that 

the candidates should be vetted by the higher party officials because the '"grassroots just look 

for the nice This 'policyt solution is indicative of the reluctance to allow any real 

change in the shape of power relations which would automatically be a threat to the party's 

hold on power through patronage. On the other hand, there is an inability or unwillingness to 

understand that the party's political behaviour, shaped by those power relations, merely 

perpetuates the problems that the policy is meant to solve. 

This combination of formal local government institutions and the ZANU(PF) party 

organization reduces the possibility of producing a relationship of responsibility and 

accountability at the local level. Local councillors are reliant on the party machinery to get 

elected and so the ultimate accountability must be to constituents in the party rather than the 

ward. Secondly, the party does not have a grassroots base and is reluctant to allow an opening 

up of procedures. On the other hand, although the party is directed from the top, the leaders 

are also reliant on the control of leaders at the local level to keep the party in power through 

78 interview, Senior Secretary, MLGRUD, 15//8/95. 

79 Interview. Cbairmvl of Mmicaland ZANU(PF), 14/8/95. 
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their tactics. Here we can see that the shape of political power is more like a decentralized 

despotism where local leaders keep autocratic control within a party structure which is highly 

controlled From the centre but also which forms the central government. 

Women have little chance of becoming candidates. Out of the 15 councillors in Mutare 

in 1995 there were no women. h is not mandatory to have women representatives in 

Zimbabwe and there is no commitment by ZANU(PF) to have women  candidate^.^' When 

asked if the government would set aside a quota of seats for women, the President replied 

that "women are their own worst enemies because they do not elect one another to 

Parliament" (Getecha and Chipika 1995, 65). Village women agreed with this and told Ciru 

Getecha and Jesimen Chipika that, "women are the ones oppressing themselves in that they 

don't want to vote for each other. They prefer to vote for a man" (1995, 64). When asked of 

the effectiveness of the Women's League to get women candidates, an executive member of 

the Women's League said that the main purpose of the league was to support men in their 

candidacy? This same woman, a seasoned party worker and administrator, told of her 

1 

for the local election in Mutare in 1995. She 

discrimination on the ground of sex (Section 23) and, 

attempts to become a candidate in the prlnzaries 

The Zimbabwean Constitution does not forbid 
therefore, permits gen&r-based discrimination The Legal Age of Majority Act (1982) does give women 18 
years of age and over Iegal majority. However, marriages can still be legally contracted from the age of twelve, 
leaving open the opportunity to remove consent The Customary and Rimary Courts Act provides for a choice 
between customary and modern law when cases art: m d  and the Immovable Property Act (1982) eliminates 
sexual discrimination in relation to immovable property (Stewart et. al. 1990, 165-222). Despite these changes. 
attitudes in Zimbabwe have not changed and most of these measures are undermined in practice (Batezat, Mwalo 
and Truscon 1988). 

" Interview. Secretary for Adminimation, ZANU(PF) Women's League, Manicaland, 25/5/95. Women in a 
cooperative in Mutare scoffed when asked about the Women's h g u e  a d  said that it was only for those who 
wanted to sing and dance and shout slogans. Members of other cooperatives noted that the Women's League had 
helped in the beginning but that it really gave them no political voice (Interviews: Shanje Cooperative, 
Takundamatarnbudz iko Coop rative , Munochemeyi Cooperative, Zvirimugwara Coovrative, May, 1995). 
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maintained that men phoned and visited her at all times of the day and night in order to beg 

her not to run, protesting that men had still not had their turn. She lost her nerve and caved 

into the pressure.82 The sole woman candidate who did eventually run in the primaries had to 

battle both provincial and district executives who told supporters that they should not vote for 

her because they already a woman MP in Manicaland and, besides, she had no property (in 

fact, she did own property).* Margaret Dongo, veteran ZANU(PF) MP comments on her 

experience running in the central election primaries, 1990: "after winning in the primary 

elections, someone in the Central Committee ... informed me that he was going to nullify the 

results, because someone else had been chosen for the post" (Getecha and Chipika 1995, 68). 

Out of 58 candidates in the 1995 ZANU(PF) primaries in Mutare, only one was a wommW 

In an overview of primaries in the cities and towns of five provinces only 13 women 

candidates were listed in the primarie~.~' In Mutare, and Zimbabwe in general, women are 

effectively marginalized from local politics. 

While both JMC and MCC follow the same committee structure at the municipal 

council level, here, too, Mutare is more reflective of old patterns of bifurcation. In Jinja the 

committees are as follows: Education; Public Health and Environment; Works, Housing and 

Transport; Welfare and Sports; General Purposes; Production and Marketing; and, Lands and 

" Interview. Candidate, ZANU(PF) local government primaries, Ward 9, 27/7/95. She was told that the 
provincial executive had already chasm the d d a t e s  but that she would be forgiven k a m e  she was a woman 

" "60 ZANU(PF) candidates to contest in council ehctions", Manica Post, a6/95, p.1. There are actually 58 
candidates listed 

"ZANU(PF) gears for council elections", The People's Voice, itme 25-July 1, 1995, p. 1. 



Development. Each committee deals with matters arising in any part of h j a  and has no 

specific focus on just one part. In Mutare the cornrnittees are: General Purposes; Public 

Works and Town Lands; Finance; and, Community Services, Housing, Health and Education. 

In this case there is a definite division in the areas of the city dealt with by committees. The 

Cornunity Services, Housing , Health and Education Committee covers "such aspects as 

housing, health and education matters in the high density suburbs. It also deals with alienation 

of land in the high density areas". This committee also oversees the operation of the beerhalls 

which are only located in the high density areas. Thus, there is still a bihcation at the 

committee level when dealing with the local government areas. On both councils the 

committees strike sub-committees when the need arises. The chairs for the committees are 

chosen from among council members. In the case of Jinja, the chairs form an executive 

committee, headed by the Mayor, which meets to discuss the execution of policy but has no 

power to carry out decisions other than those voted on by the council. The members of this 

executive committee do not necessarily coincide with the nine member executive of the RC4, 

although there is some overlap. In Mutare there is no provision for an executive committee as 

such and the chairs of the different committees fuLfii the responsibilities for their respective 

committees only. While both councils follow a formal committee structure, Mutare's 

committee structure demonstrates more of a bifurcation between the old township areas and 

the main city than does Jinja. 

However, the operation of the committee system is a fairly closed affair in both Jinja 

and Mutare. in both cases committee meetings are scheduled monthly but are not open to the 
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public.86 A public gallery is available in both council chambers for members of the public to 

attend the monthly council meetings. However, this does little to compensate as far as 

information is concerned. In both cases the council meetings tend to be a series of routine 

motions passing minutes of the various committees, copies of which are not available to the 

public gallery. Thus, there is rarely a discussion of any substantive issue as that discussion 

has taken place behind closed doors in the respective committee meetings. In both Jinja and 

Mutare when the rare issue comes up for discussion in the monthly council meeting the usual 

procedure is for the council to move into a committee-of-the-whole and the public is asked to 

leave. Thus, there tends to be a complete lack of interest in council meetings among members 

of the public. Moreover, it is not possible to hear important issues discussed by the 

councillors. This lack of openness tends to reduce the relationship of responsibility and 

accountability between the councillors and their constituents. In Jinja this problem is 

alleviated, but not entirely, by the structures of the lower RCs (see Chapter 4). It presents 

more of a problem in Mutare where there are no other outlets for discussion, a factor which 

will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Local administ rations: overcoming bifurcation 

While there are some similarities between the two administrations there are also 

differences which highlight the lingering impediments of the bifurcated state. In Jinja the 

administration is divided into the departments of Town Clerk, Engineer, Treasurer, Public 

Health and Education. There are three assistant town clerks, one for each RC3. Nevertheless, 

there is Little separation either in accounts or in staff with regard to the different parts of Jinja 

AS a researcher I was allowed to attend committee meeahgs. 



although repairs to the housing estates are to come out of the rental income for those estates. 

All of the departments deal with all areas of the city. Thus, bifurcation is not visible in the 

way that the administration carries out its tasks. 

Moreover, in Jinja there is quite a direct relationship with regard to the means of 

administration. The decline of the industrial base in Jinja has resulted in poor revenue for the 

town. Rates, rents, ground rents and licenses for formal businesses and residences make up 

only 48 % of the budget." Moreover, the block grants from the central government are 

insignificant, as Philip Amis comments: "The extent to which JMC is financially decentralized 

from the Ugandan Government could not be clearer; the Central Government's contribution is 

Frankly quite insignificant" (Amis 1992, 44). In 1 995 the estimated government contribution 

was only 1.09 % of the budget." Thus, JMC has turned to the informal sector to acquire more 

income. In the 1994195 estimates, of the $1.8 million budget approximately 20% of the 

revenue expected was from market dues and licenses from hawkers and boda boda (bicycle 

taxis) and another 10% from the taxi park. Therefore, the JMC has managed to fund 30% of 

its budget from the informal sector. The boda boda alone (USH31,000,000/= (US$3 1,000 or 

1.9%) bring in more than the block grant from the central go~emtnen t !~~  They also bring in 

87 The biggest debtor to the council in 1995 was the Departed Asians Property Custodian Board (DAPCB), 
owing USH291,000,000/= (US$291,000.00). Other debtors included Uganda Railways, Uganda Electricity b d  
and the Ministry of Works. The DAPCB was closing down in 1995 and approximately 70% of Asian properties 
had bcwn reclaimed while the rest were being sold Thus, there was optimism that this would no Ionger be such a 
problem (Interview, Town Clerk, 181 1/95; also see Amis 1992, 44-47). 

" Preamble to the Budget, 199495. JMC. Apan from the block grant there is the 50% (of school fm) 
government contribution for tht: 14 primary schools which was to have been USH800,302,600/= (US$8003.00). 
However, from October 1994 the distribution was no longer based on school enrollment and the municipality is 
to receive only USH 1,000,000/= (US$1000.00) from that date on (Internal Auditor's Quarterly Report, February 
L995). 



more than the municipally run abattoir (1.8%). Graduated tax, paid by all men over eighteen 

whether formally employed or not and all women in formal employment, provides another 

11.3 96 of the budget. Amis notes the difficulties in assessing income levels for this tax 

"where formal wage employment has ceased to exist as a meaningful category" but also notes 

that it remains "economically and politically robust" as a form of taxation (1 992, 14, 15). In 

1995 the auditor noted that the tax register needed to be updated and that continuing 

redundancies in the workplace had actually brought the number of those assessed down by 

one thousand. However, despite problems in collecting arrears, by 1995 all of the 1994 tax 

had been co l l e~ ted .~  Thus, 40% of JMCs budget depends on the cooperation of informal 

sector and working people, creating a direct relationship with the population with regard to 

the means of administration and, potentially, more accountability. 

In Mutare, on the other hand, there is still a visible division in both accounting and in 

staff between the local government areas (including the old township area and the new high- 

density areas) and the rest of the city.91 The administration is divided into the departments of 

the Town Clerk, the City Treasurer, Housing and Community Services, the City Engineer and 

the City Health Department. The Housing and Community Services "department's activities 

are mainly inclined to the high density suburbs" as are those of the City Health Department.* 

90 Internal Auditor's Quarterly Report, JMC, February 1995, pp. 1-3. 

91 There has rrally only been a tune-change from 'African t o d p s '  to 'local govemmmt areas'. 

" The City H d t h  Department has Linle money to deal with environmmtal issues specially tbosr: arisixag from 
formal industries. Moreover, it runs a deficit in its clinics because many of Mutare's inhabitants cannot f iord to 
pay the nominal fee of Z$16 (TJS$3) which even if it were paid does not cover costs. The central government 
bas a Social Dimensions Fwd, set up to counter some of the affects of ESAP, which pays for up to 20% of the 
padents in a month (the government estimates that 20% of the population is unable to pay). The reality in 
Mutare in 1995 is chat at least G 5 0 %  of the population is lmder the 2$400.0 a moth minimum and thus are 
not able to pay. The city must make up for tbat shortfall. Thus, in reality, the department deals mainly with high 



The Housing and Community Services Department is the only physically separated 

department, still being located in the old township of Sakubva. There a division of the police 

and the housing superintendent share the same office. The other departments deal with the 

city as a whole. Thus, fifteen years after independence we see that the effects of the legacy of 

bifurcation on the administration have not been overcome. 

This separation of the formal city from the local govemment areas is also found in the 

city accounts. The high density areas are treated separately in the budget under local 

government areas and consist of the housing, health and welfare accounts. All of these 

accounts run a deficit. The Z$87million (US$ 12 million) budget for 1995-96 relies heavily 

on the formal economy and the municipality's own enterprises for revenue.93 Rates, fees for 

service, especially large refuse removal for commercial and industrial clients, the delivery of 

water and the income fiom the council's commercial concerns in beer brewing and hardware 

are the main source of revenue. All of these depend heavily on income from the formal city 

except the beer account which derives revenue from customers in the high density areas. In 

1995, however, the beer account 

insigrufcant revenue in the form 

was running a1 

of grants fiom 

a deficit. The municipality receives 

the central government." The informal 

density areas (Interview, Medical Officer of Health, Mutare, 14/6/95). 

93 City of Mutare City Estimates 1995-96. 

Rimary bdth s e ~ c e s  have gone fiom 100% subsidy in 1980 to 20% in 1995. However, this is somewhat 
misleading as the subsidy per patient 2616 (approx. US=) does not cover the costs. Fire s e ~ c e s ,  promised a 
Z6L30.000 (approx US$18,000) sutsidy, had not received government money in two years. (Interview. City 
Treasurer, Mutare. 31/5/95). Also blamed was the govemment excise tax on the beer undenaldng which had 
risen in 1994 and was a bone of contention between municipalities and the central government since the beer 
revenues are supposed to cover welfare and high density busing. This was resolved in August 1995 when the 
government said it would reimburse 100% of the excise m.x Also coatentious was the unilateral announcement 
by the central government tbat the 5% surcharge on electricity bills collected by the municipality would be 
removed immediately. The municipalities won reinstatement of this levy through the courts. In the late 198b the 
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a central 
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also an insignificant source of revenue; only a few traders are licensed to operate in 

parking lot. On the other hand it is the high density areas which incur the costs of 

education, health and welfare. While the housing account brings in revenue through rates, this 

is offset by subsidies on electricity, which is paid in a bulk account in Sakubva, and water. 

The bulk of the population in Mutare live in the high density suburbs and the largest 

percentage of those in the old township of Sakubva. Therefore, the bulk of the population is 

perceived as welfare recipient rather than direct payer for and receiver of services. Therefore, 

the relationship between the administration and this population with regard to the means of 

administrat ion is not direct and direct responsibility and accountability is hindered. Thus, 

although there is some redistribution of resources, there is an indication that there is less 

opportunity for direct responsibility and accountability in the local government administration 

in Mutare than in Jinja. 

I11 Conclusion: the movement towards a new localism 

An economic comparison of Uganda and Zimbabwe reveals some clear differences but 

also some similarities. Zimbabwe clearly has a much more formal and integrated economy 

than Uganda. However, there is also a much more unequal income distribution in Zimbabwe 

and the majority of the African population in Zimbabwe has a very low income as in Uganda. 

'While professionals and government employees are much better paid in Zimbabwe, the fact 

consmction and running of new primary schools was also downloaded onto Id government without any 
suggestion as to where the additional revenue would come From. Rather than grants, the municipality receives 
loan funding for development at 125% interest over 15 years. These loans come from the World Bank via the 
central government to thr= Iocal governments. The momy is used for on-sitc (individual plots) and off-site (water 
reservoirs, roads, tower lights) services. The money for individual plots is to be recovered over ten years but the 
off-site is more complicated since the cost is spread over all of the plots and can only be recovered when they 
are all developed and sold. 
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that people are engaged in a mixture of formal and informal economic activities in Uganda 

makes it much more difficult to determine incomes. Salaried people, and especially low- 

income people, have been hard-hit by structural adjustment in both countries. While 

restructuring has undermined the magendo economy in Uganda it is not clear that it has 

changed the inequities that are part of the inherited impediments in either economy. 

What is clear is that restructuring has affected urban local government in both 

countries. With or without intention on the part of the central governments, urban local 

government in both Uganda and Zimbabwe has become, in fact, autonomous. Both Jinja and 

Mutare have seen a gradual withdrawal of central government support through block grants in 

the 1990s to the point that the grants are now insignificant to the operation of their budgets. 

The municipalities have had to take on more responsibility with less revenue. At the same 

time they are faced with servicing populations with less ability to pay for those services. 

Thus, both Mutare and Jinja face the problems of restructuring that most local govemments 

face in the West but with far fewer resources and poorer populations. However, this force of 

circumstances, forced autonomy if you will, also presents the opportunity for a more direct 

relationship of acco-mtability between local govenrnent and community. 

While the circumstances of structuml adjustment produce similar challenges in both 

countries, the evidence suggests that, comparatively, Uganda may be meeting the fvst two 

requirements of the new localism, as outlined at the beginning of this chapter, somewhat 

better than Zimbabwe. A brief examination of the practices and rhetoric of the guemlla 

struggles waged in Zimbabwe and Uganda demonstrates two different thrusts. In Ugmda the 

actions arid rhetoric of the NRM suggest an awareness of the dangers of despotic power and 



the need to encourage local institutions that exert democratic control over institutions of 

authority. On the other hand, the actions and rhetoric of the guerrilla movement in Zimbabwe 

suggest a preference for exercising power over people in the role of a vanguard pmy. This 

demonstrates a considerable difference in outlook, 

The decentralization strategies of the two countries also present different prospects for 

the emergence of a new localism. There seems to be more of a recognition on the part of the 

Ugandan government that democratic openings at the local level are important for change and 

there is an emphasis on autonomy so that full responsibility and accountability rest at the 

local level. There is also some indication of trust on the part of the central government that 

local people can govern and that conventions of political behaviour will emerge through 

practice. In Zimbabwe, on the other hand, democratic openings at the local level are not a 

priority. This has been apparent in the slowness to democratize local institutions and to give 

autonomy to local governments so that they are directly responsible and accountable to their 

populations. It is also evident in the lack of trust in democratic openings and in the 

capabilities of local people. Thus, there is an indication that decentralization policies present 

fewer opportunities in Zimbabwe for new political practices to develop into a new localism 

than in Uganda. 

A comparison of local institutions gives further evidence that there is more o p p o m t y  

for new political practices to develop in Uganda than in Zimbabwe. The RC system of local 

government in Jinja provides for much broader participation within the population and also 

includes the participation of women. On the other hand, the local political institutions in 

Mutare provide for much less active political participation among the population and virtually 
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no participation of women. This presents the opportunity to reproduce a form of decentralized 

despotism which resists democratic openings, as was witnessed in the 1995 primaries. It also 

diminishes the opportunity to develop new political practices. At the municipal council level 

in both municipalities the committee structures tend to close down rather than open up 

political debate but this may present a more serious problem in Mutare where there are fewer 

opportunities for political involvement. The local government structures in Jinja offer more 

opportunities for new political practices to develop into a new localism. 

The two municipalities present an interesting contrast, in light of the inherited 

impediments of the bifurcated state, in other ways. The evidence presented demonstrates a 

more serious difficulty in overcoming the bifurcation of physical space in Mutare. The 

preponderance of small-scale activities in Jinja tends to soften the contrast between the better- 

off and the low-income earners whereas the predominance of the formal economy in Mutare 

tends to create a starker contrast between the two. The existence of a large population of 

renters in the business centre of Jinja also gives it a less formal air. The different levels of 

development also create much more of a contrast between high- and lowdensity residential 

areas in Mutare than in Jinja. In addition, the municipal administration in Jinja presents a 

much more integrated approach whereas in Mutare there are definte divisions between the 

administration of local government areas and the rest of the city. Finally, in Jinja the means 

of administration (the source of local government finance) is much more directly connected to 

the low-income population while in Mutare municipal income is predominantly dependent on 

the structures of the formal economy. Thus, one might argue that, on the surface at least, the 

local government in Jinja exhibits more movement towards a new localism than that in 



Mutare. 

Moving towards a new localism in practice 

This chapter has examined decentralization pa llicies and institutions at the local level 

in light of the first two requirements of a new localism. The next three chapters examine the 

interaction between local govemment institutions and the communities they represent in light 

of the third requirement which is the development of an interactive process in which there is 

at least some potential for different political behaviour and relationships to develop between 

the population and the local government. Chapters 4 and 5 examine how effectively local 

government institutions in Uganda and Zimbabwe, respectively, relate to and represent their 

communities in practice. Chapter 6 looks at associations in local civil society in Jinja and 

Mutare, examining their characteristics and how they interact with local govemment. 



Chapter 4 

Meeting the Requirements of a New Localism 11: 
Overcoming the politics of bifurcation: Local 
representation and participation in Uganda 

Introduction 

This chapter examines the interaction between the municipal government of Jinja and 

the local community in light of the third requirement of a new localism - the development of 

an interactive process that might produce different poiitical behaviour and relationships 

between the population and the local government. In order to gain some sense of how this 

element is being played out, some examples are given to illustmte how local government 

institutions relate to and represent their communities in practice. 

The last chapter the concluded that the policy of decentralization and the institutional 

structure at the local level in Uganda embraced a new localism more fully than in Zimbabwe. 

Uganda has given priority to creating democratic openings that might bring about 

responsibility and accountability at the local level; it has designed local institutions which 

reach deep into the population and involve a large number of people in the responsibility of 

governing. Financially, I conclude that the local government in Jinja, having a much smaller 

formal base to draw on for revenue, has a more direct relationship with its constituents, many 

of whom are engaged in informal activities which the council has managed to regulate for the 

purposes of revenue collection. 

The relationship of local government to the population in Uganda is affected in 

another structural way in the 1990s. The majority of the urban population is of low-income 
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and unemployment is high. At the same time, restructuring has left the municipality with less 

revenue as central government grants have been cut. User fees have been instituted on top of 

taxes, rents and rates in order to maintain some level of service. This creates an impasse 

when it comes to providing services for those who can barely afford them. It is imperative 

that local governments find a solution to this impasse since the problem involves not a 

minority but a majority of the population. Structurally, this financial challenge leads to a great 

chasm between the local government and the majority of the community. On the one hand, 

the community sees the local government as not providing proper services. On the other hand, 

the local government must convince the population that their monetary participation is 

required for services to be maintained. This problem requires local institutions which can 

absorb this political problem and come up with solutions which engage the population. How 

the municipality and the community handle this structural impasse can also reveal whether 

new political behaviour required for a new localism is being developed. 

Foundations for representation and participation in Jinja 

It is clear that encouraging participation is part of the responsibility of local 

government in Uganda. Under the Urban Authorities Act 1964 municipal governments in 

Uganda are to provide several services: roads, development control, solid waste management, 

primary education and the maintenance of public health. These responsibilities are reiterated 

in the policy document which clarifies the decentralization programme.' However, as pointed 

out in Chapter 3, the Local Governments (Resistance Councils) Statute 1993 embodies a 

political thrust to create democratic openings at the local level. In that document Resistance 

1 "Decentralization in Uganda, The Policy and Its [mplications", Decenaalization Secretariat, Ministry of 
Local Government, Kampala, p.19. 
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Committees have added responsibilities that affect participation and representation. First, there 

are responsibilities designed to give some popular control over police and judicial authority. 

These are: to assist in the maintenance of law and order, '%ear such cases as may be provided 

for under any written law", hand over to police anyone suspected of an offense and, at 

"Village and Parish levels, vet and recommend persons in the area who should be recruited 

into the Amed Forces, Police Force and Risons ServiceM.* Second, a Tax Assessment 

Committee is elected at the RC3 level in order to put assessment procedures under popular 

control. Third, the RCs are to perform a watchdog function and so "generally monitor the 

administration in its area and report to the appropriate authority any incidents of 

maladministration, corruption and misuse of Government property".' Finally, they are to 

"encourage, support and participate in self-help projects and mobilize people, material and 

technical assistance" in order to support development at each level? This has certainly given a 

pro-active dimension to the role of local councillors and points to the need for interaction 

with their constituents. The question that needs to be asked is how this is actually functioning 

in practice. 

Representation and participation in the lower RCs 

The old housing estate of Walukuba stands as a legacy of the politics of bifurcation. 

Created in the colonial state, Walukuba remains the battleground upon which the old politics 

rubs up against a new localism as embodied in the RCs. The legacy is apparent in a number 

* Local Governments (Resistance Councils) Statute 1993, Sectioa 18. 

Ibid 

' Ibid 
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of its consequences for both the residents and JMC. For the residents the nominal rents on 

these old dilapidated concrete blocks make it possible to earn income through subletting. On 

the other hand, these housing estates were a one-time affair, initially built by private 

companies and handed over to the municipality without regard for maintenance. The nominal 

rents, in one sense, are exorbitant, in that the houses are so badly maintained that some of 

them have actually been condemned; but, in another sense, they are much too low in that 

rents do not provide enough revenue for the major repair they need. Tenants try to hand their 

tenancy onto the younger generation and allocation is highly contentious, not only for the 

nominal rent but also for the extra income in subletting. Thus, there is a strong legacy of 

patronage and favouritism on the part of politicians in the past. Subletting, in turn, is widely 

thought to be responsible for high rate of crime since often subletters are not family members 

but strangers, at least to the neighbours. The resulting overcrowding has caused numerous 

problems with water and sewerage. These, along with the issue of allocation make for a 

number of political issues that the RCs have tried to address. Thus, Walukuba provides the 

milieu in which we see the reson to patronage behaviour mixed with a new approach within 

the local RCs. 

Within Walukuba there are active RCI, 2 and 3 executive comittees but much of 

interaction between council and community takes place at the RCl committee level.' This is 

the committee of nine that has been directly elected at the village level. In the Walukuba 

* The following analysis comes from Interviews with RC cwncillors, men and women at al l  levels. and 
attendance at meetings in Jinja between January and April 1995. 



housing estate there are fourteen villagese6 The village committee is the first point of contact 

for any matter of concern to the residents. The work is spread among the executive members 

but the chairman often carries a great deal of the burden? Matters that cannot be resolved at 

this level are referred to the RC2 committee which then refers matters to higher tiers. On the 

other hand, the municipal council depends on the lower tiers to communicate and carry out its 

decisions. Thus, the tasks are many and varied at this lowest level. 

One of the most interactive and time consuming tasks is the hearing of disputes among 

citizens such as  debt settlement, quarrels between families, simple cases of assault and cases 

of general rnisbehaviour. Cases that cannot be settled by the committee move up the hierarchy 

of committees and eventually go to the formal court if they cannot be re~olved.~ This heralds 

a change from decisions made by a chief or an administrative official of the council. Apart 

from the fact that this is a popularly elected committee, and thus has a responsibility to the 

people whose cases it judges, women now have a representative in the person of the secretary 

for women.9 Often women take cases directly to her and the chairmen are disposed to letting 

the secretaries for women take the lead in handling cases involving women. 

The relationship between the police and the lower RCs is complicated. A case of 

6 Walukuba/Massc: division (RC3) is made up of three parishes (RC2) Masese Parish, Walukuba East 
Parish and Wdukuba West Parish. It is in Walukuba East and Walukuba Weset that the housing estate is located. 
Waluhba East contains six villages while Walukuba West contains eight. In Walukuba West houses have 
communal water and toiIet facilities while in Walukuba East houses are sewered on an individual basis. 

Chairman is the term used m Uganda and indeed there are few women in Uganda who Fulfill be role. 
All of the chairmen in Jinja were men and the term chairm;m will be used for rhat reason. 

' The formal magistrat& court is known for utpemr comption and thus rewards those who have 
conoecaom through paaooage or the means for bribery. Thus, it is wt really regarded as any kind of safeguard 
(see Burkey 199 1, 6 5 2 ;  Oloka-Onyango 1993). 

9 Most of the cases involving women are over the drunkenness or abusiveness, or both, of a husband. 



defilement handled by an RCI committee is demonstrative. The case took place in Walukuba 

housing estate and involved the son of a resident family accused of defiling the three year old 

daughter of another family. The mother was not at home at the time but the event caused a 

large gathering of neighbours all of whom accused the boy of the crime. Upon arriving home 

the mother's father (the girl's grandfather) sought out the RCl Chairman and Vice Chairman, 

neither of whom could be found, so he took the boy directly to the police with the little girl's 

dress as evidence. The police took the boy and gave the grandfather a fom to be filled out at 

the hospital after the girl was examined. When the grandfather went back to the police to find 

out the results they had released the boy saying that the hospital had found no evidence of 

harm to the girl. The grandfather testified to the RCs that the police had advised hirn to go to 

the family of the boy for compensation. He received USH80,0001= (US$80) 'fine' from the 

boy's family (the grandfather had said that all he wanted was transport money and food for 

the girl). When the RCs followed up the case the police would not reveal the details to them 

and when the Secretary for Women tried to intervene "her life was threatened by both parties 

 fam mi lie^)".'^ The police seemed to have the last word and the case was presumably closed. 

However, at an RCl meeting residents demanded that the RCI committee reopen the 

case. The residents were adamant that this was the third offense for the boy and that he was a 

danger. Moreover, they were convinced that both the doctor and the police had been bribed 

lo Minutes of the RCI Meeting of Police Wing Village, 6/11/94, p. 4. Technically. RCs are not 
supposed to deal with cases of defilement since it is not mentioned in the Statute and, thus, the pse, according 
to police, wodd be out of the bands of the RCs. However, these cases are brought to the RCs dl the b e .  One 
reason k that the c o w  are SO corrupt that people have no faith in them. Another reason., s u g g e d  by 
Jackqueline Asiimwe, is that the RCs provide a good bridge between customary and formal bt ice  ("RCs 
overstepping the mark!', The New Vision., 23/2/95, p. 18.). They allow for cornpernation rather than 
imprisonment and thus save the face of both parties whose families must continue to live together at close 
quarters. She notes that caning is sometimes a method of punishment and, thus. fears that RCs "overstep the 
mark'. 
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by the boy's family and that the grandfather was also only interested in the money he could 

get since the 'fine' was so large (certainly more than a month's salary for most). Residents 

commented that this was a serious crime that it must be re-examined. The RC committee was 

also criticized for not taking a more assertive stance. Clearly, people expected their RC 

executive committee to take responsibility and they demanded direct accountability. 

During the subsequent hearing at a specially called RCI meeting, the mother stated 

that she had not examined the daughter but did not see that she had been harmed and left it to 

the hospital. She knew how much money her father had received but was not given any of it. 

The RCI committee decided the following: to forward the case to the Probation Office or 

FIDA (an acronym for the Women Lawyers' Association); to oust the family of the girl's 

grandfather from the village; to demand that the boy be examined thoroughly to find out 

whether he is contagious; and, to take serious action against the grandfather." In a subsequent 

meeting the Chairman was questioned about the case and he said that it had been taken up by 

legal aid. Questions by residents revealed that they saw this as an example of the 

intransigence of the bureaucracy. The Chairman advised them to let the case take its course. 

He also recommended that people try to inform the RC committee before going to the police 

in such cases. l2 

There are a number of important points to be made about this case. First, the fact that 

the police made no attempt to contact the Chairman and later refused to speak with him about 

the details of the case suggests a lack of regard for the popular authority of the RCs (at least 

- -  -- -- 

" Minutes. Special Meeting, RCI, Police Wing Village. 1311 1/94, p. 3. 

I' Meeting RCI Police Wing Village. attended 12/3/95 It should be noted hat  this RCl committee has 
two women executive members besi&s the secretary for women. 
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the lower tiers). Moreover, the continued pursuance of the case by the residents through their 

RCI committee demonstrates that people are endeavouring to make the system work and that 

there is still a deep suspicion that authorities are corrupt. Oddly, resolutions made by the RC1 

committee seemed to punish the victim's family. But, on the other hand, they clearly indicate 

an interest in arresting two types of behaviour: I )  the bribing of officials which is indicative 

of the old method of dealing with unaccountable but powerful authorities; and 2) the 

acceptance of money for compensation without the agreement of the RCs, in other words, 

without popular authority as was previously the case." The fact that the RCs immediately 

intended to contact FIDA shows that there is an acknowledgement and a universalizing of the 

importance of the cases of defilement. Moreover, it is highly significant that an organization 

noted for speaking out for women is considered a working partner at such a local RC level. 

Finally, the residents are also critical of their local committee and do not hesitate to air their 

criticisms. In other words, this case reveals that a change in political response and behaviour 

is surfacing within the public interaction that takes place at the local level. 

An attempt is being made to address the relationship between the police and the 

" There is not an intention here to be sanguine about the merits of chis case or the decisions of the RC 
committee. Ingvild Burky in her study of RCs in several districts in the late 198k found that the court fmction 
was one of the most liberating aspects of the RC system simply because the magistrates were so cormpt and 
anyone could get a case to go their way if they could use patronage networks and bribes. Burkey asserts that 
with the RC system cases were heard promptly and dealt with through consensus and that people were generally 
satisfied and there were few appeals. RCs are allowed to charge a nominal fee but she observed that people who 
could not pay were still heard; sometimes they paid later and sometimes not at all. While there have h e n  cases 
of vigdante justice, Burkey found that more often RCs act to prevent such happenings. However, wealthier 
people can overlook the RCs and go straight to the mgisaate's court which remains very corrupt. This takes the 
teeth out of the RC authority when it happens (Burkey 199 1, 46-52). J. Oloka-Onyango (1993) argues that this 
meam that the RCs are merely another level of a corrupt court system. Both Burkey and Oloka-0nyango note 
that the suggestion by the Law Reform Commission (struck in 1990) that magistrates and RCs integrate has had 
strong protest from the magistrates. What 1 am focusing on is the interaction and political khaviour at h i s  level 
and whether it provides some evi&nce of a new localism. 
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public, and the residents are participating in this effort through the RCs. The RCl chairman is 

called upon to attend any arrest that the police are making in his village and this entails being 

called upon at any time of the day or night. That this is regarded as a very important 

safeguard by the community was made clear at the meeting subsequent to the defilement 

hearing." The new Officer in Command (OC) of police had been invited to speak at the 

meeting since many of the residents were calling for him to step down. During his talk he 

asked people to report to him any misbehaviour on the part of the police. However, he also 

told the residents that they were to blame for harbouring criminals and impressed upon them 

that they must not put pressure on the RCI chairman to bribe police in order to prevent a 

resident fiom being arrested. Both the OC and the Chairman agreed that the abundance of 

subletters was a problem and that people must make themselves known to the RC 1 Chairman 

when they became a resident. For their part, several people spoke up informing the 

cornrnander that the RCl chairman must be called if a resident was to be arrested. The OC 

advised the residents that family assaults that were not grievous must go to the RCs and that 

a woman who came to the police must have a letter fiom the RC chairman because otherwise 

it was a "waste of paper" for the police. Upon hearing this, one resident told the Chairman 

that this seemed like the OC was issuing a license to batter. Whereupon the OC warned the 

men of the village not to use violence. If one scrutinizes the form without judging the 

content, at the very least, a dialogue is made possible within the RC structure in which there 

are suggested changes in behaviour both on the part of the people and the authority (the 

police in this case). The RC is a public forum that promotes public debate rather than an 

'' Meeting. RCl, Police Wing Village. 12/4/95 



agreement between patron and client or between a subject and a paternal authority. 

Lower RCs as advocates 

As we have just seen, the lower RC committees in Jinja are acting as advocates for 

their constituents. But there are limits to the lower RCS capacity to implement change. In the 

following analysis I argue that the lower RCs are capable of making a demonstrable effort to 

act on behalf of their constituents but when they must deal with more formal institutions such 

as the National Water and Sewerage Corporation (NW&SC) their power is limited. 

The case in point is that of the supply of water in the Wdukuba housing estate. In 

1974 the municipality's water works were taken over by the National Water and Sewerage 

Corporaticn (NW&SC) and the legislation designated that the landlord (the JMC in the case 

of Walukuba) be responsible for paying the charges.'' Previously the nominal rents covered 

the cost of water but this became untenable once the NW&SC started charging rates which 

increased periodically.16 During the 1970s and 1980s JMC was reluctant to raise rents 

although there were some nominal raises. At the same time, overcrowding grew as more and 

more Ugandans took up residence after the expulsion of the Asians and consumption rose 

exponentially. In fact, increasing insecurity, council incompetence and vandalism of water 

I5 There has been much grievance over this on the part of municipal authorities since they were not paid 
for the assets taken over by the NW&SC. The stipulation lhat the landlord is responsible is also a p a t  problem 
for most residents of Jinja, not just the housing estate, since they are mainly renters. Most of the central town 
and some of the suburbs is under the management of the DAPCB which is notorious for poor management 
practices. Thus. he water has been disconnected in most households. However, the problem is a Lide less mvere 
in that there is relativeIy easy access to standpipes within the main town. The health hazard is considerable, as 
has been pointed out in Council repons, but the Council seems to have no means to alleviate the problem 
Mdical Officer of Hdth Monthly Report to Public Health and Environment Committee. t 8j 1/93. 

l6 These increases continued into the 19%. The 1993 increases were 60% over the prices which had 
been increased in 1992 (Stamtory Inrmanent 1993 No. 33 as published in Statutory Instruments Supplement No. 
14, 27th August, 1993). 



taps during the 1980s made the housing estate a dilapidated and dangerous place in which to 

live.'' By 1987, when the RCs took over, the water bill was three quarters of the amount of 

monthly rent out of which JMC also disbursed payments for salaries and repairs. Subsequent 

devaluations of currency only added to the unlikelihood that the water bill would, or even 

could, be paid. Through the RCs the tenants insisted on taking over the payment of water 

since council was not paying and water was periodically cut off. h July 1987 the JMC came 

to an agreement with the NW&SC that the Corporation would collect directly from the 

tenants and the council agreed to pay the arrears which had accumulated. However, the 

NW&SC backed out of this agreement and council continued to receive water bills." An 

official sent from JMC to accompany meter readers and verify amounts found meter readers 

incapable and ~ncooperative.'~ The problem of water bills posed a serious problem for the 

Council. 

l7 There are a number of reasons for overcrowding and overusage. Council was also in no position to 
renovate much I t s  build new houses. Also, the opinion was expressed that overcrowding must be accepted as 
the African way now that linja was an African town (Housing Sukommittee Minutes. June 1984). On the other 
hand, the influx of mblemrs were not just relatives but people who had come to do informal M a g  and needed 
to sublet. It was estimated that a pit latrine which was to handle four families was now handling twice that 
(Report of Welfare Officer to Housing and Welfare Committee, April 1985). Moreover, it was noted that mimy 
people in the housing state were tra&rs in second-hand clothing and were washing the clothing in preparation 
for sale using the housing estate facilities. Thus, much of the usage was not domestic. There is no doubt bat 
incompetence on the part of the administration was a h  a factor both in the crowding and in the lack of 
payment, either through embezzlement, negligence or simple inability to deal with the problem. The minutes of 
the Housing Subcommittee From mid- to late- l98k are a f tany of Jemmds for reports that never materialized 
and officials who did not show up for meetings. On the other hand, the circumstanca would also have taxed a 
dedicated and respowive administrator. 

l8 Minutes. Works and Housing Committee, JMC, 13/7/88. The NW&SC blamed the council for not 
keeping p i p  repaired a d  thus causing high water bills. Although this was definitely the case, a bigger problem 
was that for most of Walukuba East the housing was in blocks with shared water taps which made individual 
metering impossible. In Walukuba West the majority of houses bad individual connections and could be metered 
individually. To further complicate the situation rbr council was rspoddr for the water bilk for its own 
workers and for teachers and these had to be separated out from what other individuals owed. 

Minutes. Work and Housing Committee, 18/10/88. 



By 1989 NW&SC had disconnected the entire estate and by August 1989 the RCs 

were seriously involved with negotiations with NW&SC in order to solve the problem. A 

committee of RCs, the Water Verification Committee, launched an investigation of existing 

pipes and meters in the housing estate and came up with some astounding information. Apart 

from the leakages, for which the council was responsible, the investigation revealed numerous 

irregularities on the part of the NW&SC both in its infrastructure and in its billings.20 The 

RCs used this information to bring NW&SC into negotiation over the outstanding bills to 

which reconnection charges had now been added." NW&SC reconnected the estate while the 

negotiations were completed and, as an extra precaution, the RCs' Water Verification 

Committee and IMC insisted on being present when meters were read. However, in 

November 1990 when the final negotiated figures were announced the Verification Committee 

had been overiooked and members refused to cooperate until they had approved them? 

The claims of the Verification Committee were acknowledged by JMC administrators 

" Report to Mmting of JMC Administrators. RCs and NW&SC Administrators, a. 23/8/89. Apart from 
leakages, a major problem was faulty meters that did not provide a true reading. Other meters were working but 
readers had put down arbi tmy figures. Where there were no meters sometimes there was no bill and sometimes 
there was a flat rate charged. A block that had not hen receiving water at atl had continued to be billed. Where 
meters were buried sometimes they were double or triple metered so that there were multiple bills for the same 
supply which, of course was not meter-read but arbitrarily billed 

The reconnection charge was USH38,280/= (USS38 appror) in the 1993 schedule 3nd it had 
remained the same during several price h i k  (Statutory tnstruments 1993 No. 33 in Statutory Instruments 
Supplement No. 14; Interview, Area Manager, NW&SC, 20/4/95). 

Thr: bills had been negotiated by the JMC auditor and town clerk and administrators from NW&SC. 
W & S C  officials "aborted" the meeting because "NW&SC was losing time since the period in question had 
been verified by the IMC auditor and his team and NW&SC. In fume, we would be forced to disw 
outstanding debts after cutting off consumption" (Meeting, JMC, RCs and NW&SC, 31 lpO, p. 2). It should be 
noted that during this period the municipal councilIors had initiated an investigation of top council officials with 
the result that in July 1990 a new town clerk and a new treasurer had been hired The Commission of Inquiry 
stated that it found the former treasurer "played a major role in the mismanagement of Council's fimck" (Special 
JMC Meeting for Report of h e  Commission of Lnquiry, 13/7/90, p. 2.). Thus, the negotiators changed amid 
negotiations 



and, at a hastily appointed meeting, the figures were fmally approved by the committee. JMC 

agreed to pay all arrears until June 1990 (USH 11,960,364/=) when the tenants were to 

become responsible. me RCs were responsible for seeing that bills were paid and educating 

people to pay on time. Nevertheless, the RCs reminded NW&SC administrators that they had 

not provided new meters where they were required and that the blocks needed to be metered 

for individual families so as to end disputes; nor had NW&SC repaired the mains where there 

were leaks even though it had had a year to do so? AS it stood, the tenants and the RCs 

were left to deal with the corporation. 

Their relationship with NW&SC remained tenuous because the RCs also kept up their 

advocacy role. The RCs were responsible for collecting payments although people with 

individual meters were to pay through bank slips provided by NW&SC? By February 1991 

NW&SC had cut off Walukuba East once again because of objections by tenants to anomalies 

and refusal to pay. In addition, the NW&SC had stopped giving bank slips which in particular 

affected Walukuba East which had the most meters (see footnote 6). The RCs, on behalf of 

the tenants, asked for standpipes to be installed until JMC was able to do major renovation of 

pipes since the disputes were not likely to go away. Water was reconnected on 15 May 199 1 

after the RCs guaranteed a monthly payment? However, a dispute soon broke out again as 

The Corporation has a great deal of difficulty wcecuting repats because of a lack of parts, must of 
which must be import& 

Since the late 198k the NW&SC had put on an aggresive strategy of cast recovery through 
individual metering and charging 'average consumption' rates instead of a flat rate where there were no meters 
or multiple users. These were seen as very arbitrary rates by consumers. This change dong with the change from 
a nominal rate charged by the council made people understandably wary. Moreover, given the anomalies of the 
NW&SC system md the mistrust of 'officials' generally there was a great deal of skepticism over bills. 

2.' Lzner re: Reconnection of Walukuba East Water Supply, 14/5/91. 'Ihe NW&SC acknowledged a 
promise by RCs of a monthly remittance of "about USH5,000,000/=" and explained that the Corporation was 



the NW&SC instituted a new sewerage charge of USH2,808/= per month per house which 

was made retroactive for the period of disconnection (total: USH8,276,5401=). Once again, 

this mostly affected Walukuba East because it is has sewers on an individual house basis 

while Walukuba West has mostly pit latrines? Walukuba East was disconnected in August 

199 1 until payment of the now accumulated debt of USH2 1,000,000/=. The RCs disputed the 

amount and, since the Corporation refused to meet with them, the Verfication Committee 

wrote to the President for advice." The Corporation continued to refuse to deal with the RCs 

and it was clear that their authority could not match that of the NW&SC. By this time the 

water had been off for three major periods. It meant that those who had no means of transport 

(which was most residents) had to walk long distances to get water by the jerrycan. Many 

resorted to the adjacent Lake Victoria which had two consequences: the water was 

contaminated and caused outbreaks of intestinal infections and several children who were sent 

to the lake to fetch water were drowned in the effort. 

The impasse with NW&SC signified the limits of the new political interaction initiated 

by the RCs and set them again on the slippery slope of patronage politics. The RCs were 

"doing this in the spirit of good ccwxistence and to give you a base to wage your residents to pay to avoid a 
repeatation (sic!) of such disconnections". 

26 Report on Water Bourne Sanitation on Walukuba Housing Estate. Housing and Welfare Committee 
meeting, 6/3/84. It was recommen&d at that Walukuba West remain on pit latrines. The water bourne system 
was constantly blocked because of over use and officials also complained of misuse. In Walukuba East overuse 
bas been c o m p o u n ~  by constant disconnection and, thus, not enough water going through the system. 

27 The letter (28/9/91) requested that: sewerage bills be remove& the charge for balf of May be 
removed because thr: water was not turned on until the 15th; each tenant be given a meter but in absence of that 
stand p i p  should be put in to be manned by the RCs; the meters should be on top of the taps; and, arbitrary 
billing of stand pipes (one block had continually charged although there was never any water in that block) 
should stop. Subsequently, he matter was brought up in the Jinja District Council meting in Bugembe and 
reported as follows: 'Wdukuba Water This problem was raised m the memorandum to the M & n t  when he 
visited the Dismct, N o  immediate solution was found but in future each house in Wdukuba was to get a water 
stand tap" (Minutes, Jinja District Council Meeting, 4/10/91, p. 2). 



forced to ask the National Resistance Council Member (CM) to speak on their behalf at 

NW&SC headquarters in Kampala. h due time an agreement was struck that M C  would put 

in standpipes in Walukuba East and that the RCs would manage the pipes and pay the bills as 

well as the debt by charging per jerrycan. The corporation would only agree to this if the CM 

gave his personal guarantee which he did. In 1992 the standpipes were erected and the RCs 

collected the revenue to pay the bills and pay down the debt? The debt at this time was 

USH32,000,000/=.29 There was embezzlement by some of the collectors and some of the 

standpipes were closed but, on the whole, tenants felt it was successful.30 

Soon the RCs lost their small fwthold. There was a period of disconnection in 1993 

and the JMC engineer admitted that there was a problem with leaking pipes which was the 

council's responsibility but the corporation blamed the RCs and the residents of Walukuba. 

Around this time the CM's local office and staff took over from the RCs ostensibly because 

the CM was responsible for the surety and was not happy with the RCs handling of it." In 

At fmt USHSO/- per cco was charged but a compromise was ma& for 2.51- (chis was in 1991. la 
1995 the price per can was USH8/= bgxd on the W & S C  rates) in order to pay down the debt. The RCs claim 
that they paid down USH 19,000,000/= of the debt before they lost control (Interview, Members Verification 
Committee, March, 1995). Tht: debt had gone up to USH60,000,000/= at one time because of sewerage charges 
which were USH4.000,000/= per month for Walakuba East (the committee did not know how this was 
calculated) but those were discontinued in 1994. 

" Minutes. Works and Homing Committee, lS/ 1/95. 

'O Interview, Church Village RCl residents, 9/4/95. 

There is a chspute here. The RCs say that they were completely cut out except for being signatory to 
checks. They maintain that the CM's office chose collectors at thr: taps and looked after payment as do the 
tenants interviewed (Interviews, 31/3/95; 9/4/95). The CM maintained that the RCs were still in charge of the 
taps but that the Water Verification Committee was inactive and did not check However, payment is handled by 
one administrator in the CM's office (Interview, 27/3/95). The Corporation does not know who mans b e  tap but 
says that the bills go to the RCls who must take them to the CM's office for payment but maintains that the 
RC 1s are very slow to take the bilk into the CM's office ( In te~ew 28/3/95). In 1995 the current RC2 Clukmm 
who cwigned check testified that the fie was removed from the RCs and no records were avaihble to them 
(Interview, 4/4/94). It should also be noted that the CM was on the board of the NW&SC. 



April 1995 the debt had not changed since 1993 and 

open selling water for USH30/= (US$.03) a jerrycan 
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only l 1 of 24 original standpipes were 

(as opposed to USH8/= for the same 

amount if they had their own tap). No bills had been paid since February, 199XJ2 It was at 

this time that the CM informed the NW&SC that he was no longer able to look after the 

standpipes. By this time NW&SC had started to erect standpipes with meters for anyone who 

could pay USH l5O,OOO/= (US$ 1 SO - this was a figure arrived at by NW&SC administration 

when they divided up the debt). Tenants reported that they had to pay a USH30,000/= 

connection fee to officials on top of this. However NW&SC denied that this fee was charged 

unless it was a completely new connection, in which case USH125,000-164,000/= was 

charged depending on the size of the pipe.33 Already several new standpipes had opened up 

and these individuals were selling water to residents by the jerrycan. 

This case shows the complexity of the problem of participation and representation in 

the RC system. First, there is no doubt that the RC committees, through participatory 

meetings, listened to tenants' complaints and acted on them in an exemplary manner - both in 

investigating the anomalies and demanding action from JMC and NW&SC administrators. 

Their ability to take over the job of guaranteeing payment is much less clear and there is an 

indication that some people were just against paying. However, there is much more evidence 

32 Once again tenants were resorting to the lake and the MC Medical Officer reported that there were 
serious health hazards because of the situation (Meeting PubIic H d t h  and Environment, 181 I/gS). As the 
standpipes disappeared some tenants tried to get one installed at their residence but were told that they bad to go 
through the CM's office which, they claimed, &mm&d USH200,WO/= for the permission, At the same time 
NW&SC employees who Lived in W a l h b a  were rumoured to have their water free and were selling it. The 
Area Manager claimed that employees must pay but had not paid and c d m d  that one employee was selling 
water but in Masese. He also confirmed that meter readers sometimes gave arbitrary figures instead of the actual 
meter redings and there seemed to be no way to control this (Interviews, 28/3/95; 20/4/95). 

33 Interview, Area Manager, NW&SC, 20/4/95. 



that the tenants were justified in their mistrust of bills and it must be remembered that much 

of the action took place during the hard times of high inflation and phenomenal rates of 

devaluation of currency. Thus, the RCs fulfilled their role as representatives and advocates. 

On the other hand, the behaviour of the Corporation shows little respect for the RC 

system of participation and representation. There is very little evidence of cooperation From 

the NW&SC which was clearly trying to fulfill its mandate without the proper infrastructure 

and without proper education of the p u b l i ~ . ~  There is also very little respect shown for the 

lower RCs even though they are the part of the statutory local government. There is also the 

sense from administrators, both JMC and NW&SC, that the people in Walukuba just have to 

learn to pay. What is clear is that administrators, especially those at NW&SC, had the 

political structure with which to find solutions but instead tended to display arrogance. The 

municipal council, in paying the old debt and putting in standpipes, seems to have made the 

best of a bad situation but it was not willing to support the lower RCs in collection of 

payments which it felt was the responsibility of NW&SC. In the end poorer people were 

forced to pay exorbitant prices for water simply because the Corporation and the municipality 

were unable to fulfill infrastructural and administrative requirements. Not only was there a 

lack of forethought, on the part of NW&SC, for the very serious threat to the health of the 

tenants but also for the actual existing circumstances of precarious economic conditions and 

seriously degenerated infrastructure; worst of all, there was no consideration for the fledgling 

democratic openings at the local level. 

This corporation seems more responsible to its World Bank creditors rather than to the 

NWBSC comments that in h j a  people are mlucant to have meetings! (Interview, Area Manager 
28/3/95). 



people it is to serve. It continued to exist as part of a World Bank Project started in 1985 and 

renewed in 1989. Along with the goal of rehabilitating the water supply the project was to 

create in the NW&SC a model of an efficient organization based on aggressive cost recovery. 

In 1995, Phase 2 of the project was going ahead and the Corporation was solely responsible 

for repaying the loans out of revenue." Based on a study of the corporation in relation to his 

larger study of municipal administration in Uganda, Philip Arnis concludes that 

significant donor support especially on capital, a mlf contained fmncid d project format, a 
conservative rehabilitation strategy, a high level commitment and by implication political support for an 
aggressive policy of cost recovery with a very real sanction of disconnection, a systematic W g  
programme. a wages policy with links to attendance to bonuses have all produced me  of the most 
efficient organizations in the Uganda public sector (1992, 75). 

Seen from the point of view of Walukuba residents, it is a little less than that.36 Here we can 

see a disjuncture between formal development policy, as designed and supported by the 

World Bank and interpreted by Arnis, and the reality on the ground. This has a negative 

effect on the nascent democratic practices in Jinja. 

Ultimately, in the case of Walukuba, the attempt to solve the problem in a new way 

was defeated and old forms of political behaviour were used. The CM was unable to sustain 

the RCs as they tried to manage the water bills but instead relied on his staff, which also was 

unable to carry out the service. The fact that the lower RCs were unable to challenge the 

35 The Ugmdan government hatl made it clear to management that the Corporation, done. was 
responsible for the loans. At h e  time the corporation was not only constrained by having to use i m v d  pam 
but also by the a p s e  for the amount of power it took to nm the works (Interview, Area Manager. NW&SC, 
281 3/95). 

36 The physical presence of NS&WB in Jinja is a concrete example of bifurcation of space as  well 3s 
practice (as demonstrated in chis case). It is a new building situated down the road from he Council. It is f d y  
finbishd and gleaming. The tarmac on the driveway and carpark is the smoothest, blackest pavement you h v e  
ever sea. It takes on a positively surreal character as you come upon it - like a vision conjured up momentarily. 
You blink to make sure you have really seen it. If you are a resident in Walukuba 'you can't get there &om 
here*. 
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CM's office, despite the obviously deteriorating situation, suggests that, as clients, they were 

obliged to go along with whatever transpired. It is also clear that the pervading misuse of 

position for personal gain that remains within Ugandan society is not s h u t  to disappear 

overnight. Not even at the local village level are the RCs able to prevent this from happening. 

Nevertheless, the RC system has brought considerable changes to the housing estate. 

Despite, the difficulties with the NW&SC there has been much less vandalism of equipment 

since the RCs took over. There is also a great deal more cooperation in paying rents on time. 

By 1995, most RCls had provided much better tax registers and were instrumental in 

encouraging cooperation with authorities. In other words, the participation that they offered 

was rewarded with better cooperation and less disruption of peoples' daily lives. 

As this evidence shows, a great deal of the success of the RC system in Jinja depends 

on the RCI level, but this has resulted in an overburdened committee. Officials note that in 

Jinja there has been a very positive volunteer effort on the part of RCls and that they have 

greatly enhanced JMCs ability to communicate with the population. There are inactive RC1 

committees but these were in the minority in 1995. Besides the time consuming jobs of 

dispute settling and security duties," RCls have many other administrative duties. They 

attend RC2 meetings and are responsible for passing on minutes of meetings, information and 

demands to this higher tier as well as for receiving information which then is relayed to their 

" These inch& being involved in any occurrence within their villages. One chairman related how a 
young boy with no money had arrived horn Luwero looking far his missing father- The chairman fomd him a 
place to stay, helped him investigate and then fmally bad to take him to Kampda where police fmlly got him a 
bus ticket back to Luwero. All of this was done at the chairman's own expense and yet he explained that it was 
part of his duty to keep track of people who came into his jurisdiction. Because of the upheaval in Uganda in the 
late 1970s and 1980s there are many children looking for family members (Interview, RCl Chairman, Nalufenya 
B Village, 20/4/95). 
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constituents. RCI committees have composed tax registers for their areas and (in the case of 

council property) are expected to generally chase up people who are behind in rent or tax and 

keep track of vendors and other informal workers. Thus, RCI committees have a dual role of 

administrator and advocate. 

Nevertheless, there are also some abuses of office.3' While the RCl is the perhaps the 

strongest link in the chain it is also the weakest in resources. There is no budget for RCl 

work. Although many of the RCl committee are people of few resources they must pay for 

their own transport, communication expenses and stationary. Stationary is very important at 

this level as most official bureaucratic processes in Uganda start with a letter of 

recommendation or verification from the RC 1 Chairman. While RC 1 councillors put in a great 

deal of time there is no remuneration for the work; allowances for sitting in meetings only 

stan at the RC3 level. Moreover, there is a credibility problem because fees are often 

charged for services, especially those involving letters of recommendation. This is 

understandable because of the drain on the resources of individual members but there are 

cases of abuse of office where the officials only perform duties that bring in some fee. This 

also cames over to the RC2 level. The few who abuse their office in this way affect the 

credibility of the RCs in a country where abuse of office has been the norm. On the other 

hand, people also see this as the way to get what they want. One RC2 member said that he 

had to continually instruct people not to leave money at his house in his ab~ence.'~ Ln 1995 

discussions were being held to remedy the situation by giving UGH1 00,000/= to each RCI 

'13 Interitws. RC2 Members, Walukuba East. Walukuba West, 3/3/95, 7/4/95. 22/4/95. 

" Intmrirw, Member RC2. Walukuba East, 7/4/95. 



committee for administrative duties but nothing concrete was yet in place.40 Here we can see 

that breaking the old pattern of political behaviour is a complex process that finds structural 

barriers even in innovative institutions and which also requires a change in attitude from the 

population as well as from the councillors and administrators. 

The higher RCs: Participation and representation on JMC 

The legacy of old political behaviour and attitudes dies hard. This is evident in the 

attitudes towards the municipal councillors at the top of the tier. There is a general feeling at 

the lower levels (RCl and 2) that, once on the municipal council, councillors forget the 

people they represent and instead become concerned with their own importance. Lower RCs 

also feel that municipal councillors get allowances and are able to use council transport and 

so forget how difficult it is for councillors at the lower level? Yet, as one RC2 councillor 

explained, the problem is more complex than that. Even if a councillor is sympathetic with 

the people he represents at the village level, his effectiveness depends on the influence he has 

with his colleagues on the municipal council. If he acts as if he is poor and remains with the 

people his colleagues will "despise" him.'* Furthermore, the people themselves admire power 

and wealth and feel that a member who acts like a big man will perhaps give them 

something. In her study of sub-counties in Luweero, Mbale and Nebbi districts Ingvild 

40 I n t e ~ e w  , Assistant Town Clerk (Walukuba/Masese), 20141 95; Meeting WaIakuba-Masese Division 
(RC3). 12/2/95. At the meeting the assistant town clerk advised the RC1 executives to devise p h  for du: 
UGH/- otherwise it might for other purposes. 

'" The sitting allowance was USHS000/= with overnight allowances nmning at USH15,000/=- These are 
really nominal amounts. During the water crises municipal councillors who live in Walukuba were able to use 
Council transport to bring in jerrycans of water and so seemed to be isolated From the real hardship that people 
were enduring (Interview, Member RC2 Walukuba West, 22/4/95). 

42 I n t e ~ e w .  Member RC2 Walukuba West, 22/4/95. 



Burkey found that, although levels of education were higher in the higher tiers, it was not 

until the district level that there was some indication that an elite occupied those positions. 

Although I did not undertake a formal survey, the lower RC councillors interviewed spoke 

and wrote English well and, on the whole, were very aware of issues and their implications." 

However, none that I spoke to appeared to be well-off. In fact, one RCI chairman intimated 

that in certain villages where there were better-off people the RCl chairman was treated with 

some contempt because he was not as well educated or well-off as some of the  resident^.^ At 

the municipal level most of the councillors were relatively well educated and some were of 

higher income." Therefore, there would seem to be a tendency to choose more influential 

individuals for higher tiers. This was confirmed by interviews with administrators during the 

research period. It is clear that a municipal councillor must tread a fine line trying to maintain 

credibility both at the council level and at the village level and yet also trying to maintain a 

sense of purpose. 

13 English is used exclusively at the municipal level but Lusoga is spoken at lower levels. However. 
Iinja is a cosmopolitan town and so often English or Swahili are used even in the lower RCs. AH of the minutes 
are printed in English. 

Interview, RCl Chairman, Nalufenya B Village, 20/4/95; Assistant Town Clerk, Mpumudde- 
Nalufenya, 20/4/95. The committee for Nalufenya A is considered inactive and it is thought that this is became 
the residents are well-off and not very interested. Just as better-off residents may be able to avoid the RC 
informal justice system they seem to be able to ignore the RC system, at least at the local level. Mmdng are 
much better anended in poorer mas. Shce well-off people are in a minority it does not make a huge impact on 
the whole system, 

" A poll of JMC councillors revealed the occupations of 33 out of 36. Twelve councillors were owners 
of businesses which ranged From small to large retail enterprises to small to large manufacturing plants. There 
was one owner of a taxi business who also had a cattle ranch, one proprietor of a private n a r y  school. and one 
owner of a Forex Bureau. Five councillors were managers in large formal companies and five were profesiooals 
(one engineer, one accountant* two teachers and a headmistress). There was one former chief magistrate (who 
was h e  ffth woman on IMC but who left to nm for the Constituent Assembly during the research period) and 
two court clerks. There was one councillor Bldng a diploma in kgal practice. five workers in industry. one trader 
and one unemployed person. 
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The tier system is also vulnerable to communication gaps between the tiers, which 

may exacerbate the organizational distance. RCl committees report to the RC2 (parish) level 

and rarely communicate directly to RC3 councillors who make up JMC. This system depends 

very much upon the RC2 to get the information through and upon the RC3 to properly 

represent these points of view. Even RC2 committee members see the parish level as an extra 

layer of communication that often does not work even with the best of intentions, especially 

if the chairman wishes to withhold  orm mat ion in order to enhance his position of power. A 

chairman can also refuse to call a meeting if he does not want certain people to have access 

to power. This was made clear by a new RC2 mobilizer who wished to start talking with 

people about their rights and ways to address their problems. The chairman was delaying 

calling a meeting to prevent this from happening? Similarly, there are complaints that 

secretaries for women also withhold information in order to retain power.47 These problems 

do cause a communication gap which adds to the perception that higher councillors are too 

far removed. 

It may be that some of the negative attitude toward municipal councillors is due to 

past experience with politicians, since there is much evidence that successive municipal 

councils under the RC system have made a crucial difference in JMC administration. In the 

late 1980s when the RCs took ofice there was considerable effort to gain control over 

council policy and to demand accountability from ofkids. The RCs spearheaded a drive to 

monitor IMC revenue collectors and prevent embezzlement of funds as well as harassment of 

-- 

a I n t e ~ e w .  Member, RCZ Walukuba W a  22/4/95. 

" I n t e ~ e w s ,  various women's groups, January-April 1995; W e k e  Officer, JMC. 18/4/95. 
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the public. As a result of their persistence, they were able to remove both the town clerk and 

the treasurer in 1990.'8 The councillors have also been effective in following up complaints 

from the public about uncooperative administrators and there have been cases of rezssignrnent 

and rern~val.'~ During my four months of field research in 1995 committee and council 

meetings were held monthly as scheduled and were well attended. Councillors generally 

received reports and minutes in time before meetings and, thus, were well-informed about 

matters arising. Administrative reports invited considerable discussion and administrators or 

their representatives were always present to answer criticisms. This is a great change from the 

1980s when administrators avoided or delayed reports and evaded questions but were never 

called to account. In fact, in 1995 there was an atmosphere of real cooperation between 

councillors and administrators; this was in large part due to the working relationship that had 

been forged in the earlier years of the RC system. 

As the RC system has evolved in Jinja, there has been remarkably little waste of time 

with rhetoric and ideological speeches on behalf of the NRM. The address to the JMC by the 

District Administrator, Jinja District, early in 1990 contained a piece of rhetoric which 

appears to be the exception that proves the rule since I have come across no other such 

period and 
not remove 

Minutes, JMC Special Meeting, 
an important step as councillors 
senior staff. A specid meeting 

81 12/89; JMC Meeting, 1/2/90; 271 1/90, 3 1/5/90. This was a crucial 
bad been complaining tbat their hands were tied because they could 
was did to devise a memorandum to the Minister of Local 

Government about this matter and asking for c o d t a a v e  process as the RC Sntute was being revised As a 
result, the councillors were able to have the senior staff removed and the new (1993) Statute gave councils 
eventual control over senior staff (Minutes, Special Meting, JMC, 31/7/89). 

49 One of the most controvusial positions has been that of houing officer for the housing states. One 
housing afficer was removed in 199 1 and another in sent cm leave in 1993 (Minutes, Works and H o k g  
Cornminee, JMC, 23 111992; 7/6/93). 



evidence.'" According to the minutes of the meeting he asserted that the 

NRM was a revolutioaary government and whoever did not conlorn to the norms of he NRM policies 
would be crushed by the wheeb of the revolution.. NRM was h e  people who were taking care of their 
destiny ... he expkhed that his job was to guide th: masses in MiIment of their objectives as a 

This is the only documentation of such rhetoric at JMC meetings since 1989 (and it must be 

taken into consideration that it is from a district administrator not a municipal one). Ln fact, 

when tenants complained that the Housing Officer was trying to rule them by "use of strong 

language and statements that he had fought a war and that he was from NRM secretariat", the 

municipal councillors refused to hear the of'ficets defence but told him to "cultivate a good 

working relationship" both with the RCs and the tenants.'* Neither did I hear, nor is there a 

record of, such rhetoric at lower RC meetings. Rather, the debate is always about local issues 

and how to solve them. 

Where contradiction and misunderstanding do arise is in the "two coats" that the Jinja 

municipal councillors must wear.53 The municipal councillors represent the people but they 

are also responsible for making Council decisions and supporting administrators in carrying 

out those decisions. Often new regulations are viewed as new ways to manipulate people. For 

example, allocation of rental houses in Walukuba is a political nightmare because there are SO 

many on the waiting list (1 1,446 in 1988) and because tenancy is enveloped in such 

" Minutes. JMC Meeting. 1/2/90. 

Minutes, Work and Housing Cornminer. IMC. 21/4/95, p. 5. 

Minutes. JMC Meeting, 27/2/90. A discussion took place about criticism of councillors because hey 
wore two coats, OLE as R O  for t&e people and the other as m~micipal councillors for the municipality. It was 
argued by the councillors that the "RC busmess and that of the council were kparabie as both were goad for 
the munic ipality"(8). 



ambiguous circumstances stretching back to the 1970s. When the RCs took over in the late 

1980s they were sympathetic to allowing retirees and widows or orphans to remain in the 

houses (as had been the de facto policy in the 1970s and 80s) and also were aware of the 

high demand from self-employed people. However, they also recognized the necessity to 

prioritize housing for Council workers, teachers and medical workers. A new priority list was 

made for these latter categories of workers (numbering 226) and the general public was put 

on an open list (numbering 1 1,220). Newly vacant houses were to be allocated in a ratio of 

2:2: 1 (council workerxother workers [industrial, ministries, parastatals] :general population)." 

Municipal councillors and RCs had to go against the 'convention' of patronage allocation and 

also establish a rational system of rent payment rather than one based on non-payment or 

bribe. To complicate matters, those who actually occupy houses, including those voted in as  

RCs, quite possibly are subletees rather than the original allocatees." The RCs did not avoid 

the problem but worked, through the lower RCs, to convince people of the fairness of the 

new system. However, they did fire two housing officers during this difficult period, 

ostensibly because they were not 

Moreover, the RC system 

handling people delicately enough. 

provides an arena in which the gap in understanding can be 

Mluks,  Subcommittee on Housing, 261 10188; 18/1/89; 10/5/89. 

55 The complexity of the political problem is evident in a case recorded in the minutes of the Work and 
Housing Committee in 1992 in which the Town Clerk tried to settie, only to bc: accused of wrong-doing by 
tea an^: "The Town Clerk reported chat the house in question was subleted (sic!) by the allocatee to a third party 
whom the allocate attempted to throw out in favour of selling thr: house to another party. The subletee having 
paid water bills, rent in advance, feeding the lady etc. approached the Town Clerk and qxpkine J his problems. 
The Town Clerk then deemed it unfair on the part of the allocatee. He then as a result allocated the house to the 
subletee" (Minuts, Works and Housing Committee. 22/1/92, p. 4). This explanation was accepted by the 
municipal councillors. It illlstrats the ambiguous circumstances in which politics takes place at rh: local level. 
The Town Clerks act undermines the informal system of allocati0~1: the docatee 'sells' the house to the highest 
bidder who then rakes over the payment of rent but the docatee still retains the power because it is his/her name 
on the Council's register. 



debated publicly. One of the most volatile situations arose in 1992 when there were evictions 

in Walukuba East (already a very sensitive area because of the water problem) and two 

municipal councillors (who fell under the criteria) had been allocated a house. At the RCl 

meeting people accused the councillors of conflict of interest. The evictions were suspended 

until the Executive Committee of JMC was able to convince the residents that the councillors 

in question had not made the decision (they had not been present at the allocation meeting 

although one was a member of the Works and Housing ~ommit tee) .~~  What is clear from this 

evidence is that the RC system has provided a forum in which these disputes can be discussed 

and, even in such ambiguous circumstances, in which new norms of political behaviour can 

evolve. 

There is a perception among lower RCs and their constituents that the decisions made 

at Council are a top-down affair. The fact that the Council committee meetings are not open 

to the public and that the Council meetings themselves, which are public, are usually just a 

formality of approving committee reports reinforces this perception. Information does move 

efficiently kom the RC3 to the RCI level because it mostly involves implementing policy and 

the administrators of the council see that it gets to the RCl representatives. However, in 

presenting the following example I suggest that even in an admittedly topdown situation the 

RC system has made a difference even at the level of the municipal councillors. 

The example concerns the problem of pit latrines in Walukuba. The housing estate is 

built on a high water table and latrines cannot be dug deep. The emptying of latrines or the 

56 Minutes. Works and Housing Canmime. 30/10/92; 2311 1/92; 27/11/92. In 1995 the councillor who 
was a member of the Works and Housing Committee (and was a worker at British American Tobacco) was 
Living in the h o w  and she was not subletting to others which was previously he practice of aUOcatees before 
the RCs took over. 



digging of new ones has been a chronic problem (and demand) since the 1970s when 

overcrowding began. JMC has never had the means to meet the cost of adequate provision 

and the problem was alleviated only slightly when the World Bank built some latrines in the 

late 1980s. Ln the early 1990s the RCs moved to obtain a cesspool emptier but the problem 

remained that JMC could not afford the cost of emptying the latrines which filled up very 

quickly with overuse. In 1995 the Works and Housing Committee devised a plan to charge a 

levy on residents to pay for the cost of emptying existing latrines and digging new ones. The 

matter was then taken to a meeting of the RC3 Walukuba-Masese council (attended by RCl 

and RC2 executives and members of the public) and throughout the next month was taken to 

each RCI meeting. 

At the RC meetings it was explained to residents that the nominal rents could not 

possibly cover the expenses of improving the latrine system and an alternative had to be 

found. At the subcounty meeting and a subsequent RCI meeting, both of which I attended, 

residents charged that this decision had already been taken at JMC level and that it was a 

typical topdown measure. There was a hot debate over how the fund was to be monitored 

since people did not have faith in the Council which had let the Walukuba water bills run into 

debt. There was also a renegotiation of the amount and the residents settled on USHSOO/= 

(US$0.50) per month (Council had recommended USH750/=). It was agreed that the RCs 

would form a watchdog committee and the Council administrators promised that the books on 

the fund would be open for inspection. At the RCl meeting residents voiced the concern that 

even an RC watchdog committee would be ineffective because the Water Verification 

Committee had been "tricked" by the NW&SC. However, people agreed to the plan and felt 
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that this was the best that could be done. People were advised to attend the next sub-county 

meeting in order to get a report of the outcome and to see that their concerns had been 

addressed." 

This example shows that there is a topdown tendency in which the lower RCs are 

used to implement policy that originated from the municipal council level; but, it is topdown 

process with a difference. First, the sub-county meeting was attended by all levels of RCs 

including municipal councillors who had to answer to the complaints. Also present was the 

assistant town clerk for the sub-county. Since the sub-county meetings are open, residents 

were able to hear first hand the discussion between the RC executives. Thus, all of the 

accountable people were willing to face a public meeting in which they knew they would 

have to have good arguments. Secondly, the matter was taken for discussion at the RCI level, 

so it was possible for people to speak out in a forum where they were more comfortable. 

Third, there was negotiation, albeit limited, over the measures. Fourth, at no time during the 

sub-county meeting did the municipal councillors back away from taking responsibility for the 

suggestion of charging a levy, nor did they make promises that they could not keep. Fifth, 

people were informed of the next sub-county meeting in their RCl meetings so that they 

could follow up on the issue if they wished. 

Moreover, this example illustrates how the conduct of business at the municipal 

council level reinforces the whole RC system. It must be recognized that, whether topdown 

or not, discussion of council policy not only integrates the tiers but also keeps the lower RCs 

active in relevant day-today business of the Council and thereby encourages vitality at the 

" Meeting, Walukuba-Masse RC3. 12/2/95; Police Wing Village RCI. 12/3/95 



RCl level. It should be noted that the most vocal municipal councillor at the sub-county 

meeting was a woman, there were three women on the executive of the RCI meeting, and 

women spoke up at both meetings. It must also be noted that at both meetings people did not 

hesitate to speak out and to criticize administrators and RCs. Here we may see that there is a 

transparent and direct process and that JMC councillors are willing to take responsibility for 

unpopular measures. On the other hand, we also see that the legacy of mistrust dies hard and 

that it will take a long time for people to have confidence in local government. Nevertheless, 

the RC system allows the residents to voice that mistrust and, thus, take some responsibility 

for seeing that the system works. 

Keeping the RCs vital 

The ability to keep the RCs vital, especially at the lower level where participation is 

greatest, cannot be overemphasized. Through its actions, the central government, seems to 

recognize this importaqt element. In 1995 the central government had not lost its enthusiasm 

to employ the RC system in its programmes. For example, the Entandikwe programme, 

introduced in 1995, intends to make full use of the RC machinery.' A committee of RCs was 

to be set up to administer the fund in the municipality and to recommend an intermediary 

agency (NGO) with which they might work to identlfy viable projects. While the NGO would 

recommend the most viable applications, the RC committee would have final approval. People 

who applied would be recommended by local RCs only and would also have to obtain a 

" Entandikwe (which means push or start in Luganda) is a revolving loan fimd which was meant to 
extend lending facilities to the rural and urban poor who are unable to borrow otherwise. Thr: purpose of the 
programme is to teach people that the government does not give handouts and that people must be respom'ble 
for their own financing and that they must learn to "save by sacrifice" (Adclress to J'MC by Minister of State, 
Finance and Economic P W g ,  10/2/95). 



guarantor (not liable for payment) as character reference; that guarantor could not be anyone 

higher than a municipal councillor." Thus, in administering this programme, there was a 

concerted effort to remove patronage opportunities from CMs (Members of the National 

Resistance Council) even though it was a central government project. During my research 

period there was a series of meetings throughout the tiers in order to inform people about this 

programme and there was great interest from the population. The point that must be made 

here is that this programme activated the RC system and forced people to participate and 

organize in order to make it successful. While it was a central government programme, it has 

the potential to give credit and credibility (or discredit in the case of incompetence) to every 

level of the RC system. This example perhaps is one of the best indications that 

decentralization in Uganda prvileges democratic participation at the local leveLM 

Despite these great strides made towards a new localism, the constraints on JMC (very 

limited resources, poorly paid staff) tend to put the vitality of the RC system at risk. While 

there are visible signs of activity (in 1995 roads were being repaired, garbage was being 

collected, houses in Walukuba were receiving some repair, classrooms were being built in the 

primary schools) there is no money to satisfactorily perform the required tasks. The lack of 

59 Addrss to JMC, Minister of State. Fiinca and Economic Pknning. lO/2/95. 

This is not an attempt to evaluate the Entanclikwe programme. At the rime here were various reports 
that people showed up at meetings with bags to take home the money. Some RCs reponedly told people that the 
Minister would give out money when he came to speak ("Kabak worried over entandikwe", The New Vision, 
7/3/95, p. 10.; "RCs mislead resi&nts over Kisamba's visit", The New Vision, 30/3/95, p. 9.). Thus, there was a 
great deal of ignorance about the programme and yet the central government did persist in going through RCs. 
There is a h  the problem of the amount available. One letter to the editor estimated that, with USH30,000,000/- 
per district, each parish in the district would have USH1,000,000/= (US$1000) to lend out, thus, greatly reducing 
the number of people who could be accommodated (The New Vision, 74/95, p. 5.). Also, recent reports from 
Mbarara District cite a 70% defadt rate in paying back loans (Editorid, The New Vision, U)/7/97). Six: it is a 
revolving ftmd this means that few more will benefit. However, the argument still holds that there was a 
concerted effort not to make this a patronage affair. 
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resources prevents the councillors from acting on long-term projects and policies and, thus, 

limits their role. It also encourages patronage behaviour. Councillors want people to see 

visible results and so they want projects to give proof of their effectiveness. The fact that 

projects cannot be carried out immediately gives people the impression that their demands 

have not been raised at the municipal level. This puts a great deal of pressure on councillors 

and in turn they put pressure on administrators. Conflict with management comes when 

councillors try to obtain funds which they can manage directly. This enhances their personal 

infl~ence.~' On the other hand, the execution arm is weak since staff members do not earn a 

living wage and must pursue other time-consuming economic activities. While managers are 

at a disadvantage because they have few subordinates, they retain tremendous personal power 

because there is little delegation of authority. Many people in Jinja think that the 

administrators are the local government. These constraints create participation fatigue in the 

population. RCI councillors report that it is very hard to get people out to meetings if there 

are no benefits to report." After a while people will only come to a meeting if they are 

reporting on something beneficial that will take place. For example, attendance was very good 

at meetings in the first few months of 1995 in great part because people were very keen to 

hear how they might take advantage of the Entandikwe progmnme. 

The lack of funds for projects affects the credibility of secretaries for women as well. 

The introduction of statutory women's councils63 in 1994 exacerbated the situation as there 

61 Interview, Welfare Officer, JMC, 18/4/95. 

Interviews, 2014195, RCI Chairman, Ripon Falls Village; RCl Chairman, Nalufenya Village. 

" The National Women's Coundl Statute, 1993. The legislation was passed in 1993 and the councils 
established in 1994. The councils are established in r tiered system exactly t&e same as the RC system with each 



has been somewhat of a turf war between the councils and the RC secretaries for women for 

prominence. Women's councils are supposed to be the development arm for women while the 

RCs are the political arm. This is a particularly sensitive issue because, like d l  politicians, the 

women RCs want to be seen 'delivering' development. The argument has been settled, at 

least in the minds of the RCs, by the mayor of Jinja who established that the women's 

councils should work under the RCs. Since neither have direct Funding, they both lose 

credibility." The municipality, however, has allowed the District Women's Council to use its 

facilities and has also helped start a flower growing project? Lack of funding and rivalry 

with women's councils does affect credibility but on the whole women are a vital force in 

Iinja municipality (see chapter 5). 

Development without patronage 

Despite the lack of resources, there is evidence that there has been a movement away 

from patronage projects and towards entering into partnership with the community for the 

desired ends. Administrators in Jinja have found that their work has been much facilitated by 

the RCs. They are able to organize the transmission of information and mobilize the 

district clecdng a representative to the national council. Also on the national council are two representatives of 
NGOs and two representatives of f e d e  students. The statute also provides for a secretariat in Kampdh. The 
objectives of the council are to organize women nationally and "engage the women in activities that are of 
benefit to them and the nation" (Section 4 (l)(b)). The national council is to promote communication between 
women, encourage women to take a major role in public life, establish a network through which economic and 
social services may be channeled and to promote relations with international women's organizations (Section 4 
(2). 

a Interview Welfare Officer, JMC, 18/4/95; RC3 Secretary for Women, Iinja Centrd, 11/4/95; Secretary 
for Women, M C  Executive Committee, Dismct Chairperson, District Women's Council, 31/3/95: RCI Secretary 
for Women, Police Wing Village, 11/4/95. 

65 Interview, Secretary for Women, IMC Executive Committee, District Chairperson, District Women's 
Council, 31/3/95. This was c o d m d  by the chairperson of the District Women's Council who is also secretary 
for women for IMC. She has been able to combine her roles and the municipality is sympathetic. However, this 
has caused a great deal of friction with the dismct women RCs- 
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population very quickly. One example of a project that moved from a patronage solution to 

one that activated the RCs and their constituents is the rehabilitation of Walukuba Community 

Centre. In 1989 the RCs saw the rehabilitation of the dilapidated centre, which had been 

repeatedly vandalized during the 1980s, as a very popular project that would bring them 

credibility. However, there were no funds to complete the project and councillors fell back 

upon old solutions by recommending that the Council approach the CM and offer the centre 

for his use free of charge, provided he "carries out sufficient  renovation^".^^ While this 

solution did not materialize, another one was found, through a municipal partnership taken up 

with the city of Guelph, Ontario, that was much more in keeping with new political 

behaviour." With materials provided by the Guelph partners, engineering expertise from JMC, 

voluntary labour from the community and the co-ordination of a committee struck by the 

RCs, the community centre was completely transformed. The project, including underground 

infrastructure, was f i s h e d  on time and within budget. The committee continues to run the 

centre, charging nominal fees for events and using the money for minor repairs." Here we 

may see how the RC system can be activated, bringing responsibility, accountability and 

credit to all levels of RCs, as well as to the residents who participated. This example also 

shows how international project work can complement political openings at the local level. 

66 Minutes, JMC Mmdng, 24/8/89, p. 5. 

" This parmrrship was established in 1992 through the Federation of C a n a h  Municipahies' 
hternational Office and fim&d by the CIDA (Canadian International Development Agency) Africa 2000 
programme. 

" Interview, Chairman, Walukuba Community Centre Committee, Public Relations Officer, IMC, 
3 I/ 1/95. 



Conclusion 

The evidence presented in this chapter demonstrates that in Jinja there is movement 

towards meeting the third requirement for a new localism. Clearly, the institutional setting has 

provided the opportunity to move away from political practices and behaviour that constitute 

the political relations of power in the bifurcated state. Ln practice the tiered RC system 

provides for an interactive process that has already produced different political behaviour and 

relationships between the population and the local government. Lower RCs have demonstrated 

responsibility and accountability and, moreover, have acted as advocates for their constituents. 

The lower RC councils provide many opportunities for participation from the populace and 

there is evidence that people take these opportunities seriously, both in their attendance at 

meetings and in their demand for accountability. Municipal councillors have also 

demonstrated that they take responsibility for their decisions and hold the administrators 

accountable. Finally, rather than acting as mere onlookers or supporters of men, women are 

participants along with men and hold decision-making positions within the political structure. 

The RC system has shown a tendency to move away from political solutions based on 

patronage. This is clear in the accounts of political interaction over water and housing 

problems in Walukuba. It is also evident in the creative local solution that was found to 

rehabilitate the Walukuba Community Cen~e.  This has shown that the organizational structure 

of the RC system lends itself to accomplishing many tasks with the participation of the local 

population. 

While one might argue that the RC system is somewhat top down in nature, evidence 

in this chapter shows that the very importance of lower RCs to the functioning of IMC, and 



central government programmes keeps them vital. They are an integral part of the local 

government and are involved in the day-today operations of the Council. Evidence shows 

that they also provide a forum in which constituents may show their disapproval of, and even 

modify, municipal policy. Thus, new political behaviour develops even when policy is top- 

down. 

Clearly there are limits to the effectiveness of RCs. It is evident that the lower RCs 

are not taken seriously by parastatals such as NW&SC and patronage solutions continue to 

win out under some circumstances. A serious lack of resources also affects the legitimacy of 

all levels of RCs. The need to appear legitimate sometimes leads to patronage behaviour on 

the part of RCs. There is also some evidence of misuse of office and a tendency to hold 

power exclusively. In addition, there are class differences evident in the ability of the better- 

off residents to bypass the RC system. All of these factors weaken the legitimacy of RCs. 

Nevenheless, the evidence presented in this chapter illustrates that local government 

institutions in Jinja, to a considerable degree, in practice what they promised in 

principle. Therefore, in practice, they are moving towards a new localism. 



Chapter 5 

Meeting the Requirements of a New Localism III: 
Replicating the politics of bfircation: Local representation 
and participation in practice in Mutare, Zimbabwe 

Introduction 

In this chapter I examine the interaction between government and community at the 

municipal level in Mutare in light of the third requirement for a new localism - the 

development of an interactive process that might produce new political behaviour and 

relationships between the population and the local govemment. The examples given in this 

chapter explore how the govemment relates to the community in practice. 

Chapter 3 demonstrated that, at least on the surface, Mutare showed less movement 

towards a new localism than did Jinja. This conclusion was drawn from the Zimbabwean 

decentralization policy, which shows little regard for the importance of democratic openings 

at the local level, as well as from the structural components of the local institutions in Mutare 

which severely limit the number of people involved, both in the choice of candidate and in 

the number of people involved in governing. In addition, Mutare relies on a more extensive 

formal economy than does Jinja and tends to continue the legacy of bifurcation by separating 

out accounts for high density areas. Although general revenues are used to supplement 

education, health and welfare responsibilities, this gives the sense that the hi& density areas 

are draining resources while the formal areas pay their way. Therefore, there is a less direct 

relationship in Mutare than in Jinja between the local government and the majority of the 

population with regard to revenues and spending. 
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As I argued in the last chapter, the relationship of local government to the population 

is affected in another way. As in Jinja, the majority of the population of Mutare is poor and 

unemployment is high. On the other hand, restructuring has left the municipality with more 

responsibilities and less revenue in the form of grants from central government. Therefore, 

user fees have been instituted. This creates an impasse when it comes to providing services to 

those who are not able to afford them, producing a rift between the local government and the 

majority of the community. On the one hand, the cornunity sees the local government as not 

providing services. On the other hand, the local government must convince the population that 

their monetary participation is required for services to be maintained. It is imperative that the 

local government fmd a solution to this impasse since the problem involves not a minority but 

a majority of the population. It requires local institutions which engage the population. Thus, 

how the municipality and the community handle this impasse can reveal whether the new 

political behaviour required for a new localism is being developed. 

The evidence from Mutare presents quite a contrast with Jinja tn this chapter I will 

argue that the structure of institutions and politics at the local level in Zimbabwe leaves little 

room for the development of an interactive process that might produce different political 

behaviour and relationships between the population and the local government. Rather, the old 

politics of patronage, indicative of bifurcation, are reinforced leaving little opportunity for 

adequate representation or participation. 

Public Participation 

There is no provision for public participation in the mandate of Mutare City Council 

(MCC). The Urban Councils Act 1980, Chapter 2 14 outlines the responsibilities undertaken 
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by municipal councils and their right to set rates and rents. Broadly speaking, and taking into 

consideration that Mutare is a much more formally developed and run city than is Jinja, these 

responsibilities are very similar to those of Jinja except that Mutare manages its own 

waterworks and also manages several commercial undertakings such as beerballs, commercial 

waste removal and building stores. Nowhere in the Act or in other statutes is the Council 

required to encourage public participation. Thus, there is no emphasis on political 

development at the local level between community and council and no statutory requirement 

for it. 

As I pointed out in Chapter 2, in Mutare there are no structures below or at the level 

of city council that involve the participation of the population. Although there was a plan for 

ward committees (WARDCOs) these have never functioned and, as mentioned above, are not 

a stamtory requirement. ' In the 1 980s the council administration, through Community 

Services, provided hall space for councillors to hold ward meetings but this service is no 

longer available and, in 1995, ward meetings had not been held for several years.' The 

structures of ZANU(PF) are the designated locus for grassroots participation but, as argued in 

Chapter 3, the party has never developed grassroots structures beyond core stalwarts who 

' Interview, Provincial Administrator. 27/6/ 95. 

' One councillor spok of holding a dorc remurhn (the council of advisors to the chief in pre-colonial 
days) in his ward while he was mayor in the mid-198Q. Through this process the community in Sakubva raised 
money to build a bridge for easy access to the cemetery, the access road to which went miles out of the way, so 
that funerals could be conducted with less hardship on the fynilies invoi ved. MCC continued to say that there 
was no money for the project. After the money was raised, the cornunity contracted the MCC to do che work 
and also donated their labour and ch: bridge was buiit A council official commented that the &re was very 
effective and that it seemed to be replacing the council as decisions were made there and then passed at council. 
People were very motivated This process ended with a change of mayor. This was the only example of 
participatory action that anyone could remember in Mutare and certainly demonstrates the etnancipatory 
passibility in customary practices (Interview, Ward Councillor, 1 1/8/95; Counci l Official, 25/7/95). 
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mobilize people at elections. Thus, beyond elections, neither local government institutions 

nor party structures provide, in practice, for effective participation. The only time when the 

Council and the public have formal meetings is at the budget meetings, required by the 

MLGRUD, in July when the estimates are out. These meetings are ostensibly for consultation 

about the estimates but they take place only in the local government areas and are usually the 

occasion for the announcement and justification of increased rents and rates. These meetings 

will be discussed below. Thus, there are no institutional means of participation by the wider 

population. 

MCC councillors and representation and accountability 

There is clearly a problem of representation and accountability at the local level in 

Mutare. The majority of councillors on MCC are ZANU(PF). They have come to power 

through the power structures of the party which, as argued in Chapter 3, are based on 

exclusive power cliques linked to the upper hierarchy of the party through its patronage 

networks. Previously, I argued that the democratization of choosing candidates in June 1995 

(by opening up the primary elections to party members) did little to alter this state of affairs. 

While councillors may, in good faith, wish to represent their constituents, it is the local party 

stalwarts which guarantee their re-election. Thus, there is less likelihood of accountability to 

constituents. 

There is ample evidence that councillors in Mutare avoid contact with public which 

might demand a statement of accountability. Public meetings are seen as ordeals to evade. 

One councillor put the blame for this on the party for not working at the grassroots to educate 

people about local government. Therefore, "when you hold meetings the people can turn 



against you so councillors are reluctant to do The only community-based organization 

which challenges the local government, Mutare Citizens and Ratepayers Organization 

(MCRO), is regarded with fear by politicians and most administrators alike because it is able 

to mobilize people to protest." When officials are invited to MCRO meetings few accept but 

one official who has attended comments that he first received assurances from the chairperson 

that she would "protect" him and that during the meeting she exerted great control over the 

crowd and indeed did protect him.' This is indicative of two things: fust, leaders of most 

groups are considered to be exploiters of the people for their own political gains; and, 

secondly, the 'people' are regarded as ignorant and inherently vulnerable to such leaders. This 

attitude is in great part due to the tactics of ZANU(PF) itself. While ZANU(PF) stalwarts 

may not educate people about local government, they mobilize people against the local 

government largely through demonstrations. Party structures are the most active in Sakubva 

and, therefore, able to mobilize effectively. One official remarks that "when talking about the 

politics of Mutare you are talking about the politics of Sakubva. Whoever controls Sakubva 

controls Mutare"? Within this political culture of ZANU(PF) the pattern of participation that 

has emerged in Mutare is one of participation by demonstration which usually involves 

marching on the Civic Centre or on Community Services which is located in Sakubva or 

joining in shouting matches at meetings. As I argue below, no one is immune to such action 

' Interview, Ward Councillor, MCC. 15/6/95. 

'' This organization originates h m  the Iow-demity suburbs and has evolved From a former white 
ratepayers group to a new organization (restructured in 1992) that is more inclusive in membership. See Chapter 
5 for an analysis of its relationship to MCC. 

I n t e ~ e w ,  Manager, MCC, 14/1/95 

h t e ~ e w ,  Manager, MCC, 22/5/95. 



since there is factionalism within the party. Thus, councillors practice avoidance when it 

comes to public accountability. 

The thrce mandatory meetings to discuss the estimates held in Sakubva, Dangamvm 

and Chikanga in the last week of July, 1995, demonstrate this avoidance. Many councillors 

did not show up because the primaries were about to be run and they did not want to be 

associated with such unpopular measures as raising rates.' Although the meetings were about 

the budget and the rise in rents and rates, there were no representatives from the offices of 

the Treasurer or the Town Clerk to answer questions. The only administrators present were 

from Community Services, including the Housing Superintendent - a fact which reinforces the 

argument that the structures of bifurcation remain in Mutare and the high density areas (where 

most Africans live) are the purview of Community Services. The ZANU(PF) councillors who 

were there, including the mayor, dissociated themselves from the budget, for which they had 

voted, saying that now the people could offer their suggestions which Council would take to 

the Minister after which it would be up to the Ministry (MLGRUD) to decide.' Only one 

councillor from the opposition ZANU(Ndonga) party took responsibility for the rise in rates.9 

7 This was discussed at a special budget meeting of MCC (3171953. The colmcillors managed to 
postpone the announcement of the budget at an earlier meeting 09/6/95), from which the press was barred) by 
threatening to walk out but when the primaries were postponed (because the Resident had announcd tbat card 
carrying members could vote) they were forced to pass the budget and hold the three codtation meetings 
("Press barred", The Manica Post, 30/6/95, p. 1). The raws had been raked between 20 and 30 percent (some 
rates as high as 40% in 1994) every year that these councillors bad been in power since 1991 (see The Manica 
Post, 5/7\91; 2/11/91; 25/9/92; 4/6/93; 8/7/94). Considering that these years span the ESAP hardships and two 
major droughts, the councillors were right to be concerned about public opinion. 

At this pint in the meeting somewe pointed out that notices about changes in rates had already been 
published in the local newspaper! 

ZANU(Ndonga) is a Christian party which enjoys the m a n  popularity m Chipinge (just south of 
Mutare). Over a third of the local councillors in Chrpinge Rural District are ZANU(Ndonga) while only 8 of 34 
counciUors are ZANU(PF) ("Zanu(Ndonga) candidate wins", The Manica Past, 30/6/95, p 17.). The split within 
Manicaland goes back to controversy over the Chitepo assassination which the Rhodesian Front secret service set 



This councillor was shouted down by the crowd because he was not ZANU(PF). When 

criticisms from the public mounted (about no street lighting, poor security, poor roads and 

absence of councillors) the mayor adopted a confrontational attitude, shouting them down and 

then resorting to party slogans to which people responded, if apathetically. At one meeting a 

group of young men parodied the slogans in an echo and that meeting ended with the crowd 

walking out while the mayor was spealung.1° At another meeting a member of the public 

asserted that it must be that the councillors who were attending the meeting were responsible 

for making the decision to raise rates and those who were absent were not. These reactions 

perhaps demonstrate the capricious state of accountability in Mutare and the fact some people 

have had little experience as to what accountability might mean. 

The most commonly cited reason for poor performance of MCC councillors is the 

poor "calibre" of the councillors and this poor "calibre", in turn, is most often blamed on the 

poor choice of the common voter. We may get a sense of what poor "calibre" means from the 

words of the Deputy Minister for Environment and Tourism and MP for Mutare North, Cde. 

Oppah Rushesha. In an interview conducted while she was campaigning for the 1995 general 

election the Minister blamed residents for voting back in councillors who did not consult with 

them but she also commented that the 

calibre of some of our councillors leaves a lot to be desired When the Town Clerk and his officials 
prepare documents for discussion, they use their jargo4 and some councillors, became of their calibre, 
do not understand what is king said They end up approving things they don't know. " 

up to look like ethnic rivalry (see Martin and Johnson 1985). 

'O This was in Chikanga where the councillor, and executive in the private sector. bad been transferred 
to Harare and was not a resident. The community had not seen the councillor for over a year. 

l L  "Rushesha assures businessmenn, Mania Post 24/3/95, p.7. 



We may surmise from this quote that poor "calibre" means poor education or less intelligent. 

The Governor of Manicaland Province, at his reappointment in 1995, remarked that the 

"calibre" of councillors was a headache for the government and that councillors 

should be of a high calibre as they also act as M R  in a mini-situation and as such, they should be well 
v e d  with the issues that affect the people. They should be people capable of interpreting Government 
policy and explain it to the people.'2 

As pointed out in Chapter 3, both the Senior Secretary, MLGRUD and the Chairman 

ZANU(PF) Manicaland Province voiced the concern that the 'people' were not capable of 

picking the right candidates. Others suggest that poorly educated candidates are chosen 

because it was poor people who organized for the guerrillas and, thus, attained leadership 

positions in ZANU(PF) after independence.13 It is suggested that better educated people are 

not interested in being involved in ZANU(PF) politics because it involves attending meetings 

and shouting slogans; and that the majority of people vote for candidates to whom they can 

relate and so pick poorly educated people anyway.'" It is a widely held belief that inferior 

councillors picked by inferior voters are responsible for lack of accountability on local 

councils in general and, specifically, on MCC. 

There are a number of reasons why the argument about poor calibre councillors is less 

than satisfactory. Compared with JMC councillors, there is a higher proportion of labourers 

'* "Council saga womes G o v e d ,  The Manica Post, 2 1/4/95, p. 2. 

l3 One municipal councillor remarked that in ZANU(PF) "no one will climb the tree from ch: top" 
meaning chat the educated elite must nan with the local ZANU(PF) organization and be accepted by them if 
they wish to get elected ( h t e ~ e w ,  August, 1995). 

l4 h t e ~ e w s ,  Permanent Secretmy, Transport and Energy, 3/6/95; CormcUors, MCC. August. 1995. 



who have limited formal education on MCC - about one third." These represent almost half 

of the twelve ZANU(PF) c~uncillors.'~ These councillors do have a harder time with council 

minutes and often need extra explanations during committee meetings. The administration of 

MCC is more complex and sophisticated than that in Jinja and this may set more distance 

between councillors and administrators who clearly hold an advantage over councillors in 

their expertise. Nevertheless, the top administrators in Jinja are certainly of a similar 

professional standard to those in Mutare." Moreover, the majority of councillors, both 

ZANU(PF) and independent or opposition, are better educated and better-off people and it is 

these councillors who are committee chairmen and who have also held the position of mayor 

intermittently although, indeed, not in 1995.18 Lack of calibre is a less than adequate 

explanation for the poor performance of MCC. 

Moreover, the second argument, that the common people choose councillors of poor 

"calibre", has hardly been tested. As I argued in Chapter 3, a very small clique of ZANU(PF) 

controls the selection of candidates. In addition, voter tumout is low in Mutare, reaching only 

lS The occupations of MCC councillors 
large businesses, three owners of d e r  formal 
teacher at the tertiary level, five labourers (three 
railway employee). 

are as follows: two retired fonner managers, two owners of 
businesses, one manager in the private sector, one minister, one 
in manufacturing, one builder [construction worker] and one 

'' In 1995 there were two independent councillors who had got the nod of ZANU(PF) to represent their 
areas (one the industrial area and one a low density suburb) and one ZANU (Ndonga) councillor, also in a low 
density suburb. The ZANU (Ndonga) councillor had been elected in a by-election. 

I attended many committee meetings and fidI Council meetings between April and August, 1995. 
Sometimes the contempt for councillors is quite palpable during these meetings although this was never 
verbalized during meetings. There was indeed -tion when the advice of administrators was ignored or the 
vote so split that no action could be taken. However, as I argue below, this tense atmosphere was less to do with 
calibre of councillors rhan with the constellation of political power relations in ZANU(PF). 

l8 The mayor in 1995 was one of the labourers and was a compromise since he candidates for mayor 
who are better educated but are from two different factions in ZANU(PF) and had been accused by rivals of 
various misdeeds from time to h e  (see below). 



20% in 199 1 .I9 Finally, there is evidence of intimidation within the party and towards 

opposition candidates and their supporters which limits candidates and probably discourages a 

good turnout on election day. During the 199 1 election, candidates from the opposition 

Zimbabwe Unity Movement (ZUM) party were disqualified because they owed Council 

money. However, ZANU(PF) candidates who owed money for commercial stands were 

allowed to run. During the 199 1 primaries there was intimidation by some party members and 

some people complained that they were not allowed to vote.20 ZANU(PF) candidates who felt 

they were cheated during the primaries and ran as independents were punished by the party.21 

People were told that if they voted for opposition people in general they would lose out on 

development and opposition candidates and their families were threatened. For example, the 

ZUM candidate who was planning to run for Ward 7 withdrew because his family could not 

withstand the pressure. The Manica Post reported that "his wife approached this newspaper 

pleading that it should not publish the fact that ... (he) would be contesting the seat on behalf 

l9 "Old C0~11cillors voted back', The Mania  Post, 9/8/91, p. 1. This also extends to the national 
zlectiom. Although the common voters role includes everyone, even lodgers, for national voting, the same 
ZANU(PF) selection process obtains. In addition, by canstitutional right the President may appoint 20 members 
(8 provincial governors and 12 members) directly and ten traditional Iea&rs (chiefs) to parliament (Constitutiod 
Amendment No. 9 1989). Commenting on the 1995 national elections Richard Saun&rs asserts that, 

the better indicator of the parlous (sic!) state of Zimbabwean &mocracy was ZANU PFs unprecedented 
winning of 55 seats by accIamaticm. In reality , during theses "national" elections less than 45% of 
Zimbabwe's 4.8 d i o n  eligile voters living in 6!i contested constituencies were able to vote - and 
typically in a choice between he ruling party nominee and one opposition party or independent 
candidate (1995, 4). 

2o The Manica Post, 2 l /6p  I. p. 1 1. 

*' "Iodependmts must quit ZANU(PF)', The Mania Past, 91819 1. After the election hey were 
threatened with expulsion but finally they were just prevented from holding office for four years (The Manica 
Post 11 1 119 1, p. 7.). Oppah Rushesha , MP for Mutare Nortb asserted that independent candidates were dangerous 
(The Manica Post, 2/8/91, p. 4.). 
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of Cde. Edgar Tekere's partyw.= The threat of denied development is made clear in another 

episode. Daniel Sithole ZUM MP for Mutare Central in 1990 election complained that 

ZANU(PF) wanted him to cross the floor and that MCC councillors would not speak to him. 

The Governor of Manicaland Province asserted that, 

In the € 1 1  analysis, it is the people who voted them in who lose out. We control the Government 
expenditure and if he does not approach us there will be very little development in their cons~tuencies.~ 

In the 1991 elections, although every ward except one had either independents or opposition 

candidates running, none were elected. Thus, the lack of accountability has little to do with 

the calibre of councillors and even less to do with the choice of the 'people' and much more 

to do with the intention of ZANU(PF) cadres to dominate politics. 

Bifurcation and the politics of power 

I have argued in Chapter 3 that the propensity of the central government to maintain 

the existing structures of the settler government has meant the retention of the bifiucation of 

both space and administrative function at the local level. It is clear that the administration in 

Mutare has stayed remarkably intact. Business has gone on as usual despite the employment 

of African administrators and the African majority on Council. As I argued in Chapter 3, the 

local government areas are merely a name change from the former townships. As in the days 

of the settler government they are administered rather than governed. The housing 

superintendent is still the arbiter of neighbourhood disputes within the local government areas 

The Manica Post, 15/2/9 1, p. I. 

"Quit NM MP told", The Manica Post., 8/2/95, p. 1. 



and the director of Housing and Community Services does all the planning.u The local 

government areas are to pay for themselves out of the housing account and the beer account. 

While home ownership has opened up (see below), the amenities are few and when health 

and education are supplemented by the general revenue this is seen as  welfare. Moreover, 

there is no councillor, let alone community, input into the budget process. Heads of 

departments make budget priorities and consider requests of councillors which are viewed as 

minor in nature. The technical master plan is prepared by Engineering and Treasury and these 

minor requests of councillors are often not met because of con~traints.~ In the local 

government areas the administration concentrates on primary health and education From which 

central government has withdrawn grants. Moreover, the administration concentrates on its 

own business enterprises (such as beerballs, building stores, construction and commercial 

waste removal) including a large expansion of the waterworks which involves central 

government grants and cost recovery schemes. Thus the business of Council has changed little 

since the days of the settler government and councillors have little direct input. 

The attempt by ZANU(PF) to dominate politics at the local level within the old 

structures of the settler government has resulted in a struggle for power which reduces rather 

than enhances the possibility of responsibility and accountability. In Mutare in the early 1980s 

it was soon clear that the election of ZANU(PF) councillors could not bring the changes that 

local party stalwarts wanted. The ability to exert pressure on such a structure came to rest in 

a Interviews: Housing Superintendent. MCC, 15/5/95; Director of Community Services. MCC, 22, 24. 
26 15/95, Various meetings of Community Senrice, Housing, U d t h  and Education Committee. April - August 
19%. 

2s An example of these minor requests would be the road md bridge to the cemetery in Sahbva 
described in footnote 2. Other minor requests are better roads and street lighting in the local government areas. 



the tactics of ZANU(PF) to mobilize people against the administration rather than on a 

concerted effort to make political change? While party stalwarts vied for control over who 

was put on council, they dso vied for influence over administrators which tended to take the 

form of councillors giving protection to administrators (from the other faction) in return for 

favours. This has had a negative effect on the ability of administrators to act or give advice 

freely and on the ability of councillors to keep administrators accountable in the running of 

the municipality. 

The connection to the provincial hierarchy of the party through patronage networks 

and factional party politics within ZANU(PF) also impedes the ability of councillors to 

perform effectively for their  constituent^.'^ The provincial hierarchy has immediate influence 

" The politics of mobilization and demonstration was d by ZANU(PF) to remove the f i t  post- 
indepen&nu council in Mutare in 1983 when ZANU(PF) women from Sakubva marched on MCC. The fmt 
council bad several councillors of European descent and ZANU(PF) councillors who had been handpicked by the 
Central Committee and who were better educated and better-off thaa local cadres who saw this council as acting 
out of their control. The central hierarchy of the party wanted councillors in place who were able to handle the 
management of the sophisticated operation of MCC. the administration of which was dominated by Zimbaweans 
of European descent. By the end of the f i t  year of that first post-independence council's mandate, every top 
administrator had resigned and there was a scramble to replace them which resulted in a vulne cable and 
unproven administration (Znterview. Permanent Secretary, Minisay of Transport and Energy, formerly with 
MLGRUD, 3/6/95). It would appear that in such a situation the administration was particularly vutnerable to the 
power relations of ZANUVF) politics. 

*' This is not merely elite conflict but factional politics. Naomi Chazan et. al. maintain that a faction is 
"organized by elites, put] nevertheless reaches out to a variety of social groups and down to the local level" and 
provi&s for a broad participation (1988, 187). Jonathan W k r ,  in his analysis of factions at the local level in 
Senegal, describes the centxellocal relations in a faction: "Authority in arenas below the national level is 
dependent upon support from above and From below; it is the authority of the intermediary. A local leader is 
useful to his followers to the extent that he wields influence in higher-level arenas where allocative power really 
lies. He is useM to his superiors to thr: extent that he can guarantee local support" (1973, 290). As Chazan e t  al. 
point out, factions can facilitate the redistribution of resources and authority among different networks and may 
also used to gain control to bring about change (1988, 18% 19 1). Certainly, Barker viewed the factions in 
Senegal, which were fairly fluid, as vehicles to express opposition to policies or la&rs at the local level and to 
bring about change. He asserted that, although there were many reasons for factions, factional politics* at least in 
the Sengalex context, could lead to progressive politics. However he noted that "Ohe danger is that political 
leaders at each level are so preoccupied with rhe exigencies of maintaining their own positions in a shifting and 
intricate political environment that purposefd and consistent action is as rare as it is difficult" (301). He also 
not= that power within factions is skewed towards the highly placed elites who have control over resources. 
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on local politics in Mutare because it is the capital of Manicaland Province and thus the 

headquarters for the provincial party hierarchy. As explained in Chapter 3, the provincial 

party leaden are on the central committee at the national level so there is a direct connection 

to the central power of the party. One important way for the central party hierarchy to exert 

its influence is its control over where money for large development projects might go. This is 

amply demonstrated in the politics of Chipinge (just south of Mutare) where people have 

voted for opposition candidates [ZANU(Ndonga)] in national elections and, therefore, have 

given Manicaland the reputation of voting for the opposition." Ln the run-up to the national 

election in April, 1995, the ZANU(PF) candidate in Chipinge South warned the people that if 

they voted for the incumbent they would get no de~eloprnent.'~ While opposition candidates 

won in both constituencies, by July the MP for Chipinge South (a long-serving MP and the 

only opposition member in the previous parliament) had crossed over to ZANU(PF) "in the 

interest of unity and devel~prnent".~~ The ZANU(PF) Manicaland provincial chairman 

commented that now people "would be able to concentrate on development which was needed 

in the province"." As I argued above, this development is also used as a threat in local 

Chazan et al, also recognize the negative consequences of factions, such as violence and repression, as well as 
the fact that they art "consistently skewed in favor of segments of the elite" (191). In this chapter I argue that 
the factions in Z A N U o ,  as demonstrated in teh Mutare case, prevent accountability and paralyse the local 
adminimation. Moreover, they clme down participation and perpetuate patronage political behaviour, offering no 
openings for alternative political behaviours to evolve. 

" In 1995 ZANU(PF) won 118 of 120 seats that were up for election and thm two opposition seais 
were Chipinge North and South - it is a sore point for ZANU(PE). 

'' The Manica Post. 10/2/95, p. 5. 

'' "Former Ndonga MP joins ZANU(PF)", Manica Post, 14/7/95, p. 2. 

'' "Kangai Welcomes Sithole's defection", Sunday Mail. 9/7/95, p. I. 
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elections. Perhaps the most telling evidence of influence at the local level is a remark made, 

again, by the provincial chairman of ZANU(PF). When he was denounced for meddling in 

MCC affairs, he replied that there was no way that the party leadership could clash with the 

council since the council was "merely a baby of the partyM?* 

In the national elections in 1995 the patronage and power networks affecting Mutare 

burst into view. The ZANU(PF) primaries for Mutare Central and Mutare South were 

particularly bitter fights both of which were won by candidates ostensibly supported by the 

provincial chairman of ZANU(PF) (the candidate for Mutare Central was his deputy) against 

candidates supported by the ZANU(PF) provincial secretary for administrat ion.j3 During the 

primaries the candidate for Mutare South accused the ZANU(PF) provincial secretary for 

administration of collaborating with the national director of ZANU(PF) primary elections to 

disqualify himY The winning candidates in the primaries also won the April election and 

right after the election the party suspended three municipal councillors, including the deputy 

mayor, for "decarnpaigning" the ZANU(PF) candidates and supporting an opposition 

candidate.jS The suspensions appeared to be another episode in the disagreements between the 

secretary for administration and the chairman and were reportedly supported by the chairman 

" "Kangai denies allegation'', Manica Post, 2/9/94, p. 1. 

33 Both the ZANU(PF) Manicdad provincial chairman and the administrative secretary had been M P S  
and cabinet members and won again in the 1995 elections. 

"Nzarayebani acc- top Zanu(PF) officials of trying to eject him", The Manica Post, 24/2/95, p. 1. 
Allegedly hey had accused him of giving a party for his supporters. 

'' "Twenty suspended in ZANU(PF) witch-hunt". The Manica Post. 7/5/95, p. 5. This was aa 
exceedingly threatening ges'ture since the primaries for local elections were to take place in June. If the 
suspensions were upheld it would mean losing their seats on Council, 
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who said he agreed with them but "denied endorsing them"?' Those who had been suspended 

blamed the same provincial party officials for intrigue against the town clerk in ~utare." 

Indeed, at a meeting during the election campaign the MP for Mutare Central had encouraged 

municipal workers to strike in order to remove the town clerk. At this meeting the MP said 

he had a "council in waiting carefully selected among party cadres carrying the interests of 

the people of Mutare at heart".3a Here, then we can get a glimpse of the influence exerted by 

national politicians at the local level. 

The politicization of the administration through ZANU(PF) factionalism has seriously 

affected the ability of the Council to take responsibility and demand accountability. In the 

early 1990s the politicized struggle distilled into a conflict between the town clerk and the 

treasurer. Each was supported by a faction of the party hierarchy at the provincial level which 

reached down to local councillors and this produced what became the famous '718 split' on 

Mutare City Council. Issues facing the Council became intertwined with intrigue of one 

faction or another. Thus, whenever a decision was taken, the vote was 718 corresponding with 

support for the treasurefs or the town clerk's position respectively. Since the choice for mayor 

rested among councillors until 1995, the same split occurred at the political level and thus the 

councillors are never united behind a specific programme or commitment to collective 

ac~ountability.~~ The history of the 1990s has been a rash of suspensions, of both mayors and 

'' "Mvenge falls for employes mikz", The Manica Pan, 31/3/95, p. 1. 

39 Interviews with various local a d  a national officials conducted April- August 1995. Also see The 
Manica Post, "Spk in Council over audit". 29/1p3, p. I; "Something must be done about split", 19/3/93, p. 1. 



administrators based on pressure from one faction or another, but the result has not improved 

accountability. While some of the accusations have been upheld in court, many are decided in 

council with the result that both administrators and politicians tend to rise again like the 

proverbial phoenix when their faction gains the upper hand. 

A good example of this occurred in 1992 during the time when ESAP was having its 

fnst serious economic effects but also when Zimbabwe was suffering from a serious drought 

and when municipal management of water was a highly sensitive issue. When serious 

allegations of irregularities were raised against some council officials, both councillors and 

administrators used other issues, in this case the very serious issue of water shortage, in order 

to out-maneuver the rival faction. In May 1992 the treasurer was allegedly inquiring into 

"some questionable payments and the alleged irregularities by the council including the sale 

of stands"?' Some councillors had already been calling for the suspension of the director of 

Community Services over these irregularities. Clearly this was a situation that required serious 

investigation and concerted action from the councillors. 

Instead of uniting as a council to investigate the irregularities the councillors broke 

into the customary 718 factions. The faction supporting the town clerk seized an opportunity 

provided by the water crisis to retaliate. Although the councillon had been warned by 

40 The dxspute centred around the fact that although the town clerk, as principal officer, has authority 
over department h a d s  provided his authority docs not "derogate horn the personal rsponsib ility of a head of 
department for the efficient management of his &pytment" (Urban Councils Act 1980 Chapter 214, Section 89 
(4)), the internal auditor reports to the treasurer. It is reported that the town clerk, as  principal officer. preferred 
the report to go to his office or else to an audit committee of the council. Once the town clerk made this 
proposal thr: treasurer brought up the subject of irregularities in the town clerKs office ( I n t e ~ e w ,  Acting Town 
Clerk, MCC, 10/8/95). Some informants expressed the view that the treasurer knew that the town clerk would 
keep the auditofs reports un&r wraps in his office and wanted to prevent that from happening. The subsequent 
detouring of the independent auditofs report to the town clerk's office instead of submitting it to the council 
tends to reduce the credibility of that department. However, the internal auditds reparting to the treasurer 
instead of an auditing committee remained a problem in the administration in 1995 (see discussion below). 



administrators for some time that the water was low and a crisis was in the making, the 

councillors were reluctant to call public meetings in the wards to warn people about 

restricting the use of water? Nor did they wish to implement a surcharge which would 

reduce consumption as they knew that this would result in demonstrations. No one was 

willing to be the one to take a decision. Thus, water levels became so low that a crisis was 

upon them and they were compelled to impose a punitive surcharge in order to reduce 

consumption quickly.42 The treasurer's department did not institute the surcharge immediately 

upon the council's decision and the eight councillors who supported the town clerk 

successfully voted for the suspension of the treasurer.'" The suspension was for not 

implementing the special surcharge on water bills but also, incidentally, for releasing 

classified information about council irreg~larities.~ Thus, instead of following up on the 

alleged irregularities, the council (the 8 of the 718 split) chose to 'shoot the messenger' in 

suspending the treasurer. Accountability was not grounded in facts, nor in negotiated political 

solutions but in the ability of one faction to out-maneuver the other. 

While the focus was on the suspension of the treasurer, the mismanagement of the 

4 1 This procrastioation was played out again during the equally serious drought of 1995 at the time of 
my research period. Again the councillors ignored the enginwring department until a crisis was looming. This 
dme it was because of the approaching local primaries. Nor is this behaviola peculiar to Mutare. There was also 
considerable concern in Harare where measures were put off despite the advice of administrators ("Councillors 
reject advice to impose water rationing", Thr: Herald, 10/5/95, p. I.). 

" The fact that public education and meetings was not an option speaks volums for the local politia in 
Mutare. 

43 It is not clear why the surcharge was not implemented except lbat perhaps it had to do with billing 
procedures which were quite stow in Mume in 1WS. The treasurer was also aware of the volatility of reaction 
From the population over such measures and perhaps wished to &lay the measure or show disapproval by 
delaying i t  On the other hand, the &lay could have been quite short and seized upon quite dair ly .  

The Manica Post "City Treasurer suspn&d", 29/5/92, p. I; Why city Treasurer was suspended", 
5/6/92, p. 14. 



water crisis went unchecked. Residents in the local government areas threatened to 

demonstrate if the surcharge was imposed.)' To make matters worse, the water had to be 

temporarily cut off by engineering because of very low pressure and, as a consequence, 'air 

spinning' caused the meters to soar? Subsequent rationing of water by supplying it on 

alternate days compounded the 'air spinning' in the meters and also caused a number of 

breaks in the system which was not geared to withstand the constant fluctuation in pressure. 

Although engineering was aware of this, the bills were allowed to go out with the new 

surcharge on them. The treasurer was reinstated by the seven of the 718 split (of the eight. 

two were absent and one abstained) and immediately faced charges by the mayor and the 

town clerk of delaying the preparation of the budget while he was under ~uspension.~ in 

August, when June's bills were received with the inflated readings and the surcharge, a 

demonstration of women from Sakubva "stoned the civic centre" having received bills of up 

to Z$2000.00? The people were told by the treasurer's department to leave their bills with 

engineering from which department the "problem  emanate^''.^^ The charges were subsequently 

dropped and continuous water supply restored.' However, within a week the rationing was 

" "Demo threat over new surcharges". Mzaica Post, 31/6/92. p. 2. 

When the water is cut off, the meten air in the p i p  apparently &s the meters spin- This was a 
common occurrence according to the council engineer. At the time, the mayor explained through the prnc that 
the water had been cut off because of over coanrmpaon which was in turn cawed by administrative inefficiency 
in implementing the surcharge to curb over-cousumption. Thus b blamed the people and the administration for 
the crisis (Manics Post 22/5/92, p. 23). 

" "City Treasurer back at work", Manica Post, 12/6/92. p. 1. 

" Women in demo over high water bid', The Manica Past, 7/8/92. p. 2 

49 Wore water bills thrown back at council", Manica Posr, 21/8/92. p. I. 

'Water charges dropped". Manica Post. 911 0192, p. 1. 
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reinstituted with no warning to the public and when objections were raised the mayor denied 

responsibility saying that the decision was taken "by my staff"." Thus no political 

responsibility was admi~ed nor were administrators made accountable even though they were 

blamed, 

Even the evidence in an independent auditor's report was not enough to unite 

councillors in a demand for accountability on behalf of their  constituent^.'^ There was an 

uproar in September 1992 when a draft copy of the forthcoming independent auditofs repon 

was sidetracked to the town clerk's ofice and leaked to councillors. When the report was 

finally presented to council the auditor cited laxities such as no advertising for land sales and 

the setting of prices by the office of the town clerk instead of the appropriate officials in 

engineering or treasury. The auditor also reported that council's financial situation was 

"worsened by a number of factors including a communication breakdown between 

departments, animosity and undue influence, interdepartmental conflicts of a destructive 

nature and a gross misrepresentation to some extent"." Again the council fell into the 718 

split, either rallying behind the treasurer, who supported the auditor, or the town clerk, who 

did not. As a result of the report, the town clerk, the assistant town clerk and the legal officer 

were charged with the illegal sale of stands and suspended with pay. However, they were 

reinstated in August even though the case was still in court and councillors commented that 

''Council flops over water", The Manica Po* 1611 O/92, p. 1. 

s2 The independent audit is a statutory requirement (The Urban Councils Act 1980. Sections 251, 252, 
253). 

Inte~ews  various MCC officials between April and August L995; 'Council budget now ready". The 
Manica Post, 419192, p.3.; "Council f i c s  in a m t s ,  says report", The Manica Post, 11/9/92, p. 1. 
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those who wanted them back were probably benefiting from the illegal activities." During this 

time the treasurer was again suspended for delaying the 1992-93 budget (he had been 

suspended at the time) and then reinstated just before the 1993-94 estimates were due in June 

1993.55 Subsequently, the treasurer was removed by the MLGRUD and permanently replaced 

by his deputy in May 1994. However, in August of that year the battle was renewed in a 

council meeting when the ZANU(PF) provincial chairman insisted on the reinstatement of one 

councillor, who had been convicted and fined for conflict of interest, and the conferring of the 

title of alderman on another councillor (both members of the group of 7). The town clerk 

(and, thus, his group of 8) vehemently opposed this suggestion and there was a renewed call 

for the removal of the town clerk. The Minister of local government, for his part, reportedly 

said he was not aware of the council squabbles since no one had notified him officially and 

he had received no reports of maladministration and, moreover, that those interfering were 

making a big fuss about nothing? One must question the criteria by which the ministry 

chooses to have a hands-off policy or not. Clearly, accountability is long lost among the 

intrigues of power politics. 

The factional politics of ZANU(PF) and the lack of accountability it has generated 

have literally paralysed the administration at MCC. Administrators cite political pressure 

ranging from getting jobs for councillors' constituents to the delaying of important decisions 

*'No going back", The Manica Pan. 27/8/93, p. 1. 

55 At this time man of the top officers were on suspension and the city engineer assumed the office of 
principal officer. 

" The Manica Post "Msika not aware of council squabbles", 16/9/94. p. 19; "I won't fire Mutare Town 
Clerk - Msika", 21/10/94, p- I. 



which eventually leads to crisis and results in charges of incompetency." On the other hand, 

political process in place provides ample opportunity for administrators to misuse their 

position and Council funds? In the lower levels of the administration labour relations are 

caught in the vortex of power. In April and October of 1995 there were three strikes of 

council employees and each time successfully demanded the suspension of the town clerk? 

The first strike was encouraged by the MP for Mutare Centre with the purpose of removing 

the town clerk. However, employees were reacting to a new categorization of employees and 

a new salary scale which saw a 20% raise for the high categories and a negotiated 12.5% 

increase for lower categories. What they objected to was that the former was enacted by the 

town clerk while the latter was deferred." Nevertheless, the focus was not on the political 

problem of how this happened and what remedies there were but on fuing the town clerk. 

Strikers were joined by MCRO, the members of which opposed the town clerks 

administrative style, and the MP for Mutare Centre, who accused the town clerk of 

it is a regular occurrence for administration to supply incumbent councillors to be with application 
forms for casual labour while they are campaigning in ZANU(PF) primaries interview. Official, Engineering. 
MCC. 14/7/95). During foot c a n v a s  for the ZANU(PF) primaries with a novice candidate I obsmed that 
residents regularly asked if the prospective councillor had application fonns for them. 

The internal auditor continues to repon to the measurer's & p m e n t  rather than a council committee 
and reports seem to stop there rather than going to council (one wonders if it would make a difference given the 
consalladon of power at the local level). The accounting of projects undertaken by council are also not very 
amsparent specially when it comes to contracting out (Interview, Official. Internal Auditing, MCC. 27/7/95). 
Pastern notes that in Zimbabwe in "some councils, including Mutare, profssiods such as engineers are dowed 
to spend a portion of their rime on private work Most of these measures are designed to rebin staff in local 
government in the face of more attractive private sector opportunities" (1992, 42). Given the kck of 
accountability on MCC one wonders what License is taken. 

59 The Manica Post "Striking workers demand removal of Town Clark", 7/4/95, p. 1: "Council Workers 
end six day strike", 6/ lO/W, p. I. 

" A subsequent enquiry found that the town clerk had instituted the shy increases for management 
even though the council had adopted the new categories in principle and had deferred the question of salaries 
("Matamisa must go, council insists", The Manica Post, 14/6/95, p. 1). 



victimizing employees who were active in ZANU(PF). It was reported that employees felt 

that they were in the middle of politics and that their grievances were "now playing second 

fiddle"? Clearly, no part of the administration escapes the constellation of political power 

relations. 

Participation by Demonstration 

I have argued that participation by demonstration is the only avenue open to the 

majority of people in Mutare and this type of participation, far from achieving accountability 

and more responsible political behaviour both in the population and the politicians, is shaped 

according to the constellation of power relations. Precisely because there are no mechanisms 

for explaining council policy, let alone encouraging participation through discussion, all issues 

turn into a crisis before there is any interaction. Politicians avoid taking decisions on 

important matters because they know they will be unpopular and they fear the reaction. On 

the other hand, their power is grounded in the ability to mobilize people against their political 

opponents and so they encourage the very behaviour that they fear. The manipulation of 

demonstrations has also been used by politicians at the national level in order to promote their 

own popularity. This behaviour patronizes local people and local issues and permits little 

political dialogue or opportunity for creative, effective and long-term political solutions. 

An issue that has crystallized this kind of behaviour is housing. Like the housing 

estates in Jinja the old housing estates in Sakubva prove to be a political legacy that requires 

The Manica Pose "Smking Workers bmand removal of Town Ckrk", 7/4/95, p. 1; "Mvenge calls for 
employee saike". 31/3/95, p. I. A council ehctrician who was involved in the strike commented to the 
researcher that if the town clerk should r e m  he would make employees pay. An uncertain amasphere was 
palpable during the research period of April-August 1995 when pmple feared that their telephone conversations 
were king monitored and always made sure that doors were shut tight during meetings. 



a comprehensive political solution. As in Jinja, tenants tend to 'inherit' houses from 

generation to generation. And as in Jinja, the waiting List is long for affordable housing 

(15,792 in June 1995).62 Also, tenancy can provide an income and there is an informal market 

in lodgers. However, whereas in Jinja the problem is temporarily alleviated by rental of 

former Asian properties or by exporting the problem to adjacent jurisdictions, the high density 

areas in Mutare are the only possibility for those seeking low-income housing. Of those areas, 

Sakubva is the most affected because it is the most accessible to the city centre. In addition to 

the long waiting list, high unemployment and inflation means that even the so-called 

affordable houses (a combination of shellhouses and serviced stands) are beyond the reach of 

many.63 The informal housing market in Sakubva consists of shacks built on the premises of 

Council rental units. In some cases shacks are built to accommodate family members but the 

majority of tenants who allow the building of shacks do so as a lucrative bu~iness.~ In 

IS* Housing Officch Report on Housing in Mutare, 27/6/95. 

IS3 Shell houses are concrete boxes of one, two or three rooms pim toilet and washing factilities and are 
purchased ready-made but can be added to by the owner. Services stands are plots that can be purchased which 
are linked to electrical and sewerage services and the owner consaucts the building according to muaicipal 
standards. In his review of the World BanKs project completion report for the "Urban I" development project 
Panick Bond notes that the income parameters (houses were to go to those who made between Z$200.400 a 
month) were far below what was required for the $LOO per room c m  He argues that with "four rooms per 
how, a family earning the maximum allowed ($400) was expected to shell out 100 prcent of its monthly 
income (or in the case of the majority for whom a $200 monthly income was anticipated twice its monthly 
income)" ('World W s  mixed record in urban Zimbabwe", F' ic ia l  Gazette, 3/8/95, p. 4.). New homeowners 
thus must look to renting out the rooms in order to make payments and Bond points out chat this is a common 
practice in Chikanga in Mutare. He comments hat  "to afford the monthly payments, in other words, at least 
three families renting moms kom the recipient would have to squeeze in, in order to bring the holsing payment 
ratio from 100 percent down to something more reasanable" @id). The results of these 'incoasistencies' are 
compounded by high unemployment and inflation and thus repossession has become a common occurrence in 
every urban centre. See also The Hedd: "Council threatens to repossess idle sgnds", 4/6/95, p. 6; "Nkomo ~ f g e ~  
ban on auction of &faulterst homes", 5/6/95, p. I; LOO defaulters' houses, stands auctioned off" 18/5/95, p. 1 
m i n e s  Herald); "Houses up for auction increasing", 3/7/95, p. 1. 

" Survey of Unauthorized Temporary Structures in Sakubva, 1992, Housing Office, MCC. The most 
common number is four sbacb per rental rmit although there are often six and one Council tenant had allowed 
17 shacks to be built and was receiving 2$850.00 per month (Z$50 per structure was the usual charge in 1995). 



addition, a whole informal economy has grown up around the building of shacks including the 

selling of materials, plans and building expertiseObJ Apart from the problem of overcrowding 

and insecurity, overuse of toilets and washing facilities causes frequent breakdowns. Lodgers 

use water and electricity both of which are subsidized by the Council since the rents charged 

do not nearly cover the overconsumption in the affected houses." On the other hand, when 

rents and charges are raised (as they are yearly) the amount is simply passed on to the lodger 

who until 1995 had no vote. They also have to be met by renters who do not carry on illegal 

renting but in their own way subsidize those who do. 

By 199 1, administrators in housing had come up with a comprehensive plan to 

alleviate this situation. This plan required a considerable amount of political cooperation. 

Although the plan recommended the p d u a l  destruction of shacks, that operation was to be in 

conjunction with a variety of housing options which included: increasing the availability of 

stands in high density areas; reducing the size and costs of stands in those areas; allowing 

The rent charged by Council was approximately 23120 per month. The survey found that only 6% of the lodgers 
were illegal immigrants from Mozambique but commented that probably people were ductant to state their 
status. Being on the Mozambique bor&r, Mutare (and former UmtaIi) bas a history of blaming overcrowding on 
illegal i d g r a n ~  from Mozambique. Of the 35 Council houses provided for municipal policemen, 18 were 
occupied by lodgers instead of the employee they were supposed to house. Thus many people have a 
considerable and varied stake in this business. I am concentrating on shacks in Sakubva because that is where the 
problem is the mast acute and where the constellation of political power is most felt. However, in order to create 
breathing space for owners of new stands in Chikanga and Dangamvura the Council has allowed temporary 
structures to be built on top of properly laid out foundatiox~~. Often people rent these structures out to lodgers in 
order to meet payments for the stands. This bas a considerable effect on the primary schools which become 
overcrowded with children who do not belong to the recorded owner. Since money for building schools depends 
on the population of children on paper it means that the population is under-represented in official tallis. This is 
om of the reason that overcrowding becomes a major problem for schools (see Chapter 5). Therefore, the 
complexity of the problem of the informal housing market 

65 hid; Interview, Housing Superintendent., MCC, 15/5/95. A tour of the area reveals signs advertising 
for the businesses. Also see The Manica Pmt, "Informal sector projects spring up in Sakubva", 22/ 1119 1, p. 4. 

66 The Housing Officer. MCC, estimated that utilities were subsidized up to 80% in 1995 (Intemiew. 
6/7/93. Also see The Manica Post, "Crisis in Sakubva", 111 1/9 1, p. 5. 



temporary structures on the stands; and, providing some ' clusters' of two roomed houses for 

rent or purchase. The report pointed out that it was equally important to sununon political 

will by informing all levels of the party "so that when some of the shacksdwellers are 

removed and their shacks demolished, we do not expect members of the Party hierarchy 

scurrying into Municipal Offices to seek to stop action as so often happens when operations 

begin".67 Also important, according to the report, was a comprehensive response from the 

MLGRUD and other ministries so that those who needed subsidies would get them. 

It is indicative of the ineffectiveness of the ZANU(PF) political network in creating 

constructive political solutions that no comprehensive solution could be forged through 

political cooperation. In 1991 the Council tried to impose a solution by scheduling shacks it 

deemed engaged in criminal activities (often prostitution) or housing illegal immigrants for 

destruction and in 1992 tried to recover costs by charging a Z50.00 fee for erecting a shack. 

The enumeration of 'criminal' shacks was met with a threat to boycott the local elections 

(scheduled for that year) and since lodgers were unable to vote we can assume that this threat 

came from the tenant 'landlords' who could." After the election (which returned the old 

councillors), when the Council resumed plans for weeding out shacks with criminal activities, 

the Deputy Minister for Political Affairs (MP Mutare North) led women from Sakubva in a 

demonstration and "stormed into the ofice of the director of housing and community 

67 Repon of the Survey of Unauthorized Suuctures in Sakubva, MCC Housing Office. 199 1. p. 10. 
'Landlords' arc: very reluctant to give up having payments From shack-dwellers and so vehemently object to a 
structure king removed even after the tenant bas been relocated (Interview, Housing Superintendent, MCC, 
15/5/95 ). 

The Manica Post "Sakubva resi&nts threaten to boycott polls". 5/7p 1. p. 1; "Not ad shacks will go - 
council" 12/7/91, p. L.; "Residents say no to $5O.OO charge1'* 2011 11/92, p. I. Since colmcillors were engaged in 
identifying the shacks with criminal activities we can assume that those choices might have political overtones. 
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services" demanding to know why shacks were being dern~lished.~~ In 1992 President Mugabe 

made a tour of Sakubva after which he expressed his shock because he "had never seen such 

squalor" and promptly arranged for a central government allocation of Z$5 million and the 

erection of two-story blocks of flats in Sakubva." In January 1993 Sakubva women 

demonstrated again against the Council's attempt to charge a 2$50.00 levy for backyard 

shacks and the Deputy Minister for Political affairs again supported the women and asked for 

a meeting. By 1995, some clusters had been built, stand sizes had been reduced and people 

were now allowed to pay deposits and to build temporary structures on their stands." 

However, as soon as people had been resettled and their shacks were demolished, new shacks 

appeared. Administrators remarked that the political will to stop ' landlords fiom encouraging 

shacks could not be found and that even when councillors approved policy there was grave 

danger of political fallout for administrators since political figures could always count on 

raising their popularity through the support of demonstrations.'* This example is indicative of 

the fact that the ZANU(PF) network is unable to coordinate levels of government for 

cooperation. At no time is a political effort made to engage d l  parties in constructive political 

solutions but rather patronage politics continues to fuel participation by demonstration. 

Women and the politics of participation by demonstration 

The role of women in the political culture of participation by demonstration, far fiom 

- - - - - - . -. 

"Minister in Sakubva demo8'. The Manica Post, 13/3/92, p. 19. 

70 The Mimica Potst " S h b v a  housing crisis", 11 jlQ92, p. 16; "$Sm for Sakubva facelift". 31/12/92 p. 
1, 

" Review of the Activities of the Housing Sation, MCC, 17/6/95. 

" Various interviews of officials in Housing and Community Service ktween Apnl and August, 1995. 



encouraging active participation and discussion and demand for accountability on council, 

reinforces their role as supporters of men and reinforces the politics of patronage. In virtually 

all demonstrations in Mutare women have been at the forefront, chanting party slogans and 

singing songs. As I have argued previously they have also been at the forefront of 

intimidation against opposition candidates and their families. Party women also have a 

substantial showing at meetings and voting in primaries, mostly in support of male candidates. 

In return for this support ZANU(PF) women enjoy patronage favours which can take different 

forms. For example, sixty-two women were given 'voluntary' jobs by MCC." When they 

were dismissed after five years in 1994 there was an uproar and the local paper commented 

that officials, 

try to cultivate politid muscle using women, who, as most people bow,  are a very powerful voice in 
Zimbabwe. It is very likely that all the 62 women in question are members of the ruling party's 
Women's 

ZANU(PF) also supported local women's cooperatives among Women's League members in 

the 1980s.'~ Other rewards for their loyalty reportedly include business and shopping 

expeditions by bus to Mozambique which the ZANU(PF) secretary for administration, 

Manicaland, arranges every other week?6 Thus women's activities in the party are an integral 

"Fired women vow to sit in", The Manica Post, 27/5/94, p. I .  These jobs as "health advisors and 
security officers" involved receiving a uniform, bars of soap and a token payment of a720 (approx. USS100) a 
year. 

75 There are four such cooperatives in Mutare which also have received help horn MCC. See Chapter 6 
for an analysis of these women's groups. 

The Manica Post, "Town Talk", lO/2/95, p. 12 In February 1995 ZANU(PF) women fiom Masvingo 
were left stranded in Mutare after the trip to take them to Mozambique to visit the graves of fallen freedom 
fighters was cancelled (The Financial Gazette, 9/2/95, p. 1. 



part of the patronage network. 

However, the participation of women has not led to formal political participation at the 

local level nor to an opportunity for changing political behaviour. As I have pointed out in 

Chapter 3, there were no women councillors serving on MCC in 1995. Moreover, there is 

little interest among women in Women's League activity unless there are political favours 

involved. At a provincial meeting in Mutare in 1991, the Deputy Minister for Political 

Affairs, a woman, lamented that, with such a poor turn-out, the Women's League in 

Manicaland was dead. She reminded women that the party depended on their strength and 

support. The women who did arrive complained that the party was not getting them self-help 

projects and MPs were especially unhelpful. The Deputy Minister replied that women should 

not wait around for donors." The MP for Mutare North and a deputy minister also addressed 

women in Mutare in 1993 telling them that they had been used by the local councillors and 

that if they had time to demonstrate in the streets they were not being productive (the same 

deputy minister led women in the shack demonstrat ions in 1 99 1 ). At another meeting in 

Mutare in 1994, a speaker for the Women's League suggested that the party was using women 

who were unemployed but was doing nothing for them in return. When she suggested that 

they form a women's forum the women objected saying that they were tired of organizing, at 

which point the provincial secretary for information promised that donor money was coming 

soon.7a Thus women are castigated for expecting patronage behaviour by the same people who 

gain power through the patronage system and the concomitant participation by demonstration 

"ZANU(PF) Women's k g u e  is dead", The Manica Post, 15/3/9 1. p. 4. 

" "Party league exploited - city woman alleges'', The Manica Pmt, 8/7/94. p. 12. 



performed by women. However, there is tittle hint 

behaviour in an organized fashion nor is there any 
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that women are prepared to change their 

suggestion that party organization should 

be different or that women should participate on MCC. 

Executive mayors and political c haoge 

In 1995 new legislation was brought in ostensibly to remedy the problem of poor 

' calibre' councillors, as defmed by government and party officials, on municipal co~ncils.'~ 

There is a consensus that the problem of poor 'calibre' councillors is a general one in the 

larger urban centres and, hence, the legislation." Thus, we may conclude that Mutare is not a 

special case but that the political arrangement for local urban governments in Zimbabwe has 

generally spawned ineffective councils. Through the legislation the Zimbabwe government 

proposes that an executive mayor of good 'calibre' with a universal outlook provides the 

solution. Under the legislation the executive mayor is elected by the whole city. The 

Zimbabwe government was reluctant to outline qualifications for executive mayor in the new 

legislation for fear of being undemocratic and restrictive8' and specifies only that the 

candidate must be at least fony years of age and proficient in English." In this section I 

argue that the legislation treats a symptom (ineffective councils), not the problem and, 

therefore, does not sufficiently address the underlying political relations of decentralized 

79 This was widely reported in th: newspapers and confumed in interviews conducted from April to 
August, 1995 with several natioaal po~ticiaas including the Minister for Local Government. 

'' The urban centres for which the executive mayor legislation was written are: Bulawayo, Chitungwiza, 
Gweru, Harare, Kwekwe, Masvingo, and Mutare, 

Interview, Official, Office of the Minister, MLGRUD, 1/6/95. 

" Statutory Instrument 148A of 1995, Residemial Powers (Temporary Measures) (Urban Councils) 
Regulations, 1995, Section 7 (2). This was the temporary legislation which allowed for elections in October 1995 
(which had been delayed from August 1995) while thr: final legislation was being passed. 



despotism within ZANU(PF). 

With an executive mayor municipalities have more autonomy in decision-making. The 

new executive mayor becomes responsible for seeing that council resolutions are carried out. 

The executive mayor heads an executive committee, made up of committee chairs. In order to 

fulfill these duties the executive mayor becomes full-time at a salary of about 2$10,000 

(approx. US$ 1400) per month plus expenses and requires a support staff of 2 or 3 people." 

While the executive committee cannot implement measures that have not been endorsed by 

council, councillors may delegate powers to the executive committee. The town clerk plays an 

advisory role to the executive committee and the new position of chamber secretary (situated 

in the town clerk's ofice) is secretary of the executive committee. The town clerk has 

authority over all other department heads and can dismiss department heads although there 

will be an appeal to a new national municipal employment board. In addition, the legislation 

also calls for an audit committee which will consider internal and external reports and make 

recommendations to council. Under the legislation the councils are also able to set rates 

without gazetting by the MLGRUD. 

Apart from the fact that this new legislation adds a new level of expenses to local 

governments which cannot cope with the needs of their populations, one must ask if the new 

legislation will resolve the conflicts that Mutare has faced and alter political behaviour. First, 

one must accept the idea that poor 'calibre' councillors are the problem. I have argued that 

this is not the main problem but that it is the political culture that has formed within 

93 "Who will foot the bill?", The Manica Post, 20/10/95, p. 1. Expenses include an "executive" house. 
(between 2$800,000 to 1,000,000 in Mutare according to the article), a Mercedes Benz, Free water and 
eIectricity, a telephone allowance and servants. 
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ZANU(PF) which very much resembles a decentralized despotism (local party stalwarts) 

directed and supported by patronage networks from the centre. One of the arguments is that 

the mayor is no longer elected by the councillors but by the people so he will be directly 

accountable to the people. However, the candidates for executive mayor go through the 

vetting process of the party. As I have argued above, it is the political patronage and 

infighting in the party which has been a big part of the problem at the local level in Mutare. 

Since the executive mayor is picked by the party hierarchy, there is no reason to believe that 

he/she will be more accountable to the population than to the party hierarchy. Thus, there is 

still the problem of indirect accountability. On the other hand, should an independent or 

opposition candidate win the position, is the party hierarchy going to be content to allow 

someone with so much power to carry on without interference? What will stop the party 

hierarchy from withdrawing cooperation and support for development plans? ZANU(PF) 

local stalwarts are reluctant to give up power and still control the selection process for 

councillors but they can only control council through the councillors they deliver and who 

may now have less power over decision-making under the new legislation. Will the battle to 

control the council administration take place between those who do and do not have favour 

with the executive mayor? It is not clear whether a new audit committee, or the executive 

committee for that matter, will not play into the hands of the political culture that has already 

been established. Given the power relations of ZANU(PF), the oppoltunity presents itself for 

the executive mayor to create hisher own power centre (especially if councillors delegate 

powers to his executive committee) which is not necessarily attentive to accountability to the 

population. In this case we move even further away from popular participation and 



accountability. Thus, it is not clear at all whether this legislation will create more 

accountability unless there is also some breakdown or openings created in the power relations 

within ZANU(PF). 

Political openings at the local level 

There is some evidence of openings occurring which might change politics at the local 

level in Zimbabwe. While there were opposition parties in Zimbabwe's 1995 election, 

including ZANU(Ndonga), Edward Tekere's Zimbabwe Unity Movement (ZUM), Bishop 

Muzorewa's United Parties, Enoch Dumbutshena's Forum Party and a small Democratic Party, 

some boycotted the elections at the last minute and all suffered from lack of resources to 

mount a campaign against ZANU(PF)." Several of the parties have suffered from internal 

divisions and all have endured ZANU(PF) intimidation tactics. However, opposition seems to 

be emerging from the ranks of ZANU(PF). Richard Saunders notes that in the local elections 

there was "an unprecedented number of independent candidates [and] ...( T)en out of fifteen 

independents were cast-offs or deserters from the ruling party" (1996, 1 1). Eventually Harare, 

Bulawayo and Masvingo had to rerun executive mayor elections because of "gross 

irregularities" found by the High Court? At the centre, most recently, Margaret Dongo, 

former MP for Harare South, reran as an independent after mounting a successful court 

challenge over election rigging in the April 1995 national e1ectiod6 Formed around her case 

W Political Parties Finance Bill 1992. To qualify for 2$32,000,000 in grant a party must have registered 
and have a minimum of 15 seats in the 120 seat parliament Since the amalgamation of PF-ZAPU and 
ZANU(PF) under ZANU(PF) in Apnl 1988, ZANU(PF) has been the only party eligible for this funding. Also 
see Saunders, 1995. 

85 %iayod elections ridifid", The Manica Pan, 10/5/96, p. 1. The case was brought before tbe court 
by the Forum Party of Zimbabwe against ZANU(PF) selected mayors. 

86 "Court nullifies Harare South electioo result". 'Ih Herald, 11/8/95, p. 1. 



is what Sara Rich has termed a "loosely organized" Movement of Independent Candidates 

(MIC) which has thrown support to candidates who lost through irregularities in the October 

1995 municipal elections (1997a, 24)." In October 1995, Mutare elected as mayor a candidate 

who had been overlooked by the ZANU(PF) hierarchy in their vetting for executive mayor. 

Two other ' independents', one of which was a woman from Sakubva, also won council 

seats." Perhaps this is the beginning of change and it certainly calls to account questionable 

political behaviour practised within ZANU(PF). However, it is not clear whether factionalism 

has just moved outside of the party and, thus, will still be played out on local councils or 

whether there is a more fundamental change afoot. 

The local elections in Mutare certainly point to an upheaval in ZANU(PF) politics and 

some openings at the local level. The new executive mayor (a member of the former group of 

seven and a former mayor and a member of the ZANU(PF) Central Committee) was not 

endorsed by the party and lost the ZANU(PF) primary. He and five other ' independents were 

expelled from the party when they declared their candidacy after the primaries were held and 

ZANU(PF) also suspended 37 district executive members in Mutare saying "those suspended 

violated the party's rules and regulations for Local Government and Central Government 

elections by identifying and campaigning against nominated party  candidate^".'^ The election 

87 MIC has been successful in getting court decisions in favour of h&pendents. Rich notes that 
'independent' candidates have paid for this either through violent attack or attempts by ZANU(PF) to sway tbe 
court She aaem that although the judicial system bas remained independent from ZANU(PF) until now, recent 
political appointments to the bench have ties to ZANU(PF) and "there is increasing concern around the 
impartiality of the judicial system" (1997% 26). 

" "... as Mudehwe is elected mayor", The Manica Post, 3/10/95, p. 1. The chairwoman of the Mutare 
Citizens and Ratepayers Organization who mn independent of any party also won a seat in a low density ward 

'9 "Zanu(PF) expels five, suspends 37 members", The Manica Post, 26/10/95, p. 1. 
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revealed once again the split in the ZANU(PF) hierarchy. The directive against the offending 

members came from the provincial secretary for administration who in a letter to the 

' independent' mayoral candidate, stated that the "chairman of Manicaland Province of 

Zanu(PF) has been informed of your expulsion and has been instructed to withdraw all 

support for you now and during the election" (my emphasis)?' It also revealed the threat to 

the party stalwarts who, until the October 1995 local elections, had managed to keep a 

powefil hold on the selection process. Five of the seven district chairmen eventually accused 

the provincial chairman and the MP for Mutare Central of fanning factionalism and, 

consequently, causing "the mushrooming of the most independent conditions in the country as 

a province at the expense of the party".9' After the election results were made known, 

participation by demonstration was employed as ZANU(PF) women From Sakubva marched 

on the MCC, objecting to independents and accusing the administration of irregularities on 

the voters' roll." However, the ZANU(PF) hierarchy clearly wished to defuse the situation 

and could not afford to carry through top-level expulsions. Neither the party hierarchy nor a 

High Court challenge by the ZANU(PF) mayoral candidate has been successful in changing 

[bid 

9' "Kangai accused of fuelling factionalism". The Manica Post, 5/7/96, p. 8. I was able to interview one 
district chairman (not one of these five) in Mutare after the annulment of the fmt local primaries in July 1995 
(Interview, ZANU(PF) Dktxict Chairman, Nehanda, Mutare, 7/8/95). He asserted tbat people did not come to 
meetings because of lack of interest since counciIlors seemed to "feeding" themselves and forgetting where they 
came from. When asked why councillors arc: returned he replied that then are "old syndicates - old ones who 
have made deals". He also noted that people were getting fed up and that old muncillors bad last in the 
primaries this time "because they are feeding ... [but] the G7s are still in". 

"Zmu(PF) women demonstrate", The Manica Post, 311 1/95, p. 1. This is an interesting reaction 
considering that for the first time a woman From Sakubva had been elected to MCC. It cIearly demonstrates once 
again the importance of women in the supporting roIe of patronage politics. 



the results of the Mutare election? Thus, one may conclude that changes have taken place in 

Mutare which may signal a break in constellation of power and a chance to bring about some 

accountability. 

The question remains as to whether this slackening of the local ZANU(PF)'s 

stranglehold on local politics will make a difference for MCC. The concem remains as to 

whether Mutare will be punished for turning its back on the party. One lawyer commented: 

Any chance of development has gone out h e  window ... Mutare will be left out of national 

Another Mutarean asserted that, 

In practical life we are worse off than before but politically we are better off." 

Apart from the usual punishment by lack of development, there is also a concem about how 

factions in the party will be played out on council and whether there will be room for 

increased public participation that might develop new behaviour. Four councillors survived the 

sweeping change and retained their seats on council. Three were part of the group of seven 

and the fourth (the former mayor) seems to have tread between the two AS 

mentioned above, the newly elected executive mayor was a major figure in the former group 

of seven. At least one of the 'independents' won over a member of the former group of eight. 

Five other councillors were elected on the ZANU(PF) ticket but are new to the council. There 

are now two women on the council, one an 'independent' from Sakubva and one, the former 

93 "Mahachi &fuss &mo", The Manica Post, 10/11/95, p. 1; "Mvundura challenges mayoral result". 
5/1/96, p. 1. It is interesting to note that the High Court did find gross irregularities in Harare, Bulawayo and 
Masvingo where the winners were handpicked by ZANU(PF). 

94 "Mudrhwe elected Mayor, The Manica Past, 31 1 1/95, p. 2. 

e5 Ibid 

% For example, the seven were able to reinstall the treasurer in 1992 with the help of his abstention 



chairwoman of MCRO, completely independent and from a low density suburb. After another 

strike by council employees and a new commission of enquiry, the newly elected councillors 

were able to unite on the dismissal of the town clerk. We might take this as  an indication that 

the councillors will be able to act in concert since two of the new ZANU(PF) councillors as 

well as two independents were on the commission of enquiry and remained united in their 

rec~rnmendation.~' After a High Court challenge by the town clerk, the Court found in favour 

of the Council and declared that the enquiry had been ~nbiased.~' Finally, on the element of 

participation there seems to have been little movement. When the new MCC presented their 

fust budget at the end of July 1996, MCRO complained that although the preamble of the 

budget stated that the budget had been drawn up after extensive consultation, "not even a 

single councillor in Sahbva held a meeting with the residents concerning the budget" even 

though the rates had been put up by 30%" Although there are some signs of change, it is not 

yet apparent what direction this change will take. 

Conclusion 

The evidence presented in this chapter shows that local government in Mutare does 

not meet the third requirement of a new localism. There is no institutional means of 

participation by the population either through ward committees or through the structures of 

ZANU(PF). Thus, apart From elections, there are no institutions by which the members of the 

97 "Matamisa must go council insists", The Manica Post, 14/6/96, p. 1. 

"Matamisa loses kgal battle", The Manica Post, 9/8/96, p. 1. It is indicative of the change that almost 
a year earlier (September 1995) a second commission of enquiry conducted by the old council resulted in a 4/2 
split in the committee over the recommendation which was in favour of reinstating the town clerk and an 816 
split on the council in voting in favour of the recommendation ("Matamisa's return sparks row", The Manica 
Post, 29/9/95, p. I). 

" "Residents object to council budget", The Manica Post, 2/8/96, p. 1 I. 
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public may call councillors to be accountable. Moreover, in practice, councillors have actively 

avoided contact with the public and have shunned taking public responsibility for collective 

decision-making on MCC. 

The lack of responsibility and accountability on the part of councillors does not 

primarily stern from the poor calibre of councillors, nor from the poor choice of voters in 

general. It stems, rather, from the constellation of power relations that have formed as 

ZANU(PF) has tried to gain power over an administration which has remained intact and 

retained the structures of bihcation erected by settler governments. What has resulted is a 

party based on a decentralized despotism very similar in its relationship to Mamdani's 

concept. Thus, local stalwarts with despotic control and questionable tactics and who can 

deliver ZANU(PF) dominated governments locally are supported by the central hierarchy of 

the party through patronage networks. Rival factions within the hierarchy of the party further 

debilitate politics at the local level and remove any vestige of responsibility or accountability. 

The resulting intrigue has virtually paralysed the administration and, at the same time, created 

tremendous opportunities for comption. Nevertheless, while the party hierarchy is quick to 

chastise incompetent local councils, it is loath to dismantle the power relations which put 

them there. 

Within this context there is little opportunity to develop new conventions of political 

behaviour beyond that encouraged by these power relations. Thus, participation by 

demonstration has become the main form of political action. While demonstrations have 

powerful effects on politicians and administrators alike, in that they fear them, political 

figures use them to increase their own influence. On the other hand, those who participate in 
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demonstrations gain no access to constructive political dialogue but rather rely on patronage 

favours dispensed by the party. Thus, women, for example, remain supporters of the party in 

return for patronage favours but gain no access to decision-making positions. On the whole 

political behaviour is shaped by the power relations of a decentralized despotism in the party. 

It is far from clear whether the new posts of executive mayor will change politics at 

the local level in Zimbabwe. First, the legislation does not dismantle the power networks of 

ZANU(PF) but reinforces them as the central party holds tight control over the selection of 

candidates. Secondly, it also does nothing to dismantle local party syndicates that deliver local 

ZANU(PF) councillors. On the other hand, it puts great power into the hands of the a mayor 

and the executive council and thus paves the way for more powerful local cliques with even 

more powerful attachments to the centre. Thus, a fairly strong argument can be made that the 

legislation perpetuates the constellation of power relations of the bifurcated state, based on a 

decentralized despotism, and may even further remove politicians from accountability to their 

populations. 

Finally, it must be concluded that there is political change afoot in Zimbabwe and that 

this has been manifested most at the local level. While the new legislation has not addressed 

the real problem of ZANU(PF) power relations, it has opened up the mayoral race (at least in 

a limited number of municipalities) to a general vote; and the evidence from the last local 

elections of late 1995 shows that the party's ability to control the selection and election of 

local candidates is weakening. It is too early to tell if this is a serious movement towards a 

new localism, but it has certainly been a challenge to ZANU(PF) hegemony at the local level. 

In Mutare there are some indications that it may make for a more united and accountable 



local council but, as yet, there is little evidence that the legacy of participation by 

demonstration will be overcome by something more constructive. Nevertheless, change is 

emanating from the local action at the local level and this may be the best indication that a 

new localism is in the future for Zimbabwe. 

Civil society and a new localism 

In the next chapter I will continue to examine local government in Jinja and Mutare in 

light of the third requirement (the existence of an interactive process that might produce 

different political behaviour and relationships between the population and the local 

government) as I turn to the relationship between the local councils and the community-based 

organizations with which they come into contact. This involves an analysis of the community- 

based organizations with regard to the opportunity they present to their members for 

developing political behaviour which is conducive to democratic openings and the 

requirements of responsibility and accountability. I will also examine the relationship between 

these organizations and the local governments in Jinja and Mutare. Finally, I will turn to an 

example from each municipality of engagement between community-based organizations and 

the local government for the purposes of providing a service. The example is that of Parent 

Teachers Associations (PTAs) and their relationship with the local government with regard to 

the management of primary schools. Here, also, I will be looking specifically for the 

opportunities presented to develop new relationships that foster new political behaviour 

concerning responsibility and accountability - in other words, movement towards an internally 

driven and democratic new localism. 



Chapter 6: 

Meeting the Requirements of a New Localism IV: Civil 
Society and Local Government in Uganda and Zimbabwe 

Introduction 

In this chapter I will consider the third requirement of a new localism for sub-Saharan 

Africa: the growth of an interactive process in which there is at least some potential for 

different political behaviour and relationships to develop between civil society and the local 

government. The chapter is divided into two sections. In the first I will examine some 

community-based organizations in Jinja and Mutare and consider their potential to contribute 

to a new localism. This analysis will take into consideration whether these organizations 

provide an opportunity for members to develop political behaviour which is conducive to 

democratic openings and requirements of accountability and responsibility. I will also 

examine the relationship between community-based organizations and the local councils in 

Jinja and Mutare. 

In the second section I will tum to an example from each municipality of an 

engagement between community-based organizations and the local government for the 

purposes of providing a statutorily required service. The example, in both cases, is that of 

parent-teachers' associations (PTAs) and their relationship with the local government in the 

management of primary schools. This is of particular interest as it brings the notion of the 

externally driven new localism analyzed in Chapter 1 - the need, brought on by global 

economic restructuring, to reach out to non-governmental actors in a search for a new mix in 
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providing services at the local level - together with an analysis of the requirements of the 

internally driven new localism developed in this thesis. In the case of Zimbabwe, there is a 

direct relationship between the statutory establishment of PTAs and adjustment. Lq Uganda a 

combination of internal society breakdown, aggravated by structural adjustment, has brought 

the PTAs to the fore. Nevertheless, in h j a  in the 1990s there is a new management initiative 

to enter into statelcivil society partnerships in order to provide services.' The question is 

whether this externally driven focus on partnerships at the local level, imposed by the 

circumstances of restructuring, gives impetus to the development of an internally driven and 

democratic new localism or impedes that process. 

I The state of local civil society and its relation to the local state 

Civil society and a new localism 

There is a propensity to consider civil society as an alternative for the absence of good 

government in sub-Saharan Africa and as a welcome partner in governance which will bring 

more accountability in government services. But I suggest in this thesis that African civil 

society has also been affected by the bifurcated state and the constellation of power shaped by 

decentralized despotism. As I outlined in chapter I,  Ekeh has argued there is a split between 

rights and duties that renders the civic an amoral space to be plundered, and the primordial a 

moral space where duties are performed. He suggests that for democratization to become 

meaningful there needs to be an integration of rights and duties. In other words, we must look 

for a movement towards an integrated public where a more universal concept of responsibility 

' Fa example, the municipality has formed a partnership with a taxi association for the maintenance and 
rnamgement of the taxi park 
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and accountabiltiy might be forged. In Chapter 2 I argued that under the colonial government 

in Uganda and the settler government in Zimbabwe, a strong bourgeois African civil society 

was largely proscribed. The struggling political development evident in the richness of politics 

from the 1920s to the 1950s was constantly undermined by the propensity of those 

governments to legitimize despotic decentralization while de-legitimizing other organizations 

and movements. As Ekeh has argued this action served to strengthen primordial networks that 

offered protection and some chance at receiving resources. Subsequent years of political 

violence and war continued to erode relations within society and, thus, weakened organized 

civil society which depended more than ever on patronage behaviour. Relationships within 

society and between society and the local governments were constantly bent to the shape of 

power relations concomitant with the bifurcated state. Thus, civil society was shaped by the 

power relations of decentralized despotism within the bifurcated state. 

That argument having been made for an earlier period, I assume that there are certain 

effects on civil society. First, in the interaction between civil society and local government 

both the making of demands and the adoption of solutions might be expected to be caught up 

in political behaviour based on personal connections to patronage networks. Within this vortex 

of power relations, organized opposition to government measures, devoid of a legitimate 

means of expression, may only amount to public demonstrations. This, in fact, became 

apparent in the "participation by demonstration" that I described in Chapter 5. Second, the 

internal power relations within organizations of civil society may be caught up in the same 

power relations as those in the state. As Mamdani (1996, 22) has remarked, it is not that all 

behaviour conforms to those parameters but, given the legitimacy bestowed on decentralized 
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despotic rule for so many decades, the dice are loaded; and the fact that the bifurcated state 

has left the majority of the population in relative poverty while a small percentage enjoy 

privileged status means that the dice are doubly loaded. Thus, not only may organizations in 

civil society lack an adequate resource base on which to act independently but also they may 

have a membership that is heavily dependent on a better-off and better educated leadership. 

Here then are the concrete obstacles to the effective organization of civil society. 

If civil society is not a panacea but, in fact, affected by the power relations of years of 

decenaalized despotism does that mean that there is no hope for change emanating from civil 

society? Gramsci observed that in political society political power is manifest in the state but 

it has its roots in civil society. Thus, he argued that, what he termed, the "subaltern" classes 

must gain a foothold in civil society first in order to bring about political change (Buttigieg 

1995). We may theorize that the constellation of power characteristic of decentralized 

despotism thrives as long as its roots are in a civil society hospitable to such power relations. 

However, to the degree that civil society becomes inhospitable to those roots they may wither 

and die. Thus, it is important to examine civil society for signs of change while, at the same 

time, keeping in mind the considerable obstacles to that change. 

Local civil society in Jinja and Mutare 

The study of local civil society in Jinja was particularly fruitful since there are m y  

organizations either directly or peripherally involved with the local government. The 

associations under consideration are community-based (that is, they are not branches of larger 

organizations) with real roots in the local community and the possibility of connections with 

the local government institutions. The data for this analysis come from interviews with 



twenty-one women's groups, one men's group, one youth group (male), three friendship 

societies, two tenants' associations, two welfare societies and seven PTA organizations. The 

interviews with the women's g r ~ u p s  and the youth group were group interviews while the 

other interviews were conducted with executive members. I also attended a joint 

management/PTA meeting. The list is a sampling and by no means exhaustive of the whole 

range of groups in Jinja. 

Local civil society in Mutare was harder to locate and to access. As in Jinja, under 

consideration are organizations that are community-based with local roots and with the 

possibility of either direct or peripheral involvement with the local government. In the mid- 

1990s there were few locally-based organizations. Moreover, this seems to be a situation not 

peculiar to Mutare. Richard Saunders notes that despite an upsurge in the early days of 

independence, locally organized civil society in Zimbabwe has weakened in the 1990s. He 

remarks that "Zimbabwean civil society is littered with the wreckage of countless failed self- 

help organizations, training programmes, savings clubs and other schemes which never 

established a consistent regime of operation nor attracted a regular membership" (1995a, 24). 

Among the most important reasons for this, he argues, is "ZANU's desire to maintain a 

leading presence in civil society ... [and], as a direct result, the government has tried, 

variously, to block, frustrate, infiltrate, employ to advantage and otherwise neutralize many 

civics" (Saunders 1 995a, 24). In her study of community -based housing organizations (CBOs), 

Anna Vakil found that housing CBOs in highdensity areas in four cities in Zimbabwe were 

vulnerable to political interference from ZANU(PF) "which adds to their relative 

disadvantage" (1996, 345). In an even more worrying measure, Zimbabwe has recently passed 
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(1 995) legislation governing NGOs that gives the central government sweeping powers to 

interfere with the internal management of NGOs. In at least one case this legislation has led 

to the central government's firing of board members of a large NGO and replacing them with 

a clique of Women's League members (Rich 1997). The paucity of organizations in Mutare 

may reflect this hostile atmosphere. 

The data for discussing local civil society and local government in Mutare are sparse. 

The organizations under consideration include four women's cooperatives, a theatre group, the 

Mutare Citizens and Ratepayers Organization (MCRO) and three PTAs. Group interviews 

were conducted with the four women's cooperatives. I also interviewed three founders of the 

theatre group as well as the chainvornan of MCRO. I conducted interviews with the chairmen 

of the three PTAs involved in the three local government run schools, as well as the 

headmasters of those schools. I also attended a school management committee meeting. Again 

the list is a sampling and not exhaustive in that there are present in Mutare neighbourhood 

welfare societies which spring into action usually at the time of a death in a family and which 

were not considered for the present study. Technically ZANU(PF) does not fit the description 

of a community-based organization used in this study since it goes well beyond the local 

level. It has also been examined in Chapter 5. Nevertheless, since this organization has such 

an effect at the local level (and appears to be such a bearer of dominant political behaviour) it 

is never far out of sight in the analysis. 

Women in local civil society in Jinja and Mutare 

Women's groups in Jinja 

I have argued in chapters 3 and 4 that women have made substantial political gains at 



the local level in Uganda. However, those political gains have been part of a larger 

democratic project (the intent of which is to create democratic openings at the local level) as 

prescribed in the decentralization programme and have considerable support from the central 

government. The pertinent issue explored here is whether women's organizations in local civil 

society provide the fertile ground in which those political gains may take root. 

Commenting on the women's associations in Uganda, Aili Tripp argues that, when 

considering associational life in Uganda, 

some of the most dramatic changes have occurred in women's organizations. The remarkable new 
visibility of women in formal and informal mgisterul groups provides an opportunity to explore the 
meanings of changing associational life in relation to political Liberalization (1994, 108). 

Certainly women's groups are visible in Jinja. A total of 543 women are involved in the 

twenty-one groups (averaging 26 members each) I interviewed (see Appendix A). Most are 

based in RC designated village areas and multi-ethnic in rnember~hip.~ Four groups consist 

of women with common occupations (midwives, nurses and market women). The groups are a 

recent phenomenon, most having formed between 1993 and 1994.' Thus, we can say that 

there is a recent proliferation of women's groups which has accompanied the institution of the 

RC system. 

However, one could not argue that the proliferation of women's groups is only a result 

of the RC system although some ties to the local government are evident. At least one or two 

members of every group have some RC position, usually secretary for women. RC2 and 3 

* Two groups h t  differed somewbat included one which started out based on church aff11iations but 
which has become independent of the church and includes members wt affilitated wit the church one that is an 
ethnic-based association located in a village which is highly populated by that ethnic group. 

Of the twenty-one groups, two bad starkd in 1989, one in 1990, one in 1991, two in 1992, six in 1993 
and nine in 1994. 



secretaries for women also are acquainted with the groups in their parish or sub-county, as is 

the welfare officer who is the administrator in charge of women and youth. Some groups also 

cite the RCs for encouraging them to form groups and, in 1995, women's councils had 

recently been instituted for the purposes of encouraging development (see Chapter 4). 

However, women also assert that the success of an earlier group has encouraged other women 

to form groups. What is also apparent is that financial need has forced women to find creative 

ways of eaming extra income. A variety of factors such as high unemployment, devaluation 

of currency, loss of husbands through violence or AIDS, increased responsibility for extra 

children (because relatives have died of AIDS) and the need to meet the cost of user fees are 

often cited by the women. What is notable is that only two groups of women cited national 

government representatives or international NGOs as having been instrumental in their 

coming together.' Thus while we might say that there has been encouragement from RCs 

which have provided a more positive public atmosphere for women, there are various reasons 

for women to come together at this time and higher level political influences have played 

only a small part. 

Moreover, the women's groups interviewed are remarkably independent of formal 

institutions. In 1995, only one-fifth (four) of the groups was registered with the National 

Association of Women of Uganda (NAWOU) although they are encouraged to do so.' About 

4 One group mentioned that they were encouraged by the CM (National Resistance Council Member) 
who brought a representative of USAID to see them. Another mentioned that they attended a meeting with the 
Central Government Representative (CGR) who gave them advice. 

* This is an ~nnbrelk group that is not a government organization but bas government approvd The 
women's groups who bad or were about to register said that they could nat take advantage of NAWOUfs 
en tandikwe 
(start-up Ioans) funds dess they were registered. However, other groups were not aware of this. No groups had 
actually had any funding from NAWOU (Inte~ew, RC2 Secretary for Women, Jinja C e n d  Parish, February, 



one quarter of the groups (five) was working with the Foundation for International 

Community Assistance (FINCA)6, a microcredit NGO, while the rest had no affiliation with 

other organizatims with the exception that two of the groups are registered with the Ministry 

of Culture.' Three quarters of the groups conduct their own group savings for the purpose of 

generating rotating loans and share in group incomeearning projects. Generally, the groups 

have a yearly membership fee ranging between USH1000/= and USH5000/= and a required 

weekly savings deposit of between USH100/= and USH5001= per member. Savings accounts 

are generally held in the Trust Women's Bank8 The groups have little formal fmancial 

support from the local government. However, many have secured access to land through the 

' FINCA is a US-based NGO and originally encouraged by US-based Uganda Project to sgn 
FINCA/UGANDA which by 1994 bad miadending projects in five districts in Uganda. It is funded by two US 
NGOs and gets matching grants from Romry lntemational which is affiliated with the Rotary Club of Jinja. 
FINCA's programme in Uganda includes mining in bank o p t i o n s ,  loan administration, bookkeeping, 
accounting and small business administration and combines credit for individual members as well as a group 
savings plan. 

The two groups affdiated with the Ministry of Culture perform dance and drama but also have 
income-earning projects which have no ties to f d  institutions. Another group is located in Danida Village, 
Masese, which is the locus of the Danish Intt?rnational Development Agency's (DAMDA) Mas- Women's Self- 
Help Project This project bas also had soma help from the Ugandan government and JMC has provided land 
The project teaches women how to make bricks and build houses and has provided loans for 700 participants to 
own their own house. However, only 200 of the participants are able to get continuous employment from the 
project since funher contracts are hard u, come by (one such contract b for school rooms and will be disnmed 
in the last section of this chapter). Thus the women are in need of other sources of income to pay back the loans 
(see Jinja U r h  Study Phase One, 1992, 40, 41). The group that I i n t e ~ e w e d ,  thus, was acting as a women's 
group independent of that project 

Originally located in the municipal building, but now located in the District Women's Council office 
which opened in February 1995, this bank was started in 1988. It's creation was driven by women RCs, 
especially the current IMC secretary for women (now chairperson of District Women's Council as well), and 
provides for savings accounts for women's groups (Intemew, IMC Secretary for Women and Chairperson, 
District Women's Council, 3 1/3/95). 
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local government, something that has always been difficult for women to do.9 By 1995, ten of 

the groups had been allocated plots for income-generating projects and others were waiting to 

hear from JMC. In addition, JMC meeting facilities are made avdable to women for public 

meetings such as those held by FIDA to make women aware of their rights.'' With little 

formal support, then, most of the groups, whether by choice or not, have adopted an 

independent, self-help method of operating. 

Practical and strategic gains 

As mentioned in chapter one, women's interests have been conceptually divided into 

practical and strategic interests. The former include immediate interests which arise from the 

concrete cirumstances of class and gender in the division of labour while the latter include 

broader issues of gender such as political equality and freedom of choice of childbearing. As 

1 argued in chapter 1, although women of different classes have different practical needs and 

also may differ on strategic needs, empirically it is difficult to separate out the practical from 

the strategic, given the complexity of gender relations. In the following analysis I argue that 

the women's associations in Jinja have helped their members to make both practical and 

strategic gains. 

Practical gains 

Despite the fact that many of the groups are recent, there is some evidence that the 

women involved have already realized some practical gains. They have gained some limited 

9 Women inte~ewed for the h j a  Urban Study complained tbat they take second place to men when 
applying for plots and are rarely allocated land (Jinja Urban Study, Phase One, 40). However, land does seem to 
be allocated more readily for women's groups. 

lo One of these meetings, held in March 1595, was standing room only in the largest IMC committee 
room and attended by many of the women and secretaries for women that I had interviewed, 



access to capital and land. The groups involved with FINCA loans report success in paying 

back the loans and also in gaining savings. One group (Alladina) is so successful that it is 

able to lend to members of an &liated group. Of the many groups without iristitutional 

support most use their fees for starting group projects and individuals use savings to pay 

school fees and medical expenses. Two groups have been able to realize enough savings to 

start revolving loans; one group has made five loans while the other has made six. One group 

is able to carry on a savings group as well as sponsor a women's football team which has 

been quite succe~sful.~~ At the time of the interviews, only two of the groups had not started 

activities and were still discussing what they would do. Just one group of women out of the 

2 1 reported a failure to get a group project going and blamed the government for not helping 

them. Apart from these three, all of the groups report that their savings have allowed them to 

pay school fees and medical expenses." Thus, the groups are helping the women to meet 

some of their practical needs. 

Although the women's groups are vibrant, they also encounter difficulties. The women 

engage in a variety of group activities including c&s, gardens, keeping chickens and pigs, 

tailoring, grinding, making waraji (local gin) and tea packing as well as individual trading. 

However, many of the group projects involve similar activities resulting in competition for 

marketing the product. For example, six of the groups make crafts and this is a major part of 

l1 This is a group of wanen who provide cooked food in the market and whasr wooden stalIs are 
located next to the bus park. Each woman who o m  a stall outfits a member of the team and tries to meet 
transport costs for aavelling to games. Many members of the team were picked to play on a Ugandan team in 
Nairobi in 1994 (Report of Secretary for Women Affairs, RC3, Jinja Central, 4/2/95). They also won the 
&'bition game at Bugernbe Stadium on International Women's Day, March 8, 1995, making their women 
patrons very proud. 

'* All of the groups also have provisions for members to donate money in case of a death in a membefs 
family. 
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their group project. Most of the crafts that are made are aimed at the tourist trade but in Jinja 

there are few places where these crafts can be sold.13 The next most common projects are 

gardens and keeping chickens and pigs and there is a competition for selling these products as 

well. However, these projects also help the women to supplement their own families' food 

supply. Some groups would like more access to capital without such stringent rules for paying 

back, since projects take time to bring income and the women already live on subsistence 

income. The most successful are those women who are able to get loans for trading or small 

businesses (salons, clinics) and six of the groups in central Jinja are able to do this. Some 

groups have plans for bigger projects. For example, one of the most successful groups has 

acquired land for a foam mattress factory and is looking for more capital to build it. On the 

other hand, the shops (not to mention incoming lomes) in Jinja are overflowing with foam 

mattresses from Kenya and one wonders how successful this venture might be. Other groups 

have plans for larger-scale projects for which they have no training or expertise, such as bee- 

keeping, and which require inputs that are just not available. Thus, there are limits to the 

practical gains that are made and most women still only derive subsistence income From their 

activities. 

Strategic gains 

Yet women in Jinja identified gains beyond the practical ones discussed above. The 

groups unanimously agree that there has been a great change in attitude among women. 

Previously, women stayed very much to themselves and were not accustomed to sharing 

l3 linjak main tourist attraction is the Source of the Nile park. There is a k i d  which sells crafts but 
there is no formal setup where every group might take advantage of this site. There are also two craft stores in 
the central business section of Jinja which sell local and imported crafts. While these are opportunities they are 
not enough to keep the women's stock moving quickly. 
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family problems. Now they talk to each other about their problems and look to each other for 

support and this extends across ethnic groups.'" They assert that they have gained confidence 

through the new skills they are acquiring, both in managing money and developing craft and 

agricultural skills or expanding businesses. One of the most successful groups rotates 

leadership on a regular basis so that all members have to learn some leadership skills. 

Furthermore, accountability is an important issue for the groups. All of the groups purport to 

make decisions together and members assert that the handling of money is transparent. 

Several groups testified that their numbers had dropped at the beginning because there were 

members who did not take savings seriously and thus defaulted on loans. However, the core 

membership remaining (26 on average, as mentioned above) now takes seriously the 

responsibility of contributing to the group. An interview with EWCA staff revealed that often 

at the beginning executive members use group savings to pay back loans and that the women 

quickly become aware that they must demand accountability in order to protect their 

sa~ings. '~ Tripp also gives evidence that members of women's groups are quite intolerant of 

leaders who are not transparent and who monopolize all of the benefits ( 1994, 12 1-3). For all 

of these reasons I believe that the women involved are developing strategic skills as well as 

practical ones. 

There is evidence that the women's groups in Jinja are also laying the groundwork for 

Tripp also observes that in the new proliferation of women's groups there is a notable lack of the 
sectarianism which bas plagued Ugandan civil society in the past (1994, 1 17-2 1). One particular group in Jinja 
p o k d  out that they had several Muslim members who were involved m group projects including a piggery . 
Duties were arranged so that the Muslim women were never directly involved in that part of the project shrce it 
was in violation of their religion. All of the members seemed satisfied with the solution. 

Is I n t e ~ e w ,  Director FJNCA, Jinja District, April 1995. 



broader strategic gains. During every group interview the subject of the role of women in 

Uganda was discussed and the women were keenly interested in fmding out about women's 

lives elsewhere (in this case, Canada). For example, one issue that was prominent in 

discussions was the concem over defilement (rape), an issue that is also highly visible in the 

news media. Many women wanted to know what was being done in other countries. Ttipp 

also notes that "women's groups and leaders have become vocal around issues of sexual 

harassment, rape, wife beating and child abuse for the first time" and that in 1990 the women 

elected to the National Resistance Council were instrumental in getting amendments to the 

criminal code that made rape a capital offence (1 994, 1 1 7).16 But even more concem was 

expressed about the heavy responsibilities that women are facing, especially responsibilities 

for children. These responsibilities have increased for two reasons: there is high 

unemployment among men and, increasingly, there are extra children to look after because of 

the death from AIDS of close relatives. While their groups provide an opportunity to share 

their problems and derive extra strength to handle the extra burdens, at the same time they are 

questioning kinship responsibilities and the fairness of the heavy burdens they are expected to 

carry. A drama group in Walukuba wrote and performed a play about a woman who, crushed 

by kinship responsibilities, asked these very questions. This group has earned recognition for 

16 The newspapers most commonly report on headmasters' defdement of students and defdcment of 
children by fathers or grandfathers. However, women are also concerned with the ism that they cannot say no 
to their husbands and the corollary that men are entitled to sex no matter who the woman is. One newspaper 
editorial emphasizes that, currently in Uganda, men still pay bridepice and assme that this brideprice "buys out 
dl the women's (sic!) rights. This gives him the right to beat her, and for her to be unquestioning" (The Monita, 
19/8/97). Women are also concerned about young uneducated women who can only get jobs as howmaids and, 
therefore, are often coerced into sexual relations by the master of the house. This bas become a much more 
pressing issue with the spread of AIDS. During the 1995 interviews, one woman asked if it was not time to 
apply the "Bobbit solution" in order to make men accountable for their actions! Met FIeischman notes t&at the 
spread of HIV has had positive results in this sense: women are asserting themselves and refusing to put 
themselves at risk (1995). 
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their music and drama, having performed live and on radio. The drama is carried out in the 

customary drumming and singing technique but addresses very current issues and questions 

'traditional' custom. The women assert that through their writing and performing they have 

gained new respect from their husbands and neighburs and that people now often come to 

them for advice. The women in these groups are questioning the role of women out of their 

own practical experience and taking it to a new strategic level. 

While these data might show the emergence of some new, more independent 

behaviour on the part of women, there is evidence that this does not always translate into a 

more effective political interaction. The RC system does provide a good vehicle for passing 

information and seminars, such as those given by F D A  on women's rights, are well attended. 

Nevertheless, although members were often involved in RCs, they do not see that secretaries 

for women are very helpful to the groups in general, especially those in the higher tiers, and 

there is little bridging to formal political institutions. No doubt some of this perception is the 

result of the fact that there is no local government funding targeted for women in particular. 

When it comes to higher political officials there is much more of a tendency to revert to old 

political behaviours. The interactions are patterned on official "invention of tradition" as 

political show (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983) as well as old patronage behaviour, both on the 

part of the women and the politicians. For example, in the 1995 interviews the groups 

commented that they rarely, if ever, see any higher tier politicians or representatives of 

NAWOU. However, if they do appear it means a great deal of extra expense for the group 

since it is the 'tradition' that they pay for the visitofs transport and prepare food. In this 

'tradition' we may see the remnants of patronage behaviour towards someone in a higher 



position who might perform a favour. 

Another example of "traditional" behaviour is the celebration of International Women's 

Day. Women's groups are expected to come to International Women's Day celebrations cvery 

year as participants, either performing or marching. This involves considerable expense in 

msport  and food since these events are always an allday affair. Ln Jinja many women's 

groups from the surrounding district came to march or perform on March 8, 1995 in this new 

invented 'tradition'. On that occasion the National Resistance Council women's representative 

for Jinja District addressed the women and spoke about the water situation in Walukuba, 

claiming solidarity with the women who had to suffer because of poor availability of water 

(discussed in Chapter 4) and received cheers from the crowd. However, this politician had 

never been mentioned by anyone connected with the struggle with NW&SC, nor was there a 

record of her having worked to solve the problem. Thus, we may see the old behaviour of 

using official occasions for the purpose of political gain; in other words, the practice of 

politics without substance. Moreover, at the end of that day's celebrations there were several 

women's groups left stranded because they did not have money for transport home. Again, the 

groups' expectations were for patronage behaviour on the part of higher politicians to make 

arrangements for tmnsport. Since many of the women genuinely fmd the expense beyond their 

resources it puts them in a vulnerable position that invites patron/client relations. 

A further example of the limits to a new political interaction can be found in the 

opening of the District Women's Council office in Jinja February 25, 1995. The Vice- 

President, who, as a woman in high office, is a symbol of political gains for women in 

Uganda, was invited to the opening and local women's groups turned out in great numbers for 



the occasion. In her short address the Vice-president noted that women were trying hard to 

work for the country. However, she then proceeded to tell the women that her position was a 

supportive one and compared her role to that of a wife. Hence, she was advocating the old 

role of supporting men in politics while, at the same time, symbolizing a new political power 

for women." Thus, while the women's groups show signs of new organizational independence 

and behaviour, the old political behaviour is never far from sight. 

Nevertheless, a good example of how women are fashioning to a new, broader place 

in local civil society is the fact that woman-led local organization has gone beyond self-help. 

There are two service organizations in Jinja initiated and operated by local women. One 

organization that goes a step beyond self-help into service is Protect Our Youth From Aids 

(POYFA). This organization was started in 1993 by women in Jinja Central who were 

concerned about the spread of AIDS among young disadvantaged girls. POYFA concentrates 

on helping girls and young women who come from poor families, drop out of school, have 

few skills, and usually look for positions as housemaids or as consorts of older men. These 

individuals are particularly vulnerable to contracting AIDS because both options lead to 

sexual relations with more or less sexually promiscuous men (see also footnote 14). POYFA 

acts on two fronts by counselling for AIDS prevention as well as addressing the economic 

condition of the clients. To meet the former objective, they have secured the cooperation of 

the AIDS Morrnation Centre which gives seminars to sensitize the young women about 

AIDS. In order to satisfy the latter objective POYFA seeks to idente school dropouts and 

" 00 being appointed Vice Resident she commented that her happines on the day of her innallation 
only outweighed her happiness on her wedding day. In&ed, the role of wife seems to never leave her speeches 
(National Analyst, 2/3:&9, March 7, 1995)! 
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provide an opportunity for training so that they will acquire skills and, thus, be less likely to 

enter into these situations. At present the group operates out of a rented storefront and 

consists of an executive committee headed by the director who oversees day-today operations 

including the supervising of 30 client/members. The committee has enlisted the help of 

FINCA which has provided seminars in small-business management and has started rnicro- 

lending with 22 of the women. In addition, through donations, the group has acquired sewing 

machines, a knitting machine and typewriters in order to teach the women skills. The group 

also makes crafts which the director retails in her small shop in town. In the long run the 

group wishes to open a formal vocational centre. 

The second group, The Nile Crane Save the Vulnerable Children's Project, started in 

1994 and deals with the growing problem of street children in central Jinja. It was formed by 

the Jinja Central Women's Council (the sub-county level of the women's councils), the 

members of which "as mothers felt concerned and obliged to rescue 'their' children From out 

in the cold"." The group has acquired land from JMC for a complex which would contain a 

nursery school, a clinic, a recreation hall, a training centre and accommodation for employees. 

Eventually the complex is to be self-sustaining through the sale of products and rental of the 

recreation facilities to other groups. They have also approached local service clubs such as 

Lions and Rotary for financial help and have been registered as a non-profit, non- 

governmental organization. At present they have conducted an informal survey of children at 

risk and are employing interim measures such as arranging for alternative accommodation or 

18 Memmaadum and Articles of Association of The Nile Crane Save the Vulnerable Children's Project, 
p. 2, 



reuniting children with their families through co~nselling.~~ They also visit 

for whom the burden of raising children has become overwhelming. These 
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one-parent families 

two groups, 

therefore, are evidence of a move beyond self-help to another level of civic organization for 

the purpose of providing social service. 

Both groups have made extensive use of the RC system in order to get their projects 

up and running. While the women in both groups express the need for donors or patrons to 

reach the goals of permanent and self-sustaining structures, in the mean time they are 

establishing senrice through their own initiative and employing all present means available to 

them. The women cite the RC involvement as integral to their project. As an off-shoot of the 

Women's Council, The Nile Crane Save the Vulnerable Children's Project has had the official 

support of the JMC since its inception. IMC has acted in an advisory capacity, lent its full 

support for the group's registration as a non-profit and its encouragement for fundraising. This 

group has also had the full support of the RC Chairmen from the district to the village. The 

village RCs were instrumental in helping to carry out the survey of street children and are 

often involved in fmding alternative accommodation or helping to reunite children with their 

relatives. The executive members of POYFA also cite the RCs as instrumental in identifying 

young women at risk and helping them in their efforts to reach the community. Thus, not 

only are these organizations adding a new dimension to local civil society but they are also 

engaged with the local government institutions in a very practical way. Moreover, activity 

l9 Using anecdotal evidence From talking to the children and the a g e  RCs. the group asserts tbat 
many of the children belong to immigrants (mainly Somalis) and Northerners (Iteso and Karamojong) who have 
been unable to establish themselves economically. There are also many orphans who have Iost their parents in 
the violence of the 198Ck or from AIDS related illness but have stayed in town rather than searched for relatives 
in the countryside (Memorandum and Articles of Association of the Nile Crane Save the Vulnerable Children's 
Project, p. 3). 
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shows some movement towards a more integrated public where there m y  be established 

some more universal idea of accountability. 

It is clear that the women's groups in Jinja s e  gaining ground in local civil society, in 

the Grarnscian sense, and are providing fertile ground in which the roots of a new localism 

might flourish. First, the groups show strong initiative and a degree of independence from the 

patronage of individuals or organizations that might establish patronJclient relations. Second, 

despite their short histories, the groups are already fulfilling the practical needs of their 

members. Third, the women involved in these groups are aware of strategic needs and so are 

better positioned to press for their rights. Finally, women's presence in local civil society is 

establishing more democratic behaviour and practices in general, such as accountability and 

inclusiveness, which can be carried over into other civic concerns beyond self-help. The 

existence of new service organizations is testimony to this process at work. Although old 

patronlclient behaviours are never far from sight, there is some evidence that women in local 

civil society in Jinja are building some bridges to the local government institutions in an 

interaction that allows for new political behaviour more characteristic of a new localism. 

Women seem to be establishing different patterns of political behaviour even when 

they are interacting with clientelistic politicians. Perhaps the strongest evidence of this fact is 

in an incident that reversed the pattern of the politics and actually m e d  patronage political 

behaviour to good practical use. The CM for Jinja Central (the same person who offered a 

patronage solution for the Walukuba water problem) made mangernents for the secretaries for 

women in Walukuba to visit their counterparts in Gulu district, providing all transport free-of- 



charge.*' While the trip may have been armnged in order to gain political support from 

women who had suffered long over the water crisis (and at this time in 1995 it was 

particularly bad with many taps being closed - see Chapter 4), it is evident that the greater 

impact was to increase the experience and independent organizational strength of women. 

Upon return the women were ebullient in their comments. First they were astounded that they 

were not massacred on the road (as some warned them they would be). Second, they were 

amazed at the warm reception and wonderful hospitality they received and at how easy it was 

to communicate even though they did not all speak the same language (most understood 

&Swahili). They also could not believe that the women in Gulu had formed groups similar to 

theirs and that they could exchange ideas for improving their organizations. They exchanged 

gifts of crafts that they had made and over the two days of meetings, dotted with music and 

dancing performed by both groups, made arrangements for more exchanges. I would suggest 

that it is because the women are grounded in more participatory local institutions and a new 

more autonomous local civil society that they are able to use old behaviour to create new 

opportunities for new political behaviour. This also demonstrates an important point: while 

the RC system cannot stamp out patronage behaviour overnight, it has provided enough 

opportunity for new political behaviour to develop in spite of the old; and women's growing 

presence in political society demonstrates this point. 

Women's groups in Mutare 

In Chapter 5 I argued that women perform a much more subordinate role in local 

20 This district is one of the Mwthern W a s  on the border with Sudan which is very poor and plagued 
with &urgency even ten yt!a.rs after the NRM took over. People in the South think of people fiom the N o d  as 
very backward and there is little people-tepeopk commrmication Thus, people in the South only h o w  the 
North by newspaper or word-of-mouth accounts of violence. 



politics in Mutare than in Jinja. Moreover, the means by which their role is played out 

(participation by demonstration, selective intimidation of opposition candidates and their 

families) tends to reinforce the political power relations of a decentralized despotism. This 

participation is carried out through the Women's League of ZANU(PF). Therefore, the 

question that one must ask is whether the community-based women's cooperatives in Mutare 

provide the soil in which such relations may continue to flourish or whether they provide the 

opportunity for new behaviour and attitudes to evolve. 

The women's groups that have some interaction with the local municipality in Mutare 

are fewer and their membership is smaller. I interviewed four groups, 47 women in total. The 

smallest had seven members while the largest had 14. However, they are established on a 

much more formal, cooperative, basis and much more highly capitalized than those in Jinja. 

They were organized in the early 1980s through ZANU(PF) and the Ministry of Political 

Affairs, both of which worked through the Women's ~eague.~' They are registered as 

cooperatives, originally under the Ministry of National Affairs, Development and Employment 

Creation and, now, under the Ministry of Cooperatives." All four belong to the Organization 

of Collective Cooperatives of Zimbabwe (OCCZIM), an NGO based in Harare, to which they 

pay a $250.00 annual fee. While all of the cooperatives practice group savings and have 

raised money from their fimilies, by far the largest amount of capital has come from formal 

institutions. The Ministry of Cooperatives has arranged for thousands of dollars of loans and 

grants through various formal institutions and donors and provides tmining through OCCLIM, 

*' One starced in 1982. two in 1983 and one in 1984. 

For tist of cooperatives see Appendix A. Interviews were conducted with all four cooperatives in June 
1995. 



the Zimbabwe National Chamber of Commerce (ZNCC) and the International Labour Office 

(LO)? The local government has cooperated variously in providing temporary premises and 

in allotting commercial stands (plots). Substantial loans have allowed three of the 

cooperatives to establish formal commercial premises at the longdistance bus terminal in 

Sakubva. There they operate restaumnts (sitting and take-away) and sell sundry food and 

beverage items. The fourth group operates a similar catering business out of MCC premises 

(Moffat Hall) opposite the Housing and Community Services complex in Sakubva. The 

women at the long-distance bus terminal are able to hire one or two staff and take turns for 

shifts of cooking. The women are also contracted by ZANU(PF) and organizations such as 

PLAN International to provide refreshments at seminars. Thus, considerable official assistance 

with training, capitalization and contract work has put the cooperatives on a formal basis. 

Despite the formal basis on which they run their businesses the women in the 

cooperatives demonstrate Little independence. They complain that the repayment of loans eats 

into their profits, as does the competition with each other. They are unable to buy ingredients 

cheaply because they do not have the capital to buy in bulk nor to pay for transport from the 

countryside where prices are lower. They cannot provide for maintenance of their equipment 

and therefore look for donors when they need new pots. They expect that officials such as the 

mayor, the provincial governor and MPs should bring them donors so that they can expand 

23 OCCZIM, ZNCC and the LO assist in providing rrainiag in accounting, catering and d o r m  
making. Through the Minisay of Cooperatives the women have received substantial loans from the Beverley 
Building Society Z$lO8,OOO) and he Social and Economic Development Coope rative (SEDCO) (2$47,000). The 
loans have been for mongages of premises for three of th: groups. The fourth group rents council premises in 
Moffat HalI which is beside the Depanment of Housing and Community S e ~ c e s  in Sakubva. They have also 
received grants from the Canadian In temt id  Development Agency (CIDA) (2$25,000), Aficare (a US donor) 
(Z$2500), the Canadian High Commission (2$2500) and tbe Zimbabwe Project (OCCZIM) (2$2500). The grants 
have covered the costs of equipment such as freezers, stoves, tables and chairs. The Minisay of Cooperaaves has 
also given a direct donaaon of 2$20,000 to one group to complete the roof. 
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their businesses. They also criticize the local govemrrient for neglecting their interests and 

only showing them off to visitors. There is no communication between the cooperatives in 

order to discuss common problems, although they are located in the same row of 

Thus, there is an expectation of patronage behaviour from government officials at all levels 

and little sense of independent action. 

Practical Gains 

The women have made some practical gains. Obviously, they have gained access to 

property and considerable amounts of capital. However, they cite personal incomes of 

between $2100-300 a month which they consider to be inadequate (26400 is considered the 

poverty line - see Chisvo and Mullfoe 1994). Although 13 of the 42 women involved are 

widows, they are only able to supplement family income, usually by helping with school fees 

and food. More positively, they all report that their homes are better off and they have even 

been able to send children to university. They comment that best of all they have learned to 

generate income and, thus, are helping the nation. Therefore, they concede that there have 

been some practical benefits. 

Strutegic gains 

The women cite some strategic benefits that they have derived from associational life. 

They comment that as women they have learned to be active, presentable in public and 

cooperative with other members of the group. They also have acquired an abundance of new 

skills. Some of the women remark that they have come into contact with people they would 

Although every group lamented that they could not afford transport for cheaper food from the 
countryside, they had not talked to each other about this problem nor med to pad their resources However. 
based on a suggestion from the heviewer, they met, arranged to pod their resources and hire a truck and were 
getting cheaper food fnrm the couutryside by August, 1995. 



never have met (eg. ministers) and have been to new places (eg, community college for 

training) and now know how the system works. It is a great opportunity for women to be out, 

they assert, and their income generating helps the nation as a whole. Unlike the women in 

Uganda, the groups interviewed in Mutare show no interest in what women in other countries 

are experiencing and, during the interviews, there was no mention of grievances over the 

position of women in general. Thus, their practical experience, though providing opportunities 

for expanding their horizons, has not led to heightened interest in broader strategic interests. 

While the women were critical of the Women's League during the interviews, there 

was no discussion of political goals for women. Most of the women commented that while 

the Women's League had been helpful in the beginning, now it is only for those who like to 

chant and sing hymns. However, they say that it is necessary to be a member in order to be 

recognized and to receive contracts. One group did insist that it is up to the women to make 

the Women's League a better organization. Nevertheless, the strategic concerns of these 

groups remain centred on keeping the attention of officials and the party in order to solve 

their practical needs. 

Thus, these women's groups in local civil society in Mutare do not appear to be 

preparing the ground for a new localism. While some practical and strategic gains can be 

noted, there is little movement towards a broader strategic perspective that would encompass 

political demands for women's participation or practical interaction with government structures 

at the local level. On the other hand, the women demonstrate Little independence of action in 

their associational life and depend largely on official government and party contacts to Fuaher 

their ventures. Thus, they have no independent resources upon which to build some 



autonomy. Although they have become conscious of the weaknesses of the Women's League 

there is no indication at the moment that this heightened consciousness has resulted in 

changed political behaviour? Clearly, the women favour the system that has helped them 

gain some income-generating capacity and have little incentive to change it. 

Other local associational groups in Jinja and Mutare 

Moving towcuds a new localism: a youth group in Mutare 

While it would seem difficult to escape the constellation of power relations of the 

bifurcated state and ZANU(PF) politics in Mutare, a Dangamvura creative arts group, Taona 

Theatre Productions, is the rare exception that combines both practical and strategic purposes 

in local civil society in a different way. Operating out of Dangamvura, this group started with 

five young people who had gone to the same secondary school and found that they were 

facing unemployment along with many of their friends. They started with volunteer work for 

AIDS prevention in the local high schools and became a formal group of ten members (now 

13) in 1990. Once established, they were able to charge for performances and creating 

productions for high schools is still a large part of their work. 

In a practical sense, the group has managed to put itself on a solid footing through its 

own initiative. The members work full time on their performances which requires that they, in 

their own words, "hustle for work all the time" and everyone is involved in performing except 

for one member who acts as an administrator. The group works extensively with the Ministry 

of Health and Child Welfare, the Ministry of Education and Culture and the Mutare City 

tS Indeed, the fact that one of the executive members of one of the cooperatives led the demonstration 
against the newly-elected executive mayor and other 'independents' in November 1995, one of whom was a 
woman fn>m Sakubva, is indicative that there is little change in political behaviour ("Zanu(PF) women 
demonstrate", The Manica Post, 31 1 1/95). 
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Health Department as well as  international organizations including PLAN International and 

the Netherlands Organization for International Development Cooperation (NOW).  They are 

registered as a full-time production group with the Ministry of Education and Culture and the 

National Arts Council of Zimbabwe and rent an office fiom MCC in the Community Services 

compound in Dangamwra. The city also lets them rehearse free of charge in the community 

centre and helps out with transport if they are performing for the Department of Health. They 

have received 2!§4500.00 in grant money from the Mutare City Department of Health. They 

have also been able to attract considerable amounts of funding to put on performances 

including a grant of 2$85,000.00 fiom NOVIB to perform province-wide in an AIDS 

prevention campaign. In 1995 they were about to start a Zambian tour, planning their 

programme for the International STD/AIDS Conference in Uganda, making a record and 

holding a disco show to raise funds for a pilot tour of rural centres in 1996. There is no doubt 

that on a practical level the group is successful. 

The group demonstrates a consciousness of strategic needs both in its operation and in 

its programmes. While the content of the group's productions concentrates on ALDS, the 

group is sensitive to many social issues including gender issues and both the chair and vice- 

chair of the production team are women although the four person secretariat has only one 

woman (of the current membership of 13, five are women). lust as the Walukuba drama 

group uses traditional drumming, dancing and singing for promoting change, so this group 

uses traditional performance in order to bring a contemporary message to young people. In 

addition, the group holds itself up as an example to young people of how to deal with 

unemployment by inventing their own work 
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Moreover, like womens' associations in Jinja, the group has moved beyond its own 

boundaries to bring about social change. Taona has helped organize and train an AIDS 

Support Group among sex workers in Mutare. Moreover, while it has the support of 

government ministries and the local government administration, the group has not engaged in 

patronage politics and has established an autonomous outlook. The group perfoms at official 

functions that involve ZANU(PF) dignitaries but the party has not interfered with the 

operation of the group. The local government sees the members as people who get things 

done and, therefore, gives its support. On the other hand, the group deals with social issues in 

a way that does not seem to pose a threat to the party's power. One of the aims of their 

productions is "to articulate needs and problems faced by people especially the 

underprivileged" but they do so in a seemingly apolitical way.26 Thus, they are able to work 

for change and extend the boundaries of local civil society, in the Gramscian sense, but 

without presenting a threat to the ruling party. Therefore, they represent a rare and important 

departure from, and alternative to, old political behaviour that may prepare the ground for a 

new localism. 

Looking for new ground: citizens and rutepayers association in Mutare 

On the other hand, the Mutare Citizens and Ratepayers Organization (MCRO) presents 

a more contradictory picture. MCRO was born out of a smaller association of ratepayers at a 

disrupted meeting in 1992 when a small group of women demanded that the association take 

more initiative in demanding accountability from the local council. At that meeting the 

chairman stepped aside and the current executive committee was elected. The organization 

26 "HIVIAIDS Awareness Through Drama", project propasal, T a m  Theatre Productions, May 1995, p. 
1. 
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now has a very large membership (over 1000 members), mostly from the high-density suburbs 

and is run by a small executive committee of six people (five women and one man), mostly 

middle-class and from the lowdensity suburbs. The organization is dependent on membership 

fees for operational costs but the fees are very low (Z$2 annually) to accommodate the low- 

income membership and, therefore, the organization lacks sufficient resources. Meetings are 

expensive since a hall must be rented and insurance paid every time. The few meetings that 

are called are well-attended, boisterous with the complaints of local citizens and hard to 

handle.27 Usually communication is made through flyers instead and full use is made of local 

newspaper reporters. The lack of resources extends to people. Few members seem to have 

time or resources to volunteer and the smaller middleclass membership is reluctant to spend 

their own resources or to get involved in political confrontation. Thus, the leadership is 

largely left to one person, the chairwoman, whose private home and telephone are used for 

day-to-day business. Indeed, the chainvoman reports that she receives constant calls from 

residents wanting an advocate against MCC. Thus, it would seem that this association enjoys 

popular support but lacks grassroots organization. 

For the present, MCRO seems unable to establish a space in which a new relationship 

might evolve between the residents and the municipal council. The history of the organization 

has been one of confrontation between the chairwoman and MCC in her one-woman attempt 

to demand accountability from administrators. While the chairwoman blames the councillors 

for being ineffective, she blames the adminisnation more, claiming that they dictate policy to 

27 As mentioned in Chapter 5, officials attest that the chai~~oinan is adept at handling these unruly 
meeting. She assens tbat people respect her because she listens to their problems and tries to act on them. The 
seat on council that she won in the 1995 election would seem to prove her point. 
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the council. Thus, the tendency has been to verbally attack the administrators but in particular 

the town clerk. While MCRO blames the administrators for the 718 split, the singllng out of 

the town clerk for attack seems to have exacerbated the 718 tension. Moreover, MCRO uses 

participation by demonstration as a tactic and this was particularly apparent in the 

demonstrations against the town clerk by civic employees in April 1995. As I reported in 

Chapter 5, the employees felt they were used by both ZANU(PF) and MCRO. Thus, although 

the intention may be to demand accountability, the tactics have tended to reinforce political 

behaviour that precludes more effective debate and action. 

The contradictory nature of MCRO makes it hard to assess its potential contribution 

towards a new localism. On the one hand, it is an alternative voice and provides a much 

needed demand for accountability in Mutare. On the other hand, the organization itself 

depends very much on one leader and, although it has popular support, is not particularly 

based on grassroots participation? in addition, the association has not been able to avoid 

falling into tactics that tend to feed the factionalism on MCC. Since the change in leadership 

after the 1995 local elections (in which the chairwoman became a councillor) MCRO has 

continued to demand accountability from the new council and called into question the 1996 

budget which raised rates once again (ironically, the former chairwoman is now the 

chatrperson of finance and presented the budget). This time MCRO held consultation 

meetings in all the lowdensity suburbs. Perhaps a more grassroots organization and a better 

relationship with the new council will evolve. Thus, while the evidence is that MCRO has not 

been very effective in creating change, it may still be instrumental in creating openings that 

" 1 am not suggesting that the blame for these circumstances be laid at the feet of the chairwoman who 
has, herself, endured consi&rable harassment when trying to get answers from the municipal council- 



lead to change. 

Taking a hint porn women: a men's p u p  in Jinja 

Ln h j a  I did not fmd a similar proliferation of groups among men as among women 

but there is an indication that the apparent success of women's groups has raised the 

consciousness of men. In 1995, there was only one men's group. The men's group is in the 

same village (Alladina) in Central Jinja a s  one of the most successful women's groups and 

has adopted the same village name for the group. The men are forthcoming about the fact that 

they decided to form the group because the women were so successful and, moreover. that 

they have sought the women's advice in setting up their group. This is indicative of changing 

attitudes among men about the independent legitimacy of urban women in the face of such 

vibrant activities among women. These men formed the group in August 1994 and by 1995 

had created group savings but had not yet started lending nor had they any with a 

micro-lending NGO. Surpluses are to go to a group project which was yet to be formulated. 

The formal constitution lays out very stringent lending rules and is particularly geared to 

accountability. For example, there is provision for regular rotation of members for chairing 

meetings "in order to know what leadership means", strict provisions for electing executive 

members and a loans committee annually and rules against conflict of interest.2g Thus, there is 

some evidence that not only are men taking the women's lead but also they may form similar 

associations that could lead to some autonomy in local civil society and provide more fertile 

29 Constitution Governing Alladina Men's Association, Article 28, p. 13. Although Aili Tripp cites the 
existence of a formal constitution as an indication of demanding accountability I am reluctant to take it as very 
strong evidence until there is proof in t&e practice and, as argued eariier in the chapter, women's groups have bad 
to leam through practice. Nevertheless it is true that accountability is in the front of people's comciolsnea and 
this is particularly reIevant given the social cham that Ugandans have endured 



ground in which a new political behaviour might flourish. 

Moving away from patronage: a youth p u p  in Jinja 

Another exclusively male group, the Walukuba Youth Development Association which 

started in 1992, has been more directly encouraged by the RCs in response to the condition of 

unemployed youth in the housing estate. With the continual influx of new people (often 

young, poorly educated males) and high unemployment, residents were starting to blame 

young men for insecurity in the estate and the RCs in Walukuba realized that something had 

to be done to help them develop skills and generate income.30 It started with the municipal 

council giving land and a few people starting to cultivate and then others joined to make 30 

members in 1995. The organization is open to boys and men from ages 8 to 30. Now the 

group cultivates several crops, has financed bicycles for boda boda work, has a grocery kiosk 

in the local Walukuba market, sells produce in the central market and is developing a fish 

pond under the guidance of the Jinja District Department of Fisheries. Each person works his 

own plot but the produce is marketed by the group which gets 30% of the profits to buy 

inputs such as equipment and seed. Though the profits are small, the group has been able to 

accumulate a small store of equipment and maintain the marketing venues. Besides the 

practical benefit of maintaining a small income, the young men cite several strategic social 

benefits from the association such as learning to get along with people from other ethnic 

groups, self reliance and being able to speak up for youth. They stress the fact that they are 

not political and welcome the new youth council (implemented in 1994 along with the 

30 As with women, every RC committee has a Secretary for Youth. There are 21 RCl secretaries for 
youth in Walukuba division, three at the RC2 level and one at the RC3 level. Thus, 25 people represent youth in 
that subcounty. The RC3 secretary, who is on IMC, is in clase contact with the group and attends their 
meetings. 
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women's councils) that stresses development. However, unlike the youth group in Mutare, this 

association does not bring the youth of both genders together. The young men assert that 

mixing young men and women together is too difficult socially. Nevertheless, in that there is 

the beginnings of some economic autonomy and a sense that patronage politics is not going to 

help them, there is reason to believe that this association may become part of a local civil 

society where a new localism may take root. 

Preparing less sectarian ground: J?iendship associarions in Jinja 

In groups that include both men and women, the women take a backseat in the 

organization but there is evidence of increased social cohesion in such groups. This was true 

in the three friendship groups that were interviewed in Jinja, all of which began in 1991. Of 

the three groups, only one is based on ethnicity. This Iteso group is composed of couples who 

had originally emigrated from Soroti and Kurni districts in the north-east (a poor area of the 

country) and were making a subsistence living in Jinja. Many of the men were boda boda 

operators and played sports together while the women (who said they were "born to brew") 

had been engaged in brewing and baking activities. It was striking in this organization that 

the men provided the capital for group projects of brewing and baking which the women then 

carried out. However, both group activities had been curtailed because of lack of capital, 

expertise and equipment. Some women were carrying on individual brewing operations and it 

seemed a cruel irony that they complained that there was no money for school fees because 

the men spent too much money on drink while, at the same time, they were scraping a living 

by brewing. What fees were collected weekly were given to members in rotation as a loan 

which they used according to their own requirements. Although the group projects had not 



worked the members still mentioned benefits from mutual support. 

The other two groups are multi-ethnic. The members are better-off families of civil 

servants, business people and professionals and emphasize non-sectarian association. As one 

constitution put it, they "promote unity, mutual co-operation and understanding amongst its 

members irrespective of creed, tribe, sex and political affiliation"." Of these two groups, one 

became the off-shoot of the other when the applications for membership became too 

numerous (they stopped at 100). While women are members, the executives tend to be mostly 

men although women are not precluded, and women's affairs are presided over by women. 

The primary purpose of these two groups is the support of 'rights of passage' among the 

members such as a death, a marriage, an introductory ceremony or graduation party.'* The 

groups also provide counseiling to marriage partners when needed. These two groups have 

proved very popular and the benefits of membership go beyond the practical to encompass 

better social cohesion in the community. Members assen that the mixture not only of ethnic 

groups but of occupations had brought together people who had not trusted one another 

previously but had learned to do so through the association. These groups are also on a much 

better financial footing than the Iteso group since the members are better 0%. All of these 

mixed groups, but especially the multiethnic assocaitions, may be conmbuting to forming the 

basis for a more cohesive and open local civil society in Jinja in which new political 

behaviour may take root. 

3 1 The Constitution of Nile United Friendship Association, p. 1. 

'' In Uganda chc: introduction ceremony is conducted when a beoothal rakes place. This occasion is 
more elaborately celebrated than the marriage and involves a formal ceremony, a photographer and much @- 
giving between tbe fadies  involved. 



The ambiguities of local civil society: tenants ' associations in Jinja 

There are two community-based tenants associations in Jinja, the Walukuba Tenants' 

Welfare Association (WATWA) and the Jinja Tenants Association, which are organized to 

address the concerns of local residents. Both associations have some interaction with the local 

government because they represent problems with which JMC must also grapple. In fact, one 

of the reasons WATWA was reactivated in 1992 was to establish better relations with the 

municipal c~uncil.'~ The issues that concern WATWA and the rest of the tenants are those of 

allocation and eviction as well as the state of sanitation on the estate (see Chapter 4). In 

addition, IMC is in the process of drawing up plans to survey and sell the houses so that it 

will no longer have the burden of the estate. In this case, WATWA is anxious to have the 

capital to assist tenants in the purchase of houses when they have been surveyed. The 

association is also concerned with welfare issues of the more vulnerable residents of the estate 

including women, school dropouts and the elderly and wish to start income-earning projects 

which will help them. The Jinja Tenants Association, on the other hand, represents the tenants 

of central Jinja who are renting the properties of Asians for which the Departed Asian 

Ropeny Custodial Board (DAPCB) had served as landlord. By 1995 most of these properties 

had been reclaimed or were being sold as the DAPCB was winding up its operation. This 

created a situation of tremendous insecurity for the tenants, since the properties, located 

mostly on the main streets of Jinja, provided a place of business as well as domestic 

accommodation. The association was formed in 1993 to open a dialogue with the landlords 

" The history of the association is indicative of how local civil society also reproduced the politics of 
he bifkcated state. Tbr: association, fonned at independence, became dominated by Milton Obote's Uganda 
Peoples' Congress (UPC) and the affairs of anants (especially allocation and eviction) were decided on a 
patronage basis. Because of this, the first association became dormant by the end of the 1960s. 



who had reclaimed (most of whom at that time lived abroad and operated through local 

agents and sub-agents), to protect the interests of tenants and to mise capital to purchase or 

build rental accommodation. Thus, the concerns of these associations tread into the territory 

of JMC responsibility. 

Both associations are concerned with accountability within their own organization. 

Both hold annual elections to select an executive committee, have multiple signatories and 

provisions for members to have access to the accounts. The chairman of the Jinja Tenants' 

Association specifically cited the democratic RC system as a model for the internal 

organization of the ass~ciation.~ Although they both have chairmen, the associations have 

women on their executive committees and consider women to be an integral part of the 

organization. Thus the organizations are quite conscious of the importance of accountability. 

However, lack of resources does affect the ability of these associations to reach their 

goals. The rate of participation is quite low and members lack resources. Of the 250 members 

of WATWA, many are labourers or subsistence earners in the informal sector.35 Therefore, 

the annual fees (USH2000/=) are nominal and the optimum amount that could be raised is 

only USHS500,000/= per year (US$500). This makes little headway towards establishing a 

fund for helping residents in the purchase of houses or providing revolving funds for welfare 

projects. Of the 100 members of the Jinja Tenants association, in 1995 only 50% had paid the 

yearly fee (USH5000/=) which also amounts to approximately US$250 per year, a tow sum 

for providing the services envisioned. WATWA is confined to following up complaints of 

" Population of the housing atate (Wdukuba West and East) is 11,394 with an average family sLe of 
4.1 (199 1 Population and Housing Census, Jinja District, p. 5, 9.). 
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tenants and performing watchdog functions to see that municipal councillors do not take 

advantage of their position to acquire tenant status and sublet for an income. They were 

instrumental in calling municipal councillors to account when two of the councillors were 

allocated houses and participated in the proceedings of the Water Verification Committee (see 

Chapter 4). In 1995 the Jinja Tenants Association had obtained a meeting with government 

off'icials at which a committee was appointed (the chairman of the association, two rental 

agents and a state attorney) in order to come to some understanding of tenants' rights. Two 

association members had initiated court proceedings as individuals to challenge ownership 

claims and the cases were currently in the high court. Thus, both associations are limited in 

the actions they can take. 

Moreover, these associations are indicative of the ambiguous circumstances on which 

local civil society is sometimes founded in Jinja. The ambiguous circumstances of residents of 

the housing estate were described in Chapter 4 but the main points bear repeating. Many of 

the tenants have 'inherited' the tenancy from older generations or they are the tenants of 

tenants. In the latter case there are several variations: sometimes the original tenant 'sells' the 

house outright to a new tenant who, nevertheless, is not a legal tenant; sometimes the original 

tenant moves out of town and sublets; and sometimes the tenant just sublets some space while 

still residing there. In the 1980s many of those who sought housing in this manner were 

traders and small businessmen. In fact, the chairman of WATWA in 1995 was also chairman 

of the Cenaal Market Association and WATWA held meetings in the central market. This 

informal housing market creates the ambiguous circumstances under which residents must 

gauge their relationship to JMC and to each other. Thus, while WATWA may advocate for 
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residents, those residents are not always united behind the same structural conditions and 

often lack a strong case to bring to the municipal council. The Jinja Tenants Association also 

is founded on uncertain territory. The Asian properties remained under the jurisdiction of 

DAPCB but were given as patronage prizes to Arnin's supporters. In turn, those properties 

were divided and sublet over and over again. No repairs were carried out and services, 

especially water, are often nonexistent because it is the landlord who is billed and those who 

have been collecting rent have not bothered to pay. As in the Walukuba case, the tenants may 

be renting part of the space to their own tenants or renting from illegitimate patronage agents. 

In either case their claims are tentative at best. On the other hand, some tenants have genuine 

grievances when local agents, acting for absent landlords who have reclaimed, designate sub- 

agents, all of whom demand a cut of the rent (which pushes it higher) or just plain bribes. 

Also, when properties are put up for sale the tenants claim that there is no consultation and 

the auctioneers evict the tenants and start selling everydung off immediately. Some tenants 

claim that they have rights because they have done their own repairs and improvements over 

the years. They also assert that some of those reclaiming property are illegitimate and that the 

tenants should have fmt refusal rights when the properties are sold. Therefore, the cases are 

complex and ambiguous. 

The two associations are quite different in their engagement with government 

institutions. WATWA executives cite the enabling atmosphere of the RC system as the reason 

the association was able to be revived. The association is closely related to the lower RCs in 

Walukuba and many members are village or parish RCs. As mentioned above, they have 

worked closely with RCs on the question of evictions and the provision of water. Nonetheless 
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they are quite suspicious of higher RCs (municipal councillors) and claim that as soon as a 

person becomes a municipal councillor shebe forgets about the village. The Jinja Tenants 

Association also has taken somc inspiration from RCs and claim that the organization 

"follows the norm of RC because people are well-informed about that"." Moreover, the lower 

RCs have aided the association in apprehending false agents3' However, in action, there is 

little consideration of the RC system. The association sees the central government as  the 

custodian of Asian property (in charge of the DAPCB) and the members have preferred to 

work with the Central Government Representative (CGR)38 and the District and Regional 

Police Commissioners because they have "thought it better to get the policy-maker".39 

Moreover, the association sees the local government as uncooperative because JMC does not 

want to get involved in the struggle between landlords and tenants and because the 

administration seems reluctant to take action on expired leases and make landlords more 

responsible. The association also faults JMC for raising rates which are passed on to the 

tenants. Overall, the Jinja Tenants Association sees the landlords as too powerful for either 

the local government or the association to handle and, thus, fmds it necessary to have the 

central government as a mediator. However, when dealing specifically with local govemment 

they see JMC as an equal and do not feel the need for a mediator. 

The behaviour of the municipal council towards each association is also quite 

Association, Yv95. 

" Pmple who pcsc: as agents of the absentee landlord in order to extort money. 

Now designated as Resident District Commissioner in the 1997 legislation (Local Governments Act 
1997, Part VII). 

39 Interview, Chairman, Jinja Tenants Association, 2/2/95. 
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different. There is a great deal of mistrust of WATWA on the part of JMC administrators 

because they feel that the association encroaches upon their jurisdiction and, in fact, the 

association is viewed as illegal." The municipal council holds the responsibility to lease and 

evict and to set policies as to who may rent. Municipal councilIors have actually set a policy 

which gives priority to council employees, teachers and other employed workers when houses 

become available but does not evict old tenants unless they continue to default on rent (also 

see Chapter 4). Administrators argue that WATWA leaders may misinform tenants who are 

easily misled and that the association is not necessary because the lower RCs are able to 

perform a watchdog function. Indeed, in 1995 the chairman of WATWA had just sought and 

won a parish by-election explaining that he could be more effective as an RC. 

In contrast to its attitude to WATWA, JMC does not show a similar mistrust of the 

Jinja Tenants Association although it views its claims with a great deal of ambivalence." The 

tenants make up the majority of small businesses in central Jinja and IMC depends on them 

for revenue, especially for business licenses. Also, this association does not encroach on 

municipal responsibilities because JMC is not responsible for DAPCB business. In fact, as 

when dealing with NW&SC, IMC is willing to facilitate communication but wants no 

responsibility for the outcome. Thus, the council has attended meetings with the CGR and 

gives meeting rooms to the association free of charge. Therefore, at the municipal council 

" Interview, Town Clerk, JMC, 18/1/95. In 1995 the DAPCB was paying up its debt to the rnrmicidity 
and many of the properties had been reclaimed by owners who were taking respcmsiii lity, paying rates and doing 
renovations. This was viewed as a great improvement over the former situation of patroaage allocation which 
resulted in neglected properties and the noo-payment of rates. Thus, the admhhraticm was ambivalent about 
tenants' chins. 
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level, the acceptance of local civil associations depends very much on how sensitive the issue 

is to JMCs operation. In those cases where the association encroaches on JMC jurisdiction 

there emerges some mistrust on the part of officials of the ability of the population to avoid 

being misled. This is similar to the attitude in Mutare but in Jinja it seems to be mitigated by 

the presence of the lower RCs which provides a legitimate forum for dialogue. 

The ambiguity of these associations makes it difficult to judge what fertile ground they 

may provide for a new localism to develop. Internally, both organizations are concerned with 

developing democratic practices which produce accountability but their membership is low 

and fairly inactive. Externally, their public behaviour varies. It is not clear whether the Jinja 

Tenants Association prefers patronage politics or not but it is clear that they are fighting 

against the return of legitimate landlords and have benefitted from the old system. WATWA, 

on the other hand, makes use of the new system and tends to share the advocacy role of the 

lower RCs. Their meagre resources, however, preclude them from establishing autonomous 

services or projects which might set them on fmer  ground. However, WATWA in particular 

has fulfilled some of its goals through the lower RCs which cany more legitimacy. Thus, the 

RC system is able to provide a bridge with which local residents may enter in to meaningfd 

dialogue with the municipal council. Despite their differences, both organizations take 

advantage of the favourable atmosphere that the RC system provides for civil associations and 

both demand accountability from local government. Thus, these associations are making some 

contribution towards a new localism through the enabling atmosphere provided by the RC 

system. 



11 PTAs in Jinja and Mutare: forging a partnership between local civil 
society and local government 

The parent-teachers' associations (PTAs) in Jinja and Mutare present an interesting 

comparison of the interaction of local civil society with local government because in both 

municipalities these community-based organizations are in partnership with the local 

government in the delivery of primary education. In both Uganda and Zimbabwe, local 

governments are responsible for the building and maintenance of primary schools as well as 

their day-today running. The central governments, in both cases, pay the salaries of the 

teaching staff on a national salary scale."* In the case of Zimbabwe, the Ministry of Education 

remains responsible for professional standards, while in Uganda the local government has a 

director of education and hires inspectors. However, at the local level the authorities in both 

Mutare and Jinja share their responsibility with community-based PTAs on school 

management committees. Thus, in this interaction we may see how the externally driven 

demands on local government affect an internally driven and democratic new localism which 

is analysed in this thesis. 

Although the PTAs are in partnership with local government in both places, the 

circumstances of the partnership are sharply different. In Jinja, PTAs have been active since 

the end of the Arnin regime. During the chaos of the 1980s it was the PTAs that kept the 

schools hctioning since government funding was sporadic (often embezzled) and teachers' 

salaries were seldom paid. In 1995 under the RCs, PTAs continued to function separately 

from local government, providing essential financial support, but there was a partnership 

" In Zimbabwe the Minktry of Education is responsible while in Uganda it is the Minisay of Local 
Government, Decentralization Secretariat. 
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evolving which brought the two together under a school management committee in each 

school. Yet, PTAs are not statutory in Uganda and, therefore, their position within the 

partnership is not stable:' In Mutare, on the other hand, PTAs were encouraged to form in 

the late 1980s after the central government unilaterally devolved the responsibility for primary 

education onto local governments in 1987. Unlike the situation in Uganda, the local 

government provides for the bulk of the school expenses and PTA funds are supplementary to 

those provided by the local authority. Nevertheless, in 1992 the partnership between the 

PTAs, local government and school management was formalized by statute? Thus, an 

incongruity Lies in the fact that PTAs in Jinja, which provide the bulk of the funding for 

primary education, are not statutory whereas PTAs in Mutare, which provide only 

supplementary service, are. 

PTAs and local government in Jinja 

The situation of the primary schools in Jinja during the 1980s is indicative of the 

political chaos of the times." During the late 1970s government money slowed to a trickle but 

the population of school children was growing rapidly. The municipal council levied parents 

for several nominal taxes but the administration could not account for the money collected 

43 This point has been made abundantly clear since the 1996 presidential election in which Yoweri 
Museveni promised universal primary education 0 for four children in every family. The institution of this 
programme after the election was accompanied by an initial banning of PTAs (or at least the fees required by 
PTAs) which was then lifted in urban areas. Thus, UPE, at least at the onset, has rendered the PTAs vulnerable 
(see below). 

Education (School Development Comminees) won-Government Scboo ls) Regula ticms 1992. The 
primary schmls are considered noegovernment schook in tbat they are no longer the responsibility of the 
central government. 

" The sources of infinmation are the minutes of the Education Committee. JMC, 1984-95 and 
interviews conducted with headmasters and PTA executives in March and April of 1995. 



and schools were not being maintained, let alone new ones built. Although parents started to 

organize to meet the need, the council had repeatedly turned down requests by PTAs for the 

power to raise fees in order to keep the schools in repair. However, by 1985 one PTA had 

built a new school and others were making plans to add classrooms and dig pit latrines. As 

the ETAS made headway, the councillors insisted that the PTA money be turned over to 

council officials who would use it for maintaining the schools. However, the PTAs argued 

that a separate bank account should be a maintained and a building committee established to 

look after it. By 1987, when the RCs took over, the schools were run entirely on the PTAs' 

initiative but the system was in chaos. Parents scrambled to send their children to the schools 

where the PTA was active, usually in the town centre where so many businesses were now 

renting, and school sites on the periphery were all but abandoned. In addition, teachers, 

working under terrible conditions, were actively encouraging private coaching to parents who 

could pay." The chaos is neatly summed up in the report on education presented to the new 

RC local government in 1987: 

While teachers are scnrmbling (sic!) for stores [school storerooms], kitchens, boys quarters and garages 
to Live in the town centre, teachers' houses are empty and decaying at Masex Primary School. Nursery 
Schools have been turned into Primary Schools and 'coaching' is taking place so that the chiidren a n  
pass what is called the interview for P. 1 in certain schools. Those who do not succeed have to try other 

* D h g  the late 1970s and the 1980s when people were scrambling for accommodation., houses that 
were to be designated for teachers were taken over by other tenants ad there was a particular housing crisis for 
teachers who were already suffering frw poor and sporadic salaries. The report on education delivered to the 
new RCs at the end of 1987 explains the situatioa: 

Generally, lack of housing facilities causes lack of concentration and Instability of the teaching staff- 
Labsite Rimary School, and Masese Rimary school are particularly dificult to staff because the staff 
are housed a distance away from the s&ooIs. In the rainy seasons, teachers are faced with hardships. It 
may not be far fetched to call for provision of protective clothing like gumbow as an k n t i v e  (sic!). 
Because of the meagre salaries most male teachers are forced into hawkering in the market, n m h g  
stalls etc. While some of their femde counter parts are forced into premature marriages, temporary 
marriages which have caused untold suffering. We have 1-t lives of some teachers this way (A Brief by 
the Education Officer, Education Committee, 16/ lZ/87, p. 6). 



channels e.t.c.. cornpaints (sic!), accusations, allegations. suspicious (sic!) upon suspicion, leading to an 
unhealthy working environment. Some have called for the removal of Headmasters because they are 
corrupt e.tc., BUT have no guarantee that their rrpkcements will do better all other factors remaining 
constant ... That is why the council has no alternative but to invest heavily in education and it m w  be 
seen to do jmtice to the majority of its residmts and NOT memly service the gap between the 
privileged and the non privileged - see Victoria Nile School Rimary School agaimt Lake Site Rimary 
sch001!~~ 

It was reported of one headmaster who had been under pressure from parents that, 

ha simply wrote a chit saying he was leaving the school and stuck it on the school notice board and 
banded the keys to the police station and went away4 

Thus the breakdown in the school system neatly mirrored the breakdown in society in 

Uganda. Although PTAs assured that primary education was still available in some schools, 

they could only do so for those who could pay; parents who were unable to pay had to fmd 

alternative, and often destructive, ways of accessing the system. 

School management in the 1990s 

In 1987 the new RC local government looked for ways to reduce the operations and 

influence of the PTAs as they were seen as the reason for inequities between schools. 

However, efforts to raise an education tax were abandoned because the suggestion was highly 

unpopular and another education levy raised by the district yields only a small amount for 

Jinja schools because IMC is seen as resource rich as compared to other parts of the district. 

By 1988, JMC had formally agreed that the PTAs could keep their budgets separate. They 

also urged the PTAs to supplement teachers' salaries and to help with the housing crisis (only 

80 of 480 teachers received help with housing4?. By the early 1990s the council was entering 

47 A Brief by the Education Officer, &cation Committee, MC, 16/ 12/87, p. 2 

" Minutes, Educaaon Committee, JMC, 4/4/95. p. 3. 

" Report of Education SubCommittee (Tour of Schools), Minutes Education Committee, JMC, 13/5/88. 



into a 50/50 partnership with PTAs on capital works. The acceptance of FTAs has been 

inevitable simply because the local government is unable to fulfil1 its obligation alone. 

Although conditions have improved, in 1995 the schools still reflected the chaos of the 

past. Of the 14 schools, two are recently built and the rest are slowly repairing and adding 

onto the dilapidated remains of schools that were mostly built in the 1960s. The newer 

schools consist of a block of classrooms only and have little furniture. Only Victoria Nile 

Primary School, in the better-off suburb where senior civil servants reside, has been kept in 

good repair. However, even in that school the lowest grades lack sufficient furniture and, at 

the lower levels, crowd 50 students into one classroom with two teachers. The worst of the 

schools (Uganda Railways School, east of town by the railway workers residences, Kirinya, 

named after the prison on which it borders, and the two schools in Walukuba) have only 

benches and black boards and few doors or windows that can be shut properly to keep what 

supplies there are secure. Some of the schools have electricity and standpipes and most use 

pit latrines.50 tn these schools overcrowding means classes of up to 80 students with two 

teachers in one classroom at the lower levels. Classes are smaller at the upper level, 

especially primary 6 and 7, since primary education is geared to one goal, the W primary 

leaving exams (PLE), and principals tend to give preferential treatment to the higher classes. 

Also, there is a considerable dropout rate. Thus, the schools clearly need improvement. 

Primary schools in Jinja are still severely underfunded by government. Parents pay a 

The school near Uganda Railways Corporation (URC) ho- the younger grades in old railway GUS 

where there is no electricity although there is some hrmiture. The school depends on standpipes owned by URC 
which often does not pay the water bill and then the school m m  purchase water by the jerrycan. In 1993 JMC 
considered closing the school for health reasons because of lack of water (Minutes, Education Committee, JMC, 
i/q93. 



nominal government school fee per annum (USH2500/= for P1-4 and USH4000/= for P5-7) 

and the centml government, through the Ministry of Local Government is supposed to match 

this parent contributi~n.~~ Ten percent of the combined fee is deflected to JMC for 

administration. Each school collects the parent contribution and turns it over to JMC. The 

government contribution goes to Jinja District administration to be distributed to schools in 

the entire district. In the 1994195 estimates the government match should have been 

USH41,513,0001= for Jinja primary schools. However, the government contribution has never 

been more than a few million shillings in any given year and has declined steadily 

(2 l,762,602/= in 199 lS2; 10,85 1,630/= in 1992"; and, SH 1,000,000/= in 1 994").55 The small 

amount from the education tax goes into making furniture in the council workshop 

(USH4,000,000/= in 1994). This means chronic and severe underfunding for the schools. As 

an example, Walukuba East Primary school had 800 pupils in 1995, taking in a total of 

USH2,255,000/=. If the total 10% deflection payment ([actually 20% of the amount collected] 

USH45 1 ,OW/=) is taken off for JMC administrative costs that leaves USH 1,804,OOOf = 

The situtation described is that in 1995. It chnaged somewhat in the 1997 school year (see below). 

52 Minutes, Education Committee, IMC, 29/4/92. 

" Minutes, Education Committee, IMC, 2/6/93. 

" 1994194 Estimates, IMC; Quartexly Audit Inspection Report on Jinja Mlmicipal C o d l  Financial 
Operations, January 3 1. 1995. The government contribution goes through the Jinja District headquarten in 
Bugembe and JMC has always cmpiained that the district does not release their fair portion either though 
mismanagement or through directing those fmds to naal areas that have less revenue thaa JMC. The government 
contribution was converted to a block grant of USHl9m for the whole district in 1994 (Minutes, Education 
C0&n€X, JX~C, 13/3/95). 

'' ?his cannot be completely blamed on the Ministry of Local Government which matches according to 
parents' contribution documented For a number of reasons the records of parent contributions do not get to the 
ministry in a timely fashion O h n  school heads have jrst not accounted for the money and often parents have 
been slow at paying so payments get behind (Minutes Education Committee, JMC, 61 13  93). However, there is 
still a problem with getting the money through the district which has other priorities. 



(approximately US$1,804) to run the school for a year. Since most of this amount comes 

from JMC in the form of scholastic materials, there is really no budgeting for this money. For 

Walukuba East School the wzter bill alone was U S H 1 , 1 5 0 , ~ =  in the 1994 school year.'' 

Moreover, teachers in Jinja are still paid poorly (USH43,m per month) and sporadically. The 

money for teachers' salaries is paid to the district which, in turn, pays the teachers. Ln April 

1995 the teachers in Jinja had just received their February cheques. This grossly inadequate 

government funding leaves schools with demoralized staffs and no ability to budget. 

PTAs remain essential to the running of primary schools and more than supplement 

the poor contributions of both central and local governments. PTA fees are charged per term 

and, thus, are more Frequent as well as considerably more than the nominal government fee. 

In 1995 the fees varied between USH8000-13,000/= per student per term in most schools 

except for Victoria Nile which charged an average of USH77,000/= per student per t end7  

The largest part of the PTA budget goes for teacher welfare ( s a l e  and rent supplements, 

lunch and tea) but the budget also pays for utilities, supplies, clerical staff and contributes to 

capital projects such as new classrooms and houses for teachers. Capital projects in the 

Victoria Nile School 1995 PTA budget totalled USH46,000,000/= for teachers' houses and 

" Walukuba East Rimary School ETA Estimated Income and Expenditure 1995. 

" Intewiews were conducted with the headmasters and FTA executives of seven of the 14 schools. Two 
out of the seven schools interviewed charged higher PTA fees for higher grades. Victoria Nile also had 
differentiated charges but charged the youngest children the highest fees (USH 105,000/= as compared to 
USH75,OOO) presumably because they are the most numerous and, thus, bring in the. most money (thw higher 
fees did not reflect on tbe service provided for the youngest grades which was d e f ~ t e l y  inferior). These figures 
had to be gathered through i n t e ~ e w s  since JMC does wt keep the informadon and here is no regdated 
amount 

The suppiunents per m o n l  for teachers' salaries vary from USH8000/- at the p e s t  schools to 
USH18,0W50,000/= at better-off schools- in most schools there is a range which reflects qualif~cations, 
experience and grade level. 
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classrooms. In contrast, JMC spent altogether only USH13,200,000/= on capital projects for 

all schools in 1994.'9 This means that, in budgetary terms, JMC is very much the junior 

partner to the PTAs. 

The necessity of relying on PTAs means that inequalities between schools are 

perpetuated. The condition of each school continues to depend very much on the number of 

pupils and the ability of the parents to pay PTA fees. For Walukuba East Primary School 

(800 students) the PTA fees (USH8000/=, P1-4 and 13,000/=, P5-7) for 1995 totalled 

USH20,640,000/= (almost 20 times the government amount of USH 1,804,0001=) or 

USH25,800/= per pupil per   ear." On the other hand, the PTA budget for Victoria Nile 

School (1205 pupils) was USH lOO,l5!T,OOO/= or USH83,116/= per pupil per year. As 

mentioned above, schools with stronger PTAs pay the teachers more and house them better. 

In addition to disparities in the amount of the PTA fees, inequalities arise from the inability 

of parents to pay. Both Walukuba East and Victoria Nile schools reported that parents had 

paid the fees for the present term and another school reported that 90% of the fees had paid. 

However, of the other four, two reported that only 50% of the fees had been paid, one 

reported just 40% of the fees had been paid and the other reported that only 30% of the fees 

had been paid!' Thus, those schools with better-off parents are able to plan and budget much 

better. 

59 IMC. Preamble to the Budget, 1994/9S, p. iv. 

The actual PTA income and expenditure for 1994 was USH lS,MS.720/= as reporta 
East Primary School Estimated Income and Expenditure 1995. 

i in the Walukuba 

'' The f i t  term starts the first week of January and the interviews were conducted between the first 
week of March and the fmt week of April, towards the end of the term. Rather than nrming students away 
immediately, the PTAs and headmasters have devised variots strategies fm accomodatiug poorer parents, mostly 
through incremental p a p  ents (see below). 
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The importance of the PTA is not reflected in the school management. It is as if the 

council believes that the inequalities represented by the existence of the PTAs will disappear 

if the PTAs are given little voice in the management. In each school a management 

committee sets school policy and oversees operations. The school management committee is 

chosen every three years (upon a new municipal council being elected) and composed of a 

two municipal councillors (chair and vicechair) the school head (usually the secretary), two 

teachers, three members appointed by JMC and two parent represent at ives (the chairman and 

another executive member of the PTA). While this management team is weighted on the side 

of council, it only controls the account which holds government fees and money that the 

council grants either through general revenue or through the small amount of government 

contribution received (mostly in the form of school materials, not cash). In contrast, the PTA 

executive is elected every year at an annual general meeting where the budget for the next 

year is also approved as are the PTA fees for the following year. This executive committee is 

completely separate from the management cornminee and controls its own, much larger, 

budget but has little input into the management committee. While the management committee 

might meet twice a term, the PTA executive is called on regularly for signing cheques, 

providing support for the staff and encouraging parents to pay. In fact councillors have 

complained the "management committees are being marginalized by PTA's as far as financial 

control in schools was c~ncerned"!~ Thus, there is a mismatch of power over policy and 

resources and school heads report that there is often tension between the PTA executive and 

the management cornminee and, as a result, planning is a haphazard affair. 

- - 

" Minutes, Education Committee. IMC, l7/6/9 1, p. 6. 



There are some real problems with the management teams as they are currently 

functioning. The politicians who are chairs do not necessarily have children in the school and 

thus have little contact with parents while those members who are parents have little clout in 

policy-making. PTA executives complain that the councillom take decisions that are 

unrealistic, given the resources available, but that the school heads find it hard to say no to 

politicians. Consequently, the school heads are constantly coming to the PTA for extra money 

to carry out the decisions. Sometimes the decisions are made by politicians alone without 

consultation with the rest of the management committee. For example, the RC3 councillon in 

Walukuba were told by the administration that there was some money available for building a 

new classroom but they must move quickly in order to access the money or another area 

would get it. The councillors quickly decided that Walukuba East School would get a new 

classroom, a contractor was hired and the rest of the management cormnittee heard about it 

after the fact. The contractor, a local man who had begged the councillor who was chair of 

the Walukuba East School Management committee for the job, was paid and started, then 

abandoned, the project. Although the committee demanded to see the contractor he never 

appeared and his work had never been monitored. At a management meeting the councillor, 

who dominated the proceedings, advised the committee to let the contractor pay the money 

back in installments because "he was a father to me". She admitted that there had been no 

supervision or documentation of work done and no document of agreement beyond the 

original quotation." In one of the seven schools studied a management committee was still 

63 Mmdng, School Management Committee, Walulcuba East Rimary School, 17/31 95. This school had a 
succession of headmasters over the thrw year periad that this contract dispute had ken going on. The, former 
headmaster had been removed for mismanagement and sent to Walukuba West Rimary School (he had been 
removed from a school previous to that and at an RC meeting parents complained that they were given a 



not functioning, which calls into question how serious some of the councillors are about their 

role. In the past three years five of the seven schools had changed headmasters at least once 

because of mismanagement. Thus, management committees are struggling to provide 

accountability. 

While they have kept the schools functioning, the PTAs have had their own 

difficulties. In the past, PTA executives have been accused of not being accountable to the 

parents who make up their constituencies. Executives tend to be better off than their 

constituents and often fees were raised and budgets approved without referer~ce to ordinary 

members. Councillors also complained that the funds were not properly accounted for and 

accused some PTA executives of embezzling funds. However, gradually the process has 

become more regulated and in 1995 fees and budgets had to be ratified at the annual general 

meeting. Still, there were complaints that the executive would rush the budget through 

without proper explanation and would save the vote until the end when many people had 

left." A large part of the problem is that the majority of parents in most schools are poor and 

often are preoccupied with avoiding fees rather than demanding accountability. Ln the most 

extreme cases parents leave their children in a school until their children are expelled for non- 

payment then change schools and repeat the exercise. However, by 1995 schools had arranged 

for payments by installments and used expulsion as a last resort. Nevertheless, parents still 

headmaster who had mismanaged both Main Street Rimary and Walulruba East Primary and they did not want 
him meeting, RC3, Wdahba Masese, 12/2/95]).The headmaster who had just been appointed for the 1995 year, 
starting in January, had been removed from another school where he had run the school into debt (did not 
disclose water and clrcmcity bills) and had rarely called a management committee meeting. The council 
administration had maintained that he should have a last chance. It was clear in this meeting that PTA members 
had been kept in the dark and were intent on using chis meeting to raise questions. However. the cmcillor still 
dominated the proceedings. 

" Interview, Chairman, Education Committee. MC. 16/4/95. 
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avoid management and PTA executives because of demands for fees and, thus, are not in a 

good position to demand accountability. 

The municipal council administration has also 'wen unable to give good administrative 

support. Salaries are so low no one can expect even the Education Officer to be working Full- 

time.65 Only in 199 1 was transport provided to the school inspector through the purchase of a 

motor bike. Ln addition, there has been no system for collecting school fees and, thus, it has 

been very easy for school heads to misappropriate funds. The administration tends to fund the 

schools through school supplies rather than cash. Both school heads and PTA executives 

complain that the council pays too much for these supplies which could be better targeted and 

less costly if included in a cash budget. During the early 1990s the attempt to manufacture 

desks in the council workshop was unproductive because of "no permanent staff to ensure 

efficiency'?' When a contract was issued to the workshop, the supervisor used the materials 

for his own business and the money was lost. A tender by a local contractor also collapsed 

when the contractor reneged on the agreement. About 200 desks had been distributed between 

1990 and 1994. Even though repeatedly asked, the Education Officer has not produced 

guidelines for PTAIManagement relations. Councillors have also criticized the administration 

for transferring rather than dismissing school heads who mismanage school funds. Thus, the 

administration has not provided the support that is needed. 

Nevertheless, the chaos of the 1980s is subsiding and there are some very positive 

signs that the three partners (council administration, management committees and PTAs) are 

65 In th: JMC 199495 estimates the Education Officets salary was pegged at USH 1,041,50000/= 
(approxi mately US$lO4 1). 

' Minutes, Education Committee, JMC, 26/10/9 1. 



calling each other to account. By 1990 the administration had lists of teachers and their 

qualifications and, with the help of PTA executives, had started rationalizing the number of 

teachers for each I, 1988 schools were still refusing to pay school government fees 

into the council account and keeing them in the PTA account but by 1995 the parents were 

paying government school fees directly to the bank, thus diminishing the chances of 

embezzlement by school heads or PTA executives. There is also a concerted effort by the 

administration to pressure school heads to get all fees in according to the number of students 

registered and an effort is being made to keep on file PTA budgets for each school. PTAs are 

following suit and using bank slips to collect PTA funds instead of cash. PTAs are also 

finding ways to have parents pay by instalrnent to avoid severe hardship. In 1993 eight 

bursars were hired to cover all of the schools in the municipality. The administration and the 

councillors have also looked for creative solutions to building new classrooms. At Kirinya 

M a r y  School, which is built next to the prison, the prison has donated sand and bricks, the 

PTA cement and the council iron sheets in order to build new classrooms. An entire new 

school (set of classrooms) was built in a debt swap with the Uganda Electricity Board. Other 

new classrooms have been built with the cooperation of DANIDA women's project in Masese 

where the council and PTA have split materials 50150 and DANIDA has paid the women to 

build. Unlike the classroom at Walukuba East Primary School, these have been completed 

67 The Education Officer found that many were tm&rqualified and had not completed their courses. 
Thus. an effort was made to s a d  them back to complete while new teaches were hired. However, new teachers 
often do not receive saIaries because the lists are not rational and are never changed automaticalIy. Therefore 
district lists bad dead people on them but not new teachen who were working for the municipality. Although he 
official pupivteacher ratio is 40: 1, as explained above, often two teachers must share a small classroom with 80 
pupils. The central government insists on one teacher and 40 pupils per classroom but the shortage of classrooms 
precludes this in reality. 



without delays. Yet other classrooms have been built with a straight 50150 cost split between 

the council and the PTA. Often the councillors/rnanagement chairs have been instrumental in 

negotiating the split in costs. PTA executives comment that since 1992 there has been a 

marked change in cooperation between the municipality and PTAs and things are getting 

done. In this way even the poorest schools with the least enrolment (Uganda Railways and 

Kirinya) have started building new classrooms. Thus, there has been more accountability and 

there is movement towards a school system with more equity. 

There is also an indication that management by school heads is starting to improve. 

Since 1993, two of the most neglected schools which also had the worst PLE results, St. 

Gonzaga and Mpumudde, have turned around to become showcases for the municipality. Both 

schools are run by female school heads who have tried to make the tripartite system work. 

They have brought the PTA and management committees together in order to coordinate 

efforts, and thus have managed to not only make repairs but build new classrooms, offices 

and housing for teachers. They have done this by strictly guiding the process, including 

choosing the conmctors and monitoring their progress. They have aided their PTAs in 

concerted efforts to  get parents involved and arrange for incremental payments. These two 

school heads have also statted formal savings groups with their staffs and have made sure that 

the PTA supplement is always on time for the teachers." Mpumudde Primary School went 

from the worst PLE results in the municipality in 1991 to tie with Victoria Nile for the best 

results in 1994. The hard work has been duly rewarded by an appreciative municipal council 

" Along with the substantial improvement, staff morale is palpably different in tbese two schools. At 
Mpumudde, where the morale is higher, the schoo1 head explained that at at bebeginning of the school year the 
staff decides on a joint goal. For example, m 1994 it had been that they all purchase suits that looked 
professional. Then, on rotation the t e a c h  tale turns receiving the month's cmtr1htion and make the purchase. 
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(some extra money and a party for teachers at Mpurnudde when the PLE results came out). 

This success has also made other school heads aware of what can be done. Unlike Victoria 

Nile (where the fees are approximately USH77,000/=), these schools charge only average 

PTA fees (USH11,000/=) per term and, thus, they show that a great deal can be done to bring 

all schools up to an acceptable standard and prove that PTA involvement does not necessarily 

mean inequity. 

While no one would applaud the lack of government funding for primary schools in 

Jinja, the forced institutional mix for delivering primary education has had some encouraging 

results with regard to accountability. There is no doubt that the RC system has been able to 

establish a partnership with the PTAs and the result has been more accountability from all 

sides, school heads, PTAs and the municipal council. Moreover, the results of this pamership 

show that the participation of PTAs does not necessarily lead to inequities. Furthermore, 

spreading the responsibility also means an increase in participation and, thus, making more 

people accountable. The fact that the partnership has been forged in practice rather than 

theory may mean that it will become more firmly grounded at the local level and thus provide 

some fertile ground for continuing to develop new relationships that contribute to a new 

localism. 

Universal printmy education: sounds like a return to old politics 

The institution of UPE after the 1996 elections puts this very useful partnership and 

the system of primary education in jeopardy. As the programme was started, all PTAs were 

banned and teachers' salaries were raised from USH43,00/= to USH72,000/= per month.69 

" "Soldiers to replace defiant teachers", The Monitor 1-3/7196. It is evident in news reports that rural 
teachers felt that the new system would be better and rejoiced that PTAs were barnred Since this study does not 



Somehow the central government thought that the new government money was going to 

replace the PTAs. The new money covered fees of USH16701= per term for PI-3 and 

USH2700/= for ~4-7.'' Although this would increase government h d i n g  (if it materialized) 

to schools, the Jinja study shows that this is not nearly adequate for the existing system let 

alone the increase in students brought about by UPE." One editorial lamented that, 

Because of government's management approach we are facing a scenario whereby the yomg 
beneficiaries of free education will be entrusted to quack teachers - under 

After pleas by head teachers, the ban on PTAs was lifted for urban areas and a fees cap of 

USH10,400/=, which one editorial described as a "joke", was announced? Meanwhile, school 

opening was delayed a month to February 1997 and no money was dispersed until e arch." It 

is reported that schools in Iinja district are paralyzed because 

instead of receiving its regular Shs 67m per month, the government sent only Shs 31m having the 
DEO's office baffled about how to divide the small mount among more than 80 primary schools in the 
'lisaict? 

involve rural schools I have no evidence of the effectiveness of PTAs in rural areas. However, rural teachers 
seem to have believed that the money would be forthcoming, especially the salaries ("Teachers praise Museveni 
PTA ban, The Monitor, 15- 17/7/96). Urban teachers, on the other hand, accustomed to very little government 
money and benefiting from much more reliable I T A  FMds, were shocked. 

70 "Government kick stam free education with 4bntf, The Monitor, 12/2/97. 

" It hilS been reported that pupils increased from 2.5 to 5.4 million and the administrator of UPE 
announced that 40,000 more teachers would be needed ("40,000 teachers ntxded for UPE, The Monitor, 
29/4/97). LN October 1997 the Ministry of Education proposed to a parliamentary committee that the 
pupi Yteacher ratio be changed to 1 1 0  1 (" 1 10 pupils per teacher rejected", The New Vision 151 10/97). 

" "Ftee educatioa welcome. but where are the teachers?", The Crusa&r, 18-2016196. 

" "Headteachers plead for PTA", The New Vision, 4/2/97; ''View: Free education gets a shocb, The 
Monitor, 13/3/97. The headteachers had asked for USH35,000/- PTA f m  given the rise in pupil numbers. 

74 'View: Free ducation gets a shock', The Monitor 13/3/97. 

'' "Lack of hmds threatens WE" The Monitor, 25/6/97. This is the old 'parent connibutim' tbat is now 
being paid by the government which means that the schools are not even receiving that nominal money that they 
lsed m collect from parents. Some schools in Jiija district delayed opening even in February because of "kck of 
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Kampala schools received funding for the third term in the last week of that Teachers' 

salaries have been delayed for months. At the close of the 1997 school year The Minister of 

Education announced, 

I want to thank all teachers who have taught for all these months without pay, you will not ody go to 
haven but even in this world you11 get abundant blessings." 

Thus, the situation of teachers is deteriorating since the amount of PTA funds allowed cannot 

possibly cover the school costs and regular salary supplements. The fust year of UPE has 

undermined the efforts of the RC government and PTAs in Jinja. 

The whole exercise has once again reduced accountability and triggers old political 

behaviour. The PTAs have once again been demonized and school heads who deal with them 

are seen as criminal. In Jinja one of the most successful female school heads was threatened 

with arrest for allowing PTA fees to be collected. One councillor asserted that the central 

government was now going to pay teachers regularly as well as fund the schools and that 

things would be better without the PTAS." While this was only one reaction, it does point to 

the fact that the old negative attitude towards PTAs is not far under the surface, as well as to 

a totally unrealistic assessment of central government capability. UPE is seen as a panacea, 

without any substantive reason to believe it so, legitimizing JMCs claim to be the provider of 

primary education despite evidence to the contrary. Elsewhere, school heads were found to be 

scholastic materiais ("WE delays to kick off in Jinja", The Monitor, 27/2/97). 

'15 "Kampak schools lack W E  funds", The New Vision, 10/12/97. 

UUPE teachers will go to heaven - Mushega", The Monitor 17/12/97. 

" Interview, Mmicipal Counc illor, IMC, Guelph, Ontario, 18/6/97. 



registering "ghost" pupils and were accused of trying to abscond with money.79 On the other 

hand, far removed from school management committees, district administrations were found 

to be diverting funds for UPE to other budgets without any consultation."" Thus, the 

institution of UPE has frustrated the attempts to develop new conventions of behaviour and 

accountability at the local level. This example demonstrates the fragility of the nascent 

partnerships with which a new localism might be established. 

PTAs and local government in Mutare 

There are several differences between Mutare and Jinja when it comes to the delivery 

of primary education. Because the responsibility for primary education is so new (1987), 

Mutare does not have to deal with the legacy of old and neglected schools. In addition, 

although the situation is changing, up until 1991 a great deal of money was put into education 

on a national scale in order to correct the inequities between white and African education. 

With free primary education after 1980 the school population grew from 18,483 in 1979 to 

60,886 in 1990 (Unicef 1994, p.90). An aggressive and innovative teacher training programme 

was introduced to meet the need for primary teachers? Thus, there has been a concerted 

effort to meet the needs of primary children. In addition, teachers in Mutare are paid more 

than their counterparts in Uganda and, more importantly, they are paid regularly. Thus, there 

79 "UPE 'ghost' pupils in city schools - officialsW, The Monitor, 25/4/97; "Luwero terms nets I,OM) 

'ghost pupils', The Monitor, 11/8/97. 

"Soroti divem UPE 6m/-", ?be New Vision, 23/4/97; "WE fim& diverted", The New Vision, 
24/4/97. This report included allegations that achinktmtiom of six districts had diverted the funds. 

" There are nine government primary schools in Mutare which were built before 1987 and which 
remain under the management of tbe central govement (Pastern 1992, 10 1). The innovative teacher training 
course was called Zimbabwe Integrated Teacher Education Course (ZINTEC) and involved combined theoretical 
and practical work at aa accelerated rate (see Unicef 1994, p 9 1). 



is not the legacy of severe neglect that Ugandans endured during the 1970s and 1980s. 

The primary school buildings in Mutare reflect the higher level of development in 

Zimbabwe as compared to Uganda. Through a school levy and supplementary funding fiom 

the general revenue the MCC has built three schools since 1987, the most recent completed in 

199OO8* They are all located in the newer highdensity suburbs, two in Dungamvura and the 

other in Chikanga. The school buildings are of a high standard with an administrative block 

and classrooms that are fully Furnished, relatively wellequipped and able to be secured. All 

of the schools have indoor plumbing and electricity. Although the teachers complain that they 

do not have enough text books so that students have to share, the quantity and quality of 

school supplies are much superior to those in Uganda. Thus, comparatively, residents are 

using better facilities in Mutare than in Jinja. 

Despite the decline in funding, Mutare's primary schools enjoy a larger contribution 

from both central and local governments than Jinja's. The central government contribution is 

Z$12 (US$1.20) per pupil per term as compared to USH2500/= to USH4000/= (US$2.50- 

4.00) in Jinja but, unlike the case of Jinja, this money, which comes in the form of a vote 

from the regional education ofice, is intact and on time according to the heads of the two 

oldest schools. However, concern was expressed fiom the head of the newest school 

(Chirowakamwe in Dangarnvura) that the government grant was not available in the 1995 

" There was a general protest from local authorities in 1986 when the central government Mikterafiy 
decided to download the responsibility of primary schools without increasing the resource base of the local 
authorities. As a result mast local authorities instituted a school levy either on the general population or on the 
parents (Interview, Secretary, Urban Councils Association of Zimbabwe, 1618195). In Mutare the school levy is 
paid by the parents at tht: same time as they pay the school fees. In 1995 the levy was ZS14.70 per mum per 
student. W i t .  approximately 587 1 pupils this money (Z!M6,303.70) ody provides for main~aintce and man of 
the money for new buildings must come from generat revenue. Two were built in the late 1980s and the newest 
school, built in 1990, cost Z!§1.4m ( h t e ~ e w ,  Headmaster, Chirowakamwe Primary, 19/7/95). 



year and that the school had to buy its own scholastic materials." Although the school heads 

claim that the money is far from meeting the requirements, the two schools that receive the 

money are at least able to plan with this budget which is used for scholastic materials only. 

As mentioned above, the central government pays for the teachers who are also regulated by 

the central government's regional education office. Teachers' salaries in 1995 ranged From 

2$2 1-29,000 and teachen also receive a housing allowance of approximately 2$150 (varying 

with the amount of salary)." Even more importantly, unlike those in Jinja, teachers in Mutare 

are regularly paid. The local government pays for the construction of new buildings and the 

running costs for the three existing schools. Parents pay a P14.70 per term school levy to 

alleviate the running costs. This levy covers only about 50% of running costs, the rest coming 

from the health and welfare budget of the local government areas acco~nt.'~ The local 

government pays for the utilities, maintains the buildings, purchases furniture and employs a 

clerk, groundsman and messenger for all schools. It also pays for all of the inputs for the 

Education with Production (EWP) programme and the profits from this programme go back 

into the school budget.86 Again, the school heads report that MCC is very reliable for its 

" I n t e ~ e w s  with the three school heads in Mutare in July 1995. 

" These salaries, quoted by the school head of Dangamvura Rimary School are higher than the 
statistics provided by the international labour office which was for the lowest category. Also there was a 22% 
raise in salaries in 1994/5 (Chisvo and Munro 1994, LO). 

85 The total education levy collected for Dangamvura Primary. Cbikanga Rimary and Chirowahwe 
(Dangamvura) Primary was reported to be 2$66,443, 2$58,589, and 2$68,174, while the total atpendime was 
BIB, 990, ZS 1 10,623, and Z$124,6 12 respectively (City Treasurer's Report & Accounts for Year Ended 30th 
June 1994, pp. 130, 133. 135). 

This programme teaches children how to market garden and tend small domestic animals such as 
rabbits and chickem. The children supply the labour and the profits are put back into the school budget. MCC's 
contribution to this programme is substantial. In 1993/94, the total input for the three schools was 2639367, 
while the profit was 2$35,967 (City Treasurer's Report & Accounts for the Year Ended 30th June, 1994, pp. 
130, 133, 135). 
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Funding, maintaining buildings adequately and taking the EWP programme seriously. Thus, 

the schools in Mutare have much more government support for new buildings, school 

materials and school maintenance than those in Jinja. 

The formal role of PTAs in Mutare is substantially different from the largely informal 

one in Jinja. Bringing in the PTAs has been a deliberate policy towards developing a 

partnership between school management (school heads and teachers), local government and 

parents and the PTAs have substantial power. They have official statutory status on the 

School Development Committee (SDC) which oversees the day-to-day running and Future 

planning of the school. Five PTA members are elected to the SDC by the parents and they 

are joined by the school head, the deputy school head, one teacher, and a municipal 

councillor. Thus, they make up a majority on the SDC. The chairmen and deputy chairmen of 

the SDC must be chosen from among the parent representatives and, moreover, those two 

executives must also sit with the school head on the finance subcommittee which is 

responsible for "administering the fund and supervising the committee's honorary treasurer"." 

Before the new legislation and the establishment of the SDCs all, government money, 

including the government grant, was administered directly from MCC. Now the SDC has 

direct access to the central government grant through the regional office and also collects and 

dispenses the user fees. Thus, the statute has decentralized considerable power to the SDCs 

and, thus, to the PTAs which are prominent on them. 

" Education (School Development Committees) (Non-Govemment Schools) Regulatiors. 1992, Section 
6; Section 12; and, Section 16. There is a qualifying clause (Section q2)) which alIows d~ secretary of the SDC 
to alter the number of elected members of the SDC with permission of the local authority. However, since the 
chairman and Deputy Chairman must be chosen from among elected members and m l a  be on the finance sub- 
committee, this provision does not seem to be a threat to PTAS statutory power. 



Despite the government 

contribution to school budgets. 
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support, the PTA-managed funds also make a substantial 

The government allows a fee of 2520 (US$2.80) per pupil per 

term which provides the fund over which the fmance subcommittee presides. The SDC must 

get permission for amounts over this limit and in Mutare all of the schools have received 

permission for extra Funding with fees ranging from 2$25-30. There are some inequalities in 

this funding but not nearly the inequalities experienced in Jinja." The funds match or slightly 

surpass the central government per capita grant and local government levy combined and, 

therfore, are substantial. Apart from augmenting the scholastic materials, the PTA fees pay for 

extra clerical staff and nightwatchmen. However, PTAs in Mutare are also able to plan for 

more than running costs. The fund pays for school sports and choir uniforms, first aid, school 

trips, cameras and video players and screens. PTAs are also responsible for expansion of the 

existing schools and more and more will be responsible for repairs. Therefore, funds are also 

invested for future expansion plans such as libraries, playing fields and tennis courts as well 

as expansion of the EWP programme. In Mutare there has not been a need to provide the 

teacher welfare which takes up such a large part of PTA funds in Jinja. Therefore, PTAs in 

Mutare have had the luxury of augmenting rather than providing general budgets. 

The partnership between the SDC and the local govemment is still in the early stages 

of development. There is unanimous agreement that the arrangement is far better than before 

when the municipal council was completely in charge. The SDC has a flexibility that the 

municipal bureaucracy (Community Services) was unable to provide. PTA officials also report 

88 The fees charged for ChiLanga Primary School, Dangamwra Primary School and Chirowahwe  
Rimary School are Z$N, Z$2550 and W . 0 5  respectively. When the local government levy is factored in, the 
f- are 2$44.70, ZS40.20 and ZW2.75 per pupil per term respectively. 



that parents are much more supportive of the PTA executives than MCC who they often 

accused of mismanagement of funds. Previously if there was a rise in the fees people would 

demonstrate but they accept the budgets and the requirement for funds when it is passed at 

the PTA annual general meeting. Although there has been a tendency for parents to leave 

most business matters to the school head, there has been a concerted effort to get parents 

involved and all school heads report good cooperation and much better attendance at PTA 

meetings. PTA executives are now very involved with school business although PTA 

executives express the need for more training so that they are able to perform better as 

managers. When the PTAs were established there was a move to get ZANU(PF) people 

elected to SDCs but the PTAs have been remarkably free from ZANU(PF) politics. PTA 

chairmen cite the fact that the parents are disillusioned with party politics and early PTA 

executives who tried to dictate policy on SDCs have been replaced. In Dangamvura both PTA 

executives and school heads commended the councillors for their work as liaison with MCC 

administration commenting that they were quick to go to administrators for answers. The 

councillor in Chikanga had long been absent from meetings as had administrat~rs.'~ SDC 

members remark that the effectiveness of the councillor depends on his standing on MCC 

particularly in relation to the Mayor (a reference to the 7/8 split - see Chapter 5). 

Administrators in Community Services have had to get used to their new advisory role and 

sometimes they neglect meetings although they come if called for specific advice. School 

It is important to note that the most highly cornended of the councillors was me lbat is cotsidered 
of 'poor d.i"bre'(arnong the group of 7). Although he is ZANU(PF) he encourages people to vote for good 
candidates and encourages parental involvement in exeracurricular activities. He also attends meetings regularly 
and takes maners to Community Services. The councillor in Chikanga is considered better 'calibre' although he 
work in Harare and ndly  attends SDC meetings. Tbis is another reason to question whether lack of ' d i r e '  is 
a useful argument 



heads also complain, as in Jinja, that if the municipal council does provide materials it is 

never as efficient nor as economical as the SDC. However, the overall assessment is that the 

SDC system is a big improvement over sole management by MCC. 

However, MCC has proved to be a weak political vehicle when real problems arise. 

One of the greatest difficulties in Mutare is overcrowding in the s ~ h o o l s . ~  The problem is 

met in a different fashon than in Jinja by 'h~tseating'.~' Although it is a predicament in all 

schools it has become so critical in Chikanga that the municipality has to rent space in 

pavilions in the nearby showgrounds for the youngest classes while a new school is being 

built. However, all SDC officials comment that the overcrowding issue has not been 

effectively handled by MCC. In Chikanga the SDC was unable to get any movement from the 

administration on this issue. Indeed, from the opening of the last school 199 1 through the 

time of my research visit April to August 1995, neither councillors nor administrators have 

raised the issue of overcrowding in the Community Services, Housing, Health and Education 

Committee?* In the situation of Chikanga the matter fmally had to be raised with the regional 

director of education who went to the town clerk in order to get action from MCC. In this 

90 In Mutare overcrowding has resulted from subletting and the nnting of temporary structures (see 
Chapter 5). Official surveys of numbers of children only take into account the owner or original tenant of the 
property and s o  show fewer children than is actually the case (Interview, Housing Superintendent, MCC, 
15/5/95). 

9' In this case there are two classes and two teachers sharing one classroom in shifts and schedules are 
arranged so that while one class is in the classfoorn the other is engaged outdoors. Therefore, when a student 
takes kr/his seat the seat is hot Eiom the Iast class and, thus, the term ' hotseating'. It was explained to me that 
the children take sports outside and have Education With Production (EWP) classes which involves outdoor work 
such as leeping a large school gar&n and animals such as rabbits and chickens. Thus, the schedule is amnged 
around these activities. Still, they have to spend some of the time doing other lessols outside and this can be a 
problem especially on cold and wet winter days. 

92 Mhutes of the Community Services, Health and Educaaon Committee. MCC, 199 1-95. Rarely are 
education issues raised and the meetings are predominantly concerned with the running of the beerballs and 
housing concerns. 



case the SDC was able to use the connection with the central government in order to demand 

some accountability. SDC officials comment that MCC is more responsive on smaller issues 

but that there is not the political will to tackle the big ones. In general, the SDCs feel 

powerless outside of their own domain of responsibility. 

Some warning signs in Mutare 

There are several indications that the provision of primary education in Mutare may 

deteriorate in the late 1990s. The threat of deterioration is a result of changes taking place at 

both central and local levels of govemment. These changes may lead to a skewing of the 

partnership between the local govemment and the PTAs in which a greater burden may be put 

on the PTAs and, therefore, on the parents. 

There is evidence that centml govemment provision for primary schools is 

deteriorating in Zimbabwe. Since 1990 and the institution of the Economic Structural 

Adjustment Programme (ESAP) there has been a steady erosion of central government 

support for primary education. Munhamo Chisvo and Lauchlan Munro report that "higher 

education has been better protected under adjustment than primary education or secondary 

education" as real per capita expenditure has f d e n  32% from 2623.05 in 1990/9 1 to 23 15.79 

in 1994195 "which was the lowest level since before independence" (1994, 9).93 It is wonying 

that the withdrawal of the per capita grant from the most recently built school in Mutare 

might become a trend. Thus, government support for primary education has diminished. 

9, The achlal per pupil expenditure has dropped from 2% 10 1 in LWO/9 1 to a72 in 1994/95 and Chisvo 
and Mwo explain that this fall cannot be blamed on i n c r d  enrolment which have level4 off in recent years 
(1994, 9). Nevertheless the expenditure is much more than in Uganda which amounted to 305 new classrooms 
country-wide, some iron sheets for roofing and sporadic payment of salaries (Background to the Budget 1994-95, 
15, 16). 
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In addition, user fees, which have been instituted to help fund education are adding a 

burden to parents who may not be able to pay them. User fees were instituted in January 

1992 at a time when the population was feeling the effects of ESAP including devaluation of 

currency, retrenchments and high unemployment. Indeed, Chisvo and Munro report a 3.8% 

drop in grade one enrolment in 1993 (1994, 11). The central government has set up a Social 

Development Fund (SDF) in order to assist those earning under 26400 per month with user 

fees and, thus, alleviate some of the pressure on the poorest Zimbab~eans.~ In paying school 

fees for poorer parents, this fund provides a guarantee of revenue for the schools. The fund 

covers only the base 2520 PTA fee leaving parents still to pay the local government levy and 

the supplement to the PTA fee. As of 1995 the inability on the part of parents to pay fees 

was not a big concern in two of Mutare's schools which reported that the percentage of 

parents who had outstanding fees at the end of the term was very small. It was more of a 

worry in the third school, Chirowakamwe, which reported that about 20% of the parents had 

difficulties. While the SDCs encouraged parents with real needs to apply for this assistance, 

in 1995 no money had been received and Chirowakamwe M a r y  School, which was most 

affected, just had to operate without this money. If the number of parents unable to pay 

should grow this would become a major problem especially if coupled with the withdrawal of 

the per capita grant. 

Another concern is for the continued support of teachers. Over 90% of the budget for 

9J The SDF was set up by the government of Zimbabwe as part of the Social Dimensions of Adjustmat 
Programme to counteract the worst effects of ESAP. There are two programmes covered by chis hid: the Social 
Welfare Programme which provides assistance with school f ~ ,  health fees and basic food; and, the Employment 
and Training Programme which provides training for retrenchees for setting up small busin-. The Fund is 
grmly underfunded. For a discussion of the Fimd and its programmes see Chimo and Munro 1994, 18-26. 
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the Ministry of Education goes to salaries and benefits and so the decline in funding has a 

direct impact along with the devaluation of the currency. Thus, Chisvo and Munro report that 

a W P  study "estimated that it would take a 75% increase in secondary teachers' real wages 

to restore their 1990 purchasing power" (Chisvo and Munro 1994, lo)? Although there was a 

22% increase in salaries in the 1994195 financial year, in real terms the conditions for 

teachers are worsening and Mutare's PTAs may find themselves taking up the slack. In the 

long run, as in Jinja, teachers' welfare may take up a great deal of the budget. 

Finally, finding the money for building new schools has become harder for MCC since 

the liquor operations have been losing money and health and housing continue to operate at a 

deficit. SDC officials voiced real concem that MCC might withdraw from operation costs and 

only build new schools which would put the burden of the day to day operation of the school 

completely in the hands of the SDC and effectively remove the partnership. Thus, apart from 

overcrowding, there are growing concern that the provision of primary education could fall 

on PTA fees entirely in the future. 

The benefit of statejcivil sociev partnerships 

The evidence presented here indicates that these partnerships have benefited the 

creation of a new public space in political society in both Jinja and Mutare. Clearly, in both 

municipalities new conventions of political behaviour are evolving between the local 

governments and the PTAs. In Jinja this interaction has granted legitimacy to both the PTAs 

and the local government to create a public space where some common sense of 

accountability and responsibility is developing. In Mutare this parmership has afforded a 

95 UNDP 1993. Zimbrbwc Government Salaries and Cost of Living: ON Agencies Practices of 
Supplementing Civil Service &larks, Harare, h u a r y  as cited in Chisvo and Munro 1994. 
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public space where ZANU(PF) patronage politics do not thrive and where some new political 

behaviour is developing. For these reasons I conclude that the externally driven demands on 

local government, now evident worldwide, need not be impediments to the development of an 

internally driven and democratic new localism. In fact this necessity to create new 

partnerships may benefit the development of such a new localism. Nevertheless, the evidence 

also points to the very real constraints that present many obstacles for these partnerships in 

progress. 

Conclusioa: local civil society and local government in Jinja and Mutare and the 
grounds for a new localism 

It is clear that the RC system in Jinja has provided a much more open atmosphere for 

the nourishing of local civil society than the ZANU(PF)dorninated local government in 

Mutare. This is evident both in the quantity of associations which are involved with the local 

government and in the quality of associations. Thus, women's groups in Jinja not only have 

made practical gains which have led to a certain independence from patronage but they have 

also achieved considerable strategic gains which should prepare the ground for new political 

behaviour. Moreover, in those associations that provide a public service (POYFA and Nile 

Crane) women have taken up public responsibility in local civil society. This strong presence 

in local civil society (fulfilling their needs and providing public service), combined with their 

presence in formal political institutions, gives women a much broader base in Ugandan 

political society from which they may be able to start shaping the rules of the game. In 

Mutare, on the other hand, the women's groups studied have relied on the old patronage 

system and show Little sign of preparing fertile ground for change since they have benefited 

from the system. Welfare and social groups in Jinja have also shown awareness of a new, 
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non-sectarian means of associating and an ability to engage the local government in new ways 

in order to demand accountability. In Mutare it has been much harder to escape the relations 

of power perpetuated by the decentralized despotism of ZANU(PF), although not entirely 

impossible as we have seen in the case of Taona Theatre Productions. Thus, associations such 

as MCRO tend to resort to the same tactics as ZANU(PF) and reinforce old political 

behaviour rather than forge new political relationships. Although there are signs of change in 

Mutare one must conclude that, at present, local civil society provides much more fertile 

ground for developing new relationships in Jinja than in Mutare. 

However, there are some similarities between the two municipalities. In both Jinja and 

Mutare associations are hampered by the poverty of their members, a situation which spawns 

at least two major problems: a lack of resources which might give the association some 

independence of action and make it more effective; and an underactive membership which 

relies on a small leadership which, in turn, is open to suspicion because of its disproportionate 

power within the organization. In addition, both local governments tend to be highly 

suspicious of organizations which directly question certain aspects of municipal responsibility. 

Despite the more open atmosphere, the local government in Jinja can be just as intolerant as 

that in Mutare when an association is treading close to sensitive issues. On the other hand, the 

local government in Mutare has been as numuing as that in Jinja in its support of associations 

which do not present a challenge to its authority. 

An important component of Jinja's advantage is a particular organizational feature of 

the RC system, the lower RCs. They help to overcome the suspicions between local civil 

society and local government. Thus, although WATWA is highly suspect at the municipal 
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council level, it is able to cooperate with lower RCs and WATWA executive officers and 

members use the RC system as an alternative association for articulating demands since those 

demands tend to be !egitimized by the RC structure. We might see the lower RCs as filling 

the gap through their hybrid nature: a cross between local civil society and local government. 

For this reason the intermediary, or bridging, role of the lower RCs becomes even more 

important as a new relationship is forged between local civil society and local government in 

a new localism. In Mutare there is no institutional structure to fulfil this function. 

The political relationship developing between PTAs and local government in Jinja and 

Mutare attests to the fact that the externally driven new localism, demands on local 

government brought on by economic restructuring, may also provide the opportunity for 

developing new interact ions between local civil society and local government in sub-S aharan 

Africa. In chapter one I noted that developed countries are more able to meet the challenge of 

this externally driven new localism because they are richer in institutions (public, private and 

non-profit) and resources. I argued that there was much less reason to think that African local 

governments could cope because of few viable institutions (public, private or non-profit) and 

poor resources. In short, I asked, What's in it for Africa? The evidence here shows that this 

forced search for new partnerships can lead to the development of new political relationships 

which enhance the possibility of developing a new localism as  described in this thesis. The 

externally driven demands on local government may add pressures on an already inadequate 

and overburdened local government but it also may present an oppormnity for the 

development of a new local politics in sub-Saharan Africa. 

Because of the necessity of including local civil society in the delivery of primary 
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education, the local governments in both Jinja and Mutare have developed practices within 

which new types of political behaviour may be forged. Thus, despite the tragic history of 

mistrust and mimanagement, in 1995 the tripartite partnership in Jinja (JMC, PTAs and 

school heads) was beginning to yield practices that promoted mutual accountability between 

the three partners. In Mutare, too, the partnership forged with PTAs is producing new 

political behaviour that seems to be a departure from the despotic tendencies of ZANU(PF). 

Thus, elected PTAs, without ZANU(PF) rhetoric, have established practices which lead away 

from behaviour such as participation by demonstration and towards an interaction in which 

mutual accountability and responsibility is possible. Here we may see that the new demands 

on local government, brought on by the d e m d s  of restructuring, can provide opportunities 

for developing a new localism in which the political relations of decentralized despotism 

become less tenable, 

Nevertheless, the evidence presented here also warns us not to be too sanguine about 

these claims. Restructuring in both Uganda and Zimbabwe has put new burdens on 

populations and the deterioration of a standard of living that is already on or near subsistence 

levels will greatly affect the effectiveness of both local civil society and local government. In 

Jinja the majority of the members of PTAs, struggling to meet the financial responsibility of 

paying fees, has little ground on which to demand accountability From PTA executive officers 

and school heads who are demanding those fees. In turn, uncertain financial support from 

members makes the PTAs less effective, especially when it comes to planning. Although the 

evidence is not as strong in Mutare, there is ample reason to fear that a deteriorating standard 

of living may produce the same effect in Mutare's PTAs. Local govements, too, remain 
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vulnerable. Grappling with a lack of resources that puts it in a weak position administratively 

and politically, JMC still claims for itself the only legitimate authority over the provision of 

primary education. The contradiction between its claim and what it can provide constantly 

threatens MCs legitimacy at the same time as it lessens its ability to be accountable. Thus, 

there is a tendency on the part of the local government to delegitirnize WAS and, perhaps, 

grasp at panaceas, such as UPE, in order to legitimize itself; and, in the course of things, we 

can see that the foundation for a new localism, so recently laid, is easily uprooted. We get a 

glimpse of the old propensity towards form without substance and the apparent desire to 

disengage from local civil society at the slightest opportunity. While the foundation for the 

partnership in Mutare has been laid in a more legitimate manner through statute, the evidence 

presented gives some reason to believe that the municipality may withdraw from the 

partnership, at least for maintenance of schools, putting more financial responsibility on the 

ETAS. This, combined with the withdrawal of central government support, could produce 

heightened inequalities between schools and destroy the tripartite tension of accountability 

between MCC, cenual government and the PTAs. While the externally driven new localism 

has presented an opportunity for new political relations to develop between local civil society 

and local government in both Jinja and Mutare, there are many obstacles to the progress 

towards an internally driven new localism. 

The evidence presented from this sampling of local civil society in Jinja and Mutare 

demonstrates how important relations within civil society are to the conduct of poLitical 

behaviour in political society in general. At the beginning of this chapter I postulated that the 

constellation of power characteristic of decenaalized despotism thrives as long as its roots are 
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in a civil society hospitable to such power relations. I maintained that to the degree that civil 

society becomes inhospitable to those roots they may wither and die. Therefore, I asserted, it 

is important to examine civil society for signs of change while, at the same time, keeping in 

mind the considerable obstacles to that change. The signs of change in local civil society are 

certainly evident in Jinja where there is some indication that an integration of rights and 

duties is taking place that will lead to a more integrated public space where a more universal 

sense of responsibility and accountability may be possible; whether it is enough to overcome 

the obstacles and present a truly inhospitable climate for decentralized despotism is not yet 

clear. In Mutare there is less evidence of change in local civil society that might lead to a 

more fertile public ground from which to establish conventions of accountability and 

responsibility. Of the two municipalities, it is clear from the evidence presented here that the 

municipal structure of Jinja is much more conducive to the mobilization of civil society than 

in Mutare; and that one-party dominance, as in Zimbabwe, can be a major impediment to the 

development of civil society. Thus, we are cautioned to remain aloof from the either/or 

dichotomy of government and civil society and take into consideration the relationship 

between the two. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusion: A Comparative Analysis As If A New 
Localism Mattered 

This conclusion is divided into two parts. The first section is a summary of the main 

argument of the thesis and the evidence presented in previous chapters. In the second part I 

present some thoughts on why an analysis as if a new localism mattered is useful for 

understanding contemporary African politics, and suggest some areas for funher research. 

I Comparing Uganda and Zimbabwe in light of the requirements of a new 
localism 

The case for a new localism 

There is a strong case for an internally driven and democratic new localism in sub- 

Saharan Africa. The case arises from my attempt to locate local govenunent within the 

analysis of Afican politics. As I argued in chapter 1, kom colonial times localism has been a 

top-down administrative affair. Since the independence decade of the 1960s, the calls for 

localism have ebbed and flowed with the tides of development theory. The literature on 

decentralization has reflected this phenomenon, emphasizing technocratic solutions to 

development and largely ignoring politics. With the collapse of the central state into debt and 

the burgeoning of an informal sector under restructuring, calls for a new localism abound; 

these are the calls for a new local governance involving democratic representation, 

participation and accountability and an active role for civil society. This new emphasis on 

local government reflects the externally driven new localism which is apparent globally in 

developed and developing counmes alike. 
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There has been little evidence in the literature that there is an internal, political basis 

for such a call in sub-Saharan Africa; rather, the basis remains within the familiar dictates of 

development theory. The literature shows that in sub-Saharan Africa, despite past 

decentralization policies, political power is concentrated at the centre by political elites for the 

purposes of political unification and resource appropriation. In fact, the argument has been 

made that even though national governments seem to be in retreat, the centrality of decision 

making is even more important for the implementation of IMF-induced measures through 

structural adjustment programmes. Thus, it is hard to find a political basis on which to build 

local governance and accountability. 

I argue that if we are to discuss governance, and more particularly local governance, 

we must approach the topic within the framework of a complex political process. The 

conceptualization of responsibility and accountability in decentralization and governance 

literature more often than not fashions these terms as remedies, or strategies, to be applied. I 

argue that, rather than strategies to be applied, responsibility and accountability are products 

of a complex political process. Using Gramsci's idea of political society, which encompasses 

both the state and civil society as a public space where the rules of the game are produced, I 

argue that we must look to this relationship in order to understand the limits of responsibility 

and accountability. Gramsci's insight about political society is that, since the relationship 

between state and civil society is a symbiotic one, if there is a problem with the state there is 

also a problem with civil society. Thus, the character of responsibility and accountability, as a 

product of that relationship, must give some indication of the political challenges that face a 

political society. 
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Most often the political problem in sub-Saharan Africa is posed in the literature as one 

of incongruity between a modem central state based on market relations and a local 

indigenous society which operates on customary relations of reciprocity. Accordingly there 

are two main explanations: either the modem state overpowers the "real" indigenous character 

of African society which is powerless to demand accountability; or the social relations of the 

vast primordial customary society (based on ethnicity) overwhelms attempts by a 

comparatively tiny civil society and modem state to impose rational solutions. Some authors 

even question the empirical reality of 'civil society' since there is so little evidence of its 

effectiveness in African politics. Recent empirical studies emphasize changes taking place in 

African society, especially the burgeoning of the informal sector, and are both more flexible 

and more positive about the empirical reality of civil society and about the ability of civil 

society to affect the political rules of the game. However, most writers are unable to 

transcend the dichotomy, declaring one or the other, modem or customary, as positive or 

negative, as the problem or the solution. 

In this light, Ekeh's analysis of the two publics begins to den us to the much more 

historically specific and complex reality. In his analysis of the dialectic of the two publics, 

primordial and civic, he begins to unravel the knot by apprising us of the split between rights 

and duties which renders the civic an amoral space to be plundered and the primordial a 

moral space where duties are performed. He fmds the basis for this behaviour in the practices 

of colonial rule which emphasized the colonial state as the bountiful provider to the poor 

African and, at the same time, forced Afiicafls to seek protection in their primordial ties. He 

argues that both publics suffer because there is little basis on which rights and duties can be 
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integrated. Thus, Ekeh alerts us to a debilitating division in African political society that 

produces little ground for a more universal idea of responsibility and accountability. 

I argue that Marndani's analysis of the bifurcated state and decentralized despotism 

illuminates further this historical split in African political society and gives us a way of 

thinking about local government politically, beyond the imperatives of development theory. 

Mamdani highlights the form of the African state as it was forged in colonialism into a 

bifurcated state with two branches, a civil power at the centre supporting a despotic 

customary administration in local, ethnically-based administrations. He argues that this form 

so shaped political power that it was impossible to unite the local and the centre without 

recourse to ethnicity and patrimonial political activity. African politics at independence 

targeted the racism at the centre of the colonial state but never addressed the Fundamental 

form of that state which was a decentralized despotism maintained by so-called democratic 

politics at the centre. These, he argues, are the inherited impediments under which political 

society in Africa is forged. 

This analysis leads us out of the eitherlor, centreflocal, customary/modem dichotomy. 

Mamdani argues that the historically specific political challenge before Africans is the 

dismantling of the bifurcated form of the African state which means transformation both at 

the centre and the locality. Inherent in that solution are some specific challenges: the 

reconciling of local autonomy with alliance at the centre and local participation with 

representation at the centre; and, finding the emancipatory practices in both the customary and 

the civil. Thus, democratic openings at the local level and a reconfiguration of power between 

levels of government that leads to a more autonomous local government are important 
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components of Africa's political challenge and provide the prerequisites for a new localism. 

Here, then, is a case for an internally driven and democratic new localism in sub-Saharan 

Africa, located within the historically specific political analysis of African politics. 

The inherited impediments 

In chapter 2 1 argue that tracing the governing relationship, between ruler and ruled, in 

African political society, with a particular focus on the tension that produces responsibility 

and accountability, that is its product, is important. This helps us to outline the inherited 

impediments that Marndani refers to more specifically and give content to a new localism that 

would answer the challenges issuing from Marndani's analysis. 

The evidence presented in chapter 2 leads us to some conclusions about the product of 

responsibility and accountability. The old, pre-colonial localism had been a system of positive 

patron/client relationships which opened up opportunities at all levels of society and allowed a 

fluid movement of people and politics, based on some common interests between ruler and 

ruled. tntegral to the political power relations was alliance through the institution of marriage 

and the control of women by men. However, I argue that the political importance of marriage 

gave women some political maneuverability. With the imposition of colonialism the organic 

political relationships in African political societies in both Uganda and Zimbabwe were 

severed. Several factors - the need for fast revenue and cheap labour, the need for order and 

attitudes of racism - precluded the formation of new political relationships in a modem civil 

state. Instead, African political society was replaced with the bifurcation of authority between 

a central colonial power and a local African administration, based on the remnants of 

customary authority. This constituted the bifurcated state. The resulting hcturing of 
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responsibility and accountability gave rise to serious impedunents in African political society. 

The fractures were several. Specifically there was no direct relationship between ruler 

and ruled with regard to the means of administration. African chiefs had despotic power over 

their people to collect tax and order their lives but no power over the policy which they 

received from their colonial masters. Colonial administrators were responsible to the 

beneficiaries of the tax, the colonial power and its enterprising citizens, and had only indirect 

contact with the African population through the chiefs. Perhaps the most debilitating 

impediment of this bifurcation of authority was the severing of common interest between ruler 

and ruled. Thus, African local mlers (now administrators) were dependent on the colonial 

administration and its projects for their livelihood and elevated status. The only common 

interests remaining were the primordial ties which had some lingering moral value but no 

integrated political content. Integral also to this form of power was the subordination of 

women, strengthened by despotic customary practice and amplified by the Western notions of 

domesticity imposed by colonial authorities. 

I argue that it is within the urban areas that one may obtain the clearest vision of the 

concrete reality of bifurcation. The evidence presented in chapter 2 highhghts the structural 

bifurcation of both space and authority. It is here that we can locate the civil limits of the 

bifurcated state on the boundary of the African location. It is here also that we may see the 

inability of women to create any legitimate space that was not circumscribed by customary 

laws and Western ideas of domesticity. Without direct representation, the African population 

was located between colonial paternalism and indigenous clientelism; within this structure no 

productive version of responsibility and accountability could be fashioned in African political 
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These impediments forged particular political relations and behaviour. The actions of 

the colonial administration in Uganda and the settler government in Rhodesia always inhibited 

and often proscribed political activity outside the parameters of the bifurcated state. Attempts 

to establish African presence in civil society were met with measures to strengthen the 

relations of bifurcation. Thus, with little recourse to any substantial governing relationship, 

AfXcan relations of political power were shaped by primordial ties through patronage 

networks and this form of power and these relationships were reinforced in Uganda after 

independence and in Zimbabwe during the guerrilla war. Generally, this form of power 

demands complete control over resources and political mobilization on the part of political 

leaders who cannot tolerate political demand or behaviour outside the networks of 

decentralized despotism. Integral to maintaining this political dominance is the perpetuation of 

male dominance over women. On the part of most people this form of power demands 

dependent and patron-see king behaviour along the lines of clans and/or religious groupings. 

The political behaviour of women is so shaped that they are forced to manipulate customary 

practices and/or use political networks, but always indirectly through a male. Administrators 

and politicians are both revered by the public, through the cult of elitism, and mistrusted, 

since there is little accountability beyond individual clientelistic relationships. These are the 

split expectations of Ekeh's two publics: revering the 'big man' who might bring resources 

but scorning the official who demands a bribe or provides no service. The mctural 

impediments, their concomitant political relations of power and the resulting political 

behaviour all place serious constraints on local democratic development but they also give 



content to what might specifically constitute an internally driven new localism. 

The requirements of a new localism 

Based on these qecific impediments, there are defhte prerequisites for the 

development of a new, internally driven localism. The prerequisites are: democratic openings 

at the local level and a reconfiguration of power between levels of government that leads 

towards a more autonomous local govemment. These prerequisites lead to some more specific 

requirements developed in this thesis. The first requirement is the recognition of the political 

problem by leaders at the centre and some political will for dismantling the structures of 

bifurcation, most notably decentralized despotism. The second requirement is the creation of 

democratic openings at the local level and the breaking down of physical and administrative 

bifurcation with the goal of moving towards an autonomous and direct relationship between 

the local government and the local population. The third requirement is that the institutional 

setting must provide for enough political participation to allow new political behaviour to 

develop from which some common conventions of responsibility and accountability might be 

fashioned. An important component of this requirement is the public participation of women 

in the development of new political relationships. The presence of some or all of these 

requirements demonstrates that the prerequisites for a new, internally driven localism are 

developing; that is, democratic openings with participation at the local level and a 

reconfiguration of power between central and local government which encourages local 

autonomy. 

Meeting the requirements of a new localism 

How do Uganda and Zimbabwe meet these three requirements that evolve from the 
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prerequisites for a new localism? Considering the first requirement (developing the political 

will to dismantle bifurcation), there is considerable evidence that h e  Ugandan version of 

decentralization, may be meeting the fust requirement of a new localism better than 

Zimbabwe. I argue that the actions and rhetoric of the NRM during the armed struggle 

suggest an awareness of the dangers of despotic power while the guemlla movement in 

Zimbabwe's liberation war suggests a tendency to reinforce despotic power over people. This 

difference is echoed in the goals and rhetoric of the decentralization programmes of the two 

countries. Uganda's programme emphasizes democratic openings at the local level and trust in 

the Ugandan people to learn to govern themselves while Zimbabwe's programme highlights 

delivering development to the Zimbabwean people through technocratic (administrative) 

means and through party control, and displays a distinct distrusr of the population's ability to 

be self-governing. Here we can see that political leadership has been very important. The fmt 

requirement of some consciousness of the political problem is not evident among Zimbabwe's 

political leaders while in Uganda it is. 

Considering the second requirement (restructuring centreflocal relations for local 

autonomy and democracy), I argue in chapter 3 that restructuring imposed by outside forces 

has had the effect of forcing autonomy on local government in both countries. Through the 

withdrawal of central government grants, both Jinja and Mutare are faced with forced 

autonomy despite limited resources and the a limited ability of a majority of the population to 

pay for services. This forced autonomy is double-edged. Local governments have to sink or 

swim and the fiscal constraint places an extra burden on the prospects for a democratic local 

government developing. However, it does create an opening because it is also forced self- 
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&iciency and, accompanied by efforts to institute local democracy, it might be viewed as 

positive. Thus, externally driven forced autonomy may constitute the beginnings of a 

structural requirement for a new, internally driven democratic localism. 

A comparison on the second requirement of local institutions reveals that, structurally, 

Uganda's RC innovative (local council) system provides for much broader political 

participation, including women. In contrast Zimbabwe's local institutions, based on colonial 

models, limit public participation, and especially that of women. At least on the surface, there 

are potentially more opportunities for new political practices to develop Jinja than in Mutare. 

Thus, if forced autonomy creates an opening, institutional forms are very important if the 

opening is to work towards a new, internally driven and democratic localism. 

Still considering the second requirement, the two municipalities are different in other 

ways. The bifurcation of physical space is much more prominent in Mutare than in Jinja and 

this is echoed in the bifurcation of administrative procedures. Thus, the Jinja administration 

has an integrated approach for budgets and administrative units. In Jinja, also, the means of 

administration (the local financial arrangements) is much more directly connected to the low- 

income and informal sector. In contrast, the administration in Mutate, under the Department 

of Community Services has maintained separate budgets and administrators for 'local 

government areas' (where the majority of the population resides) along the old lines of 

bifurcation. Moreover, Mutare's municipal income is predominantly dependent on the formal 

economy. Therefore, with regard to the second, structural requirement for a new localism, 

Jinja demonstrates more movement towards a new, internally driven localism than Mutare. 

Nevertheless, it is in political practices that the differences between the two 
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municipalities become even more marked. Evidence presented in chapter 4 outlines the ability 

of the lower RC councils in Jinja to politically mediate bifurcation through the opportunity 

they present for broad public participation. Thus, residents are able to settle disputes through 

a village (RC1) council of elected peers and RCl councillors are also able to moderate the 

actions of the police. Moreover, women councillors are part of this process, breaking the 

customary rule by male elders. Lower councils are able to play an advocacy role, as 

demonstrated in the attempt to solve the water problem in Walukuba, and are also able to 

hold municipal councillors and administrators more accountable. Moreover, the lower councils 

are an integral part of the day-to-day running of local government and, thus, are kept active. 

The municipal councillors, on the top tier, have also demonstrated an ability to keep 

administrators accountable and to respond to demands for accountability from the lower 

councils. Women are represented and participate at higher levels including the executive 

committee of the municipal council. While there is evidence of topdown administration and 

some reversion to old political behaviour, there is also ample evidence that new political 

behaviour is developing. Thus, the third important requirement for a new localism is 

beginning to be met in Jinja. 

The evidence presented in chapter 5 sounds a more ominous note for a new localism 

in Zimbabwe. It is clear that in 1995 the local government in Mutare did not begin to meet 

the third requirement of providing the political space for new forms of political behaviour to 

evolve. In practice, apart from elections, which are highly controlled through ZANU(PF), 

there is no institutional means of public participation for the majority of the population in 

Mutare. Moreover, it is evident that councillors avoid contact with their constituents in any 



sort of public fora, even the one yearly meeting required when the budget is set. 

What is evident is that local government in Mutare is captured by the decentralized 

despotism practised in ZANU(PF) in order to retain power over political mobilization both 

locally and nationally. Thus, patron/ctient relations predominate between politicians at the 

centre and local levels and accountability is to these relationships rather than to constituents. 

Rival factions within that hierarchy further debilitate both the administration and the council. 

These relationships produce no responsibility nor accountability and create tremendous 

opportunities for conuption. The remaining option for the population is participation by 

demonstration, an option that is easily manipulated by politicians in order to reinforce the 

political relations of decentralized despotism. While highly placed government officials (also 

ZANU(PF) officials) are critical of the performance of local governments and have produced 

new legislation ostensibly to create change, they are loathe to dismantle the power relations 

which keep them in office. 

Nevertheless in 1995 there were some signs that political change might be afoot and 

that it might come from the local level. Thus, for the fust time ZANU(PF) candidates were 

starting to question their own party and party networks. The successful election of three 

people, including the mayor who ran in defiance of ZANU(PF) rules, shows that the party's 

ability to dominate the selection and election of candidates is slipping; and that opposition 

comes from within ZANU(PF) ranks. It is possible that a new localism may evolve and it 

may originate at the local level but, for the time being, the third requirement is not being met 

in Mutare. 



Meeting the requirements of a new localism in local civil society 

The comparison between Jinja and Mutare of participation by local civil society tends 

to show that political openings at the local level provide an atmosphere f ~ r  local civil society 

to flourish while a one-party despotism tends to close it down. Evidence presented in chapter 

6 shows a definite burgeoning of local civil society under the RC system in Jinja, especially 

women's associations. Moreover, these associations tend to break down the barriers between 

the two publics described by Ekeh. Thus, the associations cross ethnic lines and seem to be 

veering away from dependence on clientelistic behaviour both internally and externally. There 

is evidence that women are fmding some independence of action through their association and 

are questioning customary roles. There is also evidence that these women are breaking down 

the historically-based idea that urban women are immoral and are gaining respect in their own 

right. There is also evidence of associations that are venturing into public service and that are 

based on emerging ideas of universality. Thus, the concern for street children and youth is 

expressed in general terms rather than through particularistic ethnic or religious concerns. In 

addition, there is some attempt to develop a partnership with local government in order to 

provide the service. Women's solid presence in local civil society combined with their 

participation in formal government institutions is evidence that they are fashioning a broad 

public space in Ugandan political society. Therefore, local civil society in Iinja seems to be 

taking some tentative steps towards developing new political behaviour that might enhance a 

new localism by combining the concepts of rights and duties in a more integrated public. 

Again, the evidence from Mutare presented in chapter 6 sounds an ominous note for a 

new, democratic localism. ZANU(PF), though it has Little grassroots participation, tries to 
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monopolize civil society through its organs such as the Women's League. Any association that 

is outside ZANU(PF) control and that questions accountability is seen as opposition to be 

eliminated. In addition, local associations that do exist find it very difficult to escape the 

relations of power perpetuated by decentralized despotism in the party. Thus, associations 

such as MCRO (Mutare Citizens and Ratepayers Association) resort to the same tactics as 

ZANU(PF) and reinforce old political behaviour rather than forge new political relationships. 

Also, the women's cooperatives in Mutare, even if they have been established on a more 

formal basis and have more resources at their disposal than those in Jinja, rely on the old 

patronage system of politics and show little sign of preparing fertile ground for change, since 

they benefit from the system. As a consequence, they are not creating more space for women 

in Zimbabwean political society. Although there are some positive signs in Mutare (for 

example, the municipality's relationship with Taona Theatre Productions), there is much more 

fertile ground in Jinja for developing a local civil society in which new political relationships 

may evolve into a new localism. 

Nevertheless there are some similarities between the two municipalities. In both Jinja 

and Mutare local associations are hampered by the low income of their members. This poses 

two signifcant problems: the meagre resources give associations less independence; and, the 

underactive membership relies on a small leadership which is open to suspicion because of its 

perceived disproportionate power within the organization. In addition, Jinja Municipal 

Council, like Mutare City Council, treats associations that tread on sensitive municipal 

responsibilities (for example, the Walukuba Tenants' and Welfare Association [PU'ATWA]) 

with suspicion and even contempt. However, it is here that the lower RCs' mediating role is 
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evident again. WATWA members have gained RCl and 2 positions in order to further their 

aims. Thus, the access to participation and the legitimizing function that RCs provide give 

them a hybrid nature: a cross between local civil society and local govement. ff we are to 

take seriously the split between rights and duties as characterized by the two publics produced 

by bifurcation, then the importance of this ability to mediate bifurcation and bring both 

residents and local civil society into a legitimate space where a more universal sense of 

accountability can be forged cannot be overestimated. There are no institutions in Mutare to 

provide this mediating function. 

The effect of externally driven demands on a new local politics 

Finally, the thesis examines the effects of the externally driven demands brought on by 

restructuring (the new localism referred to by Goetz and Clarke and Clarke and Gaile in 

Chapter 1 - specifically, the increased demands on local government and the need to create a 

new policy mix in the face of dwindling resources) on local government in Jinja and Mutare. 

The example of a partnership between PTAs and local government in order to provide a 

service, outlined in chapter 6, gives evidence that the current emphasis on downloading 

responsibilities to local government, driven by administrative cutbacks and the drive for fiscal 

efficiency and effectiveness (noting that in Uganda previous society breakdown also made 

ETAS necessary) need not hamper and may even enhance the prospects for a new democratic 

localism in sub-Saharan Africa In both municipalities the inclusion of local civil society in 

service provision has helped local government develop practices within which new types of 

behaviou. may be forged. Thus, in Jinja in 1995 the history of mistrust and mismanagement 

between the PTAs and JMC was yielding to new practices that produced mutual 
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accountability. In Mutare, too, the partnership was forging new political behaviour which 

departed from the despotic tendencies of ZANU(PF) and the practice of participation by 

demonstration and moved towards a new interaction which may produce a new sense of 

responsibility and accountability. This is an important fmding since extemally driven demands 

are likely to continue to effect local governments. 

However, as I warned in chapter 6, we cannot be sanguine about these claims. As the 

evidence from Jinja and Mutare show, restructuring has put new burdens on populations 

(compounded by the chaos of the 1970s and 80s in Uganda) and the effect on standards of 

living will have repercussions for the effectiveness of both civil society and local govemrnent 

to carry out their functions. The beginning signs of withdrawal from the partnership on the 

part of both the central and local governments in Mutare is worrying. In addition, the 

introduction of universal primary education (UPE) after the 1996 election in Uganda has 

revealed the precariousness of these nascent partnerships as some of the old political 

behaviour resurfaces, demonstrating that these new relationships can be easily uprooted. 

While the extemally driven demand on local government, characterized here by the 

partnership between the PTAs and local government, has provided opportunities for new 

political relationships to be formed in both Jinja and Mutare, there are also many obstacles to 

overcome in the progress towards a new localism. 

I1 A Comparative Analysis As If A New Localism Mattered 

It is clear from the argument in this thesis that a new, democratic localism matters a 

great deal if the bamers of bifurcation are to be broken down. In a more general democratic 

sense the thesis shows that a new localism matters for several reasons: it provides a naining 
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ground for democratic practices; it can act as a buffer between citizens and a remote national 

state; it can provide an alternative centre of power and, hence, a check on national 

government; and it is a way to better ensure that policy is related to local needs. Apart from 

these arguments, I now wish to take up the argument of why an analysis 'as if a new 

localism mattered' is so important when considering current African politics. The conclusions 

reached here are not meant to be deftnitive answers but are merely an attempt to loosen the 

perceptual knot that leads observers to believe that African politics has reached an impasse; 

as the knot loosens, the importance of local government emerges. 

Critical juncture or impasse? 

African politics is not at an impasse but it b at a critical juncture. The critical juncture 

involves structural change resulting fiom the world-wide effects of globalization. Global 

structural adjustment, directed by global capital and IFIs such as the World Bank and IMF, 

provides a remarkably uniform and inflexible set of market driven solutions which, in turn, 

engender complex political problems in developed and developing countries alike. This 

remarkable inflexibility, fostered by neo-libeml political solutions at the national level around 

the world regardless of the political orientation of the government, has also spawned an 

equally remarkable broad and flexible range of political solutions to cope with the effects of 

globalization, especially at the local level. Thus, we have an emphasis on the local level in 

which governments seek to derive solutions fiom a complex policy mix involving a 

partnership between government and non-government actors. 

This emphasis on structural change within states has important implications for Africa. 

Fi, this critical juncture may provide a most auspicious moment for politics in Africa 



because it is the first time since independence that there has been a general tendency, world- 

wide, to rethink the configuration of government within the national state. Since this is 

happening within statcs in the so-called developed world, there may be a more permissible 

atmosphere for experimentation within the African state.' This could give African political 

societies a grace period in which new political solutions may be allowed to develop. Another 

implication of the critical juncture for African states is the effect it may have on internal 

political relations. The end of Cold War politics and restructuring has limited some of the 

methods (often backed by Cold War inspired allies and their aid and trade) by which Ahican 

leaders have maintained political power relations that depend heavily on an unproductive 

clientelism and little engagement with their populations. For the first time since independence 

African leaders may have to turn to, and take serious note of, their own populations in order 

to survive. Both of these implications provide openings for change in the configuration of 

power relations in African states. 

The comparative analysis of local politics in this thesis points to some of the important 

questions to be considered at this critical juncture. African politics is not at an impasse but it 

does function under the influence of the inherited impediments (more or less, depending on 

the specific historical circumstances of a given country) of the bifurcated state. These 

impediments have established a pattern of politics for almost a century, but this may be 

' In August 1997 the outgoing American ambassador to Uganda, Michad Southwick, had warned the 
NRM government that they should listen to multipanyists but he also "said that there is need for dialogue and 
alternative political forces must be prepad to exercise &mocracy responsibly. He said Ugandans are ready to 
move on but are very cautious of their past" (The New Vision 2/8/97). In March a draft copy of he new 
politid organizations bilI was sent to Western diplomats including the new American ambassador, Nancy J. 
Powell. The press reported that her comments were "awaited with interest The belief is that she is more open to 
other forms of governance than her prede~ssor" (Uganda News, 23/3/98). Resident Clinton's visit m March also 
gave credence to Uganda's political experimentation. 
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unravelling as we enter the next one. Although greatly influenced by external factors, such as 

international relations, the world economy, international development organizations and 

international financial institutions, this process is also influenced by internal factors such as 

ethnic conflict, indigenous economies, political institutions, and intellectual and political 

leadership in both state and civil society. Thus, there will be as many ways of overcoming the 

impediments as there are polities. Liberia and Somalia are the extreme cases where political 

society is undergoing a disintegration, the result of which is not yet clear. Tanzania and 

Senegal, on the other hand, present a different scewio where political relations of power may 

undergo more peaceful transitions. In considering African politics from this point of view it is 

not so much how it happens but whether there is a hdamental change in political relations 

away from those inherited impediments. This change is the clue to transformation; and what 

is taking place politically at the local level is crucial. 

The importance of the local lens 

The comparative analysis and conclusions reached in this thesis highlight the 

importance of viewing African politics as if a new localism matters. In comparative t e r n  

Zimbabwe often presents a picture of a more developed, orderly and peaceful country. 

Uganda carries the reputation for disorder, corruption, violence, economic disintegration and 

political ineptness. However, put to the test of creating a new politics which meets the 

challenges of overcoming the political relations of the bifurcated state, a very different picture 

emerges. Therefore, once we focus on local politics, we are able to begin to establish more 

thoroughly the grounds on which politics is being played out both locally and nationally. We 

see that the National Resistance Movement, under the leadership of Yoweri Museveni, has 
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embarked upon an ambitious plan of democratization at the local level and it seems to be this 

focus on democratization which is shaping the institutions as they are evolving. The Ugandan 

people are in the process of experimentation which may very well lead to the establishment of 

Fundamentally different political relationships. In contrast, the Zimbabwe government, under 

the leadership of Robert Mugabe, has emphasized the preservation of inherited forms in order 

to bring about development and has not yet made any conscious effort to address the political 

problems inherited fiom the colonial experience. Thus, the larger and more formal 

Zimbabwean economy and the thrust for development in the first few years after 

independence are shown to be misleading indicators of political development when 

fundamental political relations at the local level are taken into consideration. If one gives 

serious regard to local politics in this manner, a new clarity in the analysis of African politics 

is made possible. 

Historical context 

The material presented in this thesis also points to the importance of historical context 

in contemporary political analysis. This importance is evident in the analysis of the 

historically specific form of African political society and its components, state and civil 

society, and the accountability produced fiom their complex relationship. Furthermore, 

understanding the importance of historical context alerts us to the fact that the inherited 

impediments will play out differently depending on the specific historical context. The 

question remains: How is it that Uganda, a much less developed country, is beginning to 

overcome the inherited impedunents while Zimbabwe remains mired in old political relations? 

Some of the reasons must be found in the different historical contexts. 



For theoretical purposes this thesis has emphasized the similarities between the two 

countries historically, especially the severing of organic political relations in the 1890s and 

the subsequent decades of building up the political relations of power that were shaped by the 

bifurcated state. However, there are several differences which also come to light in this 

analysis. One difference is that Zimbabwe endured a longer and harsher period of formal 

bifurcated rule under the white settler state which may have produced more intransigent 

political impediments. Formal laws provided for the spatial and economic separation and were 

strictly enforced for a much longer period. Political action was much more severely penalized 

in Zimbabwe than in Uganda, and independence came twenty years later. Thus, 

Zimbabweans have also had a comparatively, shorter time in power than Ugandans. 

The years after independence gave Ugandans the experience of party politics and the 

UPC attempt to impose one-party rule (which seems to be the institutional product of the 

inherited impediments of the bifurcated state). Furthermore, independence removed race as a 

political factor, as Marndani has argued, and the expulsion of the Asians by Arnin served to 

remove race as an economic factor, at least for a time. Thus, by the 1980s, race was no 

longer a consideration and could not be used for pseudo accountability by a nationalist 

government. It is only now that Zimbabwe is experiencing the consequences of one-party 

rule. Furthermore, race, a very potent factor in the Zimbabwe economy and a latent factor 

politically, is still a card to play.' It may be that the much more productive and powerful 

Mugabe seems to have used the race option (Wetherell 1998) when he went ahead with appropriation 
of white farms right after the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU) staged protests against tax hikes to 
f m c e  Mugabe's decision m award gratuities to war veterans (2$50,000 each plus a monthly pension of 
ZS2000). At the same time people were &moostrating over food prices. However, there is some indication that 
race is a less tenable excuse in the late 19% Iden Wetherell repons tbat one ZCTU protester commented that 
"Mugabe has no support among real people so he is going to buy the war veterans' support at the expose of tbe 
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formal structures of economy and government in Zimbabwe provide a barrier to change while 

in Uganda those structures disintegrated into chaos leaving an opportunity to develop new, 

more organic, ones. However, I am not arguing that Zimbabwe must disintegrate politically 

and economically, as did Uganda, in order to begin to come to a different political 

consciousness. What I am arguing is that Zimbabweans have not yet had the variety nor 

length of political experience yet that Ugandans have had. 

Another significant factor in Zimbabwe is that, both during the guerrilla war and after, 

ZANU(PF) took the form of a vanguard party. This is not surprising, given that all Western 

governments had abandoned the guerrillas and their cause and that those who came to their 

aid included China and the Soviet Union. Thus, both the leadership and the ordinary soldiers, 

who were trained and m e d  by these nations, felt an affinity with them.3 The emphasis was 

on taking the lead while the people followed. The fact that the guerrilla war did not end in 

decisive victory but was brought to an end by a compromise which kept intact some of the 

political and all of the economic clout of the settler regime guaranteed that there remained a 

szrong, well-developed, and largely unscathed infrastructure as well as a highly developed 

white society. This made development catch-up a visible and concrete goal which fed into the 

idea that the party would lead the way. Therefore, the continued existence of a bifurcated 

state is very evident in Zimbabwe and this 'developed' branch (the predominantly white, and 

working people" while another group of protesters carried the sign: "Don't blame the whites for your failures" 
(Wetherell 1998, 17). 

This was ma& clear to me by two veteraus who were members of ZANU(PF), one of whom had 
obtained military training and, t&e other, medical training overseas. Both emphasized the extreme feeling of 
isolaaon and abandonment experienced by the guerrillas in the 197b and the gratefulness with which any chance 
for training and support was received. 
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now elite, culture and economy) may provide the comparison to which the 'ordinary people' 

do not measure up. Here we may see also that, by itself, the income level of a developing 

country is not a determining factor for developing democratic institutions at the local level. 

Analyzing politics with the concept of a new localism 

This discussion should not detract from the significant accomplishment of the Ugandan 

people. After dl, Uganda was considered a lost cause in the early 1980s and total 

disintegration was close at hand. The fact that the Ugandan people have been able to create 

an environment of political openness in which the opportunity for creating new political 

relationships is made possible is a significant accomplishment, given the breakdown in society 

that was evident in the 1970s and 1980s. Fundamental changes have taken place in Uganda 

(none of them foregone conclusions) all of which contribute to overcoming the historical 

impediments of the bifurcated state. 

First and foremost is the enormous emphasis on democratic openings at the local level. 

This must be seen as a significant achievement of the NRM and, in particular, of Museveni. 

As Mamdani has stated: 

This is the originality of Museveni's poliacal conuibution. For while the movement for multiparry 
reform is literally content to translate democracy as a cumlrey project from Western manuals. it is to 
Museveni's credit to come to grips with a hy political legacy of Africa's colonial experience - the 
recognition that the real and enduring political legacy of colonial rule goes beyond the racial effrwtery 
of alien rule to local despotisms that are institutionalised and legitimised as so many 'customarf forms 
of power .... NRM's great success has been the d and the local (Mamdani 1997). 

That Museveni and the NRM government have come to grips with this legacy is demonstrated 

in this thesis in several ways. They have emphasized the ability of local people to govern 

themselves. But beyond that, they have emphasized the right and responsibility of local 

people to question their politicians and administrators. It is apparent from the Jinja study that 
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the population has embraced this idea, has taken the local government system seriously and is 

prepared to use it to demand accountability from officials, political and administrative. Thus, 

a climate of demanding accountability has been produced as never 'before and there is some 

hope that rights and duties may reside in one more universally conceived public in the future? 

The N R M  government has also emphasized autonomy and experimentation at the local level, 

leaving the door open for local innovation and new practices to develop. The Jinja case gives 

ample evidence that, both at the municipal and lower council levels, councillors are 

developing these practices whether they are trying to deal with NW&SC or developing a 

partnership with PTAs. Political leadership has been very important. 

One party, no party - what's the difference? 

At the same time Museveni and the NRM have insisted on continuing a ban on party 

politics for the purposes of election and the question remains as to whether this will impede 

democratization. Marndani has argued that multiparty politics, although it is not an answer in 

itself, is the other half of the equation for overcoming the inherited impediments of the 

bifurcated state (1996, 291-3). Participation at the local level must be accompanied by 

political competition at the centre through multiparty democracy. Only this will guarantee 

adequate representation and bring opportunities for alliances. In his more recent assessment of 

the NRM government he asserts that, 

In Uganda there seems to be a movement away from admiration for the 'big man' who is able to 
dispense largesse a d  this may signal some resolution to thr: problem of the two publics. Commenting on the 
growing mood among the public and in parliament to censure those who are corrupt, the E a t  Afican states: 

As a minister put it recently, the situation is such that when a state official appears in public wearing a 
nice pair of shoes, most people give him or her a funny look which says "You stole the money to buy 
them -" ("Opinion: Christmas Resent Puzzle for Museve ni", The East African, 22-281 12/97). 



its great dilemma continues to be the urban and the central... To take into account the most dynamic 
features of the African reaiity is to recognize that African countries are not just villages or t o m  but 
both; not just rural peasant commdties or class divided urban areas, but both. It is a context requiring 
us to think of &mocracy in both i t s  participatory and its representative aspect. How to marry the two is 
the challenge we face ... is it not true that any political system that does not guarantee the right of 
opposition - the right to organize as an opposition - can never be stable and self sustaining? (Mamdani 
1997). 

It seems to me that the question is whether no-party rule is necessarily the same as one-party 

rule, especially on the question of eliminating opposition. Although the material in this thesis 

cannot address all of Mamdani's arguments, since my emphasis was on the openings at the 

local level in an urban context, there are some points to be made. 

First, in Uganda under the NRM, at least for the present, national politics is less 

restrictive than in Zimbabwe. The Ugandan national parliament contains a variety of 

opposition members. Multipartyist members of parliament include Cecilia Ogwal, an active 

United People's Congress (UPC) executive and constant critic of Museveni. Even the Vice 

President, Specioza Wandira Kazibwe, was a Democratic Party @P) member until 1989. 

Multipanyists (the common term for proponents of multiparty democracy who are usually 

UPC or DP members) are not excluded from parliamentary committees and have been 

particularly outspoken about corruption. They take a combined stand as they did to censure 

ministers Kirunda Kivejinja and Jim Muwezi. Active, too, is Winnie Byanyima (MP 

Mabarara) who supports the NRM but remains a critic, lodging a one-woman campaign 

against corruption in her own district as well as in the central government. Multipartyists have 

also been successful in the recent district elections (April 1998), most notably in the Kampala 

mayoralty race which went to a multiparty candidate. An editorial in the opposition 

newspaper, The Monitor, assessed the fust year of the current parliament asserting: 

To its credit, this parliament has shown some red  teeth in fighting corruption in the ministries and some 



piuastatals. It has also set a precedent of enforcing accountability in ways udcnown in the history of this 
country, especially with the ministers and heads of parastatals who had hitherto felt untouchable m e  
Monitor 3/7/97, 8). 

Second, although there is a ban on election campaigns, parties openly meet. Both the DP and 

UPC have had conferences in Kampala in the last year.' This is in marked contrast to the 

hold ZANU(PF) has on the electoral process which, on the surface, claims to be conducted 

through democratic universal suffrage. The evidence presented in Chapter 5 shows that not 

only do opposition party candidates in Zimbabwe receive so much pressure that they cannot 

perform effectively but also critics within the ranks of ZANU(PF) are muzzled, as in the case 

of Margaret Dongo when party executives tried to defeat her candidature in the 1995 national 

primaries. Exclusivity and silencing of opposition is a common problem in Zimbabwe while 

the no-party inclusivity of the NRM government has spawned a national parliament which 

contains a highly active and vocal opposition. 

But the most important point to be made is that the analysis as if a new localism 

mattered presented in this thesis shows a marked difference between one-party dominance and 

a no-party system and, therefore, provides another measure of comparison. The comparative 

analysis at the local level (Jinja and Mutare) sets the political practices of the two countries in 

stark contrast. In Mutare the determination for exclusivity means that debate is lost in the din 

of party rhetoric and local issues are rarely raised, let alone debated, in public. Criticism is 

lost in the rivalry between factions and even public demonstrations are manipulated by rivals 

S The New Vision 21/7/97; The Monitor 2/12/97. The Monitor reported that "On what is arguably one 
of the largest meetings of any political party since 1986, up to 200 members of UPS Saturday converged in 
Kampafa to inaugurate their new parliament, the Party Representative Council" (ql2/97, p. 1). 'The New Vision 
also reported on a meeting of the Democratic Party (DP), which backed the presidential candidate Paul 
Ssemogerere, in July 1997 (The New Vision 21/7/97). 
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for political power within ZANU(PF). Thus, even in Mutare, which is the capital of the only 

province that has consistently produced opposition members of parliament, it is very difficult 

to break out of old patterns of political behaviour that are constantly reinforced by the party 

in power. In Jinja, with party pressures diminished and democratic openings emphasized, local 

issues are the focus of both the lower councils and the municipal council. The fact that there 

are no parties has not diminished criticism and calls for accountability. In fact, the innovative 

system of tiered councils presents openings at several levels for debate and demands for 

accountability. From the point of view of a new, democratic localism, no party is very 

different from one party. 

A new localism and the question of power 

Does this mean that the NRM has solved the question of power in Uganda? This is 

very doubthl indeed. Uganda is not nearly out of the woods yet. It is possible that the NRM's 

propensity for inclusivity may cross the line between forming alliances and creating 

suffocating policies which will establish a one-party system. A bill on political organizations 

is to be tabled in parliament sometime in 1998 and is purported to require organizations to 

practice inclusivity with regard to ethnicity, sex and religion but it is still not clear what form 

these organizations will take. Meanwhile, multipart yists argue that the "Movement Bill" 

passed in parliament in July 1997 is the thin edge of the wedge (Onyango-Obbo 1997). 

Charles Onyango-Obbo (1997) argues that alliances within the movement are breaking up and 

now it is necessary for the NRM to consolidate power by becoming one party as of old. The 

election of Movement (NRM) committees that parallel LC Councils is indeed worrying and 

bears watching. Even if they have the best intentions of developing inclusivity and new 
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political accountability, these committees may cave in to the pressure fiom other parties and 

adopt old-style political behaviour. 

The political behaviour of some multipartyists is indeed questionable. There is no 

guarantee that rnultipartyists would be willing to share power if they had it; the old practices 

die hard. In the July 1997 meeting DP members commented that Ssemogerere "is running the 

party as personal property" and Maria Mutagarnba, a DP activist, argued that "(1)t is 

imperative that DP embarks on internal democratization to prepare itself for the 

democratisation process of the nation. We cannot have moral authority to call upon Ugandans 

to be democratic when we are not".6 Mutagarnba's comments suggest that simple multiparty 

elections are not the only answer. But they also suggest that there is a deeper democratic 

process taking place in Uganda (and having its effect on less than democratic parties) which 

may, in the end, make it possible for party politics to become effective. However, at present 

the indication is that a government under multipartyists might ~IY to halt this process. For 

example, in the lower local council elections that took place at the end of 1997, two lower 

councils (LC1 and LC2 in Mokono sub-county) went to multipartyists who then, reportedly, 

put a ban on all meetings and vowed to oust all 'movementists' fiom higher co~ncils.~ Thus, 

it is prudent to have some misgivings about the extravagant claims of multipartyists on the 

subject of freedom of opposition. Since party organization in Africa has tended to reinforce 

the inherited impediments of the bifurcated state rather than W o r m  them it may be that, at 

least judging fiom the Ugandan case, suspension of active party politicking is required in 

The New Vision 21/7/97, 

' The Monitor 2/ 12/97, 



order for a new politics to take hold. 

What is evident is that a new politics based on local democracy is taking hold in 

Uganda and, therefore, a new resolution to the question of power may be evolving. The April 

1998 local government elections have produced many examples of the richness and 

complexity a new localism brings to Ugandan politics. A1 Haiji Nasser Sebaggala, elected 

mayor of Kampala, represents the multiplicity of problems and identities that Ugandans must 

reconcile within the context of a new localism. He is a businessman who thrived under Idi 

Amin and the magendo economy of the 1980s. Refusing to speak English during his 

campaign, he seems to represent 

a class of business people in this country who have been buried by the e ~ w m i c  lihrlisation of the 
Yoweri M w v e n i  years, and the return of stolen property to the Asi am... The people who have been 
eaten by the unforgiving much of capitalism downtown are Move-mentisn, mula-pattyists, from dl 
tribes, they are uneducated, [but also] they are very educated" (OnyangeObbo 1998, 14). 

Here we have represented in one person all of the contradictions that a new localism must 

absorb: the contradictions that are the result of the old inherited impediments; and the new 

contmdictions of globalization with which the old contradictions interact. The multipartyists 

claim that the election of Sebaggala is a decisive victory for them and a defeat for Museveni; 

in fact, they claim that it is the beginning of the end for Museveni because Kampala is the 

heart of the country and if you lose the heart you lose it all (Onyango-Obbo 1998a). But is it? 

The fact that the NRM does not see the Kampala elections as 'do or die' and the 

multipartyists do is also revealing. The multipartyists are working on the premise that the 

whole country can be controlled from the centre (old inherited impediments) but the NRM 

seems to be disengaged from that premise. What this election does say is that a new localism 

has been able to absorb contradictions without the system disintegrating into partisan 



violence. 

However, a s  Onyango-Obbo notes, there are national patterns to be discerned. Most 

Ministers or MPs who tried to interfere in the local elections saw their candidates defeated in 

the districts. An exception was Mbarara where MP Winnie Byanyima helped to oust one of 

the most compt district governments in Uganda. On the whole, the pattern seems to point to 

a weeding out of both cormpt and patronage-prone governments. Onyango-Obbo observes: 

With decentralization, votus, quite c m e d y ,  want to establish h e  oecssary level of independence from 
the central government. That independence can't be established if the LCV chairman is just the Kampala 
minister's stooge, hence the opposition to those perceived to be fme (Onymgo-Obbo 1998a. 8). 

The disengagement of political parties from both local and central politics has not killed 

opposition but it has initiated the breakdown of the cycle of partisan clientelism. What is 

apparent here is that Museveni and the NRM have set in motion a political process which 

seems to be breaking down the inherited impediments and developing a new way to resolve 

the question of power; and it rests on the development of a new localism. Whether the NRM 

and Museveni are able to maintain their belief in popular democracy and the ability of 

ordinary people to work out the contradictions politically is an open question. 

What this thesis makes absolutely clear is that an analysis as if a new localism 

mattered is absolutely crucial for capturing and understanding the complexities involved as 

the inherited impediments are played out in African politics. What is also made evident is that 

one side of Mamdani's equation, democratic openings at the local level, may be taking root in 

Uganda. The analysis of politics in Jinja has revealed that, to a certain extent (an 

unprecedented extent in Uganda's history), those complexities have been allowed an airing 

and given a legitimacy by the institution of popular democracy at the local level. (Specifically 
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we may recall the illegitimate nature of living and business arrangements in Jinja, which are 

the legacy of the UPC era and the Amin era, and the way the RCs have given people the 

grounds for making their demands legitimate.) An analysis as if a new localism mattered 

enables us to capture this process that is so important to African politics. Moreover, as I have 

attempted to demonstrate here, an analysis as though a new localism mattered gives us  the 

tools with which to look for the transformational aspects at both the centre and the local - 

those two sides of Marndani's equation. 

Looking for a new localism 

Is an analysis as though a new localism mattered only useful in cases where there are 

obvious democratic openings at the local level? The answer is a resounding "no" and the 

analysis of Zimbabwean politics in this thesis is proof of that. The use of Zimbabwe in the 

comparison has been essential for demonstrating the importance of a new localism but it goes 

beyond that. As pointed out above, the analysis used in this thesis gets beyond the 

camouflage of a more formal Zimbabwean economy, and the host of better indicators it 

throws up, to disclose some fundamental political problems that will need more than a 

multiparty bandaid treatment. It directs u s  to analyse politics at both the local and central 

level, and in civil society, according to whether or not they break down or reinforce the 

inherited impediments. What is made apparent in the analysis of Mutare's politics is that often 

an action by an MP that looks like resistance to bad local government is instead 

reinforcement of ZANU(PF)'s version of decentralized despotism. An analysis as if a new 

localism mattered also alerts us to the fact that politically Zimbabwe does not have the 

institutional means to absorb the contradictions which become more pressing as structural 
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adjustment takes hold.' I have argued that there is some indication that change may come 

from within ZANU(PF), and that it may start at the local level. However, given the political 

relations of power in ZANU(PF)'s version of decentralized despotism described in this thesis, 

there is reason to believe that ZANU(PF) will not be able to withstand these pressures and 

some political disintegration may take place. In revealing the lack of a grounding in an 

internally driven new localism the analysis alerts us to the seriousness of the situation. 

Women and a new local politics 

Another new direction taken in this analysis is an analysis of the role of women in 

politics. An analysis that encompasses the local level gives breadth to the discussion of 

women in the broader political process because it reveals more thoroughly the extent of 

women's participation or exclusion. An examination of women's participation in politics in 

light of the inherited impediments allows us further refmement in that we may discriminate 

between those practices which break down or reinforce the old political behaviour that always 

Limits women politically and those that do not. It also points to the fact that women's 

participation is an important indicator in this larger political challenge of overcoming the 

inherited impediments. 

As I have argued, women in Uganda and Zimbabwe have been under the double 

restraint of customary law and Western patriarchal attitudes. Under the former, they are 

subject to the authority of male relatives and courts of male elders without the flexibility and 

a The camouflage of h e  formal economy is lasing its efiectiveness as the dollar loss value and 
inflation continues. Strikes, food riots, and student demonstratias are common occurrences as, at the same time, 
Mugabe tightens his control from the cenrre (see Weherill 1998; Bond, 1998; Sauaders 1997; "Decisions must 
come from the top", Zimbabwe Inkpenden% 6/2/98; "Mugabe's winter of discontent", The Mail & Guardian, 
13/6/97). 
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political importance they held before colonialism; under the latter, their productive role is 

unacknowledged or submerged in the glorification of women's domestic role. Most women 

must seek the protection of a male and are expected to support male dominance politically. 

Single women and urban women (whether single or not) are regarded as immoral. Moreover, 

most women must manipulate the males in the system, whether they are within the confines 

of the customary or within elite patronage circles. A foot in the door of the formal system 

may prevent the worst abuses of the customary but neither gives women legitimacy in their 

own right? Up until the 1980s women were not successful in establishing autonomous 

presence in political society in Uganda and Zimbabwe, be it state or civil society. 

A cursory glance points out some similarities and some differences between the 

political and economic circumstances of women in Uganda and Zimbabwe. Women in 

Zimbabwe are better educated and healthier. Illiteracy among women in Uganda is 50% while 

it is only 20% in Zimbabwe.lo There are five times as many women in tertiary education in 

9 Jane Parpart's (1995) analysis of widows in different economic circumstaoces in Zimbabwe ilhrmates 
this point very well. Parpart found that poor women and rural women, who codd only appeal to customary 
authorities with regard to inheritance, had to do their best to manipulate the males in that system in order to 
maintain themselves. They were especially successful if they had a young clme male relative who could, and 
would, bring some weight to the matter. Poor women who had sane foot in the door in the formal system in 
urban areas (eg a rented house through the deceased husband's work) could fmd means to get around the 
demands of the customary if' they could manage to keep their foothold in the f d  system. Women with better 
education and employment could afford to access the formal system of justice which was more likely to give a 
favourable outcome on inheritance. In analysing the ways in which women &fend themselves, Parpart argues 
that women do not just capitulate to male domination but ise the system for their own benefit However. this 
conclusion does gloss over the fact that they are almost always confmed to a position that requires male 
compliance. Perhap the most poignant fictiod account of rbe effects of bhrcation on women is found m Tsitsi 
Dangarembga's Nervom Conditions which &monstrates the dilemmas of women whether they have a foot in one 
or both camps. Lucia, in particular, "who had grown shrewd in her years of dealing with men" demonstrates the 
consummate skill that is rquired to manipulate a council of male elders. maagarembga 1988, 126, 143-48). 

lo World Development Report 1997, Table 7, p. 226. 
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Zimbabwe than in Uganda (Uganda=63/100,000; Zirnbabwe=320/ 100,000)." Life expectancy 

for women in Uganda is 42 while it is 57 in ~irnbabwe.'~ Maternal mortality is five times 

greater in Uganda (Uganda=506/ 100,000; Zimbabwe= 100/ 100,000). l3  However, political 

representation at the national level is more similar. Women form 10% of the members of 

parliament in Uganda while in Zimbabwe they form 11%. Women make up 8% of the 

government ministers in Uganda while they make up only 3% in Zimbabwe. 

Again, a comparative analysis as though a new localism mattered reveals that a richer, 

more developed economy may camouflage the lack of political development. An examination 

of local politics points to some very important trends which do not appear if one simply reads 

national statistics on women's participation. It not only shows a more complete picture of 

political inclusion or exclusion but also the extent to which women are able to enter into new 

patterns of political behaviour. Thus, we can judge whether their participation is more 

supportive of a new localism and lends them fumer ground upon which to produce new ideas 

of accountability. 

The analysis of Zimbabwe reveals the extent of the exclusion of women and highlights 

the dficulties that women encounter in a one-party system. In Mutare women have few 

opportunities for new behaviour and retain the old supportive role which reinforces the old 

political relations of personal patronage. In fact, the material presented in this thesis 

demonstrates that women MPs may reinforce the subordinate role of women, especially 

" Human Development Report 1997, p. 171. 

" World Development Report 199'7, Table 1, p. 214. 

l3 World Development Report 1997, Table 6, p. 224. 
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through encouraging women to work in the Women's League without calling for its reform. 

Here we may see that there is little public space where women can prepare fertile ground for 

a new political role locally that might counteract the conservative attitudes towards women in 

Zimbabwe. In addition, there is little movement towards articulating and universalizing 

women's strategic needs along with their practical needs and little opportunity to build up 

political strength locally that would match their need for local services. 

In comparison, the examination of local politics in Jinja reveals the extent to which 

inclusivity has spread to include women at every level of the tiered system and, more 

importantly, has served to create a critical mass of women active in local politics. Thus, 

women have an opportunity to develop new political relations through their participation and 

also have the opportunity to gather their own political strength locally. Even if women and 

men at the national level indulge in patronizing behaviour, women at the local level have 

some grounds upon which to build some autonomy. Although they are only in the beginning 

stages, women in Jinja are using their public space to build a fertile ground for a new 

political role that is already changing the attitudes towards women in politics. Combined with 

their presence in local civil society where they are satisfying their needs (practical and 

strategic) and providing public service, women's presence in formal political institutions 

makes for a 'triple effect' that gives them a strong presence in Ugandan poLitical society as a 

whole. Thus, women in Jinja may have a better chance to gain a political capacity that better 

matches their need and use of adequate local services and their mple role, pointed out by 

Moser (1993), of production, reproduction and community managing. One might argue that, 

given their family responsibilities and community concerns, women are more able to 
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participate locally than nationally and that the responsibilities of local governments are more 

oriented to issues that concern women, in their culturally determined role, especially. 

However, as this thesis has shown, these factors, by themselves, do not insure that women 

will participate in a meaningful way. Thus, the institutional setting remains an important 

factor when considering women in local politics in Uganda and Zimbabwe. It is in the 

comparison of women in politics in Uganda and Zimbabwe presented here that we may see 

the importance of bringing in the local level. 

Moreover, it may be argued that the consciousness of including women in politics may 

be an important indicator of the willingness and readiness, in general, to tackle the issues of 

the inherited impediments. There is no doubt, from the evidence presented here, that, along 

with the new democratic openings and the new culture of demanding accountability, there is a 

high consciousness on the part of Ugandan women, and many Ugandan men, that political 

rights and action are required to address the gender imbalance. This is not the case in 

Zimbabwe. Writing of the critical juncture in the 1990s Sita Ranchod-Nilsson argues: 

Any benefits women might have &rived from greater participation were ultimately curtailed by thasc: in 
power who put forward a faca& of muhipartyism while manipulating government institutions and the 
electoral process to maintain control (1998, 255). 

Moreover, she argues, there is a renewed attempt to relegate women to the home and family, 

a pattern upon which a "new nationalist woman" has been touted (Ranched-Nilsson, 271). The 

evidence presented in this thesis reveals, in detail, the deep conservatism, in general, within 

ZANU(PF) and, specifically, with regard to the role of women. More importantly, it reveals 

how women get caught in the old political relations of personal patronage and, therefore, are 

unable to articulate and act on a more universal consciousness of women's strategic, as  well 
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as practical, needs. In Uganda, the changing consciousness with regard to gender relations has 

accompanied a consciousness of the need to democratize at the local level in order to produce 

new relations of accountability. Thus, women's participation at the local level becomes an 

important indicator of political consciousness, in general, of the need to dismantle the 

inherited impediments of the bifurcated state. 

Civil society and a new local politics 

A vigorous political society needs vitality in both the state and civil society and an 

analysis as if a new localism matters helps us to better assess both the relationship between 

state and civil society in political society in Africa and the role of particular civil society 

actors in developing a new local politics. The comparison between Uganda and Zimbabwe 

emphasizes the negative impact of one party on the vitality of civil society and clearly 

indicates the impact on civil society that political openings at the local level provide. In Jinja 

there is a burgeoning of civil associations but in Mutare ZANU(PF) tries to absorb these 

associations in a fusion of state and civil society that leaves little room for the vitality needed 

for rule changing. An analysis as if a new localism matters allows us to refme our 

understanding of civil society itself by including either the potential for supporting new 

political behaviour or the propensity for perpetuating old personalized, patronage relations. In 

this way we may gauge whether civil society associations are engaged in the irnportant task 

of changing the rules or not. Integml to this assessment is the integrating of rights and duties 

in a more universally conceived public. From the limited investigations in this thesis, it is 

clear that in Jinja, there is some indication that associations are establishing some autonomous 

ground from which a new relationship of accountability may be demanded. However, in 
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Mutare, it is clear that what civil associations exist often fall into the same pattern of political 

behaviour exhibited by ZANU(PF). We have a new tool for gauging the importance of civil 

associations in the process of rule changing. 

But more importantly, the evidence from h j a  shows the importance of developing 

local government institutions which specifically mediate the inherited impediments of 

bifurcation and, thus, move Africans towards a more integrated and universally conceived 

public space. It is evident in Jinja that the lower tiers of the RC system, in providing for 

extensive participation, provide an intermediate political institution between state and civil 

society which lends credence to both. The lower RCs have provided the political space for the 

legitimation of both the local state and local civil society because they both represent their 

local residents and form an integral part of the functioning of the municipal council. It is in 

this intermediary capacity that they are able to contain the contradictions that are an integral 

part of the inherited impediments and transform them by providing a legitimate political 

forum for debate that seems to reach beyond, both criticizing and legitimating other levels of 

government. In other words, the lower RCs provide the liminality that Warren Magnusson has 

described and found so important to the function of government (see Chapter 1). The lower 

RCs are the least important, most permeable and most vulnerable institutions but provide the 

strongest legitimation factor. Their ability to mediate bifurcation provides the beginnings for 

integrating political society in general. This finding is particularly significant since one of the 

principal challenges for both state and civil society in Africa, in overcoming the inherited 

impediments, is producing new relations of accountability by bringing about political 

integration (Mamdani's combination of local political participation with representation at the 
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centre and local autonomy with alliance) rather than political fusion where one must dominate 

the other. 

Globalization and a new local politics 

Finally, an analysis as if a new localism mattered helps us to think about the political 

impact of globalization on African politics. It raises the matter of the impact of global 

restructuring and its consequences on the ability of African countries to overcome the 

inherited structures and develop a new, democratic localism. It also provides the tools to 

assess the capacity of political society to absorb the contradictions and social dislocation of 

restructuring, as well as the capacity to be flexible and innovative in fmding solutions. Since 

there is every indication that external events will increasingly show their effect at the local 

level in sub-Saharan Africa, this is an important component of the analysis. 

The evidence presented in this thesis demonstrates that structural change that is part of 

globalization need not impede the development of a new localism. One impact of this 

structural change that is emphasized in this thesis is the fact that local governments fmd 

themselves increasingly more responsible for the social consequences of globalization but at 

the same time have fewer resources to deal with those consequences. It is in the attempt to 

come to terms with these contradictions that local governments are compelled to seek new 

policy relationships between government and non-government actors. The example used in 

this thesis is the partnership being forged between the local governments in Jinja and Mutare 

and the PTAs for provision of primary education. As I argued in Chapter 6, there is good 

evidence that this externally driven localism is not an impediment to the forging of a new, 

democratic localism. In fact, there has been a process of mutual legitimization as the 



partnership has developed between the PTAs and JMC. This is an even greater 

accomplishment if we consider the appalling relations that had developed during the 1970s 

and 1980s. In Mutare, too, the prtnership between the local government and the PTAs 

seemed to be the one place where new political relationships may be developing. Worsening 

conditions, however, may have a negative impact on the effectiveness of these partnerships. 

Nevertheless, the evidence shows that the new localism need not be inimical to the 

development of a new localism. 

What the analysis in this thesis does is point to the factors at the local level that give 

some indication as to the capacity of government not only to absorb, or contain, social 

contradictions but also the capacity and flexibility to develop innovative solutions. Overall, 

this thesis demonstrates that the system of local government in Uganda provides more 

capacity for absorbing and containing both the contradictions of the inherited impediments 

and those of globalization. Much of this is possible through the opportunity for deep 

participation at the local level described above. As I have argued above, further evidence that 

the political system, as a whole, has the capacity to absorb or contain these contradictions can 

be found in the results and reactions to the recent local elections in Uganda. The local 

government in Jinja also demonstrates some flexibility in reaching out to the population and 

the institutional capacity for mobilizing and eliciting support from the population in order to 

develop solutions. Further evidence that this is generally so is provided by Christie Cannon 

who fmds that decentralization in Uganda "has the potential to enhance the government-NGO 

relationship at the local level" as donors and NGOs learn how to form a partnership with 

government for the STD/AIDS programme (Cannon 1996,264). The emphasis here should be 
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on the fact that, more than ever before, the system provides the opportunity for participation, 

flexibility and innovation. There is also some indication that Ugandan people are starting to 

m k e  it work. The evidence in this thesis leads to a guarded optimism that political society in 

Uganda may be able to withstand the pressures it faces. 

The evidence from Zimbabwe is much less encouraging. It reveals that the capacity to 

absorb or contain contradictions is almost non-existent. This is because there is little 

participation of any kind, let alone the opportunity for deeper participation that the lower RCs 

provide in Uganda. As far as tolerating civil associations, there is little evidence that this is 

possible without absorption, or, at the very least, serious interference by ZANU(PF). The 

factional fighting within ZA NU(PF) paralyzes bureaucracy and alienates civil associations. 

(However, as we have noted, the PTAs are an exception.) As pressure mounts, the ZANU(PF) 

hierarchy is likely to become more intent on maintaining power and, therefore, the ZANU(PF) 

version of decentralized despotism will be reinforced. The indications are that there will be a 

great deal of political strife in Zimbabwe as the economic effects of restructuring worsen. 

Using 'a new localism' as a concept 

It is my fm conclusion that a new, internally driven and democratic localism is 

essential for sub-Saharan Africa; however, the defining of a new localism is not meant to be 

an exercise leading to prescription. Sub-Saharan Africa does not need another disembodied 

concept. My suggestion is that the concept of a new, historically relevant, African localism 

might be used as a tool to examine politics and open up some areas of research and analysis. 

Most interesting among these options is an examination of the political behaviour of 

both people and government. We need to analyse the impact of political institutions, whether 
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or not they provide the political space for new behaviours to develop; and especially whether 

they are flexible enough to provide the mediating function needed to bridge the gap between 

urban governments and large needy populations. We need also to examine the formal 

relationship between government levels to see how it enhances or inhibits political 

development away from the political relations of bifurcation. We also need to examine 

political parties, whether they depend on political fusion between centre and locality or 

whether they are developing new practices for political integration. We need to look at how 

political behaviour is shaped and where ernancipatory breakthroughs may be located. We need 

to observe whether demands from the population, both men and women, are characterized by 

old clientelistic behaviour and confound government attempts at change; on the other hand, 

we need to look for instances where the demands from the population for a new assessment 

of responsibility and accountability are met with despotic or clientelistic responses from the 

government and its representatives, both men and women, or its 'modem' corporations. We 

also need to look for alliances between the centre and the locality which open up rather than 

shut down the efforts to forge new political relationships. It is in these struggles that we may 

see where the ernancipatory breakthroughs are happening in African political society. 

The concept is also useful when looking at the intersection of development practices 

and politics. We might examine the apparatus of development to ascertain whether 

international development agencies, local NGOs and community-based organizations are able 

to overcome the power relations of the bifurcated state and support emancipatory 

breakthroughs in the struggle to establish new political relationships, or whether they 

reinforce the inherited impediments and protract the political behaviour of the bifurcated state. 
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In short, the concept of a new localism helps us get beyond the negative idea of a 

political impasse. It encourages us to look for a new creative politics in sub-Saharan Africa as 

African political societies meet the challenges of overcoming their inherited impediments. 



APPENDIX A 
Women's groups interviewed: 

Awaken Women's Club 
Akanabola Women's Group 
Allidina Women's Association 
Ezrkoko hina Women's Club 
Jinja Nurses and Midwives Association 
Jinja West Women's Group 
Jocund (jolly) Ladies Club 
Lubas Rd. Women's Development Club 
Main St. E. Women's Club 
Mirembe Women's Group 
Mowada (Madi women's club) 
Mpola Mpola Women's Club 
Munoku Kama (work hard for progress) Women's Group 
Ntenge Village Women's Savings 
Our Lady of Fatima Women's Group 
Police Wing Village Women's Association 
Sanyu (joy) Women's Club 
Twgyambeyambe (helping each other) Women's Club 
United Women's Club 
Victoria Club 
Zinunula (rescue) Women's Club 

Mutare, Zimbabwe 

Zvirimugwara (on the right track) Co-operative Society Women's Project 
Takundamatambuiiziko (we have conquered our problems) Co-operative 
Shanje (doing things so people will come to our side) Co-operative 
Munochemeyi (we uplift) Co-operative 

Other community-based associations interviewed: 
Jinia. Uganda 

Alladina Men's Association 
Afamak (trial)- a Teso friendship association 
Jinja Friendship Association 
Jinja Tenants Association 
Nile Crane Save the Vulnerable Children Project 
Nile United Friendship Association 
Poyfa (Protect Our Youth From Aids) Association 



APPENDIX A (cont'd) 

Walukuba Tenants' Welfare Association 

Mutare, Zimbabwe 

Taona Theatre Product ions 
Mutare Citizens and Ratepayers Association 

Parent Teachers Associations (PTAs) Interviewed: 

Jinia, Uganda 

Karinga Prison Primary, Chairman, PTA 
Main St. Primary, Chairman, PTA 
Mpumudde Primary, Chairman, PTA 
St. Gonzaga Primary, Chairman, ETA 
Uganda Railways School, Chairman and Member, PTA 
Walukuba East Primary, Executive, ETA 

Mutare, Zimbabwe 

Chikanga Primary, Executive, PTA 
Chi rowahwe Primary, Chairman, PTA 
Dangamvura Primary, Chairman, PTA 
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